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The Caitanya Vai1wava tradition is famous for its depth of devotion to
K[1wa, the blue-hued Deity. Caitanya Vai1wavas are known for having refined the practice and aesthetics of devotion into a sophisticated science.
This imposing devotional edifice was constructed upon a solid foundation
of philosophical argument and understanding. In The Caitanya Vai2Wava
VedAnta of JCva GosvAmC, Ravi Gupta sheds new light on the contribution of
Caitanya Vai1wavism to the field of Indian philosophy. He explores the
hermeneutical tools employed, the historical resources harnessed, the structure of the arguments made, and the relative success of the endeavor. For
most schools of Vai1wavism, the supporting foundation consists of the philosophical resources provided by Vedanta. The Caitanya tradition is remarkable in its ability to engage in Vedantic discourse and at the same time
practice an ecstatic form of devotion to Krishna. The prime architect of this
balance was the scholar-devotee Jcva Gosvamc (ca. 1517–1608). This book
analyses Jcva Gosvamc’s writing concerning the philosophy of the Vedanta
tradition. It concludes that Jcva’s writing crosses “disciplinary boundaries,”
for he brought into dialogue four powerful streams of classical Hinduism:
(1) the various systems of Vedanta; (2) the ecstatic bhakti movements; (3) the
Purawic commentarial tradition; and (4) the aesthetic rasa theory of Sanskrit
poetics. With training in and commitments to all of these traditions, Jcva
Gosvamc produced a distinctly Caitanya Vai1wava system of theology.
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F O R E WO R D

The Routledge Hindu Studies Series, published in collaboration with the
Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies, primarily intends the publication of constructive Hindu theological, philosophical, and ethical projects. The focus is
on issues and concerns of relevance to readers interested in Hindu traditions
in particular, yet also in the context of a wider range of related religious
concerns that matter in today’s world. The Series seeks to promote excellent
scholarship and, in relation to it, an open and critical conversation among
scholars and the wider audience of interested readers. Though contemporary
in its purpose, the Series recognizes the importance of retrieving the classic
texts and ideas, beliefs, and practices, of Hindu traditions, so that the great
intellectuals of these traditions can, as it were, become conversation partners
in the conversations of today.
The publication of this book marks an important development in the
academic study of the Caitanya Vai1wava tradition. It makes three major
points: historical, theological, and textual. Ravi Gupta establishes the historical point of the way in which Vedanta, eroded to some extent during the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries due to the rise of devotional traditions,
becomes fused with devotionalism in the Caitanya tradition. This fusion
can be seen in the work of Jcva Gosvamc who writes a commentary on the
Brahma-sEtra, the CatuSsEtrC PCkA, in which he reads Vedanta through the
lens of the devotionalism of the BhAgavata PurAWa. This is an original innovation in the history of Indian thought. Indeed, we might say that through
Jcva’s work the Vedanta tradition undergoes a repristination that gives it
renewed theological energy. Ravi Gupta shows how Jcva’s understanding of
Vedanta is original while, of course, claiming to be closer to its source
through being the correct interpretation.
The theological importance of Jcva lies, as this book shows, in his ability to
weave together themes from the Vedanta and Caitanya traditions and infuse
those traditions with ideas taken from a broad field of Sanskrit learning,
particularly poetics. Jcva brings together the emphasis on knowledge ( jñAna)
in the Vedanta with both the devotion (bhakti) and aesthetic experience
(rasa) of the Bhagavata tradition. He thus shows how an emotional
xi
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devotionalism needs to be tempered with an intellectual rigour that sets that
devotion within the broad field of philosophical inquiry. Jcva saw the need
to establish his tradition within the wider parameters of Hindu intellectual
history and succeeds in this through his voluminous writings. But not only
does this book present us with a theological history, it also provides a
critical edition and translation of the CatuSsEtrC PCkA, providing a history of
the text, an account of the manuscript traditions, and establishing a stemma.
Ravi Gupta’s book is very well-written text which provides a much needed
account of the integration of Vedanta and Caitanya bhakti. It successfully
combines solid textual scholarship with a history of ideas approach that will
be of interest to an audience beyond Indology.
Gavin Flood
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INTRODUCTION

INTROD U CTION

“Let us inquire into the Supreme Truth, the origin of this world.” Thus
begin two great classics of the Indian religious traditions—the Brahma-sEtra
and the BhAgavata PurAWa. The former is a collection of some five hundred
succinct prose aphorisms (sEtras) that systematically argue for the philosophical doctrines of the Upani1ads. These aphorisms have become the
subject matter of a vibrant tradition of commentary and debate known as
Vedanta. The BhAgavata PurAWa, on the other hand, is a marvel of poetry
that expresses a sophisticated theology dedicated to the bluish Lord, 3rc
K[1wa. It has served as the inspiration for works of literature, art, and
architecture within both popular culture and elite circles.
Some five hundred years ago, in K[1wa’s village of V[ndavana, the Caitanya
Vai1wava tradition brought these two texts together. Emerging from a period
of intense devotional activity in North India, yet grounded in the Vedantic
philosophical tradition, the Caitanya tradition combined and transformed
the nature of both.
The contribution of Caitanya Vai1wavism to the realm of Indian philosophy is virtually unknown. The tradition is famous instead for its depth of
devotion to K[1wa, the playful Deity who stole butter as a child in V[ndavana
and spoke the Bhagavad-gcta on the battlefield of Kuruk1etra. Caitanya
Vai1wavas are known for singing the names of K[1wa and dancing with
abandon. They are admired for having refined the practice and aesthetics of
devotion into a sophisticated science like no other tradition before.
Yet, this imposing devotional edifice was constructed upon a solid foundation of philosophical argument and understanding. Once a building’s
architecture is visible, the foundation is sometimes forgotten or ignored, but
in reality the completed edifice is only as good as its supports. Caitanya
Vai1wavism pushed the very limits of devotional feeling for K[1na, and this
required a foundation that was equally resilient and sophisticated. In this
book, we will uncover this foundation and study it carefully. We will see the
challenges that faced those who laid it, the hermeneutical tools that were
employed, the historical resources harnessed, the structure of the arguments
made, and the relative success of the endeavor.
1
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Laying a secure foundation for devotional practice is a task common to
all schools of Vai1wavism, and the materials for such an enterprise usually
come from the realm of Vedanta philosophy. Nearly every theistic school
since the time of 3a]kara, the famous eighth-century nondualist, has engaged
with the Vedantic tradition, usually by writing a commentary on the BrahmasEtra. The first four aphorisms of the Brahma-sEtra are regarded as the
most important, for they give definitions and establish methodology for the
entire text. These sEtras are rich in suggestive power and broad in scope—
in a total of ten words, they discuss the nature of ultimate reality, the origin
of creation, the means of acquiring knowledge about ultimate reality, the
qualifications of a person seeking that knowledge, and the proper method
of scriptural interpretation.
The four sEtras are as follows: athAto brahma-jijñAsA, “Now, therefore,
[let us begin] inquiry into Brahman; janmAdy asya yataS, “[Brahman is that]
from which there is the creation, [maintenance and dissolution] of this
[universe]; UAstra-yonitvAt, “Scripture is the origin [of knowledge about Brahman]; and tat tu samanvayAt, “That [Brahman is realized] by a complete
understanding (of scripture).”
As one would expect, commentaries on these sEtras are detailed and
demanding. They serve as concise yet complete statements of their schools’
philosophical standpoints, and can often be read independently of the rest
of the text. The translations given above are intended only as general indicators, since the precise interpretation would depend upon the school of
Vedanta one chooses to follow. Indeed, commentators differ on everything
from the meaning of individual words in a sEtra to the role of a sEtra in the
overall argument of the Brahma-sEtra. The history of Vedantic commentary
is rich with lively debates, rigorous logic, and ingenious reinterpretations.
Still, there are some basic questions that every school is concerned with.
They can be put like this:

•
•
•
•

What is the nature of ultimate reality (Brahman)?
What is the relationship of the world to Brahman?
What is our nature, that is, the nature of living entities?
How do we obtain final liberation (mok2a)?

For example, the nondualist philosopher 3a]kara argued that Brahman
is attributeless reality, which apparently transforms into this phenomenal
world, although this transformation is in fact illusory. The living entities
are nondifferent from Brahman and therefore liberation consists simply in
realizing this identity. The Vai1wava teachers, beginning with Ramanuja and
Madhva, naturally reject such a view, for it precludes the possibility of a
loving relationship between the Lord and His devotees. For them, Brahman
is a person with unlimited, attractive qualities, and all living entities are his
natural servants. The creation of the world is a result of the Lord’s play
2
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(lClA) and therefore it is a real transformation of his power (Uakti). Liberation means to revive one’s loving relationship with the Supreme Lord and
participate in his eternal play.
Despite its foundational role in the Hindu theistic traditions, Vedanta
found itself on uncertain ground during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
due largely to the rise of influential devotional movements across North
India. Some of these movements established their influence by deliberately
setting themselves apart from the Vedantic pursuits of earlier Vai1wava
schools. They saw the emphasis on Vedanta as the hallmark of knowledgeoriented systems, in contrast to their own exclusive absorption in devotion
(bhakti). Indeed, some traditions rejected any kind of intellectual engagement
as a diversion on the path of pure devotion.
The Caitanya tradition of Bengal, however, attempted the more difficult
task of creating a theological system that held these tensions in balance.
The school is remarkable in its ability to engage in Vedantic discourse and
at the same time practice an ecstatic form of devotion to K[1wa. The architect of this balance was the scholar-devotee Jcva Gosvamc, in the generation
immediately following 3rc Caitanya (1486–1534), the founder of the school
(Figure 1). Through his four-sEtra commentary (CatuSsEtrC PCkA), Jcva
brought his tradition face to face with the time-honored school of Vedanta
and in doing so, overcame challenges posed from both within and outside
the tradition. The results of this encounter were anything but predictable or
pedestrian. Jcva pushes at the boundaries of Vedanta in several significant
ways:

•

•

PurAWa to VedAnta: The BhAgavata PurAWa lies at the very heart of
Caitanya Vai1wavism. Caitanya regarded the PurAWa as the perfect and
natural commentary on the Brahma-sEtra, having been written by the
author himself, Badarayawa Vyasa. This meant that any other commentary on the text was deemed unnecessary. Clearly, this posed a challenge
for Jcva Gosvamc, whose task it was to bring Caitanya Vai1wavism into
the arena of Vedantic discourse. In the end, however, the limitation
turned out to be a blessing in disguise. The BhAgavata is indeed replete
with Vedantic themes, and because it enjoys undisputed pre-eminence
among followers of Caitanya, it provided an excellent bridge for the
community to enter the realm of Vedanta. Jcva’s CatuSsEtrC PCkA represents the first PurAWa-based commentary on the Brahma-sEtra. Particularly interesting is his use of 3rcdhara Svamc, the author of the prestigious
BhAvArtha-dCpikA commentary on the BhAgavata PurAWa.
Syncretic sources: Not only does Jcva blur boundaries of genre in his work,
he also crosses traditional lines of difference between Vedantic teachers.
Jcva employs terminology, concepts, and themes from 3a]kara, Ramanuja,
and Madhva, the founders of the three largest schools of Vedanta. He
avoids reinventing the wheel, for when he sees that a particular argument
3
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Figure 1 Caitanya and his close associate Nityananda. A relief carving located at the
Radha-Damodara temple in Jaipur, Rajasthan.
Source: Photograph by Shyamal Krishna

•

has already been well made elsewhere, he simply directs the reader
accordingly. In this way, he brings a range of diverse thinkers into
dialogue, even on issues of traditional disagreement.
VedAnta to prema: For followers of Caitanya, the goal of all philosophy
and practice is to cultivate unmotivated, spontaneous love for K[1wa
( prema). The traditional Hindu aims of religion, wealth, pleasure, and
even liberation are rejected in favor of a fifth and final goal, namely,
pure love. Any endeavor that does not ultimately lead to this end is
considered useless. Thus, the traditional purpose of Vedantic study is
transformed, for now its main function is not to provide liberation from
the cycle of rebirth. Instead, through the study of Vedanta one gains an
acceptable, scriptural foundation for the experience of pure love.
4
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•

Confluence of traditions: Jcva Gosvamc was situated on the cusp between
a solid and time-tested heritage of Sanskrit Vedantic exegesis and a
fresh yet powerful tide of devotion to K[1wa, much of which was being
expressed in vernacular languages. His writing crosses what we today
would call “disciplinary boundaries,” for he brought into dialogue
four powerful streams of classical Hinduism: (1) the various systems of
Vedanta; (2) the ecstatic bhakti movements; (3) the Purawic commentarial
tradition; and (4) the aesthetic theory of Sanskrit poetics. With training
in, and commitments to, all of these traditions, Jcva Gosvamc was able
to combine them together with considerable skill and ingenuity, and yet
still produce a distinctly Caitanya Vai1wava system of theology.

Caitanya Vai1wavism
While all Vai1wavas agree that the Supreme Lord is Vi1wu—in any one of
his many forms—Caitanya Vai1wavas place their devotion particularly in
3rc K[1wa. For them, God’s preeminence does not lie in his majesty, opulence,
or power, nor do these awesome attributes provide enough reason to love
him. The Supreme Deity is above all the lord of sweetness—a blue-hued
cowherd boy who charms his friends and family with his beauty, sweet words,
and the sound of his flute. This boy K[1wa is the basis of the impersonal
Brahman described by the Upani1ads, the Supreme Self of the Yoga-sEtras,
the creator of the universe, and the origin of innumerable divinities. Yet he
is concerned with only one task—to enjoy relationships of love with his
devotees. Every individual has a unique and personal relationship with
K[1wa—as a servant, friend, parent, or lover. The exemplars of service
in these relationships are the residents of V[ndavana, whose love for K[1wa
springs not from regard for his majesty, but from spontaneous attachment.
The highest of these devotees is 3rc Radha, K[1wa’s beloved consort and personal energy, who is inseparable from him (Figure 2).
K[1wa possesses infinite energies (Uaktis), by which he creates and enjoys
all that exists. K[1wa and his energies are inconceivably one and different at
the same time, a relationship known technically as acintya-bhedAbheda.
K[1wa’s energies are pervaded by him, coexistent with him, dependent upon
him, and controlled by him. They are the source of all the variety and
splendor found in both the phenomenal and spiritual worlds, and they are
inseparably associated with the Lord. That is, there is no time or place
where K[1wa exists without his abode, devotees, or attendant paraphernalia.
Moreover, the energies of God are dynamic and eventful; they make the
spiritual world a realm of activity, relationships, and freshness.
It is the aspiration of devotees to re-establish their personal relationship
with K[1wa and recover their natural service to him. This becomes possible
by the careful execution of daily devotional practice according to rules laid
down in scripture. Five types of practice are considered most important for
5
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Figure 2 The images of Radha and Damodara (K[1wa) worshiped by Jcva Gosvamc.
They reside today in Jaipur.
Source: Photograph by Malay Goswami

developing loving devotion (bhakti): (1) associating with devotees; (2) chanting K[1wa’s name; (3) studying the BhAgavata PurAWa; (4) living in V[ndavana;
and (5) worshiping the Deity in the temple.1 The devotee who faithfully
performs these activities gradually awakens his or her dormant love for
K[1wa and re-enters the divine realm of K[1wa’s pastimes.

Jcva Gosvamc
The Caitanya Vai1wava tradition (sampradAya), also known as Gaurcya
Vai1wavism due to its Bengali origins, was founded in the early sixteenth
century by 3rc K[1wa Caitanya. Within a short period of forty-eight years,
1

See Caitanya-caritAm{ta 2.22.129 and Bhakti-rasAm{ta-sindhu 1.2.225–244.
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3rc Caitanya spread a wave of devotion to K[1wa throughout India, particularly in the regions of Bengal, Orissa, and V[ndavana. Although he left little
by way of written work, the movement he inspired produced an astonishing
array of poetical, philosophical, and ritual literature dedicated to K[1wa.
Much of the school’s early literature was composed by the six Gosvamcs of
V[ndavana, who were given a mandate by Caitanya himself to systematize
and expound his teachings.2 They did this exclusively in Sanskrit, despite the
increasing use of the vernaculars during their time.
Of the six Gosvamcs of V[ndavana, the youngest and most prolific was
Jcva Gosvamc (Figure 3). To the community of Vai1wavas who consider
themselves followers of Caitanya, Jcva Gosvamc epitomizes—from his own
time to the present day—the highest ideal of devotional erudition used in
the service of K[1wa. Indeed, teachers and scholars of Caitanya Vai1wavism
have used superlatives freely in describing his accomplishments. A.C.
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada calls Jcva Gosvamc “the greatest scholar
of 3rcmad Bhagavatam” (BhAgavata, vol. 2, 2.9.32); S.K. De, “the highest
court of appeal in doctrinal matters so long as he lived” (1980: 150); Melville
Kennedy, “the greatest theologian of the Brindaban group” (1993: 137);
Stuart Elkman, “an unusually versatile and prolific writer” (1986: 23); and
Janardan Chakravarti, “one of the greatest of philosophers that India ever
produced” (1975: 59).
Jcva Gosvamc’s reputation derives largely from his versatile and vigorous
pen. K[1wadasa Kaviraja estimates the size of his writings as 400,000 verses.3
A list by Jcva’s student, K[1wadasa Adhikarc, lists over twenty-five works,
which can be classified into four types: treatises on theology and philosophy,
commentaries on other works, manuals on grammar and poetics, and literary
compositions (Brzezinski, 1990: 29). The best-known works in each category
are the BhAgavata-sandarbha, the Durgama-sa]gamanC commentary on Repa
2

3

The six Gosvamcs are Repa, Sanatana, Raghunathadasa, Raghunatha Bhavva, Gopala Bhavva
and Jcva. Repa and Sanatana were the seniormost; once they had settled in V[ndavana, the
others were sent at different times to join them.
bhagavata-sandarbha-nama kaila grantha-sara
bhagavata-siddhantera taha] paiye para
gopala-campe nama grantha sara kaila
vraja-prema-lcla-rasa-sara dekhaila
1av sandarbhe k[1wa-prematattva prakauila
cari-lak1a grantha te]ho vistara karila
He wrote the BhAgavata-sandarbha, the essence of scriptures. There, we find the
limit of the conclusions of the BhAgavata. He (also) wrote the GopAlacampE, the
essence of scriptures. There, he showed the essence of the rasa found in the loving
pastimes of Vraja. In the Oat-sandarbha, he revealed the truth of love for K[1wa.
Thus, he composed a vast literature of 400,000 verses.
(Caitanya-caritAm{ta 3.4.229–231)
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Figure 3 Jcva Gosvamc.

Gosvamc’s Bhakti-rasAm{ta-sindhu, the Hari-nAmAm{ta-vyAkaraWa, and the
GopAlacampE, respectively. Depending on the nature of the work, Jcva draws
on a range of Upani1adic, Purawic, commentarial, or technical literature in
his writing. Naturally, his immediate sources are the older Gosvamcs of
V[ndavana, especially his uncles Repa and Sanatana (Figure 4), to whom
he offers obeisance at the beginning of most of his works.
Jcva Gosvamc’s importance for the early Caitanya movement, however,
was not simply a result of his literary output or theological genius. Almost
from the time he arrived in V[ndavana to assist his uncles, Jcva was involved
in securing the future of the fledgling movement, in terms of both its physical
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Figure 4 The Six Gosvamcs of V[ndavana. Repa and Sanatana Gosvamc are in the
center.

and theological assets. His name is recorded in several legal documents relating to land for the Gosvamcs’ temples. The most significant of these is an
edict dated 1568, wherein the Mughal Emperor Akbar gives official recognition to the custodians of the Madana-mohana and Govindadeva temples at
the behest of the Rajput king, Torarmal, who in turn made his request on
behalf of Jcva Gosvamc (Brzezinski 1990: 21). It seems that Repa Gosvamc
had already passed away by this time, leaving legal responsibility for the
temples in the hands of Jcva.
Jcva was also conscious of his responsibility for maintaining the theological unity and vitality of Caitanya’s movement. In Vai2Wavism in Bengal,
Ramakanta Chakrabarty notes that differences of opinion arose within the
Bengali Vai1wava community after Caitanya’s departure due to the lack of
any “comprehensive theological and ritualistic structure” (1985: 207). Jcva
worked to provide this structure, not only by writing theological texts such
as the BhAgavata-sandarbha, but also by training the second generation of
Caitanya Vai1wavas, most notably 3rcnivasa, Narottama, and 3yamananda.
Through them, he disseminated the Gosvamc literature to Bengal and Orissa,
and created strategies to bring the various branches of Caitanya’s followers
together. Brzezinski writes:

9
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Jcva Gosvamc . . . evidently had a strong hold on both the emerging
and established leaders of the post-Caitanya Vai1wava movement in
Bengal, as is evident through numerous visits made by not only the
above-mentioned trio and their disciples, but by other important
figures. Most prominent amongst these was, no doubt, the wife of
Nityananda, Jahnava Devc, who went to V[ndavana with a large
group of disciples at least twice. On both occasions, although treated
with great deference by Jcva, she received instructions from him.
(1990: 24)
Conscious of his responsibilities till the very end, Jcva left a will detailing
how the Gosvamc temples, libraries, and other assets should be managed and
perpetuated in his absence. The manuscript, signed by many noteworthy
Caitanya Vai1wavas of the time, is the earliest extant document of its kind
in India.4
Other than K[1wadasa Kaviraja, the author of Caitanya-caritAm{ta, none
of Caitanya’s biographers mention Jcva, for he had no direct role to play in
Caitanya’s life.5 Nevertheless, information can be gleaned from later Bengali
works and inferred from what we know of Jcva’s uncles, Repa and Sanatana,
who were close associates of Caitanya.6 Jcva’s father, Vallabha Mallik, was the
youngest of the three brothers and, like Repa and Sanatana, was employed
in the service of the Bengal government.7 He met Caitanya for the first time
along with his brothers in Ramakeli (Bengal), where he received the name
Anupama. He was present in Prayaga in the year 1516, when Caitanya
instructed Repa in the theology of bhakti. Upon returning to Bengal, however, Anupama passed away unexpectedly. The latest possible year for Jcva’s
birth, therefore, is 1517.
As a boy, Jcva decided to follow in the footsteps of his uncles and lead a
life of renunciation in V[ndavana. At the age of 24 (some sources say 12),
he left home, journeying first to Navadvcpa where he met Nityananda and

4

5

6

7

See Tarapada Mukherjee and J.C. Wright, “An Early Testamentary Document in Sanskrit”
(1979).
K[1wadasa Kaviraja respects Jcva Gosvamc as one of his teachers (Uik2A-guru). He relates
the story of Jcva’s meeting with Nityananda, a close companion of Caitanya, and highlights
the BhAgavata-sandarbha as a work of exceptional scholarship. See Caitanya-caritAm{ta
3.4.228–235. Since K[1wadasa drew much of the Caitanya-caritAm{ta’s philosophical content
from the V[ndavana Gosvamcs, his work will be a good source for further discussion of themes
explored in this book.
Jan Brzezinski has thoroughly researched and documented Jcva Gosvamc’s life in his doctoral
thesis on the GopAlacampE (1990: 14–57), using original Bengali and Sanskrit sources,
and taking into account differences of opinion among scholars of the tradition. Most of the
information presented here is drawn from the first chapter of the thesis, and the reader is
encouraged to consult this work for further details and bibliographic information.
Jcva records his family lineage at the end of the Laghu-vai2Wava-to2aWC.
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received his blessings, along with a tour of Caitanya’s childhood home. He
then traveled to Kauc, where he studied Sanskrit grammar and philosophy.
The exact duration or content of his studies are not known, although the
Bhakti-ratnAkara of Narahari Cakravartc mentions one Madhusedana
Vacaspati as his teacher.8 In any case, Jcva was present in V[ndavana by
1541, the year Bhakti-rasAm{ta-sindhu was completed, since he helped Repa
edit the book. He was loved by the other Gosvamcs as a trusted student and
colleague, and at least three of them (Sanatana, Repa, and Raghunathadasa)
left their assets to him. Jcva passed away in V[ndavana after 1608, the year
in which he wrote his will.

The BhAgavata-sandarbha
Jcva Gosvamc’s CatuSsEtrC PCkA is found at the end of his Paramatmasandarbha (section 105), which is itself part of a much larger work called
BhAgavata-sandarbha or OaV-sandarbha. The word “sandarbha” literally means
“weaving” or “arranging”; the BhAgavata-sandarbha is thematic arrangement
of the BhAgavata PurAWa, woven with the intention of systematically and
comprehensively expounding Caitanya Vai1wava doctrine and practice. The
text is complete in six volumes, called Tattva-, Bhagavat-, Paramatma-,
K[1wa-, Bhakti- and Prcti-sandarbhas.9 The first three are especially rich
in philosophical content, and the third engages directly with the standard
issues of relevance to Vedanta. A brief overview of all six Sandarbhas is
provided in the Appendix.
The BhAgavata-sandarbha was probably one of Jcva’s early works. He
refers to or quotes from it in a number of his other writings, including the
RAdhA-k{2WArcanA-dCpikA, Krama-sandarbha, his Dig-darUinC commentary
on the Brahma-sa|hitA, the Durgama-sa}gamiWC commentary on the BhaktirasAm{ta-sindhu, and the GopAlacampE. Brzezinski estimates the BhAgavatasandarbha’s composition to have been between 1555 and 1561 (1990: 20).
The former year is the date of his first work, MAdhava-mahotsava, and the
latter is the year in which Devakcnandana Dasa wrote the Vai2Wava-vandanA,
wherein he praises Jcva Gosvamc as a great scholar and devotee. Since Jcva’s
reputation was clearly established by this time, it is likely that he had already
written his main philosophical work, the BhAgavata-sandarbha.

8

9

There is a difference of opinion as to the identity of this Madhusedana Vacaspati. While S.K.
De claims that he was none other than the famous Advaitin Madhusedana Sarasvati (1986:
111), Nareshcandra Jana argues more convincingly that Sarasvati woud have been too young
then to become Jcva’s teacher (1970: 151).
It is important to clearly distinguish the terms “Bhagavata-sandarbha” and “Bhagavatsandarbha.” The former is the title of the entire work consisting of six treatises, while the latter
is the title of only the second treatise.
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Editorial notes
A few remarks about the editorial conventions followed in this book are in
order. When referring to passages from the Sandarbhas, I provide the section number as given in 3yamdas’s edition of the text (which uses the same
numbering system as Purcdas’s edition), except for the Tattva-sandarbha, for
which I use Elkman’s section numbering system. For references from the
Caitanya-caritam[ta, I follow the numbering used in A.C. Bhaktivedanta
Swami Prabhupada’s edition.10 For other primary sources, I provide the
name of the edition used, unless the numbering system is standard enough
to prevent confusion.
There is no internal paragraph or other division system in the CatuSsEtrC
PCkA, since the entire text comprises one section (anuccheda) of the
ParamAtma-sandarbha. Thus, when quoting from my own translation of the
PCkA (found in Part II of this book), I do not give a location for the passage.
The passage should not be difficult to locate, however, since the commentary
on any given sEtra is not very long.
All translations from Bengali, Hindi, and Sanskrit sources are my own,
unless otherwise credited, either in a footnote or parenthetical citation.

10

All of Bhaktivedanta Swami’s works, including the complete text of the Caitanya-caritAm{ta
and the BhAgavata PurAWa, are available as a single database, The Complete Teachings, that
can be searched using the Folio program. This program was immensely useful to me for
looking up passages and performing broad searches on a particular topic.
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1

B H AKT I A ND V E D fNTA :
D O T HE Y M I X ?
Challenges and possibilities for Vedantic discourse
In the Caitanya-caritAm{ta, K[1wadasa Kaviraja tells us that wherever 3rc
Caitanya would travel, he would “inundate” the place with ecstatic love for
K[1wa. The residents would sing the name of K[1wa and dance with abandon, disregarding norms of social behavior. This transformation would take
place simply upon seeing Caitanya, whose person was overflowing with the
sentiments of bhakti, sweeping passers-by into its wave.1 Yet, mysteriously,
the city of Kauc (present-day Benares) escaped the infectious effects of
Caitanya’s personality. During his first visit to Kauc, Caitanya himself noted
his lack of success:
I have come to the city of Kauc to sell my emotional goods, but
there are no customers. With no sales, I will take my goods and go
home. But I came here carrying a heavy load. How will I take it
back? So if I get even a little of its actual value, I will sell it here.2
The reason given for this resistance is that Kauc was overrun with
Mayavadcs—followers of 3a]kara’s doctrine of nondualism (Advaita). Such
1

See Caitanya-caritAm{ta 2.7.96–120 and 2.9.7–12. For example,
daruane “vai1wava” haila, bale “k[1wa” “hari”
premaveue nace loka erdhva bahu kari
(2.7.116)
ei-mata paramparaya deua “vai1wava” haila
k[1wa-namam[ta-vanyaya deua bhasaila
(2.7.118)

2

bhavakali vecite ami aila]a kauc-pure
grahaka nahi, na vikaya, laña yaba ghare
bharc bojha laña aila]a, kemane laña yaba
alpa-svalpa-melya paile, ethai veciba
(2.17.144–145)
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persons, due to being offenders to K[1wa, are unable to chant his name.3
Thus, the next day, Caitanya left Kauc, in apparent defeat, heading towards
V[ndavana. On his return, however, his followers in Kauc beg him to meet
with the Advaitin renunciates (sannyAsCs). The devotees are pained to hear
the sannyAsCs’ criticisms of Caitanya, and can tolerate them no longer.
Caitanya agrees, and engages in a Vedantic debate with the Advaitins,
explaining the Brahma-sEtra in accordance with Vai1wava theology. Owing
to Caitanya’s personal beauty, humility, and philosophical acumen, the sannyAsCs, headed by Prakauananda Sarasvatc, are convinced of his interpretation,
and convert to Vai1wavism.
Now, Prakauananda’s main criticism of Caitanya had been that he did
not engage in the study of Vedanta, as all sannyAsCs must. Instead, Caitanya
spent his time singing and dancing with other K[1wa devotees.4 “Caitanya
is an illiterate sannyAsC who doesn’t know his own duty,” Prakauananda
concluded. “Thus he has become a sentimentalist (bhAvuka), wandering in
the company of other sentimentalists.”5 Prakauananda had even heard of the
conversion of Vasudeva Sarvabhauma, and decided that the great scholar must
have gone mad. Why else would a respectable person adopt such behavior?
This narrative not only highlights the importance of Vedantic competence
in brahmanical circles, but also reveals the school’s awareness that some
such competence was necessary, if only for a favorable public image.6
K[1wadasa Kaviraja makes it clear that what Prakauananda is looking for, and
the followers of Caitanya are unable to provide, is a convincing exposition

3

prabhu kahe,—mayavadc k[1we aparadhc . . .
ataeva tara mukhe na aise k[1wa-nama
(2.17.129–130)

4

caitanya-nama ta]ra, bhavuka-gawa laña
deue deue grame grame bule nacaña

5

merkha sannyasc nija-dharma nahi jane
bhavuka ha-iya phere bhavukera sane
(1.7.42)

6

K[1wadasa tells this story twice in the Caitanya-caritAm{ta: first in chapter 7 of the FdilClA,
and second in Chapters 20 and 25 of Madhya-lClA (the intervening chapters being his visit to
Vraja and his meetings with Repa and Sanatana). The first rendition focuses on the discussion between Caitanya and the sannyAsCs, while the second describes more of the Mayavadcs’
criticisms and devotees’ distress. In other words, in the first instance, the story is placed in its
appropriate theological context in the Caitanya-caritAm{ta (in the FdilClA, alongside discussion
of the Pañca-tattva), whereas in the second instance, the story is placed in its chronological
context (at the end of Caitanya’s tour of the subcontinent).
Although the story of the Kauc sannyAsCs’ conversion is absent from V[ndavana Dasa
phakura’s Caitanya-bhAgavata, there is reference to, and criticism of, Prakauananda and his
Advaitic views. See 2.3.37–41 and 2.20.32–46.
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of Vedanta, or at least evidence that they participate in Vedantic study at
all. When asked why he does not study Vedanta in the company of other
sannyAsCs, Caitanya responds with a very personal account of the virtues
and effects of singing K[1wa’s names, after hearing which the sannyAsCs
themselves experience a change of heart.7 But change of heart does not
entail change of mind, and Prakauananda returns to his original complaint,
“Fine, perform bhakti to K[1wa. We are all satisfied with it. But why don’t
you study Vedanta? What is wrong with that?”8 It is only when Caitanya
speaks directly on the Brahma-sEtra, taking 3a]kara’s commentary to task,
and presenting his own alternative, that the sannyAsCs are convinced.9
In both attempts at convincing the Advaitin sannyAsCs, Caitanya ultimately led them to a description of the glories of love for K[1wa (prema) and
its effects, but in the second instance the method used was more successful.
This highlights two primary facets of the Gaurcya approach to Vedanta—
first, an acknowledgement that engagement in Vedanta is necessary to gain
a generally acceptable, scriptural foundation for the emotions of bhakti,
and second, the insistence that any degree of engagement must lead to the
ultimate goal of prema, or else it is pointless.
The first facet is not as obvious as it may initially seem. Although a
commentary on the Brahma-sEtra has been the definitive philosophical statement of any theistic school since the time of 3a]kara, some younger Vai1wava
sampradAyas have done away with the need for philosophical speculation
altogether, and most eschew it to varying degrees. A good case in point is
the Radhavallabha sampradAya of 3rc Hita Hariva\ua, which was contiguous with the Caitanya sampradAya both in time (sixteenth century) and
location (V[ndavana). Followers of Hita Harva\ua distinguish themselves
from other Vai1wava sampradAyas by pointing out that they do not subscribe to “any general or particular philosophical standpoint (dArUanika
matavAda),” nor are they “dependent in every way on ancient bhakti texts
[such as the BhAgavata PurAWa]” (Lalitacarawa Gosvamc 57).10 Although
prema is the essence of all the Vedas, Hita Hariva\ua
declared it to be beyond all schools of Vedanta and said that the help
of any Vedantic school was unnecessary for its establishment. Even

7

8

9
10

For Caitanya’s initial response, see Caitanya-caritAm{ta 1.7.71–102.
k[1we bhakti kara—ihaya sabara santo1a
vedanta na uuna kene, tara kiba do1a
(1.7.101)
Caitanya-caritAm{ta 1.106–146.
All quotations from Gosvamc’s work are in translation from the original Hindi.
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prior to this, in matters of bhakti, the predominance of the schools
of Vedanta, beginning with Ramanuja, had lost its significance.
(ibid.: 54–55)
The poetry (vAWC) of Hita Hariva\ua is considered the highest means of
valid knowledge ( pramAWa). Because the poetry is based on unobstructed,
pure experience, it is self-validating, just like the words of the Vedas, and
requires no validation from other books (ibid.: 57).11
In his classic work, 4rC Hita Hariva|Ua GosvAmC: SiddhAnta Aur SAhitya,
Lalitacarawa Gosvamc relates how the devotional poet Harirama Vyasa
became a follower of Hita Hariva\ua. Having heard one verse by 3rc Hita,
Vyasa was drawn to V[ndavana to meet him. Vyasa had wanted to discuss
scriptural texts with the saint in order to allay his doubts, and for this
purpose he brought many books with him. But with one verse, Hita
Hariva\ua untied the knots of Harirama Vyasa’s heart.12 In that verse, he
said that the mind does not become one-pointed by entangling it in many
scriptures, and without one-pointedness, there is no happiness. Prema for
3yamasundara [K[1wa] is the only means of being saved from the clutches of
time, and prema can be obtained only by the mercy of his devotees. After
hearing this verse, Vyasa threw his books in the Yamuna River and worshiped
the devotees for his entire life. From this account, Gosvamc surmises that
“by discussion, a philosophical viewpoint can be established, but not the
conclusion of prema. For this one needs only prema-filled mind, activities,
and poetry” (ibid.: 56).
It is interesting to note the parallels and differences in this story with
the account of Sarvabhauma Bhavvacarya’s conversion in the Caitanyacandrodaya-nAVaka of Kavikarwapera.13 Sarvabhauma was a resident of
Jagannatha Purc, and famous for his knowledge of Vedanta and logic, upon
which he had written several books (Dimock 1966: 16). As in the story of
Prakauananda, it is the followers of Caitanya who request him to change
the scholar’s mind and convert Sarvabhauma to Vai1wavism,14 for they are
unable to do so themselves. Sarvabhauma is skeptical of Caitanya’s divinity
and unconvinced by the devotees’ arguments. He is more concerned with
the fact that Caitanya belongs to the lower, Bharatc order of sannyAsCs.

11
12

13

14

See also Snell, The Eighty-four Hymns of Hita Hariva|Ua, (1991: 2–3).
There is a word-play with grantha (“book,” literally, “that which is bound”), and granthC
(knot). “Iske liye ve apne sath anek granth bhc laye the kintu urchit hariva\u ne ek pad ke
dvara unkc h[day-granthiyo\ ko khol diya.”
Kavikarwapera was the son of 3ivananda Sena, a close associate of Caitanya from Bengal.
In many of his narratives, K[1wadasa follows Karwapera closely, and quotes often from his
Sanskrit drama, Caitanya-candrodaya.
Caitanya-candrodaya, Act 6, paragraphs 49–50.
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Sarvabhauma volunteers to teach him Vedanta and reinitiate him into a
higher order.15 One morning, however, Caitanya comes to Sarvabhauma’s
room, wakes him up, and gives him some food offered to Jagannatha to
eat. This sacred food from the hand of Caitanya cause an immediate
transformation in heart, and Sarvabhauma displays all the bodily changes
(sAttvika-vikAras) symptomatic of prema.16
But Karwapera’s account does not end here. When Caitanya’s followers
gather outside the room, Sarvabhauma announces that he is fully convinced
that Caitanya is the Supreme Vi1wu himself. Caitanya is at first embarrassed
by this, but then turns aside and says (to the audience) “Aha! Now I will test
his heart.” He then asks Sarvabhauma, “Sir, what scripture can you cite to
support these words?”17 In reply, Sarvabhauma launches into a lengthy
soliloquy, arguing with great force for the salient points of Caitanyite
theology. His style and content are characteristically Vedantic, including
an etymology of “Brahman”18 and several standard quotations from the
Upani1ads.19 Sarvabhauma concludes with the statement, “Therefore, the
import of the Vedas is that K[1wa possesses a blissful form.”20
As with the story of Prakauananda, we see here the same dual approach
to the study of Vedanta in Caitanya Vai1wavism: recognition of its necessity
as a foundation for bhakti, and the conviction that any such study should
lead to prema. Unlike the Radhavallabha tradition, the discovery of prema

15
16

Ibid., 6.37–8.
Ibid., 6.59–60.

17

(sva-gatam) aho idancm asyauayas parck1ancyas. (prakauam) ha\ho mahauaya
nirucyata\ kasmat uastrarthas
(ibid., 6.66)

18

yasmin b[hattvad atha b[\hawatvanmukhyarthavatve saviue1atayam
ye nirviue1atvam udcrayanti
tenaiva tat sadhayitu\ samarthas
(ibid.: 6.67)
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K[1wadasa Kaviraja, in the Caitanya-caritAmrVa, develops the philosophical defense even
further, and puts the argumentation in the form of a debate between Caitanya and
Sarvabhauma, just as with Prakauananda. It is at the end of this discussion that Sarvabhauma
becomes convinced of Caitanya’s divinity, and sings the name of K[1wa, displaying the ecstatic
symptoms of prema. In K[1wadasa’s account, the debate takes place the day before Caitanya
brings Sarvabhauma the prasAda, after eating which Sarvabhauma again experiences ecstatic
transformations. The two accounts are reconcilable, since in the Caitanya-candrodaya, Caitanya
affirms that he will take up Sarvabhauma’s offer to study Vedanta (as in the CaitanyacaritAm{ta). Sarvabhauma’s soliloquy at the end is presumably a result of that discussion.
Indeed, Karwapera’s account in his other major work on Caitanya, the Caitanya-caritAm{tamahAkAvya, agrees fully with K[1wadasa’s description.
ato mertananda eva k[1wa iti uastrarthas (Caitanya-candrodaya 6.72).
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does not lead to the categorical rejection of academic pursuits,21 but only
a reassessment of them in the light of the devotee’s newfound faith. The
conclusions of Vedanta become subservient to the experience of bhakti.
The Radhavallabha sampradAya is an example of a bhakti tradition which
has gone all the way in its exclusive embrace of the path of love (rAgamArga). While the Caitanya tradition does not go as far in its rejection
of scripture-based practice and study, still it is by no means free of the
tendency for such distancing. A general antipathy towards extensive involvement in the pursuit of knowledge is a common feature of the bhakti
traditions of the period, and the Caitanya sampradAya is no exception. This
aversion operates at the most fundamental level and, indeed, is enshrined in
the very definition of bhakti. In the Bhakti-rasAm{ta-sindhu, Repa Gosvamc
defines highest devotion (uttamA bhakti) as follows: “The highest devotion is
constant and devoted service to K[1wa performed in a favorable way. It is
free of all other desires and unobscured by knowledge [ jñAna] or fruitive
activity [karma].”22 This definition functions as the “root verse” from which
the various aspects of bhakti are drawn.
In order to appreciate the significance of this statement, it is useful to
compare it with other definitions of bhakti with which Repa Gosvamc was
no doubt familiar. In his 4rCbhA2ya, Ramanuja defines bhakti in terms of
knowledge (vedana) and worship (upAsanA):
It has thereby been explained that the vedana (or knowledge) which
is enjoined in all the Upanishads, as the means of attaining final
release, is (the same as) upasana (or worship) . . . That very same
vedana (or knowledge), which is of the form of upasana (or worship), has the character of firm memory. . . . Firm memory of this
same character is denoted by the word bhakti (devotion).
(Rangacharya 1988: 15–17)
Although for Ramanuja, the terms vedana (knowledge), dhyAna (meditation),
upAsanA (worship), dhruvAsm{ti (firm memory), and bhakti all have the same
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Repa Gosvamc says in the Bhakti-rasAm{ta-sindhu (1.2.101):
uruti-sm[ti-purawadi-pañcaratra-vidhi\ vina
aikantikc harer bhaktir utpatayaiva kalpate
Exclusive bhakti to Hari that is (performed) without the injunctions of Uruti, sm{ti,
purAWa, and pañcarAtra produces only a public disturbance.
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anyabhila1ita-uenya\ jñana-karmady-anav[tam
anukelyena k[1wanu-uclana\ bhaktir uttama
(1.1.11)
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referent,23 it is nevertheless true that bhakti is at least linguistically subsequent to the others.24 Vedanta Deuika makes this more explicit when he defines
bhakti as a specification of general terms such as jñAna (knowledge) and
dhyAna (meditation). In actual practice, bhakti is the culmination of a process
that begins with vedana and progresses through the stages of meditation,
firm memory, and vision of the Lord (Srinivasachari 1978: 284–285).25
The Madhva tradition sharpens the dialectic by honing in directly on the
relationship between knowledge and devotion, preferring the term jñAna to
other Upani1adic alternatives. Madhva treats jñAna and bhakti as different but
closely interconnected entities, and he unhesitatingly emphasizes the necessity of one for the other. JñAna is both a constituent of 26 and prerequisite for
bhakti, which is defined as “eternal, transcendent love that is preceded by
jñana” (Sharma 1962: 296).27
This emphasis on jñAna as a vital component of bhakti prompts B.N.K.
Sharma to contrast Madhva’s bhakti with the more “sensuous and passionate”
bhakti found in
certain forms of North Indian Vai1wavism, like those of Jayadeva,
Caitanya and Vallabha . . . wherein the love of God is placed on
terms of the tender quality softening down to the rapturous
emotion of conjugal love and wherein we come across most of those
pathological symptoms of amorous longings which have been
systematically reviewed and vividly described in the works of Bengal Vai1wavism. But Madhva’s conception of Bhakti avoids these
emotional excesses and identifications and remains at its exalted
intellectual and spiritual level of firm philosophic devotion to the
Supreme Lord of the Universe.
(ibid.: 290)
While from a Madhva perspective the bhakti of Caitanya may be prone to
“emotional excesses,” it is precisely the (perceived) lack of emotional content

23

24

For a discussion of bhakti as upAsanA in post-Ramanuja 3rcvai1wavism, see Clooney’s article,
“For Bhakti is Synonymous with Upasana.”
The basic problem is that the Upani1ads do not speak directly about bhakti, and so bhakti
must be understood in terms of knowledge and worship, so that it can be established as a
direct means to mok2a (Chari 281).

25

vedanam dhyana-viurantam dhyanam uranta\ dhruva-sm[tau; sa ca d[1vitvamabhyeti d[1vis bhaktitvam icchati.

26

jñanasya bhakti-bhagavatvat bhaktir jñanam itcryate (AnuvyAkhyA). This and the following
quotations of Madhva are taken from B.N.K. Sharma, The Philosophy of MadhvAcArya
(1962: 294–296).
jñana-pervas paras sneho nityo bhaktir itcryate (MahAbhArata-tAtparya-nirWaya).

27
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that makes the Madhva school an object of criticism by Caitanya. Perhaps
it is Madhva’s jñAna-oriented bhakti that prompted Caitanya to be less than
generous in his meeting with the Madhva renunciates in Urupi. He said:
There are two persons who are devoid of bhakti, namely, those
engaged in fruitive activity (karmCs) and those pursuing knowledge
( jñAnCs). In your sampradAya I can see signs of both of them. In all,
I see one good quality in your sampradAya: you accept the Lord’s
form as real, and you are convinced that he is the Supreme Lord.28
Whether or not the criticism holds water is of secondary importance for our
purposes. The primary concern here is the attitude towards jñAna and its
relationship to bhakti in the Caitanya tradition. The problem is partly terminological, for a word like jñAna acquires associations and meanings that are
then applied to every occurrence of the word. The scope of a concept is
often defined by what it is not, and in Caitanya literature, pure bhakti is set
in clear contrast to the pursuit of knowledge and theoretical speculation.
The word “jñana” is often the term of choice to refer to such activity, and so
it naturally becomes the repository of the distaste associated with it.
But what exactly is jñAna? And why is it so problematic for the cultivation
of devotion? Let us turn again to the Bhakti-rasAm{ta-sindhu, where we
found the basic definition of bhakti. In the following chapter, Repa Gosvamc
writes, “Knowledge and renunciation are initially a little useful for entering
the path of devotion, but they are not accepted as practices of devotion.”29
Why? “The saints believe that knowledge and renunciation generally cause a
hardening of the heart, whereas devotion is tender by nature.” In his commentary, Jcva explains that knowledge here refers to knowledge of Brahman.
This comes in three varieties: knowledge of the self, knowledge of the
Supreme, and knowledge of the individual soul’s oneness with the Supreme.
The last variety clearly refers to the nondual knowledge taught by the
Advaitins and it must be rejected by devotional aspirants, for it destroys
the possibility of a loving relationship between the Lord and his devotee.
The other two types are useful for bhakti in the beginning, but even they must
28

prabhu kahe,—karmc, jñanc,—dui bhakti-hcna
tomara sampradaye dekhi sei dui cihna
sabe, eka guwa dekhi tomara sampradaye
satya-vigraha kari’ cuvare karaha niucaye
(Caitanya-caritAm{ta 2.9.276–277)

29

jñana-vairagyayor bhakti-praveuayopayogita
cuat prathamam eveti na]gatvam ucita\ tayos
yad ubhe citta-kavhinyahete prayas sata\ mate
sukumara-svabhaveya\ bhaktis tad dhetur crita
(1.2.248–249)
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be indulged in with moderation, for too much thought given to refuting
different kinds of viewpoints can harden the heart. A hard heart hampers
the tasting of rasa—the sweet, intensified experience of devotion to K[1wa.
The final problem with the pursuit of jñAna is that its ultimate goal is
usually liberation, or mok2a. The aspiration for freedom from the world of
suffering is essentially a selfish desire—and any kind of selfishness is detrimental to the path of devotion. We may recall that pure bhakti was defined
as “free from the desire for anything other than K[1wa.” Vai1wava literature
abounds with the voices of devotees who tell the Lord, “I do not mind
repeated birth in this temporal world, as long as I always have the opportunity to live a life of loving service to you.”30 In his famous conversation with
Ramananda Raya in South India, Caitanya asks Ramananda, “What is the
destination of one who desires liberation?” Ramananda’s reply is emphatic:
The crows, who know nothing of rasa, suck the (bitter) nimba fruit
of jñAna. But the cuckoos, who know rasa, eat the mango-buds of
prema. The unfortunate jñAnCs taste dry jñAna. But those who are
fortunate drink the nectar of prema for K[1na.31
Thus, we find jñAna to be problematic in three ways: in content (it advocates
nondualism), in application (extensive use causes hardness of heart), and in
its goal (liberation). If we recall the conversion stories of both Prakauananda
and Sarvabhauma, we see these three problems very clearly—both were
Advaitins, both were unable to appreciate Caitanya’s joyful bhakti due to
absorption in Vedantic study, and both had misunderstood the true goal of
their erudition. Any one of these shortcomings can hinder the rise of pure
bhakti.
This account says nothing, however, about “good” jñAna—knowledge
that is free of the above characteristics and which does not produce results
that are harmful to bhakti. Indeed, such knowledge is recommended, even
required, for novices on the devotional path. Such knowledge informs aspirants of their eternal nature as servants of K[1wa; it steadies their practice of
devotion, and finally directs them to the ultimate goal of prema. It was this
jñAna that Caitanya used in order to change the minds of Prakauananda and
Sarvabhauma, and which the latter presented in his speech to the devotees.
According to Repa Gosvamc, strong faith that is grounded in sound reasoning
30

31

See, for example, the fourth verse of 3rc Caitanya’s 3ik1a1vaka (Caitanya-caritAm{ta 3.20.29)
or the Mukunda-mAlA-stotra of Kulauekhara Alvar, verses 4 and 5.
arasa-jña kaka ce1e jñana-nimba-phale
rasa-jña kokila khaya premamra-mukule
abhagiya jñanc asvadaye uu1ka jñana
k[1wa-premam[ta pana kare bhagyavan
(Caitanya-caritAm{ta 2.8.258–259)
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and a thorough knowledge of scripture is the primary characteristic of the
first-class devotee. The second-class devotee is one who possesses firm faith,
but lacks expertise in scripture and argument.32
Indeed, if we return to the definition of pure bhakti given in the Bhaktirasam[ta-sindhu, we find that there is in fact a place for knowledge within
the realm of devotion. The relationship between bhakti and jñAna is specified
by the word “anav[ta.” Devotion is not covered or obscured by knowledge;
that is, knowledge should not stand above or in front of devotion. This does
not, however, restrict jñAna from serving as a foundation or preparation for
bhakti. Jcva Gosvamc brings this out clearly in his commentary, where he
explains precisely what kind of knowledge is rejected in the verse: “ ‘Jñana’
here refers to investigation into the undifferentiated Brahman and not investigation into the worshipable object, for such knowledge is most certainly
required.”33 Once again, it is the knowledge of the Advaitins that poses an
obstacle to devotion. The other two kinds of jñAna described earlier are in
fact necessary for the cultivation of bhakti. The practitioner must know
both himself and the Lord—and the difference between them. This creates
fertile ground for the growth of a loving relationship.
An incident from the Caitanya-caritam{ta highlights this plainly. One of
Caitanya’s closest confidants in Purc was Svarepa Damodara, who was
entrusted with the task of screening all literary compositions before they
reached the ears of Caitanya. A brAhmaWa once arrived in Purc with a drama
he had composed about the life of Caitanya. The local devotees appreciated
the work, and wanted Caitanya to hear it as well, but Svarepa Damodara
would not listen to it:
In the statements of any common poet, there is rasAbhAsa.34 There
is no happiness in hearing statements which are contrary to the
conclusions [of bhakti ] . . . One who does not know grammar
[vyAkaraWa], one who does not know literary figures [ala}kAra], one
who has no knowledge of dramaturgy [nAVakAla}kAra],35 one who does

32
33

34

35

Bhakti-rasAm{ta-sindhu 1.2.17–18.
jñanam atra nirbheda-brahmanusandhana\ na tu bhajancyatvanusandhanam api
tasyavauyapek1ancyatvat (Durgama-sa}gamanC 1.1.11).
RasAbhAsa is the semblance of rasa when it is actually not present. Repa Gosvamc discusses
this elaborately in Chapter 9 of the fourth division of Bhakti-rasAm{ta-sindhu.
Even a cursory survey of early Caitanya Vai1wava literature reveals that study of such
subjects was not only encouraged, but also nearly required for the devotional reader. Texts
such as the SAmAnya-birudAvalC-lak2aWa and NAVaka-candrikA of Repa Gosvamc, the Ala}kArakaustubha of Kavikarwapera, the CampE-lak2aWa of Jcva Gosvamc, and the KAvya-kaustubha
and SAhitya-kaumudC of Baladeva Vidyabhe1awa are all examples of works whose primary
task is to delineate literary theory. If we add to this list works composed strictly according to
the rules of such literary theory, we see that the experience of rasa has the potential to
include within itself more scholarship than one may at first expect.
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not know how to describe the pastimes of K[1wa, he is condemned.
Even more difficult [to describe] are these activities of Caitanya.36
But the devotees continue to press Svarepa, and he finally agrees to listen.
Unfortunately, the poet does not get past the opening verse before he is
strongly reprimanded by Svarepa. The poet had described Caitanya as the
soul of the body called Jagannatha (the Deity in the temple at Purc), and
thus committed two serious blunders: he had equated Jagannatha with an
inert material body and had implied that Caitanya assumes a material body
like an ordinary living entity. Both views are unacceptable, for Caitanya
Vai1wavas regard both Jagannatha and Caitanya as the fully independent
Supreme Lord, untouched by matter. Quoting various scriptural passages,
Svarepa Damodara explains to the audience the difference between the
living entities and the Supreme Lord, and the non-difference between the
Lord and his body. The poet is ashamed of his mistake, and is advised by
Svarepa to study the BhAgavata PurAWa with a Vai1wava in order to understand the true conclusions of bhakti. “Then your scholarship will be successful.” The message of the story is clear. JñAna is a good thing, but only when
it serves as a foundation for the practice of bhakti and leads to the desired
goal—unmotivated love for K[1wa.

The BhAgavata PurAWa as mediator
We have seen the tensions surrounding Vedantic discourse in the Caitanya
tradition, especially as evidenced by the writings of the generations immediately preceding and contemporary with Jcva Gosvamc. The primary challenge
is to justify such a venture in the face of more “tasteful” alternatives—that
is, narrations and expositions of K[1wa’s rasa-filled pastimes. One resolution
lies in transforming the proposed enterprise into a means to that very end,
thus infusing an otherwise dry endeavor with the “juice” of rasa.
As the first person in his tradition to enter the realm of Vedantic discourse,
Jcva was no doubt aware of and deeply concerned with the issues surrounding
his venture and the means of resolving them. A vivid example of this concern
is found in Jcva’s Sanskrit grammar, Hari-nAmAm{ta-vyAkaraWa. As the name
suggests, the purpose of this work is to convey the nectar of K[1wa’s names
36

“yadva-tadva” kavira vakye haya “rasabhasa”
siddhanta-viruddha uunite na haya ullasa.
(3.5.102)
“vyakarawa” nahi jane, na jane “ala]kara”
“navakala]kara’jñana nahika yahara
k[1wa-lcla varwite na jane sei chara
viue1e durgama ei caitanya-vihara
(5.104–105)
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to the student through the study of grammar. Jcva substitutes the usual
technical terminology (sa|jñA) and code-letters (anubandhas) found in
Pawinian grammar with names of K[1wa. The result is that the sEtras become
strings of K[1wa’s names, which often have a double, theological import as
well.37 In the opening verses of the textbook, Jcva writes:
Those who seek life in the desert of grammar are always faced with
troubles and obstacles. Let them drink this nectar of the names of
Hari (harinAmAm{ta) and dive into it a hundred times. Bowing down
with bhakti to the sweet 3rc Hari, may the residents of Vraja drink
this grammar and the rasa of the nectar of Hari’s names.38
Here Jcva presents in clear terms the justification for writing a work on
grammar. What would otherwise be an unacceptably dry subject is transformed by the infusion of K[1na’s name, and Jcva’s book becomes a vehicle
for tasting rasa through the medium of grammar. Before beginning the section on rules of euphonic combination (sandhi), Jcva prays, “With happiness
I begin this work on the sandhi of letters. May it cause the sandhi (conjunction) of my mind with the lotus feet of K[1wa.”39 The verse is more than a
play on the word “sandhi.” Jcva Gosvamc is providing both the justification
and impetus for writing (and studying) the rules of euphonic combination.
One would expect something similar to be necessary for the study of
Vedanta. Jcva Gosvamc had no prior justification readily available to him,
for there was no precedent in the tradition for a systematic Vedantic exposition. By standards of devotional aesthetics, Vedanta can become a very dry
subject, as we saw both in the Radhavallabha and Caitanya Vai1wava narratives. Jcva’s primary task, therefore, was to engage Vedanta in the service
of rasa, so as to lead the student from the former to the latter.
37

38

“For example, the following setra carries two meanings, one is grammatical, the other spiritual.
Sa\sarasya harau citi means ‘The ending of a word is dropped before suffixes with [c],’ or
‘Our material existence (sa\sara) comes to an end (hara) when we cultivate spritual knowledge (cit)’ ” (Kretschmer ????: 19). According to V[ndavana Dasa phakura and K[1wadasa
Kaviraja, Caitanya himself taught grammar in this way during his householder days in
Navadvcpa. (See Caitanya-bhAgavata 2.1.321–325 and Caitanya-caritAm{ta 1.13.28–29.)
vyakarawe marunc-v[ti jcvana-lubdhas sadagha-sa\vighnas
hari-namam[tam etat pibantu uatadhavagahantam
(verse 3)
urc-hari\ madhura\ natva hari-namam[ta\ rasam
vyakarana\ ca tad bhaktya pibantu vraja-vasinas
(verse 4)

39

yad ida\ sandhi-nirmawa\ varwanam arabhe muda
tena me k[1wa-padabje manas-sandhir vidhcyatam
(first verse in the sandhi-prakaraWa)
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But more is required than a simple “rasification” in order to pave the
path for Vedanta in Caitanya Vai1wavism. Since the time of 3a]kara, a
commentary on the Brahma-sEtra has been the most direct and effective
means of entrance into the realm of Vedantic discourse. A sampradAya’s
Brahma-sEtra commentary functioned as its definitive philosophical statement, both for its own members and to members of other schools. The
commentary worked as a polemical tool, procuring for the school a place on
the map of Upani1adic theology. For the followers of Caitanya, however,
this standard means of entrance into Vedanta was unavailable. Caitanya
regarded the BhAgavata PurAWa as the natural commentary on the BrahmasEtra, having been written by the author himself—Badarayawa Vyasa—in
the maturity of his career.40 In his conversation with Prakauananda Sarasvatc,
Caitanya gives evidence for this claim:
[From the GaruRa PurAWa] “This BhAgavata PurAWa is the meaning
of the Brahma-sEtras, and it settles the import of the MahAbhArata.
It is a commentary on the GAyatrC, and it is furnished with the
meanings of the Vedas. Among Purawas, the BhAgavata is the like
the SAma, and it was spoken directly by Bhagavan. . . .”41
[From the BhAgavata] “The essence of the essence of all Vedas
and histories is extracted by the BhAgavata.”42 . . . Therefore deliberate on the BhAgavata. From this, you will obtain the essential
meanings of the SEtras and 4rutis.43
Any subsequent, manmade commentary on the Brahma-sEtra, therefore, is
redundant, if not unwanted, and may at best serve to elucidate the meanings
of the BhAgavata. Thus we find that the sampradAya did not receive its
first complete commentary on the Brahma-sEtra until the time of Baladeva
Vidyabhe1awa at the beginning of the eighteenth century.
40

ataeva bhagavata—setrera artha-repa
nija-k[ta setrera nija-bha1ya-svarepa
(Caitanya-caritAm{ta 2.25.142)

41

artho ’ya\ brahma-setrawa\ bharatartha-vinirwayas
gayatrc-bha1ya-repo ’sau vedartha-parib[\hitas
purawana\ sama-repas sak1ad-bhagavatoditas
(attributed to the GaruRa PurAWa, found in Madhva’s
BhAgavata-tAtparya-nirWaya 1.1.1, cited in
Caitanya-caritAm{ta 2.25.143)

42

43

sarva-vedetihasana\ sara\ sara\ samuddh[tam (BhAgavata 1.3.41, cited in 2.25.145).
ataeva bhagavata karaha vicara
iha haite pabe setra-urutira artha-sara
(2.25.153)
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What appears as a disadvantage, however, can turn out to be a blessing in
disguise, and for sixteenth-century Gaurcya Vedanta, this was indeed the
case. The school’s dependence on the BhAgavata, which caused the restriction on a commentary in the first place, became the very foundation for its
engagement with Vedanta. The BhAgavata is seen as a fountainhead of rasa
and the topmost scripture because its primary aim is to narrate the activities
(lCla) of K[1wa, who is the personification of all rasa (akhila-rasAm{ta-mErti).
Therefore, any intellectual exercise that is based upon the PurAWa and that
deepens one’s understanding of the text is fully justified. The BhAgavata thus
serves as a bridge between the worlds of rasa and jñAna, mediating the
emotional and intellectual, welding together bhakti and Vedanta, and intertwining devotional narrative with philosophical speculation. The BhAgavata’s
rasa-rich narrative of K[1wa’s activities provides a framework within which
discussions of a more scholastic nature can be justifiably pursued. By basing
his Vedantic discourse on the BhAgavata, Jcva Gosvamc not only actualized
the PurAWa’s commentarial role, but also secured an acceptable place for
Vedantic thought in his tradition.
It can be argued that the role of theological mediator is fundamental to
the BhAgavata, woven into the very fabric of the text. Friedhelm Hardy, for
instance, sees the PurAWa as playing upon a host of religious and social tensions that were prevalent in South India—the tensions between the Northern
Sanskrit and Southern Tamil traditions, between orthodox brahmawism
and Pañcaratric Vai1wavism, between monistic and dualistic theologies, and
between union and separation as fundamental principles of human—Divine
relationships. What is most noteworthy for our purposes, however, is the
dialectic between the reserved intellectualism of Vedanta philosophy and the
emotional, ecstatic K[1wa bhakti characteristic of the Bhagavata:44
This is the most critical point in the BhP: on the one hand emotional bhakti represents the typical Tamil heritage in Southern
Vai1wavism, while on the other hand it would appear to be the most
difficult complex to reconcile with Vedanta ideology, particularly in

44

See, for example, 11.14.24:
vag gadgada dravate yasya citta\
rudaty abhck1wa\ hasati kvacic ca
vilajja udgayati n[tyate ca
mad-bhakti-yukto bhuvana\ punati
A devotee whose speech is sometimes choked up, whose heart melts, who cries
continually and sometimes laughs, who feels ashamed and cries out loudly
and then dances—a devotee thus fixed in loving service to Me purifies the entire
universe.
(Bhaktivedanta Book Trust edition)
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its advaita form.45 . . . It is difficult to imagine what kind of a person
the author could have been, maintaining in himself this incredible
tension between intense emotionalism and monistic and theistic
illusionism. But however incongruous this enormous edifice may
appear to us, it contains stimuli and inspiration which remained
operative for the following thousand years.
(Hardy 1983: 497, 541)
The BhAgavata’s remarkable ability to hold together and reconcile Vedanta
philosophy with bhakti emotionalism is demonstrated already in the opening verses of the PurAWa. The BhAgavata begins with a meditation on the
Supreme Truth (satya| param), describing him in clearly Vedantic terms.
The verse is dense and difficult, rather like a string of metrically arranged
sEtras. It employs the long UArdEla-vik{CRitam meter, thus hinting at the
poetic nature of the PurAWa:46
Let us meditate on the Supreme Truth, from whom there is the
creation, etc. of this (universe)—inferred by positive and negative
concomitance in things—who is the all-knower, self-luminous, who
revealed the Vedas through the heart to the first sage, about whom
the gods are confused, in whom the threefold evolution is not
false47—like the exchange of fire, water, and earth—and who, by his
own power, is always free from deception.
The first words of the verse are a quotation from the Brahma-sEtra: “janmady
asya yatas,” and the last word “dhcmahi” suggests the Gayatrc. Having
made these connections, the BhAgavata establishes its own significance and
superiority in the second verse:

45

46

47

While Hardy believes that the Bhagavata is responding to the extreme illusionism of advaita
Vedanta, Sheridan disagrees. “[The Bhagavata Purawa] does not appear to have been aware
of 3a\kara and his thought nor to have been influenced by him . . . The non-dualism of the
Bhagavata is of the bhedabheda or viui1vadvaita type, difference-in-identity or qualified nondualism.” (1994: 54).
janmady asya yato ’nvayad itaratau carthe1v abhijñas svarav
tene brahma h[da ya adi-kavaye muhyanti yat serayas
tejo-vari-m[da\ yatha vinimayo yatra tri-sargo ‘m[1a
dhamna svena sada nirasta-kuhaka\ satya\ para\ dhcmahi
(Translation based on Sheridan 1994: 51–52)
The phrase “tri-sargom{2A” is ambiguous, since the sandhi can be resolved as either “trisargaS am{2A” or “tri-sargaS m{2A”, with opposite meanings. Both 3rcdhara and Jcva take
the former reading (“the threefold evolution is not false”).
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The highest duty, free from deceit, of good persons who are without envy, is found here in the 4rCmad-bhAgavata, which was composed by the great sage. The subject matter to be known here is
genuine and it grants welfare, destroying the three miseries. What is
the use of other books? Those pious people who desire to hear this
BhAgavata immediately and at once capture the Lord in the heart.48
According to 3rcdhara Svamc, this verse shows that the BhAgavata expounds
the true meaning of all the scriptures, including the sections dealing with
action (karma), knowledge ( jñAWa), and worship (upAsanA or devatA), and
therefore it is superior to them.49 The verse also states the qualification
necessary to hear the BhAgavata: a person must be k{tC, one who has accrued
merit.50
After placing itself firmly within the Vedantic tradition, and establishing
itself as the best transmitter of that tradition, the BhAgavata immediately
switches to a different concern—the tasting of rasa:
The ripe fruit of the desire tree of the Vedas contains the nectarean
juice from the mouth of 3uka. O knowers of rasa (rasika) and people
of taste (bhAvukas) in the world! Drink again and again this reservoir
of rasa—the BhAgavata.51
The phrase “nigama-kalpa-taror phalam” “the fruit of the Vedic desire tree”
connects this verse with the first two. Not only does the BhAgavata possess
the meanings of the Vedas and Vedanta, it is the anticipated reward of the
tradition. A tree’s growth culminates in the arrival of its fruit; the study of
Veda and Vedanta finds perfection in drinking the rasa of the BhAgavata.

48

dharmas projjhita-kaitavo ’tra paramo nirmatsarawa\ sata\
vedya\ vastavam atra vastu uivada\ tapa-trayonmelanam
urcmad-bhagavate maha-muni-k[te ki\ va parair cuvaras
sadyo h[dy avarudhyate ’tra k[tibhis uuure1ubhis tat-k1awat

49

idanc\ urot[-pravartanaya urc-bhagavatasya kawra-traya-vi1ayebhyas sarvauastrebhyas urai1vsya\ daruayati. . . . tasmad atra kawda-trayarthasyapi yathavat
pratipadanad idam eva sarva-uastrebhyas ure1vsam, ato nityam etad eva urotavyam
iti bhavas.
(BhAvArtha-dCpikA commentary on the BhAgavata PurAWa, 1.1.2)

50

idam eva tarhi kim iti sarve na urwvanti tatraha—k[tibhir iti. uravaweccha tu puwyair vina
notpadyata ity arthas.

51

nigama-kalpa-taror galita\ phala\
uuka-mukhad am[ta-drava-sa\yutam
pibata bhagavata\ rasam alaya\
muhur aho rasika bhuvi bhavukas
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This drive from Vedanta to rasa, we remember, was a characteristic of the
Caitanyite engagement in Vedanta, and a common feature of the conversion
stories in the biographies. By addressing the verse to knowers of rasa (rasikas)
and people of taste (bhAvukas), the BhAgavata identifies them as the proper
recipients of the Vedic fruit, and thus makes them the best of Vedantins.
We may recall that one of Prakauananda’s criticisms of Caitanya was that
he kept company with “bhAvukas” (sentimentalists). In this context, the
criticism becomes more than acceptable.
The BhAgavata PurAWa thus becomes the foundation for Vedantic discourse in Caitanya Vai1wavism, both by justifying Vedanta in the eyes of the
tradition and by justifying the tradition to Vedantins of other schools. Like
a two-way bridge, the PurAWa brings Caitanya Vai1wavas into conversation
with the world of Vedanta and also brings the concerns of Vedanta into
Caitanya Vai1wavism. In the next chapter, we will see how Jcva Gosvamc
builds this bridge in his BhAgavata-sandarbha using theological concepts
drawn from the BhAgavata PurAWa.
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2
CAITA N YA VAIo n AVA
HERMENEUTICS
Bhagavan
Given the BhAgavata PurAWa’s singular role in Caitanya Vai1wavism, it is no
surprise that Jcva Gosvamc places the PurAWa at the heart of his Vedantic
commentary. Here we are concerned with the final section of the ParamAtmasandarbha (section 105), which includes Jcva Gosvamc’s CatuSsEtrC PCkA. His
primary purpose in this passage is not to write a commentary on the BrahmasEtra but to elucidate the meaning of the BhAgavata PurAWa. This, of course,
is the purpose of the entire BhAgavata-sandarbha, and section 105 does not
in any way deviate from this aim. Jcva makes this clear at the onset of the
passage:
In the threefold manifestation (consisting of Brahman, Paramatma,
and Bhagavan), the first manifestation, 3rc Bhagavan has superiority. This great Purawa has the name 3rc Bhagavata because it teaches
about him [Bhagavan]. As it is said, “This Purawa, called Bhagavata,
is equal to the Veda.” The chief meaning of the Bhagavata will be
considered from different angles according to the six indicators of
meaning [tatparya-li]ga].
The primary concern here is to show that Bhagavan, as he is described in
the second Sandarbha (Bhagavat-), is the ultimate import and final goal of
the BhAgavata PurAWa. Thus, in one sense, section 105 can be seen as simply
clinching the argument that has already been made in the first three
sandarbhas, namely, that the BhAgavata PurAWa is the highest means of valid
knowledge ( pramAWa), and Bhagavan is its main subject matter.
This conclusion may at first seem quite obvious, and the argument rather
tautological. After all, the word “Bhagavata” is derived from “Bhagavan,”
and literally means, “that (text) which has to do with Bhagavan.” When Jcva
says that “this great Purawa has the name 3rc Bhagavata because it teaches
about him (Bhagavan),” is he teaching us an elementary grammar lesson?
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Surely the fact that the PurAWa has Bhagavan as its main topic of instruction
cannot be a point of serious disagreement.
The significance of Jcva’s thesis immediately becomes apparent, however,
if we recall that “Bhagavan” is a technical term in Gaurcya literature. While
in ordinary Sanskrit usage “Bhagavan” (“the glorious one”) often functions
simply as a respectful title for a god or sage, it is clear to anyone who has
studied the first three Sandarbhas that the meaning intended by Jcva is
quite specialized and far from trivial. Jcva Gosvamc provides a definition of
Bhagavan at the end of the Bhagavat-sandarbha. The location and comprehensive nature of this definition indicate that it functions as a summary
statement of the entire Sandarbha:
He who is the very form of existence, consciousness, and bliss;
who possesses inconceivable, multifarious, and unlimited energies
that are of his own nature; who is the ocean of unlimited, mutually
contradictory qualities, such that in him both the attribute and
the possessor of attributes, the lack of differences and varieties of
differences, formlessness and form, pervasiveness and centrality
[madhyamatva]—all are true; whose beautiful form is distinct from
both gross and subtle entities, self-luminous, and consisting entirely
of his own nature; who has unlimited such forms that are manifested
by his chief form called Bhagavan; whose left side is beautified by
Lak1mc—the manifestation of his personal energy, suitable to his
own form; who resides in his own abode, along with his associates,
who are furnished with a form that is a special manifestation of his
own splendor; who astonishes the hosts of AtmArAmas (those who
take pleasure in the self ) by his wonderful qualities, pastimes, etc.,
which are characterized by the play of his personal energy; whose
own generic brilliance is manifested in the form of the reality of
Brahman; who is the sole shelter and life of his marginal energy,
called the living entities [ jCvas]; whose mere reflected energy are the
modes of nature [ guWas], visible in the unlimited phenomenal world—
he is Bhagavan.1
1

tad eva\ sac-cid-anandaika-repas svarepa-bhetacintya-vicitrananta-uakti-yukto
dharmatva eva dharmitva\ nirbhedatva eva nana-bhedavattvam arepitva eva repitva\ vyapakatva eva madhyamatva\ satyam evety adi-paraspara-viruddhanantaguwa-nidhis sthela-sek1ma-vilak1awa-sva-prakauakhawra-sva-svarepa-bheta-urcvigrahas tatha-bheta-bhagavad-akhya-mukhyaika-vigraha-vyañjita-tad[uananta
-vigrahas tad[ua-svanurepa-uaktyavirbhava-lak1awa-lak1mc-rañjita-vam-a\uas svaprabha-viue1akara-paricchada-parikara-nija-dhamasu virajamana-karas svarepauakti-vilasa-lak1awa-adbhuta-guwa-lcladi-camatkaritatmaramadi-gawo
nija-samanya-prakauakara-brahma-tattvo
nijauayaika-jcvana-jcvakhya-tavasthauaktir ananta-prapañca-vyañjita-svabhasa-uakti-guwo bhagavan iti.
(Bhagavat-sandarbha 100)
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This definition includes all the major topics discussed in the Bhagavatsandarbha: the Lord’s form, qualities, abode, and associates, his three energies (Uaktis), and his inconceivable, transcendental nature. Understood in
this way, the word “Bhagavan” encompasses within its scope all of Caitanya
Vai1wava ontology. Thus, proving that Bhagavan is the main subject matter
of the BhAgavata PurAWa is tantamout to showing that the Bhagavata is a
Caitanyite text, or—better yet—to establishing all of Caitanyite theology on
the basis of the BhAgavata PurAWa.
The key to the Gaurcya understanding of Bhagavan lies in a verse found
in the second chapter of the first book of the BhAgavata:
vadanti tat tattva-vidas tattva| yaj jñAnam advayam
brahmeti paramAtmeti bhagavan iti Uabdyate
Knowers of reality declare that reality to be nondual consciousness,
called “Brahman,” “Paramatma,” and “Bhagavan.”
(1.2.11)
This text is so often cited and explained in Gaurcya literature2 that some
authors credit the entire Caitanya Vai1wava theory of the threefold Godhead to this verse alone. Although the theory, and especially the concept of
Bhagavan, are in fact based on a much broader understanding of the
BhAgavata PurAWa,3 the verse nevertheless occupies a crucial place in Gaurcya
theology for several reasons.
First, if Jcva is to establish the concept of Bhagavan in the technical,
Caitanyite sense of the term, he must first of all introduce a distinction
between Bhagavan and other commonplace conceptions of Godhead, such
as the inner controller (antaryAmC) and supersoul ( paramAtmA). By juxtaposing three different names for God in a single line (Brahman, Paramatma,
and Bhagavan), the Bhagavata verse allows exegetical space for such a distinction to be made. After all why would the PurAWa mention these three
names and claim that they are “nondual” if there were no reason to think
them separate in the first place?

2

3

The verse is discussed six times in the Caitanya-caritAm{ta, and over a hundred times in
the writings of A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, a modern exponent of Caitanya
Vai1wavism.
This is evident from the Bhagavat-sandarbha, wherein Jcva assembles and explains a wide
variety of verses from the BhAgavata to establish the concept of the threefold Godhead and
the supremacy of Bhagavan. A similar attempt is made in section 105 of ParamAtma-sandarbha,
wherein the six indicators of meaning (tAtparya-li}gas) are delineated using verses from various
parts of the BhAgavata.
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Jcva recognizes the fact that the three designations are often used interchangeably in texts; the BhAgavata mentions them here in order to indicate
their primary significance.4 The selection of names is not arbitrary; the verse
does not, for example, give “living entity” ( jCva) as a name of the nondual
reality. Nor is the order in which the names appear random. The BhAgavata
PurAWa is indicating a hierarchy of forms from Brahman to Bhagavan, based
on the degree of revelation. Bhagavan is the complete manifestation of the
nondual reality and, indeed, identifiable with it. In him, all the inherent
energies (Uaktis) of the Supreme are clearly visible—beauty, power, wisdom,
majesty, abode, and associates.5 Then, depending on the degree to which the
fullness of the Lord’s glory is hidden, he is known as either Brahman or
Paramatma. When Bhagavan’s energies are manifest in a partial way, mainly
in regard to directing material nature ( prak{ti) and the living entities ( jCvas),
he is known as Paramatma—the inner controller, inspirer, and support of
the cosmos.6 When his attributes are totally unmanifest, he is known as
Brahman—the undifferentiated, unqualified, and impersonal Absolute.7
It is important to observe that the hierarchy proceeds “top-down” rather
than “bottom-up.” That is, although Brahman in this scheme appears very
similar to the qualityless (nirguWa) Brahman of the Advaitins, in fact, Brahman here is not the essential, most fundamental form of Reality, upon
which various attributes must be “added” in order to “get to” Bhagavan.
Rather, Bhagavan in all his fullness is the starting point for the Gaurcya
concept of the Supreme. Brahman is Bhagavan, but with the splendor
and glory supressed. As O.B.L. Kapoor puts it, “Brahman is a creative

4

yady apy ete brahmadi-uabdas prayo mithorthe1u vartante tathapi tatra tatra
sa]keta-pradhanya-vivak1ayedam uktam.
(Bhagavat-sandarbha 3)

5

Jcva Gosvamc provides a definition of Bhagavan in terms of the “vadanti” verse: tatha
caiva\ vaiui1vye prapte perwavirbhavatvenakhanra-tattva-repo ‘sau bhagavan. (Bhagavatsandarbha 3).
Paramatma is defined as follows:

6

yena hetu-kartra atma\ua-bheta-jcva-praveuana-dvara sa\jcvitani santi dehadcnc
tad-upalak1awani pradhanadi-sarvawy eva tattvani yenaiva preritataya caranti
sva-sva-karye pravartanti tat paramatma-repa\ viddhi.
(Bhagavat-sandarbha 4)
7

Jcva defines Brahman in this way: brahma tu sphutam aprakavita-vaiui1tyakaratvena tasya
(bhagavatas) evasamyag avirbhava ity ayatam (Bhagavat-sandarbha 3). Or in Bhagavatsandarbha 4: yad aviui1va\ cin-matratvena prakauamana\ tad brahmarepa\ viddhi. “That
which is not qualified, and which shines because it is pure consciousness—know it to be
Brahman.”
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potentiality, but a potentiality that is eternally actualised in its most perfect
state as Bhagavan” (1995: 92). It is for this reason that Jcva Gosvamc
decides that a separate study of Brahman is unnecessary. “When the nature
of Bhagavan is explained, Brahman is automatically explained. Therefore,
Brahma-sandarbha is understood to be included here (in the Bhagavatsandarbha).”8
Thus, by introducing multiplicity in the Divine, the “vadanti” verse allows
Gaurcya theologians to develop and lay claim to the concept of Bhagavan.
The verse is equally important, however, for just the opposite reason: Once
the threefold scheme has been developed, the verse protects Gaurcya commentators from accusations of dividing the Absolute, since it clearly states
that the three are in fact one nondual reality. The first line of the verse is as
useful to Gaurcya Vai1wava writers as the second, for by identifying the
nondual reality with K[1wa, they can claim K[1wa to be the ultimate referent
of all three names: Brahman, Paramatma, and Bhagavan. This allows them
to direct even monistically inclined Upani1adic passages toward Bhagavan.
In his instructions to Sanatana Gosvamc at Kauc, Caitanya explains the
implications of the “vadanti” verse:
The word “Brahman” refers to Svaya\ Bhagavan,9 who is one consciousness without a second, and without whom there is nothing
else. “Knowers of reality declare that reality to be nondual consciousness, called ‘Brahman,’ ‘Paramatma,’ and ‘Bhagavan.’ ” That
nondual reality is K[1wa, Bhagavan himself. He exists in all three
phases of time (past, present, and future). This is evident from the
scriptures. . . .
The word “AtmA” refers to K[1wa. His nature is greatness
[b[hattva]. He is all pervading, the witness of everything, and the
supreme form . . . Although the words “Brahman” and “AtmA” refer

8

9

vyañjite bhagavat-tattve brahma ca vyajyate svayam
ato ‘tra brahma-sandarbho ‘py avantarataya matas
(Bhagavat-sandarbha 7)
The title “svaya\ bhagavan,” (“Bhagavan himself,” or “directly Bhagavan”) is used exclusively to designate K[1wa. It is drawn from the famous statement of the Bhagavata:
“ete ca\ua-kalas pu\sas k[1was tu bhagavan svaya\.
“All these (avatAras) are portions or portions of portions of the Lord, but K[1wa is Bhagavan
himself ” (1.3.28). This half-verse appears at the end of the list of twenty-two prominent
incarnations (avatAras), and is on par with the “vadanti” verse as a pace-setting text in
Caitanya Vai1wava theology. It forms the basis for the complex classification of K[1wa’s
forms and manifestations found in the Laghu-bhAgavatAm{ta of Repa Gosvamc, CaitanyacaritAm{ta, and K{2Wa-sandarbha.
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to K[1wa, by conventional usage they refer to the Undifferentiated
[nirviUe2a] and the Inner Controller [antaryAmC], respectively.10
Here, we get the essentials of a hermeneutical strategy: scriptural passages
that speak of God in conflicting ways can be taken to refer to his different
aspects, but these aspects are actually members of a single reality (advayatattva). That reality is Bhagavan K[1wa, and therefore he is the ultimate
import of scriptural passages. Jcva Gosvamc uses this strategy at the beginning of his CatuSsEtrC PCkA to explain the meaning of the first sEtra, athAto
brahma-jijñAsA:
“Brahma-jijñAsA” is explained by “para| dhCmahi” (in the first verse
of the BhAgavata PurAWa) . . . “Param” refers to Brahman. Due to
greatness, Brahman is within everything and also outside them.
Therefore, it is by nature superior [ param] to everything, just like the
sun is to its rays etc. Thus, to indicate the original form (Bhagavan),
the word “brahman” is explained by the word “param.” And so,
Bhagavan alone is intended here.
Thus, the referent of the word “brahma-jijñAsA” gets “passed on” from
Brahman to Bhagavan via the word “param” in the first verse of the
Bhagavata. Since Brahman is in fact a form of Bhagavan, inquiry into
Brahman necessitates inquiry into Bhagavan, who is the actual subject matter of the Bhagavata.
This interpretive method can also work in the other direction, where a
description of Bhagavan will be “passed down” to Brahman. An example of
this is found at the beginning of the Bhagavat-sandarbha, where Jcva Gosvamc
10

sei brahma-uabde kahe svaya\ bhagavan
advitcya-jñana ya]ha vina nahi ana
(Caitanya-caritAm{ta 2.24.73)
vadanti tat tattvavidas tattva\ yaj jñanam advayam
brahmeti paramatmeti bhagavan iti uabdyate
(2.24.74)
sei advaya-tattva k[1wa svaya\ bhagavan
tina-kale satya ti]ho uastra-pramawa
(2.24.75)
atma-uabde kahe k[1wa b[hattva-svarepa
sarva-vyapaka sarva-sak1c parama-svarepa
(2.24.77)
brahma-atma-uabde yadi k[1were kahaya
rerhiv[ttye nirviue1a antaryamc kaya
(2.24.82)
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offers a famous definition of Bhagavan from the Vi2Wu PurAWa. The problem
is that some of the characteristics ascribed to Bhagavan in the verses do not
seem favorable to the idea of a personal God:
That which is unmanifest, unaging, inconceivable, unborn, imperishable, indescribable, formless, and without hands, feet, or other limbs;
which is almighty, present everywhere, eternal, the origin of living
entities, causeless, all-pervading, and impenetrable; and which is the
source of everything—that, indeed, is what the sages see. That is
Brahman, the highest resort. It is the object of meditation for those
desiring liberation, and it is subtle. It is described by the words
of Uruti. It is the supreme destination—Vi1wu.11
The interpretive key here is the word “Brahman” used as an epithet of
Bhagavan (Vi1wu). When Bhagavan is understood as formless and without
limbs, he is known as Brahman, which is the kevala-viUe2ya, or pure substance to which nothing has yet been attributed.12 One may describe Bhagavan
in a negative way, as long as one remembers (and the verse reminds us by
mentioning the word “Brahman”) that such an understanding is an incomplete apprehension of the nondual reality.13
11

yat tad avyaktam ajaram acintyam ajam ak1ayam
anirdeuyam arepa\ ca pawi-padady-asa\yutam
vibhu\ sarva-gata\ nitya\ bheta-yonim akarawam
vyapy-avyapta\ yatas sarva\ tad vai pauyanti serayas
tad brahma parama\ dhama tad dhyeya\ mok1a-ka]k1iwam
uruti-vakyodita\ sek1ma\ tad vi1wos parama\ padam
Note the echo of the mg Veda (1.22.20): “tad vai pauyanti serayas” and “tad vi1wos parama\
padam.” I have chosen to take the genitive case of Vi1wu (vi2WoS) in a weak sense of simply
naming or clarifying that which belongs to it ( parama| padam). This allows the passage to
function (as intended by Jcva) as a description of Visnu Bhagavan, rather than simply his abode.

12

\ pawi-padady-asa\yutam itcda\ brahmakhya-kevala-viue1yavirbhava-ni1vham
(Bhagarat-sandarbha 3)

13

Jcva Gosvamc also offers another explanation of “formless, and without hands or feet”: these
descriptions remind us that the Lord has no material (prAk{ta) form or limbs. This is a
common Vai1wava interpretation of negative statements, and is the one offered by Caitanya
to Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya:
apawi-pada-uruti varje ‘prak[ta’ pawi-carawa
punas kahe ucghra cale kare sarva grahawa
ataeva uruti kahe, brahma saviue1a
The Uruti text ‘apAWi-pAda’ precludes material hands and feet, but also says that he
moves quickly and grasps everything. Therefore Uruti says that Brahman possesses
attributes.
(Caitanya-caritAm{ta 2.6.150–152)
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This “pass the referent” approach is not uncommon in Vedanta, where it
is important to maintain both the integrity and unity of scriptural texts—
that is, to remain faithful to what is perceived to be the intended meaning of
the texts and at the same time to demonstrate the unity of their intention.
This can often be accomplished most easily by a “divide and unite” strategy,
wherein distinctions are introduced to serve as referents for differing
descriptions of Brahman, and then the resulting divisions are held together
using an overarching theological principle. This is indeed how Ramanuja
uses the body-soul analogy to interpret Upani1adic texts. Brahman and the
world consisting of living entities and matter comprise an “organic and
dynamic complex of being,” related to each other as the embodied soul is to
the body (Lott 1980: 49). The body, although distinct from and completely
controlled by the soul, can nevertheless serve as a referent for designations
that actually apply to the soul. This is quite legitimate, in so far as the body
is pervaded by and “included” in the soul. The two comprise an inseparable
and interdependent whole. Thus, when the Upani1ads speak of the individual
souls or the world as Brahman, they do so just as we refer to the body as
“myself” or “yourself.” When we say, “I adorned myself with fine jewelry,”
we mean “I adorned my body with fine jewelry.” This is indeed how “you”
(tvam) should be understood in the famous Upani1adic statement, “you are
that” (tat tvam asi). In order to make sense of how the finite soul could be
Brahman, we must “pass on” the referent of “tvam” to Brahman, who both
includes and transcends the world of souls. Van Buitenen summarizes it
well, “Just as the body terminates in the soul, so the soul terminates in the
inner Soul. Consequently all the words which describe the body ultimately
refer to the soul, and all the words which refer to the soul ultimately refer to
God” (VedArtha Sa|graha 64–65).14

Bhagavan’s Uakti
The doctrine of Bhagavan’s energy or power (Uakti) functions in much the
same way in Caitanya Vai1wavism. Whereas in Ramanuja’s system, the
operative model is the self-body relationship, here we find the analogy of

14

This technique of “passing on” the referent is grounded in a grammatical rule called correlative predication, or sAmAnAdhikaraWya, which Ramanuja uses to great effect in his theology.
Correlative predication occurs when words that have different connotations denote the same
entity, as in the phrase, “big, blue, beautiful lotus” (Chari 237). Each qualifier has a different
meaning, yet all refer to the same lotus. Here is the key: this apparently simple grammatical
point has significant ontological consequences. Each qualifier has a different connotation
precisely because it has a different ground for occurrence—that is, there are real differences
within the object itself which give reason for the application of different qualifiers. Using this,
Ramanuja argues against the Advaitin doctrine of an undifferentiated Brahman, in favor of
a Lord who is qualified by different attributes, such as eternity, knowledge, and bliss.
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fire and its all-pervasive light: “Just as a fire is situated in one place, but its
light spreads, so the energy [Uakti ] of the Supreme Brahman spreads throughout the universe.”15 The Uakti of Bhagavan is his most important attribute.
Indeed, all his other attributes can be subsumed within it, for everything
about the Lord—his form, abode, activities, excellences, associates, and his
creation—is a manifestation of his infinite energy. Or, to put it another way,
each one of his attributes can be characterized in terms of his Uakti. Thus,
his attribute of knowledge is his jñAna-Uakti, his attribute of maintenance is
his pAlana-Uakti, and so on.
The analogy of fire and its light is used repeatedly in Jcva Gosvamc’s
writings and in Caitanya Vai1wava texts in general.16 A survey of the occurrences of the above verse from the Vi2Wu PurAWa reveals that the verse is
cited for a variety of reasons. First and foremost, the analogy is used to
argue for the innate (svAbhAvika) nature of Bhagavan’s Uakti. Just as fire
and its radiance are invariably coexistent, and radiance emanates from fire
without any extraneous endeavor on the fire’s part, so the Uakti of the Lord
is inseparable from the Lord, and proceeds from him as a result of his own
nature. In Jcva Gosvamc’s writings, we find a persistent emphasis on the
naturalness of the Lord’s Uakti, for his concern here—even more than in
the threefold Godhead doctrine—is to preserve the unity and simplicity of
the Supreme. The most important scriptural proof-text in this regard comes
from the 4vetAUvatara Upani2ad, which says, “It is known that [his] Uakti is
supreme, manifold, and part of his very nature.”17 Just as Ramanuja argued
that the body is included in the self, Jcva reminds us that any concept of
Bhagavan must include his Uakti.
Once Bhagavan and his Uakti have been so intimately associated, the
Vedantist is immediately faced with the problem of the world and its vagaries. Surely, this material world of change and suffering cannot be included
within the immutable and blissful Brahman. How can a pure and transcendent

15

This is a quotation from the Vi2Wu PurAWa (1.22.54):
eka-deua-sthitasyagner jyotsna vistariwc yatha
parasya brahmawas uaktis tathedam akhila\ jagat

16

17

The above verse is cited in Caitanya-caritAm{ta (2.20.110), Bhagavat-sandarbha (16), and
thrice in the ParamAtma-sandarbha (70, 71, and 106). The analogy of fire and its energy is
also found in the BhAgavata PurAWa (3.28.40–41), which compares Bhagavan to fire and the
the living entities to sparks. The two verses are commented upon by Jcva Gosvamc in anuccheda
68 of ParamAtma-sandarbha.
na tasya karya\ karawa\ ca vidyate na tatsamau cabhyadhikau ca d[1yate
parasya uaktir vividhaiva ureyate svabhavikc jñana-bala-kriya ca
(6.8)
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entity produce, or even be associated with, something that is so opposite its
nature? Of course, Vedantic thinkers in general reject the Sa]khya notion
that an effect must be of the same nature as its cause. Our analogy proves
useful here as well: the light of a fire does not possess many of the attributes
of fire, such as the power to burn or provide warmth.18 Still, the question
remains as to the locus of the phenomenal world, since too much proximity
with Brahman would undermine his perfection. And so, after the initial
unification of Bhagavan and his Uakti, they must be distanced again.
It is here that Caitanya Vai1wava writers introduce the doctrine of manifold Uakti. So far, we have been speaking of Bhagavan’s Uakti as a single power
that is held responsible for all that is related to him. Although the unity of
Uakti must still be upheld, distinctions need to be introduced depending on
the distance of powers from Bhagavan’s essential nature (svarEpa). Again
using the Vi2Wu PurAWa as their source text, Gaurcya theologians have divided
Uakti into three: internal (antara}gA), external (bahira}gA), and marginal
(taVasthA, “on the shore”).19 The internal energy, also called svarEpa-Uakti, is
the power through which Bhagavan acts in his personal affairs. This energy
is of the same transcendental nature as Bhagavan, and so is responsible for
manifesting everything directly related to him, such as his form and abode.
The internal energy has three aspects (sandhinC, sa|vit, and hlAdinC), which
correspond to the Lord’s threefold nature as eternity, knowledge, and bliss
(sac-cid-Ananda).20
The external energy, on the other hand, manifests the temporary phenomenal world of matter. Because of the inferior nature of this Uakti, known also

18

19

Jcva Gosvamc makes a careful study of causality in the ParamAtma-sandarbha, arguing
in support of commonly held Vedantic views on the subject. See, for example, anuccheda 70,
where he makes use of the fire analogy: karya\ karawa-dharmasya sarva\uenaivanugata\
bhavatcti niyamo na vidyata ity arthas. dahanady-udbhave prabhadau dahakatvadidharmadaruanad iti bhavas. Jcva then quotes the “fire verse” from Vi2Wu PurAWa.
The Vi2Wu PurAWa, however, gives different names to the Uaktis:
vi1wu-uaktis para prokta k1etra-jñakhya tathapara
avidya-karma-sa\jñanya t[tcya uaktir i1yate

20

“Vi1wu’s (personal) energy is called parA (superior), the second energy is known as k2etra-jña
(knower of the field), and the third is named avidyA-karma (ignorance and activity)” (6.7.61).
The sandhi in “tathAparA” can be resolved as “tathA aparA” or “tathA parA.” The second
option would give us, “the energy called k2etrajña is also parA (superior).” This meaning is
consistent with the Gcta (7.5), where K[1wa calls the jCvas his parA prak{ti, and also with
Gaurcya theology, which regards the jCvas as essentially part of the internal energy.
This further tripartition is again found in the Vi2Wu PurAWa (1.12.68). Verse 6.8 of the
4vetAUvatara Upani2ad (quoted above) is also cited in support of the partition. There, the
Lord’s inherent Uakti is described as jñAna-bala-kriyA, “consisting of knowledge, strength,
and activity.” Knowledge corresponds to sa|vit, strength to sandhinC, and activity to hlAdinC.
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as mAyA, Bhagavan sets it into motion but remains aloof from its activities.
Bhagavan is both the efficient and substantial cause of the universe, but
only indirectly, through the agency of the external energy. Jcva Gosvamc
thus identifies two parts to this Uakti—the qualitative or efficient energy
(guWa- or nimitta-mAyA) and the substantial energy (upAdAna-mAyA).21 These
two perform the creative functions on Bhagavan’s behalf and are therefore
the immediate cause of the living entities’ bondage and delusion. Jcva Gosvamc
also accepts the Advaitin analysis of mAyA’s deluding power into two
aspects: AvaraWAtmikA, covering the living entity’s natural knowledge, and
vik2epAtmikA, attaching him to other kinds of knowledge.22 The living entity
himself is the marginal energy of Bhagavan, for he can move within either
the internal or external Uaktis, although he is essentially part of the superior
energy.
Now, the analogy of fire and its light ceases to be useful at this point,
since it does not provide much scope for introducing degrees of difference
between an object and its powers. Instead, Jcva Gosvamc shifts to the analogy of the sun and its splendor.23 Here, we can distinguish four levels of
distance from the sun: (1) the sun god or sun globe; (2) the fiery radiance
within the sun’s orb; (3) the rays that proceed outward from the sun; (4) and
the sun’s reflection (on water or a polished surface). The sun god is like
the Lord himself in his original form (svarEpa), Bhagavan K[1wa, the very
source of all Uaktis. The powerful radiance most closely associated with him
is the internal energy, by which all the opulence of his realm, Vaikuwvha, is
manifested. The living entities, on the other hand, are like the sun’s rays;
they possess the same nature as the brilliance within, but with less intensity,

21

Each part is further subdivided according to mAyA’s various functions. See ParamAtmasandarbha, anucchedas 53–55 for a detailed analysis with supporting evidence from the
BhAgavata PurAWa.

22

athavidyakhyasya bhagasya dve v[ttc avarawatmika vik1epatmika ca. tatra perva
jcva eva ti1vhantc tadcya\ svabhavika\ jñanam av[wvana. uttara ca ta\ tadanyatha-jñanena sañjayantc vartata iti.
(ParamAtma-sandarbha 54)

23

See Bhagavat-sandarbha, section 16:
ekam eva tat parama-tattva\ svabhavikacintya-uaktya sarvadaiva svarepa-tadrepa-vaibhava-jcva-pradhana-repewa caturdhavati1vhate. seryantarmawralasthateja iva mawrala-tad-bahirgata-raumi-tat-praticchavi-repewa. . . . uaktiu ca sa tridha
antara]ga bahira]ga tavastha ca. tatrantara]gaya svarepa-uaktyakhyaya perwenaiva
svarepewa vaikuwvhadi-svarepa-vaibhava-repewa ca tad avati1vhate. tavasthaya
raumi-sthancya-cid-ekatma-uuddha-jcva-repewa bahira]gaya mayakhyaya praticchavigata-varwa-uavalya-sthancya-tadcya-bahira]ga-vaibhava-jaratma-pradhanarepewa ceti caturdhatvam.
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and they stand somewhere between the sun and the world of reflection.24
The sun’s reflection, with its multi-colors and shapes, is the external energy,
the world of matter. The reflection is produced by the sun and depends
on the sun for its existence, yet its uncertainties and fluctuations cannot
disturb the sun.
Once again, we have ended up with a ladder of identification within Brahman. Whereas the Brahman—Paramatma—Bhagavan scheme allowed us to
reconcile scriptural passages about the nature of Godhead, the ladder of
Uaktis allows us to make sense of texts describing the relationship between
God and the world. Once again, the “pass on the referent” technique works
wonders. Take, for example, the famous Upani1adic saying, “sarva| khalv
ida| brahma” (“all this, indeed, is Brahman”). Here, some account needs
to be given of how the temporary, changing world can be the same as the
perfect Brahman. If we understand the world as the external energy of
Brahman (who is himself understood as Bhagavan using the first ladder), we
can legitimately identify the energy with the possesser of energy, just as we
can point to the sun’s reflection and say, “that’s the sun.” This is because,
as we have seen, the Lord’s Uakti is natural to him (svAbhAvikC) and fully
dependent upon him. Thus, the Upani1ad is not saying that the suffering
and change which constitute the world are Brahman. Rather, the world,
even though it is external to Brahman, still has the quality of being Brahman, in so far as it is his energy:
It is indicated here that because everything is born from Brahman,
it has the quality of being Brahman. But being unchanged in the
process, Brahman is existence [sat]. Thus, that portion [of Bhagavan]

24

Jcva Gosvamc uses the jCva-ray analogy in a more restricted way in the Tattva-sandarbha:
yatha janma-prabh[ti kaucid g[ha-guhavaruddhas serya\ vividi1us katha\cid
gavak1a-patita\ serya\uu-kawa\ daruayitva kenacid upadiuyate e1a sa iti etat
tad-a\uatva\ ca tad-acintya-uakti-viue1a-siddhatvenaiva paramatma-sandarbhe
sthapayi1yamas.
Suppose someone who has been shut in a dark room of the house since birth
desires to know the sun. Someone shows him a tiny ray of sunlight that has
somehow come in through a hole and says, “This is the sun.” In the ParamAtmasandarbha, we will show that the jCva is similarly a portion of Brahman, for his
existence is due to a particular aspect of Brahman’s inconceivable Uakti.
(52)
This parable describes the pedagogical method used by the Upani1ads to reveal the nature of
Brahman. They point to the jCva and say, “This is Brahman.” Phrases such as “tat tvam asi”
should not be taken as statements of absolute identity, but only as indications of similar
natures. Their purpose is to give an idea of Brahman’s nature to those born in the darkness
of ignorance, with only themselves as reference points.
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which is the supreme refuge—that is the pure Brahman which is
taught here.25
(Bhagavat-sandarbha 97)
Thus, the referent of “Brahman” in the passage “sarva| khalv ida| brahma”
has been “passed on” from the world back to Brahman, so that a comfortable distance between the Lord and the world can still be maintained.26
As we saw earlier, the referent can also be passed in the other direction—
that is, “passed down” from Brahman to the world. This process is just
as important as the first, since explaining the creation of the world from
Brahman is one of the most important and difficult tasks for Vedanta. The
Brahma-sEtra begins with the aphorism, “[Brahman is that] from which there
is the birth, etc., of this [world],” and generally endorses the view that the
world is a transformation ( pariWAma) of Brahman. How a changeless Brahman can change himself into a constantly changing world is of course the
vexing issue for Vedantins, and the attempt in general is to create a distance
between Brahman and the process of transformation. 3a]kara does this by
relegating transformation to the realm of mere appearances (vivarta), while
Ramanuja restricts the transformation to the body of the Lord. Caitanya
Vai1wavas deal with the problem by positing the transformation of the Lord’s
energies (Uakti-pariWAma-vAda), specifically the external energy (bahira}gA Uakti).
Take, for example, the ChAndogya Upani2ad’s (sixth chapter) description
of the creative process. The passage begins, “In the beginning, the eternal
[sat] alone existed, one without a second.” This highlights the quandary
of origination: everything that exists must come from Brahman; there can
be no second, coexistent source. “And then it thought, ‘Let me become
many. Let me propagate myself.’ ” The key phrase for our purposes is “bahu
syAm”—an expression of the desire for self-multiplication. The first thing
that Jcva Gosvamc draws from this statement is the reality of the world. If
the world is a transformation of Brahman’s Uakti, and Uakti is natural to
him, then surely the creation cannot be false. “The Supreme Lord, who
25

taj-jatatvad iti hetos sarvasyaiva brahmatva\ nirdiuya tatravi1k[tas sad idam iti
pratcti-paramaurayo yo ‘\uas sa eva uuddha\ brahmety uddiuyate.

26

Earlier in the Bhagavat-sandarbha, Jcva Gosvamc explains the ChAndogya passage in this way:
ki\ ca brahma-padena sarva\ khalv ida\ brahmeti prasiddhi\ vyajya sattvadiguwa-maya-mayayas tad-anyatve ‘pi nirguwasyeti prak[ta-guwair asp[1vatvam
a]gck[tya te1a\ bahira]gatva\ svck[tam.
Furthermore, the word “brahman” in the famous passage “everything, indeed, is
this Brahman” makes it clear that although mAyA, consisting of qualities such as
sattva, is nondifferent from Brahman, still it is agreed that Brahman, being nirguWa,
is untouched by material qualities and that these qualities are external (to it).
(Bhagavat-sandarbha 16)
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possesses real, natural, and inconceivable Uakti, would never make a mere
illusory world, just as the master of a touchstone [cintAmaWi ] or the stone
itself would never produce counterfeit gold.”27 The example of a touchstone
is significant, for this gem is said to have the special ability to produce large
quantities of gold and other varieties of gems at the owner’s will. Yet the
stone remains undiminished and unchanged. If a mere material object like
the touchstone can possess this inconceivable power, then why cannot the
transcendent Lord?28 Jcva also returns to the analogy of fire and its light to
make the same point: the light energy from a fire is as real as the fire, and
the fire does not become diminished or transformed in any way by the
spread of its light.29

Bhagavan’s inconceivable Uakti
Different and nondifferent
In our journey through the Caitanya Vai1wava world of Uakti, we have seen
two opposing forces constantly at play with each other: unification and
separation of the Lord and his energies. We described Bhagavan and his
Uaktis as identical in nature, and then distanced the two to preserve the
Lord’s transcendence. We made sure that the creation had no existence
separate from the Lord, and then took care to ensure that it did not compromise his perfection. We emphasized Bhagavan’s role as the ultimate cause
of the world, while insisting that its fluctuations and miseries had nothing
do with him. And on the basis of scripture, we established that the world is
God, and that the world proceeds out of God.
This constant struggle between unity and difference that characterizes
the search for ultimate reality has been accepted by Caitanya Vai1wavism
as characteristic of the very nature of that reality. The relationship between
Bhagavan and his energies is bhedAbheda, simultaneous difference and

27

bahu sya\ prajayeya iti. tat-sa]kalpa eva va vacyas. satya-svabhavikacintyauaktis parameuvaras tuccha-mayikam api na kuryat cintamawcnam adhipatis
svaya\ cintamawir eva va keva-kanakadivat.
(ParamAtma-sandarbha 71)

28

Caitanya asks this question of Prakauananda Sarasvatc in the Caitanya-caritAm{ta (1.7.127):
prak[ta-vastute yadi acintya-uakti haya
cuvarera acintya-uakti ithe ki vismaya

29

See verses 121–127 for Caitanya’s explanation of the doctrine of the transformation of energies
(Uakti-pariWAma-vAda).
See the end of Jcva’s commentary on the first aphorism of the Brahma-sEtra, where he again
quotes the fire verse from the Vi2Wu PurAWa.
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non-difference. The polarities seen above must be accepted as they are. Both
sides are equally reasonable, supported by scripture, and necessary; therefore,
both must be held together. This, of course, is inconceivable to the human
mind, and so the relation of bhedAbheda is called acintya, inconceivable.30
Now, this derivation of acintya rests on an important assumption about
the nature of scripture, namely, that all scriptural statements about Brahman—
those affirming difference and those affirming non-difference—must be
given equal weight and taken in their direct sense. Even the contradictions
arising from reasoning about the nature of Brahman—that Brahman is unique
yet diverse, aloof yet involved, changeless yet creative—are dependent on
scripture, for it is scripture that tells us that Brahman must have all these
opposing qualities.
Thus, if the tension in scriptural statements were to be removed in some
other way, we would not arrive at inconceivability (acintya). 3a]kara, for
example, does find another way; he employs a complex hermeneutical method
in which he bestows overarching importance on a few scriptural passages
concerning the nature of Brahman, which he calls “great statements” (mahAvAkyas). All other statements are then interpreted in light of them. The great
statements invariably stress nonduality and the absence of attributes, allowing 3a]kara to relegate statements of difference and quality to the realm
of pragmatic reality (vyAvahArika-sattA). The perfect and infinite Brahman is
so far beyond the realm of finite and determinable reality that words, even
the words of scripture, have no direct access to it. Rather, they can only
indirectly indicate it. “Even the great saying, ‘He is the Self; that thou art’, can
only be applied to the supreme Self in a subtly indirect sense” (Lott 1980:
31). Later Advaita writers, such as Sureuvara have distinguished between
the chief or direct meaning (mukhya-v{tti) and the secondary or implied
meaning (lak2aWA-v{tti) of a sentence. Statements such as “that thou art” are
to be read in accordance with the secondary meaning.31
This way of interpreting scripture, of course, is unacceptable to Vai1wava
Vedantists, to whom statements describing Brahman’s manifold attributes
are as important as assertions of his nonduality, since they provide the basis
for a devotional relationship between the Lord and the devotee. In his conversation with Prakauananda Sa[asvatc, Caitanya accuses him of covering
the self-evident meaning of scripture by resorting to indirect interpretation.
“You have given up the simple meaning of the Brahma-sEtra,” he says, “and

30

31

The term acintya-bhedAbheda is not widely used as the official name of Caitanyite Vedanta in
the early literature of the school, although both the elements (acintya and bhedAbheda) are
ubiquitously discussed and frequently juxtaposed. The clearest statement of nomenclature is
found in the Sarva-sa|vAdinC, where Jcva Gosvamc lists the names of different teachers and
their schools of Vedanta, and then concludes by saying, “sva-mate tu acintya-bhedAbhedaS,”
“but my view is acintya-bhedAbheda.”
For a discussion of the Advaita interpretation of tat tvam asi, see Murty (1959: 91–93)
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instead provided an imaginary interpretation based on the indirect meaning.”32 The syllable “o|,” he argues, is the great statement and essence
of the Upani1ads, whereas “you are that” is only a limited or partial understanding.33 For a complete understanding, one must also accept the statements of difference found in scripture, and be ready to hold both in tension
with each other, without relegating one to a trivial status. As Gerald Carney
puts it:
the transformation of the Lord’s powers is unthinkable but is not a
relative truth perceived differently from finite or transfinite standpoints. Instead the operation of divine powers is unthinkable because
it must be perceived as both different and identical, as manifest and
unmanifest, from the same standpoint.
(1979: 107)
It is here that the Caitanyite concept of acintya must be distinguished from
the concept of anirvacanCya (inexpressible) in Advaita Vedanta. The differences between the two concepts are not difficult to recognize, but they must
be pointed out in order to prevent any simplistic attempt to assimilate one
into the other. The two ideas arise for very different reasons. In the case of
anirvacanCya, the fundamental quandary is the ontological status of the world.
Is the phenomenal world real (sat) or unreal (asat)? It cannot be real, because
by knowledge one comes to realize its deceptive nature—that it is not what
it seems to be. That which is real can never be negated in this way. On the
other hand, the world cannot be unreal, for it is initially cognized as real,
and that which is unreal can never be an object of cognition. The world
cannot be both real and unreal, for the same reasons that it cannot be either
one of the two. The world must therefore be admitted as neither real nor

32

ei mata prati-setre sahajartha chariya
gauwartha vyakhya kare kalpana kariya
(Caitanya-caritAm{ta 1.7.133)

33

prawava’ se maha-vakya vedera nidana
cuvara-svarepa prawava sarva-viuva-dhama
sarvauraya cuvarera prawava uddeua
“tat tvam asi” vakya haya vedera ekadeua
prawava mahavakya taha kari’ acchadana
mahavakye kari ‘tat tvam asi’ra sthapana.
The praWava (o|kAra) is the mahAvAkya and the essence of the Veda. It is the form
of the Lord and the abode of the entire universe. PraWava is the meaning intended
by the Lord who is the refuge of all. “Tat tvam asi” is only one aspect of the Veda.
PraWava is the mahAvAkya. Obscuring that, you have established “tat tvam asi” as
the mahAvAkya.
(Caitanya-caritAm{Va, 2.128–130)
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unreal. Such a state is naturally anirvacanCya, inexpressible. The favorite
Advaita metaphor of a snake and rope makes the situation clear:
When one sees a snake in the rope one cannot say whether the
snake here is real or unreal. As long as one does not realise the
illusion the snake exists; it is sublated only when one realises that it
is a rope and not a snake. Thus the status of the snake here cannot
be called real as it disappears when the real rope is seen; but it is not
totally false for the one who saw it reacted to it as he would have on
seeing a real snake. An unreal object like a round-square or a horse’s
horn cannot be a matter of experience.
(Rukmani 1991: 12)
Once the concept of anirvacanCya is established, it gains an ontological status of its own in Advaita Vedanta, as a category distinct from both the real
and unreal, from Brahman and pure falsity. All the objects of experience in
this world must be placed in the category of anirvacanCya.
This move from epistemological uncertainty to ontological category does
not take place in the case of acintya, for the simple reason that the question
at stake here is not an ontological one. Both Bhagavan and his Uaktis are
fully real. Nor is the question about the status of the relationship between
them. Bhagavan and his Uaktis are identical—and they are different. The
difficulty arises in recognizing these two facts simultaneously, and the inability to do so leads to acintya. And this inconceivability arises necessarily,
for a contradiction is inaccessible to the intellect in principle. Carney, therefore, misses the locus of contrast between anirvacanCya and acintya when he
focuses on the issue of reality:
This usage [of acintya] is the reverse of the non-dualist anirvacancya . . . [who] regard the world as false and unreal. Through
the use of acintya, the Bengal Vai1wavas seek to recognize the truth
and reality of the world.”
(1979: 114–115)
In fact, acintya is not used as the reverse of anirvacanCya, for it addresses a
different problem altogether. Nor does it lead to the reverse conclusion, for,
as the Lord’s Uakti, the world is assumed to be real from the very start.
AnirvacanCya is the reverse of acintya, however, in regard to the method
that is used to arrive at it. When faced with the problem of the status of the
world, Advaita Vedanta chooses to avoid a direct contradiction, namely, that
the world is both real and unreal, and instead selects a negative approach:
the world is neither real nor unreal. On the other hand, when faced with the
problem of the relation between the Lord and his Uaktis, Caitanya Vai1wavism
prefers to assert their simultaneous difference and non-difference, instead of
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avoiding both. The first approach leads to indescribability, since the world
cannot be described as either real or unreal. The second approach leads to
inconceivability, since Bhagavan and his Uaktis can be described in many
ways, but those descriptions will produce many contradictory elements that
cannot be held together.34
Where does “acintya” apply?
Although we have been comparing the concepts of anirvacanCya and acintya
specifically in terms of what they say or do not say about the status of the
world, we should remember that the scope of acintya extends far beyond the
realm of the external energy to the relation between the Lord and his Uakti
everywhere. The relationship between Bhagavan and his internal energy, for
example, is equally inconceivable, despite the fact that the internal energy
has the same nature as the Lord. This is due to the fact that the function of
a Uakti is irrelevant to its basic relationship with the Lord (although the
distance of that relationship is affected). As we saw in the fire analogy,
inconceivability arises simply from the fact that both difference and nondifference are in some way true. The clearest and most important example
of this relation at work outside the phenomenal world is the relationship
between K[1wa and 3rc Radha, who is the personification of the Lord’s
internal energy. Radha is non-different from K[1wa’s very nature (svarEpa),
because she is his svarEpa-Uakti. K[1wa cannot exist without Radha, for
Radha is the Lord’s very power of existence. And K[1wa cannot act without
Radha, for as his energy of bliss, she provides the very impetus for activity.
Yet Radha and K[1wa eternally separate themselves for the purpose of pastimes (lClA). She is the energy and he is the possessor of energy, and thus they
are different. At the beginning of Caitanya-caritAm{ta, K[1wadasa Kaviraja
eloquently describes the play of unity and difference between Radha and
K[1wa:

34

O.B.L. Kapoor makes a similar observation in The Philosophy and Religion of 4rC Caitanya:
The concept of Anirvacancya is born out of respect for the Law of Contradiction.
We refuse to describe an object and call it Anirvacancya when it seems to violate
this law. The concept of acintya is born out of respect for scriptural authority,
which ignores the law of contradiction. The former is based on logic, the latter on
Srutarthapatti.
(1962: 157)
At some level, however, both concepts are attempts to deal with the problem of contradiction.
Acintya deals with it after the contradiction has surfaced, whereas anirvacanCya tries to avoid
it beforehand.
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Radha is the transformation of K[1wa’s love and his energy of bliss.
Therefore, although Radha and K[1wa are one person, they have
taken different bodies in the world from the beginning. Now, the
two have again united and appeared as Caitanya. I bow down to
that Caitanya who is K[1wa himself, adorned with the sentiment
and luster of Radha.35
This verse epitomizes the mood and impetus behind bhedAbheda in Caitanya
Vai1wavism. How an eternal unity can exist as an eternal duality and then
reunite again is truly inconceivable. Yet, this is the view of scripture, and a
matter of personal experience in the person of Caitanya. It is the very nature
of the Supreme. The mystery of simultaneous difference and non-difference
is embedded in every aspect of divinity.
Indeed, it is embedded in the nature of existence generally. The concept
of acintya does not need to be limited to Bhagavan and his Uaktis. In the
Bhagavat-sandarbha, Jcva Gosvamc points out that the relationship between
any object and its energy is inconceivable to the mind. He quotes yet again
from the Vi2Wu PurAWa: “O best of ascetics, the Uaktis of all beings are
outside the range of reasoned knowledge. Therefore Brahman’s natural
Uaktis, such as creation, are also such—just like the heat of fire.”36 Kapoor
explains:

35

radha k[1wa-prawaya-vik[tir hladinc uaktir asmad
ekatmanav api bhuvi pura deha-bheda\ gatau tau
caitanyakhya\ prakavam adhuna tad-dvaya\ caikyam apta\
radha-bhava-dyuti-suvalita\ naumi k[1wa-svarepam
(1.1.5)
This verse is part of the auspicious invocation (ma}galAcaraWa) of the Caitanya-caritAm{ta.
According to the author, this and the subsequent verse state the purpose of Caitanya’s descent.

36

uaktayas sarva-bhavana\ acintya-jñana-gocaras
yato ‘to brahmawas tas tu sargadya bhava-uaktayas
bhavanti tapata\ ure1vha pavakasya yatho1wuta
(1.3.2)
The compound acintya-jñAna-gocarAS is difficult to interpret. 3rcdhara Svamc gives two
options. “The Uaktis are accessible by knowledge that is inconceivable, i.e., that does not give
in to logic (tarkAsaham). Or else: inconceivability means that the Uaktis cannot be conceived
of as either different or non-different, and so are accessible only through knowledge gained
by arthApatti.” To allow for both possibilites, I have translated cintya-jñAna as “reasoned
knowledge” and applied the negation to the entire compound. Also, I have taken “bhAvaUaktayaS” as “svabhAva-UaktayaS,” following 3rcdhara Svamc. It could also be translated
as “uaktis having to do with becoming (i.e. creation),” but that would cause an overlap in
meaning with its qualifier “sargAdyAS.”
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We cannot think of fire without the power of burning; similarly,
we cannot think of the power of burning without fire. Both are
identical. Fire is nothing except that which burns; the power of
burning is nothing except fire in action. At the same time, fire and
its power of burning are not absolutely the same. If they were absolutely the same, there would be no sense in . . . saying “fire burns.”
It would be enough to say “fire.” “Fire burns” would involve needless repetition, for “fire” would mean the same thing as “burns.”
Besides, if there were no difference between fire and its power, it
would not be possible to neutralise the power of burning in fire
by means of medicines or mantra, without making fire disappear
altogether.
(1977: 153)
Thus, two contradictory relations can be shown at once: fire is identical to
its power of burning, and it is distinct. This contradiction leads directly to
inconceivability. The same reasoning could be applied to any object and its
power—the cooling effect of water, the sterilizing ability of the sun, or the
power of the atom. In his commentary on this Vi2Wu PurAWa verse, 3rcdhara
Svamc offers the example of powerful gems and mantras.
What then is distinctive about the powers of Bhagavan? Is he too like an
object of this world? Certainly, we cannot infer the nature of the Lord’s
Uaktis from the Uaktis of material things, for the Lord is fully transcendental
and therefore unlike anything in the phenomenal world. Indeed, the BrahmasEtras make it clear that the nature of Brahman is accessible only by scriptural testimony (Uabda), and not by logic (tarka) or inference (anumAna). We
have already noted that it is the statements of scripture that provide the
contradiction necessary to arrive at acintya. Yet, the question still remains
as to whether the Caitanya Vai1wava concept of acintya is in some way
uniquely applicable to Bhagavan.
The answer to this question has been a source of some disagreement
between two respected Gaurcya scholars, Radha Govinda Nath and O.B.L.
Kapoor. On the strength of the Vi2Wu PurAWa verse quoted above, Nath
believes that acintya-bhedAbheda applies in general to the relation between
Uakti and the possessor of Uakti. Kapoor argues that this is only a secondary
extension of the concept, which applies primarily to Bhagavan’s Uakti. He
gives two reasons for his claim:
Firstly, 3rc Jcva Gosvamin has expounded the doctrine of Acintyabhedabheda in the context of the problem of relation between
God and the world, and not in the context of the problem of
relation between objects and their powers in general. . . . Secondly,
if the doctrine of Acintya-bhedabheda was taken to imply the
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Acintya-uakti of objects in general, the relation of difference and
non-difference between God and the world would no doubt proceed as a deduction from the general rule. But the problem of
preserving God’s purity in spite of His relation with the world would
still remain unsolved . . . It is only the acintya-uakti of God that
can reconcile transcendence with immanence.
(ibid.: 158)
The issue does not settle itself so easily, however. While it is true that Jcva
Gosvamc’s primary concern is the relation between Bhagavan and his Uaktis,
there is nothing to rule out the possibility that he sees that relation as a
particular instance of a more general relational inconceivability. Certainly,
such a broader view would not have detracted from his main thesis regarding Bhagavan’s Uakti. Regarding Kapoor’s second argument, we may recall
that it was precisely in an attempt to preserve Bhagavan’s purity in the face
of a changing world that the relation of bhedAbheda arose. The inconceivable character of this relation provides for both transcendence (difference)
and immanence (non-difference), in as much as fire is both different and
non-different from its light.
Perhaps a better place to look for distinctiveness in regard to Bhagavan’s
Uaktis is in their function or operation. The Lord’s energies are inconceivable because they are inconceivable in their working: they produce wondrous
creations, accomplish herculean tasks, and display endless variety. This seems
to be a usage of acintya that is very different from what we have been
exploring so far. Indeed, in Caitanyite literature, acintya is used much more
often to describe the workings of Bhagavan’s Uakti than to describe the
relation between them. A quick survey of the Caitanya-caritAm{ta reveals
that around 90 percent of references to inconceivable energy (acintyaUakti or acintya-prabhAva) have to do with the Lord’s ability to perform
wonderful feats and display contradictory qualities. These qualities and activities defy the rules of logic and the limits of human comprehension. A good
illustration of this usage of acintya is in relation to the person of Caitanya,
who (as we noted above) is considered K[1wa himself, but in the mood of his
devotee, Radha. K[1wadasa Kaviraja makes note of the paradox:
Thus, the Lord himself accepts the sentiment of the cowherd maidens [gopCs] and addresses K[1wa, “O lord of my life!” He is K[1wa;
he is a gopC—this is a great contradiction. The inconceivable character of the Lord is very difficult to comprehend. One should not
apply logic or have doubts in this regard. It is the inconceivable
Uakti of K[1wa—this is my verdict. The pastimes of K[1wa Caitanya
are inconceivable and amazing. Wonderful is his mood! Wonderful
are his qualities! Wonderful is his behavior! That sinful person who
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does not accept this due to logic will cook in the Kumbhcpaka hell.
For him there is no deliverance.37
K[1wadasa next quotes a verse from the Mahabharata that is used by both
Repa Gosvamc and Jcva to explain the concept of acintya: “Indeed, one
should not apply logic to those things that are inconceivable. The characteristic of the inconceivable is that it is beyond the material elements.”38 The
transcendental, non-material nature of inconceivability makes it an attribute
that can be properly applied only to Bhagavan.
Making the impossible possible
An example of acintya being used in relation to the impossible activities of
the Lord is found in Caitanya-caritA|{ta 2.13, which describes Caitanya’s
ecstatic dancing at the chariot festival in Purc. Caitanya divided his devotees
into seven groups of singers, musicians, and dancers to accompany the
parade. Then, in a similar vein to K[1wa’s dancing in the rAsa dance, Caitanya
expanded himself to dance simultaneously in all seven groups. Devotees in
each of the groups thought that the Lord was favoring them alone, but the
intimate devotees could see the entire situation. They understood it as the
play of the Lord’s acintya-Uakti, which makes all things possible.
Indeed, Jcva Gosvamc defines inconceivability as the condition of accomplishing what is difficult or impossible to accomplish (durghaVa-ghaVatvam),
and Bhagavan’s Uakti as that which has the ability to do so.39 He quotes two
37

ataeva apane prabhu gopc-bhava dhari’
vrajendra-nandane kahe “prawa-natha” kari’
sei k[1wa, sei gopc, parama virodha
acintya caritra prabhura ati sudurbodha
ithe tarka kari’ keha na kara sa\uaya
k[1wera acintya-uakti ei mata haya
acintya, adbhuta k[1wa-caitanya-vihara
citra bhava, citra guwa, citra vyavahara
tarke iha nahi mane yei duracara
kumbhcpake pace, tara nahika nistara
(1.17.303–307)

38

acintyas khalu ye bhava na ta\s tarkewa yojayet
prak[tibhyas para\ yac ca tad acintyasya lak1awam
(MahAbhArata (Bhc1ma-parva) 6.5.22, quoted
in Bhakti-rasAm{ta-sindhu 2.5.93,
Tattva-sandarbha 11, Sarva-sa|vAdinC p. 53,
and Caitanya-caritAm{ta 1.17.308)

39

See Bhagavat-sandarbha 16 and 42. In the Sarva-sa|vAdinC (p. 57), Jcva defines Bhagavan’s
Uakti as asambhava-sambhAvayitrC dustarkA svabhAvikC—natural, difficult to grasp by logic,
and that which makes the impossible possible.
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aphorisms (sEtras) of the Brahma-sEtra to substantiate his point: “Urutes tu
Uabda-mElatvAt” (2.1.27) and “Atmani caiva| vicitrAU ca hi” (2.1.28). Both
aphorisms occur in the Brahma-sEtra’s second chapter, which raises and
puts to rest various possible objections to the Vedantic standpoint. According to all three major commentators, 3a]kara, Ramanuja, and Madhva,
the problem being addressed in the two sEtras is the fact that Brahman is
a simple whole without any parts (anavayava) and at the same time the
creator of the world.
If Brahman is wholly transformed into the world, it would exhaust
its being in the world of effects and there will be no Brahman left
outside the realm of effects [for us] to seek, contemplate and realize.
If it transforms only in part it would mean that Brahman is divisible into parts which would ruin its integrality.
(Sharma 1986: 394)
The quandary sounds very similar to others we have encountered before:
one of Brahman’s essential attributes is put into jeopardy by the transformation of the world. The solutions offered in the two aphorisms (sEtras)
also follow the trend of our previous discussion.
Both Ramanuja and Madhva agree on the sEtras’ basic interpretation.
The first, “Urutes tu Uabda-mElatvAt,” asserts that inference or logic has no
access to Brahman, who is knowable only through scripture. The second,
“Atmani caiva| vicitrAU ca hi,” reminds us that Brahman possesses wonderful powers that can accomplish all things. The thrust of both aphorisms
is that Brahman’s utterly transcendental nature—in both epistemological
and ontological terms—puts it beyond the reach of contradictions and
impossibilities. B.N.K. Sharma expounds the Madhva interpretation of the
sEtras in language that is quite amenable to the Caitanya theology of Uakti:
Seemingly contradictory attributes can, therefore, be reconciled in
Brahman where and when borne out by the 3rutis—without any
difficulty. . . . We hear of Agastya drinking off at a draught the
mighty ocean whose other shore is beyond our ken. Why should it
surprise us if God should have powers which are incomprehensible
to our understanding and by which he could accomplish what is
unaccomplishable by human standards? . . . The mysterious powers
of God are invoked here only to explain what are observed or borne
out by Pramawas [means of valid knowledge] which nevertheless
seem to be incompatible or defy explanation.
(ibid.: 387)
This is precisely the second sense in which acintya is used in Caitanya literature: the inconceivable power of the Lord to accomplish the impossible.
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This fact is not lost on Jcva, who quotes these two sEtras in the Tattva,
Bhagavat, and ParamAtma Sandarbhas, as well as in the Sarva-sa|vAdinC,
usually in the context of discussion about the Lord’s inconceivable
energies.40
Thus, we have seen two applications of inconceivability in Caitanya
Vai1wavism—one to describe the relation between Bhagavan and his Uaktis,
and the other to describe the operation of those Uaktis. The two usages
are quite disparate, for there is no entailment from one to the other. They
work together, however, in pointing to the greatness of Bhagavan. Indeed,
the lengthy definition of Bhagavan we encountered at the beginning of this
section comfortably holds together the different meanings of acintya:
Bhagavan possesses inconceivable, multifarious, and unlimited
energies that are of his own nature and he is the ocean of unlimited,
mutually contradictory qualities, such that in him both the attribute
and the possessor of attributes, the lack of differences and varieties
of difference, formlessness and form, pervasiveness and centrality—
all are true.
It is the very nature of the Supreme to bestow truth or reality on all that is
related to him. Since he is the single, ultimate resting place of everything,
and the varieties of existence are endless, we are sure to find endless, incompatible truths at rest in him. This will lead to the defeat of mental abilities
and the admission of inconceivability.
Thus we have come full circle in our discussion of divinity in Caitanya
Vai1wavism. In a way, the entire journey has been an exploration of the
contours of the single Bhagavata verse with which we began the section:
“vadanti tat tattva-vidas tattvam yaj jñanam advayam/brahmeti paramatmeti
bhagavan iti uabdyate.” We mapped the different names of Godhead found
in this verse, and traced their referents in accordance with Caitanyite theology. The name “Bhagavan” was especially rich in its connotation, as it
included myriad energies in its fold. The tension of unity and plurality, or
identity and difference, was raised by the words “tattvam advayam,” and we
pursued the problem until it gave way to relation beyond conception. True
to the paradoxical spirit of Caitanya Vai1wavism, inconceivability itself was
conceived in more than one way, finding ultimate resolution only in the
greatness of Bhagavan.

40

See Tattva-sandarbha 11, Bhagavat-sandarbha 15, ParamAtma-sandarbha 58, and Sarvasa|vAdinC p. 57. The latter work is a supplement to the first four Sandarbhas wherein Jcva
highlights issues of particular concern and discusses them in greater depth.
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Hermeneutics applied
In many ways, the course we have taken follows Jcva Gosvamc’s own method
of exposition in the Sandarbhas. At one level, the Tattva, Bhagavat and
ParamAtma Sandarbhas can be seen simply as a commentary on the “vadanti”
verse of the BhAgavata PurAWa. At the very beginning of the Bhagavatsandarbha, Jcva Gosvamc uses the “vadanti” verse to tie together the preceding
Sandarbha with what is to follow:
Having indicated that truth which is characterized by non-dual
knowledge in general terms, the “vadanti” verse now delineates the
specific characteristics of its existence, which are manifest according
to the differences in the eligibility of the worshippers. This is done
by the second half of the verse, brahmeti paramAtmeti bhagavAn iti
Uabdyate.41
Jcva conscientiously tracks his progress in terms of this verse throughout the
next two Sandarbhas. He ends the Bhagavat-sandarbha with the statement,
“Thus, Brahman and Bhagavan have been explained,” and begins the
ParamAtma-sandarbha by saying, “Now, Paramatma is being explained.”
He ends the ParamAtma-sandarbha with a note of satisfaction, “The verse
beginning ‘vadanti’ has been firmly established.” The first three Sandarbhas
deal with sambandha-jñAna—knowledge of God, the living entities, and the
relationship between them. With the Bhakti-sandarbha, we are outside
the jurisdiction of the “vadanti” verse and into the realm of abhidheya, or
the process of re-establishing that relationship.
We have already noted that the overall purpose of the Sandarbhas, and
of our passage in particular, is to establish and expound the meaning of the
BhAgavata PurAWa. The exclusive attention given to “vadanti” may at first
seem to hinder this purpose, since it narrowly filters the available material in
accordance with the meaning of a single verse. Yet, in Jcva’s eyes, this is
precisely the proper use of “vadanti,” for this verse lays down the subject
matter of the entire PurAWa. Thus, the verse serves as a compass with which
to navigate the contours of the BhAgavata and organize its contents into a
coherent scheme. In the Tattva-sandarbha, Jcva Gosvamc quotes the second
verse of the BhAgavata to remind his readers of the sublime nature of the
PurAWa’s contents: “The subject matter (or reality) to be known here is genuine
and it grants welfare, destroying the three miseries.” When asked what

41

athaivam advaya-jñana-lak1awa\ tat tattva\ samanyato lak1ayitva punar upasakayogyata-vaiui1vyena prakavita-nija-satta-viue1a\ viue1ato nirepayati “vadanti” iti,
asyaivottarardhena brahmeti paramatmeti bhagavan iti uabdyate.
(Bhagavat-sandarbha 1)
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the nature of that reality is, Jcva quotes the “vadanti” verse.42 The import
(tAtparya) of the BhAgavata PurAWa is the non-dual, conscious reality known
as Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan.43
By the time we reach the CatuSsEtrC PCkA in the ParamAtma-sandarbha, Jcva
has in fact already completed his exploration of the “vadanti” verse. Just
before the beginning of our passage in section 105, he notes, “Thus, Brahman,
Bhagavan and Paramatma have been described.” In the remaining portion
of the ParamAtma-sandarbha (i.e., section 105), Jcva intends to establish the
import of the BhAgavata using a very different method, namely, application
of the six-fold indicators of meaning (tAtparya-li}ga). This represents the
culmination of Jcva’s attempt in the OaV-sandarbha to establish Bhagavan as
the ultimate import of the BhAgavata PurAWa. This will be the primary focus
of our study.
Nevertheless, the “vadanti” verse and the six indicators of meaning are
not the only ways in which Jcva tries to establish the import of the BhAgavata
PurAWa, and, by extension, of the scriptural corpus in general. Jcva makes
various attempts throughout the Sandarbhas, selecting different sections
of the BhAgavata for interpretation. A brief examination of two other such
attempts would provide a broader context for our own study of the sixindicator interpretive method and the CatuSsEtrC PCkA included within it. In
both attempts, Jcva utilizes sections of the BhAgavata that would be natural
places to look for indications of overall meaning.
In the first instance, Jcva looks at the circumstances surrounding the composition of the BhAgavata PurAWa by K[1wa Dvaipayana Vyasa. The PurAWa
tells the story of its own genesis in Chapters 4–7 of the first book. There,
Seta Gosvamc describes how Vyasa, out of concern for the people of this
age (Kali-yuga), divided the original Veda into four and taught them to four
separate pupilary lines. He also compiled the fifth Veda, including the Purawas
and MahAbhArata, for those ineligible to study the four Vedas. But despite
doing all this for the welfare of humanity, Vyasa felt dissatisfied and despondent. As he pondered his plight, Narada arrived at the hermitage and

42

atha ki\-svarepa\ tad vastu-tattvam ity atraha vadanti tat tattva-vidas tattva\
yaj jñanam advayam iti.
(Tattva-sandarbha 51)

43

The context in which the verse appears lends some support to Jcva’s claim for its primacy. In
the first chapter of the BhAgavata, 3aunaka and the other sages ask Seta Gosvamc a series of
questions that serve as the impetus for the recitation of the entire Purawa. Nevertheless, his
immediate and essential replies are found in the next chapter. The “vadanti” verse is spoken
in response to the question posed in verse eleven of Chapter 1: “There are many scriptures,
with many divisions, and many (prescribed) activities. Therefore, O sage, after due consideration, please extract and tell us the essence, for the good of all living beings—that essence
by which one becomes completely satisfied.”
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began analyzing Vyasa’s situation. In no uncertain terms, Narada told the
author that the reason for his dissatisfaction was that he had not described
the fame, qualities, and activities of Bhagavan K[1wa, which alone can relieve
all miseries. All other topics are like “places of pilgrimage for crows.”44
Narada orders Vyasa to meditate on the activities of Vi1wu in trance (samAdhi)
and describe them in the 3rimad Bhagavatam.45
Now, the nature of this trance is of paramount concern to Jcva Gosvamc
in the Tattva-sandarbha, for the trance’s contents determine the contents of
the entire Bhagavata. Jcva focuses on verse four of Chapter 7: “With a pure
mind, perfectly fixed through the yoga of devotion [bhakti ], Vyasa saw the
Complete Person [pErWapuru2a] along with mAyA, which rests outside him.”46
Here, Jcva locates all the main elements of the Caitanya Vai1wava conception of Bhagavan: his complete personhood, his distant association with
the external energy (mAyA), and bhakti as the means of achieving him. The
internal energy is included within the epithet “Complete Person” ( pErWapuru2a), just as when we say “he saw the full moon,” we mean that he saw
the moon along with its brilliance.47 The third energy, namely the living
entities, figures into the next verse: “Vyasa saw that power [mAyA] by which
the deluded living entity thinks of himself as consisting of the three qualities
[guWas], although he is beyond them, and consequently attains misery.”48
Here Jcva Gosvamc takes the opportunity to engage in a lengthy polemic
with the doctrine of nondualism (Advaita) and the doctrine of illusion
(mAyAvAda). The next two verses, however, provide the real clincher:
Vyasa composed this SAtvata-sa|hitA (the BhAgavata PurAWa) for
people who do not know that bhakti-yoga for Adhok1aja (Vi1wu/
K[1wa) directly alleviates these miseries. Simply by hearing the

44

45

“That eloquent speech which does not describe the world-purfying glories of Hari is
regarded by sages as a place of pilgrimage for crows. The swans, who reside in desirable
places, do not take pleasure there.” (BhAgavata 1.5.10) Narada also uses words like
“jugupsitam” (disgusting) and “mahAn vyatikramaS” (great transgression) to describe Vyasa’s
prior writings (1.5.15).
samadhinanusmara tad-vice1vitam (1.5.11).

46

bhakti-yogena manasi samyak prawihite ‘male
apauyat puru1a\ perwa\ maya\ ca tad-apaurayam
(Cited in Tattva-sandarbha 30)

47

tam apauyat urc-veda-vyasa iti svarepa-uaktimantam evety etat svayam eva labdha\
perwa\ candram apauyad ity ukte kantimantam apauyad iti labhyate
(Tattva-sandarbha 31)

48

yaya sammohito jcva atmana\ tri-guwatmakam
paro ‘pi manutenartha\ tat-k[ta\ cabhipadyate
(1.7.5)
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BhAgavata, bhakti for the Supreme Person K[1wa arises and destroys
one’s lamentation, illusion and fear.49
The Complete Person mentioned in the first verse as the object of Vyasa’s
vision is now identified with K[1wa. Thus, both the origin and destination
of the BhAgavata are Bhagavan, who must therefore be its ultimate subject
matter (tAtparya).
Another set of verses which Jcva considers indicative of the BhAgavata’s
overall meaning is the famous Catus-ulokc, or four-verse BhAgavata, spoken
by Vi1wu to Brahma at the beginning of creation. After Brahma has performed penance for a hundred celestial years, Vi1wu reveals himself along
with his abode and associates, and blesses Brahma. Brahma then asks four
questions, which the Lord also answers in four concise verses. These verses
are regarded by commentators as the original and essential BhAgavata
PurAWa.50
Jcva Gosvamc’s primary concern in explaining the four-verse BhAgavata
is to establish Bhagavan (in the technical, Gaurcya sense of the word) as its
speaker. Once this is done, the other philosophical ideas found in the verses
can be expounded in terms of the central character. Jcva therefore focuses
his comments on the first word of the first verse—the first person pronoun
‘I’: “I alone existed in the beginning, and nothing else that is beyond cause
and effect. I exist afterwards, this (that exists now) is me, and what remains
is also me.”51 Jcva writes:
Even in the four-verse account, Bhagavan alone is the meaning.
He taught about himself by teaching his own knowledge . . . Here,
the word “I” identifies a speaker who has a form, and not the
unqualified Brahman, because the unqualified cannot be an object

49

50

51

anarthopauama\ sak1ad bhakti-yogam adhok1aje
lokasyajanato vidva\u cakre satvata-sa\hitam
yasya\ vai ureyamawaya\ k[1we parama-peru1e
bhaktir utpadyate pu\sas uoka-moha-bhayapaha
(1.7.6–7)
Vi1wu’s speech to Brahma actually consists of seven verses, leading Vallabhacarya to regard
the essential BhAgavata as sapta-UlokC. The majority of commentators, however, consider the
first two and the seventh to be supporting verses. Jcva follows 3rcdhara and accepts the fourverse Bhagavata, but comments on the first six in the Bhagavat-sandarbha. For a detailed
survey of the various commentaries on the seven verses, both from Gaurcya and Vallabha
perspectives, see Rasik Vihari Joshi, “Catusulokc or Saptaulokc Bhagavata: A Critical Study.”
aham evasam evagre nanyad yat sad-asat param
paucad aha\ yad etac ca yo ‘vaui1yeta so ‘smy aham
(2.9.33)
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of reference . . . As the third book of the BhAgavata says, “Only
Bhagavan, the soul of souls and all-pervading, existed in the beginning.” Therefore, Vaikuwvha, the Lord’s associates, and other
such paraphernalia, are all included in the word “I,” because they
are his secondary portions, just as when we say, “There goes the
king.”52
This passage provides a good example of the interpretive power of the
Bhagavan concept. Once the referent of the first person pronoun has been
identified as Bhagavan, Jcva can immediately include the entire, variegated
spiritual realm within the scope of “aham.” Thus, we end up with a meaning
that is surprisingly opposite to what one would expect, especially from a
verse as exclusivist as this. “I alone existed in the beginning” comes to mean
“I and everything else in relation to me existed in the beginning.” This leap
in meaning is justified in the following way: From the Bhagavata’s description, we know that Vi1wu is present before Brahma in his radiant, fourarmed form, accompanied by his consort 3rc, and surrounded by his loving
devotees.53 He has just dealt with Brahma in a very personal way, by shaking his hand and wishing him good luck.54 Now, in response to Brahma’s
queries, Vi1wu points to himself and says, “I alone existed in the beginning. . . .” Since the Lord does not draw any distinction between himself
now and himself “in the beginning,” we may assume that he is saying, “I, as
you see me here, existed in the beginning.” Ordinarily, when using a first
person pronoun, the speaker does not refer to himself in a disassociated,
abstract or solipsist sense. “I lived in Venice” normally means, “I, in a
condition similar to what you see now—that is, with my clothing, shoes,
bank account, a residence, vehicle, and some neighbors—lived in Venice.”
This is especially true in the case of Bhagavan, who does not gain or lose
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atau catus-ulokc-prasa]ge ‘pi urc-bhagavan evarthas. . . . atraha\-uabdena tad-vakta
merta evocyate na tu nirviue1a\ brahma tad-avi1ayatvat. . . . bhagavan eka asedam
agra atmatmana\ vibhus ityadi t[tcyat. ato vaikuwvha-tat-par1adadcnam api
tad-upa]gatvad aha\-padenaiva grahawa\ rajasau prayatctivat.
(Bhagavat-sandarbha 95)
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(Brahma saw that the Lord) wore a helmet, earings, and yellow dress. He had four
hands, and his chest was marked by 3rc. His face was decorated with reddish eyes
and a pleasing smile. He was favourably disposed toward his servitors, and his very
sight was intoxicating. The supreme huvara was seated on a worshipable throne,
surrounded by the four, sixteen, and five uaktis, and endowed with his personal
opulences (bhaga), as well as other, impermanent ones. Thus, he was delighting in
his own abode.
(BhAgavata 2.9.16–17)
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See 2.9.19–21.
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anything over time, and whose personal effects are all eternal and natural to
him. In the passage above, Jcva Gosvamc gives another example: we point
to a large royal procession and say, “there goes the king.” Although we use
a singular noun, we are actually saying that the king is passing by along
with his retinue, for the king never travels alone. The Lord too is never
alone, or to put it differently, his singular nature subsumes unlimited variety
within it.
Like the four-verse BhAgavata and Vyasa’s trance, there are many other
sections of the BhAgavata which become the focus of Jcva Gosvamc’s
special attention in the first three Sandarbhas—the four Kumaras’ vision of
Vaikuwvha, prayers by the personified Vedas, the ten characteristics of a
mahA-purAWa, the liberated status of 3ukadeva, the account of creation by
the four-fold manifestation (catur-vyEha), and so on. Each of these is deliberately selected to highlight particular aspects of Caitanyite theology, and
then explicated not just in a general way, but with careful attention to the
interpretation of individual verses and phrases. By the time we reach the
CatuSsEtrC PCkA, Jcva Gosvamc has already delineated and argued for all
the important facets of Caitanya Vai1wava theology. He also has, as we have
seen, dealt with many of the major issues of concern in Vedanta—the nature
of Brahman, the process of creation, the relationship between Brahman, the
world, and living entities, the status of ignorance, the coherence of scriptural texts, and the ways of knowing reality. All of this background is
assumed for the reader of the CatuSsEtrC PCkA, making the commentary
quite dense in its argumentation. In many places, Jcva quotes only the beginning words of a verse that he has discussed in detail elsewhere, leaving
the reader to figure out how the verse fits into his argument. Take, for
example, his commentary on the concluding verse of the BhAgavata PurAWa,
which states that the Supreme Truth (satya| param) originally revealed the
PurAWa to Brahma (12.13.19). To support his claim that this Truth is in fact
Bhagavan who taught the BhAgavata to Brahma at the dawn of creation,
Jcva makes reference to three prior discussions, two of which we have
already seen:
In the same way, here also the speaker of the four verses is understood to be Bhagavan, and he who is revealed in the trance of 3rc
Vyasa is understood to be the object of meditation. And this same
Bhagavan was sought by the heart of 3rc 3uka: “Filled with his own
happiness. . . .”
The verse about 3ukadeva and the trance of Vyasa were discussed at length
in the Tattva-sandarbha, while the explanation of the four verses is found
in the Bhagavat-sandarbha. A reader who is familiar with these discussions
will quickly see the connection with the exegetical point being made by
Jcva here.
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Given all that he has already done in the first three Sandarbhas, Jcva’s
purpose in the CatuSsEtrC PCkA is to make an explicit connection between
the BhAgavata PurAWa and the Upani1adic tradition, and engage with Vedanta
using the system’s own method and structure. This, of course, means
commenting on the sEtras of Badarayawa, using the Upani1ads as one’s
primary proof-texts. With this background in early Caitanya Vai1wava hermeneutics, let us now turn to the specifics of Jcva Gosvamc’s commentary
on the Brahma-sEtra.
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3
SOURC ES FOR CAITANYA
VAI onAVA VED fNTA
Jcva Gosvamc’s audience
Both the structure and content of Jcva Gosvamc’s CatuSsEtrC PCkA will
become clearer once we determine the way in which he makes use of his
sources, especially those outside his immediate circle of Caitanya Vai1wavas.
Clearly, Jcva is heavily indebted to earlier teachers for his understanding
of the Brahma-sEtra—specifically, Ramanuja, 3rcdhara Svamc, Madhva, and
3a]kara, of whom he mentions Ramanuja and 3a]kara by name in his
PCkA. No Vedantic commentator is autonomous in his interpretation, and
much less so as we move later in the commentarial tradition. Indeed, Jcva
Gosvamc owes the majority of his commentary to his predecessors—from
his basic understanding of the sEtras, to the choice of Upani1adic texts to be
cited, to the style of writing he employs. Still, it is obvious that Jcva’s intention was not simply to summarize earlier ideas. The CatuSsEtrC P CkA was
clearly not meant as a pedagogical aid, nor a sort of Vedanta digest. Indeed,
it appears to be just the opposite. Jcva is writing for an elite audience of
scriptural experts with deep knowledge of Vedantic postulates. It is very
difficult, and in some place impossible, to understand his point without
prior, independent knowledge of his sources.
In some cases, this is simply a question of knowing the context of the
passage he is utilizing. For example, while giving a basic, word-by-word
explanation of Brahma-sEtra 1.1.4, “tat tu samanvayAt,” Jcva writes,
How is Brahman proved by scripture? That is stated by “tat tu.”
The word “tu” is for the purpose of removing the doubt raised
earlier. “Tat” indicates that Brahman can be proved by scripture.
Why? Because of samanvaya. Establishing something by positive
and negative concomitance [anvaya and vyatireka] is samanvaya.
Here, Jcva does not identify the “doubt raised earlier,” nor does he return
to the word tu later in his comments. His main concern is with the word
samanvaya, since it ties into the BhAgavata’s phrase in the first verse, “anvayAd
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itarataU ca.” Jcva thus expects his readers to first of all recognize this as
Ramanuja’s explanation, and, second, to recall the doubt raised earlier in
that context. As it happens, the doubt comes from the Mcma\sakas who
consider Brahman to be irrelevant to scripture, since knowledge of him has
nothing to do with injunctive activity. To restate the objection and provide
an explanation would detract too much from Jcva’s primary purpose, namely,
to demonstrate how Brahman can be known by the method of positive and
negative concomitance (anvaya and vyatireka), as described in the first verse
of the BhAgavata.
In other places, however, knowing the context of a source passage is
not sufficient to grasp Jcva’s thesis. At the beginning of his explanation of
the BhAgavata’s concluding verse (12.13.19), Jcva makes two points in quick
succession and uses 3a]kara’s commentary on the Brahma-sEtra to support
them:
The verse “kasmai yena vibhAsito ‘yam” shows that the Lord possesses such distinctions, etc., (as described earlier). In the second
interpretation of “Atmag{hCtir itaravad uttarAt”1 found in 3a]kara’s
Brahma-sEtra commentary, the referent of the word “sat,” mentioned
in the opening statement, is understood to be the AtmA, because the
word “AtmA” is present in the concluding statement. In the same
way, here also the speaker of the four-verse BhAgavata is understood
to be Bhagavan, and he who is revealed in the trance of 3rc Vyasa is
alone understood to be the object of meditation.
Although Jcva refers to 3a]kara’s commentary on Brahma-sEtra 3.3.16,
the actual meaning of the sEtra or the content of 3a]kara’s comments
are irrelevant to his purpose here. Jcva is interested only in 3a]kara’s interpretive strategy, by which he hopes to justify his own method of arriving
at the two conclusions. 3a]kara’s reasoning is highly involved, and Jcva’s
application of the reasoning is no less sophisticated. (For a detailed explanation of both, see the notes to my translation of this passage.) Yet, the
only help Jcva provides to his reader to find a connection between such
disparate items as sat, AtmA, the four verses, and Vyasa’s trance are the
words “in the same way.” The sEtra quoted is not an especially famous one,
nor is 3a]kara’s second interpretation of it any more so. Clearly, Jcva possesses an intimate working knowledge of his sources, and he assumes the
same of his readers.
Much to the satisfaction of his modern-day readers, Jcva takes care to
spell out his sources and methodology at the beginning of the BhAgavata-

1

Brahma-sEtra 3.3.16.
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sandarbha. He indicates that he is aware of the existence of at least eleven
commentaries on the BhAgavata PurAWa and four literary works based upon
it.2 His own interpretation of BhAgavata passages, however, will be based
on only a few works, namely, 3rcdhara Svamc’s BhAvArtha-dCpikA and other
writings,3 Ramanuja’s 4rCbhA2ya, and several works by Madhva (Tattvasandarbha 27–28).

3rcdhara Svamc
4rCdhara’s theological stance
Of all his sources, Jcva Gosvamc makes the most profuse use of 3rcdhara
Svamc. Quotations from his commentary on the BhAgavata PurAWa, called
BhAvArtha-dCpikA, are ubiquitous in the BhAgavata-sandarbha, and are
introduced simply with the words “VCkA ca,” “and the commentary [says].”
Most sections of the text follow a standard structure: Jcva introduces the
main topic under consideration with a single sentence, often ending with
“yathA,” “as (it is stated in the BhAgavata PurAWa).” He then quotes the
verse from the BhAgavata to be discussed, and provides 3rcdhara Svamc’s
comments. Finally, he offers his own explanation, ties things back to the
issue at hand, and supplies supporting quotations. If, for some reason, he
does not quote 3rcdhara Svamc’s commentary directly, he will very often
include its salient points in his own comments. Jcva sees this structure as
mimicking the sEtra-and-commentary style of exegesis:
Therefore we will examine the Bhagavata alone, observing consistency between the earlier and later portions, in order to determine
what is the supreme good. Here in this composition of six volumes,
the introductory remarks will occupy the position of setras, and the
words of the Bhagavata, the subject matter. Our interpretation of
the words of the Bhagavata, representing a kind of commentary

2

3

The commentaries named by Jcva are the Tantra-bhAgavata, Hanumad-bhA2ya, VAsanA-bhA2ya,
Sambandhokti, Vidvad-kAmadhenu, Tattva-dCpikA, BhAvArtha-dCpikA, Paramaha|sa-priyA, 4ukah{daya, and the commentaries of Puwyarawya and Citsukha. Literary works (nibandhas) mentioned are Vopadeva’s MuktA-phala and Hari-lClA, Hemadri’s Catur-varga-cintAmaWi, and the
Bhakti-ratnAvali of Vi1wu Purc (Tattva-sandarbha 23).
Jcva writes in the Tattva-sandarbha, “kvacit te2Am evAnyatra-d{2Va-vyAkhyAnusAreWa,” “In some
places, I will follow 3rcdhara Svamc’s explanations found elsewhere” (27). Elkman thinks that
this probably refers to 3rcdhara’s commentary on BhAgavata verses other than those cited by
Jcva in the OaV-sandarbha (1986: 120). It is more likely, however, that the reference is to
3rcdhara’s commentary on the Vi2Wu PurAWa, which Jcva quotes several times in the Sandarbhas.
This gives a fuller sense to the word “anyatra-d{2Va.”
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[bha1ya], will be written in accordance with the views of the great
Vai1wava, the revered 3rcdhara Svamin, only when they conform to
the strict Vai1wava standpoint, since his writings are interspersed
with the doctrines of Advaita so that an appreciation for the
greatness of bhagavat may be awakened in the Advaitins who nowadays pervade the central regions etc.
(Elkman 1986: 119)4
The last sentence epitomizes the enigma that is 3rcdhara Svamc. Although
a renunciate of a 3a]karite order, he was (and is) revered by Vai1wavas as
commentator par excellence on the BhAgavata PurAWa. So great was 3rcdhara’s
influence that his commentary became the measuring stick for those that
followed him, and his interpretations became virtually synonymous with
the meaning of the PurAWa. As one traditional saying goes, “Vyasa knows,
3uka knows, the King (Parck1it) may or may not know. But 3rcdhara
knows everything by the blessings of Narasi\ha.”5 Of all the followers of
the BhAgavata, perhaps the ones that hold 3rcdhara in the highest esteem
are Caitanya Vai1wavas. In the Caitanya-caritAm{ta, K[1wadasa Kaviraja
reveals Caitanya’s great loyalty to 3rcdhara by his description of the encounter
between Caitanya and a Vai1wava named Vallabha Bhavva:
The next day Vallabha Bhavva came and sat down in the assembly.
After paying his respects to the Lord, he said something with pride.
“In my commentary on the BhAgavata, I have refuted the explanations of 3rcdhara Svamc. I cannot accept his explanations. He does
his explanation by accepting whatever he reads wherever he reads
it. There is no consistency, and therefore I do not accept him as the
master (svAmC).”

4

tad eva\ parama-nisureyasa-niucayaya urc-bhagavatam eva paurvaparyavirodhena
vicaryate. tatrasmin sandarbha-1atkatmake granthe setra-sthancyam avatarikavakya\ vi1aya-vakya\ urc-bhagavata-vakyam. bha1ya-repa tad-vyakhya tu
samprati madhya-deuadau vyaptan advaita-vadino nena\ bhagavan-mahimanam
avagahayitum tad-vadena karvurita-lipcna\ parama-vai1navana\ urcdhara-svamicarawana\ uuddha-vai1wav-asiddhantanugata cet tarhi yathavad eva vilikhyate.
(Tattva-sandarbha 27)

5

3rcdhara was an ardent devotee of the man-lion Lord, as evidenced by the fact that he concludes his commentary on many chapters of the BhAgavata with a verse saluting Narasi\ha.
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The Lord smiled and said, “One who does not accept her husband
(svAmC), I consider a prostitute.” Saying this, Mahaprabhu became
silent. Hearing his words, everyone was satisfied.6
Vallabha Bhavva’s pride was crushed, and the next day he returned to the Lord
in humility and begged forgiveness. Mahaprabhu advised him as follows:
You criticize 3rcdhara Svamc and write your own commentary. You
do not accept 3rcdhara Svamc—this is your pride. I understand the
Bhagavata by the grace of 3rcdhara Svamc. 3rcdhara Svamc is the
teacher of the entire world. I regard him as my teacher. Whatever
you write out of pride, overstepping 3rcdhara, that writing will have
confused meanings, and people will not accept it. One who writes
following 3rcdhara will by honored and accepted by all people.
Comment on the BhAgavata following 3rcdhara! Give up your pride
and worship Bhagavan K[1wa!”7
3rcdhara Svamc’s Advaitin affiliation was apparently not a problem for
Caitanya, who was himself initiated into a 3a]karite order of renunciates.
Jcva Gosvamc says in the Tattva-sandarbha (27) that 3rcdhara was a pure
Vai1wava who mixed in Advaita ideas only for the benefit of members of his
school. Baladeva Vidyabhesawa adds in his commentary that 3rcdhara was
a Vai1wava

6

ara dina asi’ vasila prabhure namaskari’
sabhate kahena kichu mane garva kari’
“bhagavate svamcra vyakhyana kairachi khawrana
laite na pari ta]ra vyakhyana-vacana
sei vyakhya karena yaha] yei pare ani’
ekavakyata nahi, tate ‘svamc’ nahi mani”
prabhu hasi’ kahe,——“svamc na mane yei jana
veuyara bhitare tare kariye gawana”
eta kahi’ mahaprabhu mauna dharila
uuniya sabara mane santo1a haila.
(3.112–116)

7

urcdhara-svamc nindi’ nija-vcka kara
urcdhara-svamc nahi mana’, eta ‘garva’ dhara
urcdhara-svami-prasade ‘bhagavata’ jani
jagad-guru urcdhara-svamc ‘guru’ kari’ mani
urcdharera anugata ye kare likhana
saba loka manya kari’ karibe grahawa
urcdharanugata kara bhagavata-vyakhyana
abhimana chari’ bhaja k[1wa bhagavan.
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because his commentaries contain remarks to the effect that the
form, attributes, manifestations, and abodes of bhagavat are eternal,
as are the bodies of his attendants, and that the devotees of bhagavat
belong to the highest class and are headed towards liberation.
The Advaitic statements of 3rcdhara, Baladeva argues, are like “the meat on
the end of a hook, meant to lure fish” (Elkman 1986: 119–120).
While a detailed investigation of 3rcdhara’s theological standpoint is
beyond the scope of this book,8 we may at least note the fact that his views
stand far removed from the radical non-dualism of 3a]kara. Friedhelm
Hardy has conjectured that 3rcdhara was an early (and influential) example
of a brand of devotional Advaita that included such devotees as Madhavendra
Purc, Vi1wu Purc (author of the Bhakti-ratnAvali), and later, Madhusedana
Sarasvatc (1974: 33). Their emphasis on bhakti and lack of emphasis on
3a]kara’s doctrine of illusion suggest, according to Daniel Sheridan, “that
the Advaita tradition in the Mavhas had become very broad, if not attenuated, in the fourteenth century’s turn toward bhakti” (1994: 48–49). From
a close analysis of 3rcdhara’s commentary on the first verse and four main
verses of the BhAgavata, Sheridan concludes that 3rcdhara taught a “theistic
non-dualism of sorts,” (ibid.: 57) not so different from the BhAgavata’s own
bhedAbheda standpoint (ibid.: 54). While 3rcdhara employs the categories
and hermeneutical tools of Advaita Vedanta (such as the notion of essential
and accidental characteristics), he does not use them to defend 3a]kara’s
radical nondualism. “3rcdhara . . . has moved, at least in this immediate context, toward a non-dualism of a realistic Sa\khya type, otherwise called
‘qualified nondualism’ ” (ibid.: 64). This move, Sheridan argues, brings him
“halfway to the metaphysical nuances of acintya-bhedabheda” (ibid.: 58).
Perhaps the clearest evidence of 3rcdhara’s shift lies in his avoidance of the
concept of mAyA (the illusory power that comprises this world) as delineated

8

Given 3rcdhara’s influential place in medieval Hinduism, especially in the Vai1wava Purawic
tradition, a close investigation of his views would fill serious gaps in our knowledge of the
period. Daniel Sheridan identifies four possible areas of investigation:
(1) a study of the relationship of 3rcdhara to Madhva and of the later Madhva
school to 3rcdhara, (2) a study of the relationship of 3rcdhara to the earlier Advaitins,
such as Citsukha and Puwyarawya, and of 3rcdhara’1 relationship to later Advaitins,
such as Madhusedana Sarasvatc, (3) a study of the relationship of 3rcdhara to the
Bengal Vai1wava school, and (4) an internal study of 3rcdhara’s comments on the
bhakti passages of the BhAgavata and of its discursive passages on Sa\khya.
(1994: 65–66)
It is hoped that the present study will make a beginning on the third project.
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in Advaita Vedanta. For 3rcdhara, mAyA does not consist of ignorance
(avidyA) that results from the superimposition (adhyAsa) of the world on
Brahman. Instead, it is the veiling, multi-faceted Uakti of the Supreme Lord,
understood in terms similar to mAyA in theistic Vai1wavism. In his commentary on the BhAgavata’s first verse, 3rcdhara Svamc fails to make any mention of the concepts of superimposition, confusion (bhrama), or ignorance,
despite ample opportunities to do so. The word “nirasta-kuhakam” is glossed
simply as “nirasta| kuhaka| kapaVa| mAyAlak2aWam yasmi|s tam”—“him
in whom the deceit that is characteristic of mAyA is destroyed.” Even the
line “tejo-vAri-m{dAm . . . ,” which Jcva Gosvamc himself recognizes as
having potential for an Advaita interpretation,9 is let off quite gently by
3rcdhara. He interprets vinimaya as vyatyaya, the false appearance of one
element in another, like a mirage seen on a hot surface, water seen in glass,
and glass appearing like water. Although these examples are typically Advaitic
in nature, 3rcdhara does not take the opportunity to develop a theory of
error. This is especially significant given the fact that 3a]kara’s BrahmasEtra commentary begins straight away with a theory of super-imposition.
For 3rcdhara, the essential point here is that despite appearances, the world
finds its basis in the true reality of Brahman, who has the power to dispel
all confusion.
We find another example of 3rcdhara’s reticence in regard to mAyA in his
commentary on the second verse of the four-verse Bhagavata. Sheridan
translates the verse and commentary as follows:
What is manifest without a basis and is not manifest in the Self,
know that to be the maya of the Self, like an appearance, like a
shadow.
[3rcdhara’s commentary:] This defines maya since it was mentioned subsequently and since the linking of maya and Self follows
maya. “Without basis” means without a substantial basis. For this
reason, what is implicit in the substratum of the Self appears real “and
also does not appear,” know that to be the maya of the Self. “Like an
appearance” means the two moons etc. which are not distinguished
in perception. “Like a shadow” means the non-recognition of

9

ki\ ca tejo-vari-m[dam ity anenaiva te1a\ vivak1ita\ setsyatcti janmady asya
yata ity aprayojaka\ syat.
Moreover, (the Mayavadcs think that) their doctrine will be proven by the
phrase tejo-vAri-m{dAm. (But if we accept their view,) janmAdy asya yataS becomes
pointless.
(ParamAtma-sandarbha 105)
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something that is. The shadow is Rahu which remains in the realm
of the planets, even if it is not seen.
(1994: 59–60)10
As in his explanation of the BhAgavata’s first verse, 3rcdhara here is satisfied
to describe mAyA simply in terms of false appearances, using examples found
in the verse itself. Also as in the first verse, he is primarily interested in the
fact that the world of appearances has a real basis in the reality of Brahman.
As such, he makes no attempt to go beyond the text of the BhAgavata to
articulate a theory of ignorance in Advaitic terms.
Indeed, 3rcdhara was perhaps closer to the Caitanya Vai1wava view of
Uakti than he was to Advaitic concepts of mAyA. A more positive articulation of 3rcdhara Svamc’s views on mAyA can be found in his commentary on
verse 1.7.6 of the BhAgavata. This verse appears in a description of Vyasa’s
state of trance before he composed the PurAWa, which, we have seen, is
one of Jcva’s main loci for finding the overall meaning of the BhAgavata.
As such, Jcva discusses this verse at length in the Tattva-sandarbha (from
section 32 to 45). He sees in it the possibility of nondualist interpretation
and so takes the opportunity to argue against the Advaita ideas of mAyA,
ignorance (avidyA), and limitation (upAdhi). Yet 3rcdhara’s commentary on
this verse is remarkably simple, positive, and free of heavyweight Advaita
terminology:
The learned (Vyasa) composed the sAtvata-sa|hitA [BhAgavata
PurAWa] for people who do not know bhakti-yoga for Adhok1aja,
which directly removes unwanted things.
[3rcdhara’s commentary] This is stated: The Lord, who possesses
all Uaktis, who knows everything, who has an eternally manifest,
supremely blissful form (svarEpa), controls mAyA by his knowledgeUakti. The living entity, whose true form is unmanifest, and who
(instead) possesses qualities just opposite to it, is bewildered by his
(the Lord’s) mAyA. The living entity is liberated through knowledge

10

BhAgavata 2.9.33:
[te ‘rtha\ yat pratcyeta na pratcyeta catmani
tad vidyad atmano maya\ yathabhaso yatha tamas
BhAvArtha-dCpikA: yathatma-maya-yogenety anena mayaya api p[1vatvad
vak1yamawopayogitvac ca maya\ nirepayati. [te artha\ vinapi vastavam artha\
yad yatas kim apy aniruktam atmany adhi1vhane pratcyeta sad api ca na pratcyeta
tat atmano mama maya\ vidyat. yatha abhaso dvi-candradir ity artha\ vina
pratctau d[1vantas. yatha tama iti sato ‘pratctau. tamo rahur yatha graham-mawrale
sthito ‘pi na d[uyate tatha.
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that is obtained by bhakti to the Lord. That is stated by Vi1wusvamc,
“The Lord, who is eternal, cognizant and blissful, is embraced
by knowledge (sa|vit) and the energy of bliss. The living entity is
covered by his own ignorance and is pained by masses of suffering.” So also, “He who controls mAyA is the Lord, and he who is
pained by her is the living entity. We praise this Man-lion Lord,
who continually enjoys with his own mAyA. He possesses transcendental bliss that is manifested from himself, and from him the
world of great suffering is manifested. He is unsullied by the fear
born from the differences of the world, which has arisen from his
own glance.” And so on.11
Here we find nearly all the elements of the Caitanya Vai1wava concept
of Bhagavan’s Uakti. The Lord is the possessor of all energies and his form
is not temporary or material, but a manifestation of his personal Uakti, with
which he forever enjoys. He does, however, remain aloof from the external
energy, which comprises the world of mAyA. As a transformation of the
Lord’s Uakti, mAyA is not false or illusory in itself, but only in its effect on
the hapless living entity. Its influence can be annulled by devotion to
Bhagavan.
Although 3rcdhara Svamc does not partition Bhagavan’s Uakti into three
types, clearly all the elements necessary for the development of a more
systematic theory are present above. Furthermore, the verse from Vi1wusvamc
provides the basis for a further division of the internal energy into three
parts. The only element of the Uakti concept that is missing—indeed, conspicuous by its absence—is inconceivability (acintya). The strong emphasis
on the inconceivable nature of Bhagavan’s energies seems to be a distinctly
Caitanya Vai1wava proclivity, arising from a desire to preserve Bhagavan’s
transcendence. We may thus confirm Sheridan’s assessment of 3rcdhara as
“halfway to the metaphysical nuances of acintya-bhedabheda” (1994: 58).
A much more comprehensive and in-depth study of 3rcdhara’s commentaries would be required to reach any broad conclusions about his views.
Whatever the outcome of such a study might be, however, it is clear that he
cannot be simplistically aligned with, or assigned to, Advaita Vedanta, as
11

anarthopauama\ sak1ad bhakti-yogam adhok1aje
lokasyajanato vidva\u cakre satvata-sa\hitam
BhAvArtha-dCpikA: etad ukta\ bhavati—vidya-uaktya maya-niyanta nityavirbhetaparamananda-svarepas sarva-jñas sarva-uaktir cuvaras tan-mayaya sa\mohitas
tirobheta-svarepas tad-viparcta-dharma jcvas tasya ceuvara-bhaktya labdha-jñanena
mok1a iti. tad ukta\ vi1wu-svamin—hladinya sa\vid-auli1vas sac-cid-ananda
cuvaras. svavidya-sa\v[to jcvas sa\kleua-nikarakaras. tatha—sa cuo yad-vaue maya
sa jcvo yas tayarditas. svavirbheta-paranandas svavirbheta-suduskha-bhes.
svad[g-utthaviparyasa-bhava-bhedaja-bhc-uucas. man-mayaya ju1ann aste tam
ima\ n[-hari\ numas. ity adi.
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Stuart Elkman does in his study of the Tattva-sandarbha. Elkman makes
strong claims about Jcva’s use of 3rcdhara Svamc that are based on a mistaken
understanding of both authors:
When we examine the contents of this work [Tattva-sandarbha],
however, it becomes clear that Jcva was not nearly as happy with
3rcdhara’s commentary as was Caitanya, and it seems likely that
Jcva’s claims to follow 3rcdhara represent more a concession to
Caitanya’s beliefs than a personal preference on his own part. In
actual fact, Jcva follows 3rcdhara on only the most minor points,
ignoring all of his Advaitic interpretations on the plea that they are
“non-Vai1wava” and were meant merely to entice the Advaitins to
study the Bhagavata. As we have seen in T. S. [Tattva-sandarbha]
60, Jcva even goes so far as to quote portions of 3rcdhara’s commentary only to refute his interpretation in subsequent paragraphs.
Jcva’s claim to follow the natural sense of the Bhagavata in such cases
is also not justfied since he often resorts to unlikely interpretations
of terms or analyses of compounds to establish his own views. . . .
Thus, considering the harsh criticism which Caitanya leveled
against Vallabha for contradicting 3rcdhara’s commentary and interpreting the Bhagavata from his own point of view, one may
legitimately wonder whether Caitanya would have been any more
pleased with Jcva’s nominal regard for 3rcdhara and his original
interpretations of the Bhagavata.
(Elkman 1986: 180–181)
The polarization of Caitanya and 3rcdhara on one side and Jcva Gosvamc
on the other is derived from Sushil Kumar De, the author of Early History
of the Vaisnava Faith and Movement in Bengal. De writes:
It is our impression that Caitanya could not have been such an
anti-3a]kara as depicted by K[1wadasa Kaviraja. The Kaviraja,
however, is careless enough to give us a rough idea as to what
Caitanya’s metaphysics could possibly have been when he makes
Caitanya ridicule Vallabha Bhavva for differing from 3rcdhara’s commentary on the Bhagavata, and says that 3rcdhara was “Jagad-guru.”
(1986: 151)
Since the Gosvamcs’ writings were the most important source of theological
material for K[1wadasa Kaviraja, Elkman simply extends De’s polarity by
replacing K[1wadasa with Jcva Gosvamc and placing him against 3rcdhara
and Caitanya.
Both De’s and Elkman’s polarities are based on the assumption that
Caitanya’s fondness for 3rcdhara is indicative of his Advaitic inclinations,
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and therefore Jcva’s polemic against Advaita is a sure sign of Jcva’s disregard for 3rcdhara (and therefore also Caitanya). This assumption does
not hold on several counts. First, there is nothing to suggest that Caitanya
preferred 3rcdhara because of the latter’s Advaitic affiliation. His preference
may just as well have been a result of appreciation for 3rcdhara’s deep
devotion12 or his bhedAbheda theology, which, we have argued, is a more
accurate characterization of 3rcdhara’s views than is pure Advaita. Second,
Jcva pays much more than just lip service to 3rcdhara. If the frequency and

12

Indeed, there is evidence that at least the Gosvamcs appreciated 3rcdhara for reasons other
than his Vedantic viewpoint. See, for example, 3rcdhara’s commentary on BhAgavata 10.43.17,
where we find the seeds of a bhakti–rasa theory centered on K[1wa. The verse describes the
different ways in which K[1wa was perceived when he entered Ka\sa’s wrestling arena in
Mathura:
mallanam auanir n[wa\ nara-varas strcwa\ smaro mertiman
gopana\ sva-jano ‘sata\ k1iti-bhuja\ uasta sva-pitros uiuus
m[tyur bhoja-pater virar avidu1a\ tattva\ para\ yogina\
v[1wcna\ para-devateti vidito ra]ga\ gatas sagrajas
K[1na, who entered the arena with his elder brother, was regarded by the wrestlers as a lightning bolt, by the men (in the assembly) as the best among men, by
women as Cupid personified, by the cowherds as their relative, by the impious
kings as the giver of punishment, by his parents as a child, by the King of the
Bhojas (Ka\sa) as death, by the ignorant as the Universal Form, by the yogcs as
the Supreme Truth, and by the V[1wcs as the supreme Deity.
In his BhAvArtha-dCpikA, 3rcdhara Svamc immediately introduces the concept of rasa:
tatra u[]garadi-sarva-rasa-kadamba-mertir bhagava\s tat-tad-abhiprayanusarewa
babhau, na sakalyena sarve1a\ ity aha mallanam iti. malladcnam ajñana\
dra1v[wam auany-adi-repewa dauadha viditas san sagrajo ra]ga\ gata ity anvayas.
malladibhivyakta rasas kramewa ulokena nibadhyante—raudro ‘dbhutau ca u[]garo
hasya\ vcro daya tatha. bhayanakau ca bcbhatsas uantas saprema bhaktikas.
Bhagavan, who is the embodiment of the multitude of all rasas beginning with
amorous love, appeared in accordance with the wishes of each person there, and
not in his fullness to everyone. This is stated by the verse. The syntactical order of
the words in the verse is thus: He (K[1wa), along with his elder brother, was
known in ten ways, in the form of lightening, etc., by the wrestlers and other
ignorant members of the audience. The rasas which were manifest in the wrestlers,
etc., are delineated in order by this verse, “(The rasas are) wrath, wonder, amorous
love, mirth, heroism, compassion, terror, disgust, tranquility, and devotion (bhakti)
imbued with love ( prema).”
It is significant that 3rcdhara Svamc includes bhakti in the list of rasas. Sanatana Gosvamc,
in his Vai1wava-to1awc commentary, immediately focuses on this rasa classification of the
audience. He explains why each person possesses the rasa assigned to them and which
sthyAyC-bhAvas corresponded to their experience.
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centrality of quotations from the BhAvArtha-dCpikA are any indication, then
Jcva’s involvement with 3rcdhara is far more than a mere “concession to
Caitanya’s beliefs” (Elkman 1986: 180). Indeed, if we accept a more balanced view of 3rcdhara’s theological position, we can see how Jcva could
have argued against Advaita and at the same time given a significant place
to 3rcdhara in his writings.
SvAmC and GosvAmC
The relationship between Jcva and 3rcdhara is neither superficial nor onedimensional, and certainly worthy of a closer look. From the CatuSsEtrC
PCkA, as well as from other portions of the Sandarbhas, it is clear that Jcva
follows—indeed, reiterates—3rcdhara’s interpretation of BhAgavata verses
in almost every instance. The overall structure of Jcva’s commentary on the
BhAgavata’s first verse is based on the categories of essential and accidental
characteristics introduced by 3rcdhara. Yet it is also clear that Jcva’s purpose
is not simply to rehearse 3rcdhara’s views or even write a sub-commentary
upon them. Jcva Gosvamc is constructing a systematic theological edifice for
which he must always keep the overall blueprint in mind. 3rcdhara supplies
many of the important building blocks, but Jcva must assemble them into
a stable structure. This assembly process is to be expected, for 3rcdhara’s
primary concern is to clarify the verses at hand, whereas a sandarbha has
a second-order purpose, namely to weave the verses themselves into a coherent theological system.
A good example of Jcva’s use of 3rcdhara can be found at the very end
of the ParamAtma-sandarbha, where he discusses the sixth indicator of meaning (tAtparya-li}ga), using a verse from the second book of the BhAgavata:
“By physical objects [d{UyaiS] such as the intelligence, by his own self
[svAtmanA], by characteristics [lak2aWaiS], and by arguments that lead one
to make inferences [anumApakaiS], Bhagavan Hari is perceived in all beings
as the seer.”13
As we will see in the next chapter, Jcva gives a relatively lengthy explanation of this verse, using a series of logical inferences to demonstrate the
existence of the living entitiy ( jCva), the inner controller (antaryAmC), and
Bhagavan. The existence of each entity is deduced from the previous one:
Bhagavan from the antaryAmC, the antaryamC from the living entity, and
the living entity from physical objects. Jcva Gosvamc follows 3rcdhara
Svamc quite closely in the structure and language of his argument. 3rcdhara
writes:

13

bhagavan sarva-bhete1u lak1itas svatmana haris
d[uyair buddhyadibhir dra1va lak1awair anumapakais
(BhAgavata 2.2.35)
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Bhagavan is seen [lak2itaS]. How? By his own self [svAtmanA], that
is, by being the inner controller [antaryAmC] who is a conscious
entity [k2etrajña]. By what means (is he seen)? Physical objects
such as the intelligence demonstrate this in two ways: (1) by the
characteristics [lak2aWaiS] which point to (the existence of a) selfluminous antaryamc. This is shown by untenability [anupapatti]:
“without the self-luminous seer, it is not possible for the inert physical objects to see.” And (2) by arguments that lead to inferences
[anumApakaiS]. This is shown by the invariable concomitance
[vyApti ]: “the intelligence, etc., are dependent upon an agent, because
they are instruments, just like an axe, etc.” And the independent
person (is shown) by the (existence of the) agent—thus, huvara is
established.14
3rcdhara Svamc first points out the basic question being addressed by
3ukadeva in this verse: “How can one know Bhagavan?” The answer is simple:
by understanding his presence in all living entities as the inner controller
(antaryAmC ). But how can one know the antaryAmC? We can infer his existence
from the nature of physical objects, using the logical tools of untenability
(anupapatti) and invariable concomitance (vyApti). Thus, 3rcdhara arrives at
the existence of Bhagavan in one step: physical objects point to the existence
of the inner controller, who is none other than Bhagavan.
Jcva Gosvamc remains consistent with 3rcdhara’s explanation, but fills out
his reasoning to bring out Caitanyite ontology more clearly. In particular,
Jcva inserts two more steps into the argument—the individual living entity,
jCva, is inserted between the physical objects and the antaryAmC, and Bhagavan
is added as a distinct reality beyond the antaryAmC. The first insertion is
required in order to clarify the difference between the individual self and the
Supreme Self, antaryAmC. Both are conscious entities (k2etrajña), but the
conscious power of the former is dependent upon the latter. As it is, 3rcdhara
remains uncommitted on the question, so Jcva Gosvamc chooses to bring
out the distinction. In effect, he adds another “how?” to 3rcdhara’s reasoning. How do physical objects reveal the antaryAmC ?—by the existence (or
presence) of the individual jCva:
The meaning is this: first, by (understanding the nature of ) all the
(individual) seers, the inner controller is understood. . . . For instance,

14

bhagavan lak1ito d[1vas. katham. svatmana k1etrajñantaryamitaya. kais. d[uyair
buddhyadibhis. tad eva dvedha daruayati. d[uyana\ janana\ daruana\
sva-prakaua\ dra1vara\ vina na ghavata ity anupapatti-mukhena lak1awais
sva-prakauantaryami-lak1akais. tatha buddhyadcni kart[-prayojyani karawatvat
vasyadivan iti vyapti-mukhenanumapakais. sva-tantrau ca kartrety evam cuvarasiddhis.
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the antaryamc is understood by this untenability [anupapatti]:
“Because one can see that the jCvas are not independent agents
or enjoyers, and because karma, or activity, is also inert, therefore
the living entities’ inclination for being the agent or enjoyer cannot take place without a particular, inner instigator.” This inner
controller [antaryAmC ] causes the self to see through the eye, hear
through ear, think through the mind, and to understand through
the intellect.
By introducing the living entity into the argument for Bhagavan’s existence,
Jcva Gosvamc further deepens the discussion by accounting for another,
concomitant element of the phenomenal world, namely, activity (karma).
The impetus for activity cannot be located in the living entity or in the activity
itself, since the former is not independent and the latter is not conscious.
Thus, the existence of the antaryAmC must be inferred.
The second insertion is even more significant than the first. As mentioned
earlier, the overall purpose of ParamAtma-sandarbha’s section 105 (which
includes the CatuSsEtrC PCkA) is to show that Bhagavan is the primary
import of the BhAgavata PurAWa using the six indicators of meaning. On a
basic level, this is not difficult to do with the above BhAgavata verse (which
is the sixth indicator), since the verse mentions Bhagavan Hari (K[1wa)
by name. Still, we must remember that Jcva wants to establish Bhagavan in
the Caitanya Vai1wava sense of the term—as the highest of the three-fold
Godhead, full of divine attributes, and the possessor of unlimited, inconceivable energies. The inner controller or super-soul ( paramAtmA), as he is
often called in Gaurcya literature, is the second member of the threefold
Godhead, and is but a portion (a|Ua) of Bhagavan. Bhagavan manifests
as the antaryAmC in order to facilitate the affairs of the living entities,
for Bhagavan himself is beyond any direct connection with the world of
mAyA. Thus, it is important for Jcva Gosvamc to draw a clear distinction
between the antaryAmC and Bhagavan in his explanation of the BhAgavata
verse. He therefore glosses the word “svAtmanA” in the verse as “svA|UarEpeWAntaryAmiWA,” “by the antaryAmC who is his own portion.” 3rcdhara
Svamc, on the other hand, glosses it as “k2etrajñAntaryAmitayA,” which can
be read either as a descriptive compound (karmadhAraya-samAsa), “by being
the inner controller, the knower of the field,” or as a genitive-case compound (Ua2VhC-tatpuru2a), “by being the inner controller of the knower of the
field (i.e., the jCva).” In either case, 3rcdhara is happy to leave the exact
relationship between Bhagavan and the antaryAmC unspecified. Surely, there
is some difference between the two, for the verse names the latter as the
means of knowing the former. But while 3rcdhara can again afford to remain uncommitted on the nature of that difference, Jcva must be more
specific:
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Now, Bhagavan is understood through his portion antaryAmC, by
this untenability [anupapatti]: “So as to account for his being the
inner controller and the supreme ruler, if someone superior enters
the jCvas with all his portions, then he would not be the Lord [huvara],
because of the absence of completeness.” Therefore, (it is said) in
the 3rc Gctopani1ad, “Of what use will all this knowledge be to you,
O Arjuna? With a single portion, I support this entire universe.”15
And in the Vi1wu Purawa, “the creation is permeated by a particle
of his own energy.” . . . Once again, this argument also establishes
Bhagavan: “The not-very-influential jCva’s inner controller is the
Lord [huvara], and he is dependent upon his own source. This is also
due to completeness, just like the lordship of one who employs
woodcutters and other laborers is (ultimately) dependent on the
lordship of the king.”
Here we find Jcva Gosvamc repeatedly emphasizing the completeness and
transcendence of Bhagavan, in contrast to the partiality and worldly involvement of the antaryAmC. If the Lord were to enter the jCva in his completeness, that is, with all his portions and energies, he would exhaust himself
in the creation, and no longer be the transcendent ruler. This makes the
antaryAmC only a secondary controller, like one who employs workers on
behalf of the king.
From our analysis of their commentaries on BhAgavata 2.2.35, it appears
that the relationship between Jcva Gosvamc and 3rcdhara Svamc is this: Jcva
incorporates nearly all the elements of 3rcdhara’s commentary in his own
explanation, but he does not do so in a simplistic fashion. Rather, he fills
out 3rcdhara’s reasoning by inserting new ontological categories and specifying the relationships between them. In doing so, Jcva raises straightforward
exegesis of limited scope to the level of systematic reasoning that is an
integral part of a comprehensive theological system. This will become clearer
in the next chapter.
Indeed, a very similar dymanic is at work in section 60 of the Tattvasandarbha, the passage that Stuart Elkman singles out as an example of
Jcva’s scant regard for 3rcdhara. Although Elkman believes that Jcva is openly
refuting 3rcdhara, the section actually reveals a much more nuanced relationship between the two authors, not unlike what we have seen above. The
BhAgavata verse in question there is text nine of Chapter 10 of the second
book. For context, the previous verse is quoted here as well:
This adhyAtmika puru1a is verily that adhidaivaka puru1a. He who
divides the two is the adhibhautika puru2a. We do not perceive one
15

Gcta 10.42.
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in the absence of the other. Then, he who knows all three is the
AtmA, the svAUrayAUraya.16
The locus of commentarial discussion is the final quarter of the second
verse, “sa AtmA svAUrayAUrayaS.” 3rcdhara Svamc explains the phrase as
follows:
The second of these two verses reveals the fact that none of
these (three puru1as) can be considered the auraya [shelter], since
they are all mutually dependent. . . . Then, he who “knows” these
three, i.e., perceives them as the witness through a reflective cognition, he, i.e., paramatman [supersoul], is the auraya. The qualifier
svauraya, i.e., “having no auraya other than itself ”, is meant to distinguish paramatman from the other three, which also function as
aurayas, each being the auraya for the others. And (in addition to
being its own auraya), the paramatman is also the auraya for the others.
(Elkman 1986: 167)17
In other words, 3rcdhara takes the word “AtmA” as referring to the supersoul (ParamAtmA), and then interprets svAUrayAUraya as a descriptive compound (karmadhAraya samAsa) describing him: “the shelter (of others) who
is his own (sole) shelter.” Jcva quotes the above section of 3rcdhara’s commentary verbatim, but then immediately says,
The verse uses the word “AUraya” only due to accepting the partial
nondifference between the part and the whole, namely, the living

16

yo ‘dhyatmiko ‘ya\ puru1as so ‘sav evadhidaivikas
yas tatrobhaya-vicchedas puru1o hy adhibhautikas
ekam ekatarabhave yada nopalabhamahe
tritaya\ tatra yo veda sa atma svaurayaurayas
Jcva Gosvamc introduces these verses as follows, “In order to clearly demonstrate the nature
of the AUraya [ultimate shelter] during the period of maintenance, from the vya2Vi point of
view as well, that is, in terms of one’s own immediate experience, 3uka explains the distinction between the categories, adhyAtma etc., in the following two verses” (Elkman 1986: 165).
The adhyAtmika puru2a is the living entity who identifies himself with the senses, such as the
eyes and ears. The adhidaivaka puru2a is the presiding deity of each sense, like the sun-god
for the eyes. And the adhibhautika puru2a is the visible body, in which the other two rest and
on account of which they assume their respective roles.

17

ekam ekatarabhava ity e1am anyonya-sapek1a-siddhatvenanaurayatva\ daruayati.
. . . tatra tada tat tritayam alocanatmakena pratyayena yo veda sak1itaya pauyati
sa paramatma aurayas. te1am api parasparam aurayatvam astcti tad-vyavacchedartha\ viue1awa\ svaurayo ‘nanyaurayas. sa casav anye1a\ aurayau ceti.
(quoted in Tattva-sandarbha 60)
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entity ( jCva) and Paramatma. . . . Therefore, there should be no doubt
that the pure jCva, who is known as the witness, is the AUraya.18
Although this appears to be a direct contradiction of 3rcdhara’s interpretation, in reality it is an attempt to find a way of agreeing with 3rcdhara,
despite the Advaitic implications of his view. As Elkman has pointed out, to
say (as 3rcdhara does) “that paramatman directly functions as the witness of
the mind and senses is tantamount to admitting the identity of the jcva and
paramatman” (1986: 168). This, of course, is not acceptable to a Vai1wava,
and so Jcva Gosvamc tries to reach a compromise by harnessing the Caitanyite
theology of simultaneous difference and nondifference (bhedAbheda). The
Paramatma is the shelter (AUraya) of the body, senses and presiding deities
through the living entity, in so far as the living entity is nondifferent from
him. As we saw in our discussion of Caitanya Vai1wava hermeneutics, the
simultaneous identity and difference between a part and the whole, or between the energy and the energetic, becomes the basis for the useful technique of “passing the referent” in order to make sense of scriptural passages.
Here, Jcva passes the referent from the Paramatma to the jCva, allowing him
to support 3rcdhara’s interpretation of the word “AtmA” as “paramAtmA”
and at the same time not fall into a nondualistic viewpoint.
Still, Jcva Gosvamc is not fully satisfied with this approach, and immediately offers an alternate explanation:
This atman is the jcva witness. But he who represents his own auraya
[shelter], i.e., has no auraya other than himself, is paramatman. It
is he who is the auraya for the witnessing jcva. As stated in the
Ha\saguhyastava, “Man knows all, including the guwas; but
knowing all that, he still does not know the all-knowing, infinite
[paramatman]. My salutations to that [paramatman]” (Bh.P. 6/4/25).
Therefore, the paramatman alone is declared to be the auraya in
the Bhagavata verse19 which defines the term (Bh.P. 2/10/7).20
(Elkman 1986: 168)
18

19

20

tatra\ua\uinos uuddha-jcva-paramatmanor abheda\ua-svckarewaivauraya uktas.
. . . sak1i-sa\jñinas uuddha-jcva-syaurayatva\ na ua]kancyam.
The translation is my own, since I find Elkman’s unsatisfactory here.
The verse says, “That is the auraya, from which come the origin and dissolution of the
universe, and by virtue of which it is perceived; it is designated the supreme brahman and
paramatman” (Elkman 1986: 164, quoted in Tattva-sandarbha 58).
sa atma sak1c jcvas tu yas svaurayo ‘nanyaurayas paramatma sa evaurayo yasya
tathabheta iti. vak1yate ca ha\sa-gusya-stave sarva\ puman veda guwa\u ca
taj-jño na veda sarvajñam anantam cre iti. tasmat abhasau ca ityadinoktas
paramatmaivauraya iti.
(Tattva-sandarbha 60)
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In this explanation of the line “sa AtmA svAUrayAUrayaS,” Jcva Gosvamc
directly identifies the AtmA with the jCva and interprets svAUrayAUrayaS as
a possessive compound (bahuvrChi-samAsa) referring to the jCva: “he who
has the svAUraya as his shelter (AUraya).” The svAUraya, of course, is the
Paramatma.21 Although Jcva diverges from 3rcdhara in this alternate interpretation of svAUrayAUraya, the end result is much the same as in the first
interpretation. The jCva is the immediate shelter and witness of the three
puru2as. His shelter is the ParamAtmA, who is the ultimate shelter, and who
has no shelter other than himself. Thus, even in his second interpretation,
Jcva Gosvamc incorporates the main themes of 3rcdhara’s commentary, and
reaches the same conclusions regarding Paramatma.
Thus, we see that 3rcdhara Svamc is not at all being refuted in section 60;
rather, his interpretation of the verse is Jcva Gosvamc’s first interpretation.
When 3rcdhara’s Advaitic tendencies create difficulties for Vai1wava dualism, Jcva finds ways of supporting his interpretation and still maintaining a
Vai1wava standpoint—first, by harnessing bhedAbheda theology (taking the
opportunity to emphasize the nondifference side), and second, by offering
an alternate interpretation, but in the end reaching the same conclusions as
3rcdhara. This is true of Jcva’s relationship with 3rcdhara in general—when
he sees a potentially problematic point, Jcva makes a serious effort to agree
with 3rcdhara and remain faithful to his interpretation, and yet not compromise on Vai1wava loyalties. In the process, Jcva extends 3rcdhara’s
ideas beyond the latter’s intention, creating a multi-faceted and sophisticated
theological edifice.
There are a few places, however, where 3rcdhara Svamc’s Advaitic leanings become too pronounced, and Jcva Gosvamc treats him as the presenter
of the prima facie viewpoint ( pErvapak2a). Indeed, this happens once in the
CatuSsEtrC PCkA, in the explanation of the third line of the BhAgavata’s first
verse: “tejo-vAri-m{dA| yathA vinimayo yatra trisargom{2A,” “in whom the
threefold evolution is not false, like the exchange of fire, water, and earth.”
The word “vinimayaS” (exchange) and the ambiguous phrase “trisargom{2A”
21

Elkman considers Jcva Gosvamc’s interpretation of the compound to be forced. “A more
natural reading of this line,” he writes, “and the one accepted by 3rcdhara, would be, ‘Then,
he who knows all three is the atman, who has no auraya other than himself.’” (1986: 166).
Unfortunately, Elkman seem to misunderstand the word svaurayauraya. “He who has no
auraya other than himself” is the meaning of only the first member of the compound,
namely, svauraya (and, as it happens, Jcva accepts that meaning completely). 3rcdhara’s
explanation of the compound is rather “he who has no auraya other than himself, and who
is the shelter of all others.” Furthermore, Elkman offers no reason as to why a bahuvrChi
reading of the compound is less “natural” than a karmadhAraya reading. Both seem to be
equally valid interpretations.
Elkman repeats the same misunderstanding later: “Once Jcva has identified the witness
with the pure jcva, who is dependent on paramatman, he can no longer interpret the expression svaurayauraya, as meaning ‘having no auraya other than himself ’ ” (ibid.: 168–169). As
a matter of fact, Jcva does interpret the word svAUraya in that way all along.
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(the false/non-false threefold creation) make this line very susceptible to an
Advaitin interpretation—a fact noted by Jcva Gosvamc himself. Thus, Jcva
takes the opportunity to offer a refutation of Advaita at this point in his
commentary. He interprets the line as follows:
The creation, consisting of the living beings, senses, and gods, based
on the three qualities [guWas], is situated in him [Brahman], and he
is their master. That creation is not false [am{2A]. It is not superimposed upon his energies, etc., like silver (on a shell). Rather, it is
always situated in Brahman, who is referred to in the famous scriptural passage “From which these . . . ,”22 For this reason (it is said
in the Brahma-sEtra), “But the creation of name and form is from
him who made it tripartite, for this is the teaching.”23 By this rule,
since the creation has only one creator, it is true [satya] alone.
In the verse, the non-falsity (of the creation) is also established by
an example. The exchange of fire, etc., is the mutual transposition
of portions (of each element). This means that a portion of each
element is situated in the others. This (transposition of elements) is
not like a falsity, but only as the Lord created them.
Jcva takes the word “vinimayaS” as referring to the Upani1adic theory of triv{tkaraWa, a process of partition by which each of the base elements—earth,
water, and fire—are compounded with parts of the other two to create the
phenomenal world as we know it.24 In this way, Jcva argues for a real emanation of the elements from Brahman, denying the possibility of “creation” in
the sense of Aropa, or the illusory superimposition of the elements on Brahman.
Indeed, in the next paragraph, he comes down strongly on Advaita:
Since the interpretation given here is based on the Uruti, other
imaginary interpretations are automatically defeated. In those
interpretations, fire and the other elements, which were indicated in
a general way (in the verse), are explained in a particular way. This

22

23

24

“That from which these beings are born; on which, once born, they live; and into which they
pass upon death—seek to perceive that! That is brahman!” (TaittirCya 3.1.1, translation by
Olivelle).
sa\jña-merti-kxptis tu triv[tkurvata upadeuat
(2.4.20)
First, each element is divided into equal halves, and one half is further halved. Then, the half
part of each element is combined with a quarter of each of the other two. The resultant three
compounds are named “earth,” “water,” and “fire” depending on the predominant element in
each. In order to account for the other two elements—sky (AkAUa) and air (vAyu)—3a]kara and
Ramanuja expanded triv{t-karaWa into pañcC-karaWa, a similar process of five-fold partition.
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does not please the grammarians. If this was what the BhAgavata
meant, it would have said “like water in a mirage” and similarly for
the other elements. Moreover, in that view, the threefold creation
[tri-sarga] is not born from Brahman in the primary sense of the
word. Rather, the word “janma” is taken in the sense of superimposition [Aropa].
Although Jcva does not mention it here, the author of the “imaginary interpretation” is in fact 3rcdhara Svamc, who interprets “vinimayaS” in the sense
of the illusory appearance of one element in another, “like water in a mirage.”
The “particular way” in which 3rcdhara explains the exchange of elements is
as follows:
“Vinimaya” is transposition—the appearance of one thing in another. That (appearance) passes as reality because of the underlying
existence. In this regard, the perception of water in a mirage, which
is the fire element, is well known. There is also the perception of
water in glass, which is the earth element, the perception of glass in
water, and so on with the other elements, substituting them as
appropriate.25
3rcdhara’s point is that the world of appearances is insubstantial, but its
basis or substratum is Brahman, who is absolutely real. This absolute reality
lends reality to the appearances, making them seem substantial, just as the
reality of a hot surface makes the mirage water appear real. Indeed, 3rcdhara
defines the Supreme Reality (satya| param) as “he by whose reality even the
false world appears to be real.”26
Jcva Gosvamc comes down strongly on this view. He offers several arguments in quick succession as to why superimposition cannot constitute the
relationship between the world and Brahman. Here, we need only relate the
one that most directly opposes 3rcdhara Svamc’s view:
Therefore, when the explanation is established based on scripture,
the following viewpoint would emerge: the superimposition of something occurs in the place where that thing does not actually exist,
but is seen elsewhere. Thus, in actual fact, because the superimposition is not connected to the actual object, the object’s existence
cannot give rise to the superimposition.
25

26

vinimayo vyatyayo ‘nyasminn anyavabhasas. sa yathadhi1vhana-sattaya sadvat
pratcyata ity arthas. tatra tejasi vari-buddhir marcci-toye prasiddha. m[di kacadau
vari-buddhir variwi ca kacadi-buddhir ityadi yathayatham ehyam.
(BhAvArtha-dCpikA 1.1.1)
yat-satyataya mithya-sargo ‘pi satyavat pratcyate ta\ para\ satyam ity arthas.
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The point is this: by definition the actual object is absent from the superimposition; therefore there is no connection between the superimposition and the
object upon which it is superimposed. For example, when silver is superimposed on a shell, the actual silver is absent, and so there can be no connection
between silver and the shell. Therefore, the shell cannot give rise to the appearance of silver. Similarly, when the world is superimposed on Brahman, there
is, by definition, no world actually present there, and so there is no connection
between the world and Brahman. Therefore, unlike what 3rcdhara Svamc
claims, the world’s existence cannot be derived from Brahman’s supreme
existence. What, then, is the ground or cause of the world’s existence?
Jcva Gosvamc concludes his arguments with a concise statement of his
view, incorporating the Caitanya Vai1wava notion of Uakti:
because the threefold creation is born from Bhagavan—in the primary sense (of “born”)27—and Bhagavan is qualified by the energy
of creation [trisarga-Uakti ], and because this is taught by negative
concomitance [vyatireka], therefore the threefold creation exists in
Bhagavan, the all-soul, as distinguished from him.
Although we have seen here a clear example of 3rcdhara Svamc as the opponent in Jcva Gosvamc’s writings, some tempering remarks need to be made.
When Jcva uses 3rcdhara Svamc as a positive source of exegesis for BhAgavata
verses (which is how he uses him in almost every instance), he often quotes
3rcdhara verbatim, and sometimes mentions him by name. Indeed, while
interpreting the other three lines of the BhAgavata’s first verse, Jcva follows
3rcdhara quite closely, in the manner we have seen above.28 And on those
few occasions when Jcva does use 3rcdhara as the source of prima facie view,
he concerns himself only with the problematic ideas and never with the
27

28

That is, not in the sense of Aropa, or superimposition, which is an indirect meaning of birth
( janma).
Take, for example, the first line of 3rcdhara’s comments on “tejo-vAri-m{dA| . . .” (BhAgavata
1.1.1):
yatra yasmin brahmawi trayawa\ maya-guwana\ tamo-rajas-sattvana\ sargo
bhutendriya-devata-rupo ‘m[1a satyas.
Brahman, in whom the creation, consisting of the living beings, senses, and gods,
based on the three guwas—sattva, rajas, and tamas—is not false, i.e., is real.
Jcva begins his own comments by quoting this sentence, but with one important adjustment.
He writes, “brahmatvAt sarvatra sthite vAsudeve bhagavati yasmin,” “in whom, in Bhagavan
Vasudeva, situated everywhere, because of his being Brahman.” Jcva thus introduces the
concept of Bhagavan into the explanation, and singles him out by turning “brahman” into a
qualifier that indicates Bhagavan’s all-pervasiveness. We have seen that this sort of expansion and adjustment in accordance with Gaurcya theology is typical of Jcva’s relationship
with 3rcdhara.
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author himself. Out of respect for 3rcdhara, Jcva does not quote him, paraphrase him, or even use language similar to his. As far as the reader is
concerned, the opposing views could have come from any Advaitin. Indeed,
for Jcva Gosvamc, 3rcdhara is factually not the source of the problematic
viewpoint, since 3rcdhara is a “great Vai1wava,” whose “writings are interspersed with the doctrines of Advaita so that an appreciation for the greatness of bhagavat may be awakened in the Advaitins” (Tattva-sandarbha 27).

Ramanuja
Although 3rcdhara Svamc is by far the most-used source in the Sandarbhas,
in the CatuSsEtrC section of the ParamAtma-sandarbha Ramanujacarya takes
the lead. The reason for this is straightforward: 3rcdhara did not write a
commentary on the Brahma-sEtra, and so Jcva Gosvamc must look elsewhere
for support in his endeavor. Ramanuja is a likely source for two reasons: First,
as Daniel Sheridan has shown, the BhAgavata PurAWa favors a theological
standpoint that is similar to Ramanuja’s viUi2VAdvaita.29 Since Caitanyite
theology in general, and Jcva’s CatuSsEtrC PCkA in particular, are based upon
the BhAgavata, it is reasonable that Jcva should look to Ramanuja for an
agreeable commentary on the Brahma-sEtra. Indeed, we have seen in the previous chapter that there are points of significant convergence between acintyabhedAbheda and Ramanuja’s system in regard to hermeneutical method and
philosophical standpoint.
A second reason for the choice of commentator can be found in the
history of the Sandarbhas themselves. Jcva Gosvamc begins the Tattvasandarbha with the following verses:
May 3rcla Repa and Sanatana be victorious in the land of Mathura.
These two preceptors of the truth asked that this book be written.
A certain friend of theirs—a Bhavva who was born in a lineage of
South Indian brAhmaWas—wrote a book after selecting passages from
the works of eminent Vai1wavas. His original compilation is now
properly ordered in some places, but in other places it is out of order
or altogether missing. Seeing this, a simple soul [ jCvaka] is now
writing it out in proper sequence.30
29

30

See Sheridan’s The Advaitic Theism of the BhAgavata PurAWa (1986) and “3rcdhara and His
Commentary on the Bhagavata Purawa” (1994).
jayata\ mathura-bhemau urcla-repa-sanatanau
yau vilekhayatas tattva\ jñapakau pustikam imam
ko ’pi tad-bandhavo bhavvo dak1ina-dvija-va\uajas
vivicya vyalikhad grantha\ likhitad v[ddha-vai1wavais
tasyadya\ granthanalekha\ kranta-vyutkranta-khawritam
paryalocyatha paryaya\ k[tva likhati jcvakas
(Tattva-sandarbha, invocation, verses 3–5)
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Jcva Gosvamc clearly feels very indebted to the Bhavva, for he repeats a
shorter version of these verses at the beginning of every Sandarbha.31 In his
commentary, Baladeva Vidyabhe1awa identifies the Bhavva as Gopala Bhavva
Gosvamc, the only one of the six Gosvamcs of V[ndavana to hail from
South India. According to the Bhakti-ratnAkara of Narahari Cakravartc,
Gopala Bhavva was the son of Vewkava Bhavva, a 3rc-vai1wava priest at 3rc
Ra]gam. His uncle was Prabhodananda Sarasvatc, the author of several
Caitanya Vai1wava works of poetry. The two brAhmaWas hosted Caitanya in
3rc Ra]gam for the four months of the rainy season, during which time they
held lively discussions on various topics related to K[1na. The young Gopala
Bhavva was deeply influenced by Caitanya’s personality and teachings, and
decided to join him. When he reached a suitable age, Caitanya instructed
him to move to V[ndavana and assist Repa and Sanatana.32
As the son of a 3rc-vai1wava brAhmaWa, it is quite likely Gopala Bhavva
received an education in the standard texts of the 3rc-vai1wava corpus, especially Ramanuja’s commentary on Brahma-sEtra, called 4rCbhA2ya. Indeed,
the Sandarbhas as a whole betray the author’s close acquaintance with
3rc-vai1wava literature. Ramanuja is mentioned by name seven times in the
ParamAtma-sandarbha, and there are three references to “the very ancient
guru of the 3rc-vai1wava tradition,” Jamat[ Muni. The latter is identical to
Manavala Mahamuni, whose name means “beautiful son-in-law” in Tamil,
translated as “ramya-jAmAt{” in Sanskrit. A passage consisting of four verses
describing the nature of the living entity is credited to him.33 It seems unlikely
that someone not trained in South Indian Vai1wavism would be familiar with
this passage.
Indeed, in the Tattva-sandarbha, Jcva Gosvamc highlights Ramanuja as
one of his main sources, on a par with 3rcdhara Svamc:

31

The first two verses are condensed into one:
tau santo1ayata santau urcla-repa-sanatanau
dak1iwatyena bhavvena punar etad vivicyate
This work was compiled by the South Indian Bhavva for the pleasure of the two
saints, 3rcla Repa and Sanatana. However, . . .

32

33

Then the third verse is repeated here as it is.
This account of Gopala Bhavva Gosvamc’s life is taken from Steven Rosen’s The Six GosvAmCs
of V{ndAvana (1990), a hagiography which draws material from various Bengali works,
including the Bhakti-ratnAkara. K[1nadasa Kaviraja describes Caitanya’s stay at the house
of Vewkava Bhavva, identifying the latter as a 3rc-vai1wava, but does not mention either
Gopala Bhavva or Prabhodananda Sarasvatc. See Caitanya-caritAm{ta 2.9.79–165.
(ParamAtma-sandarbha 19). He is introduced thus: urc-ramanujacaryad atipraccnena urcvai1wava-sampradaya-guruwa urc-jamat[-munina upadi1vam. “This is taught by 3rc Jamat[
Muni, the very ancient guru of the 3rcvai1wava lineage, following 3rc Ramanujacarya.”
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In other instances, our interpretation will be based on the doctrines
found in the writings of the venerable Ramanuja, such as his
3rcbha1ya etc., (adhered to) by the 3rc Vai1wavas, whose renowned
sampradaya has originated from the goddess 3rc herself, and who
are celebrated as great Bhagavatas of the Dravira region etc. for as
the Bhagavata itself states, there are many in this area well known
as Vai1wavas: “O Great King, some (devotees of Narayawa) can be
found here and there, but their numbers are great in the Dravira
regions” (Bh.P. 11/5/39).
(Elkman 1986: 119)34
Jcva gets the nuts and bolts of his commentary on each sEtra from the
4rCbhA2ya. Like all Vedantic commentators, he begins his explanation of
each sEtra with a word-by-word definition, followed by a general statement
of the sEtra’s main thrust. For all five sEtras, Jcva draws these basic elements
from the beginning of Ramanuja’s commentary, either by quoting verbatim
or by closely paraphrasing. In addition, Jcva often concludes his explanation
of a sEtra by quoting from the end of Ramanuja’s commentary on that
sEtra. By thus taking both the beginning and end from Ramanuja, it is
almost as if Jcva is requesting his readers to fill in the rest of the commentary
for themselves. Indeed, Jcva’s own purpose here is not to reinvent the wheel,
for Ramanuja’s basic explanation is quite acceptable to him. Rather, he
wishes to overlay it with Caitanyite theology, specifically by applying the
sEtras to the first verse of the BhAgavata PuraWa. Thus, after presenting the
overall meaning of each sEtra (drawn from Ramanuja) and dealing with a
few major objections, Jcva turns to the first verse of the BhAgavata and
extracts the same meaning as he did for the sEtra.
In some places it is nearly impossible to grasp Jcva Gosvamc’s argument
without prior knowledge of the 4rCbhA2ya. In his explanation of the third
sEtra, “UAstra-yonitvAt,” Jcva quotes from the end of Ramanuja’s commentary, wherein the latter provides a series of four syllogisms that apparently
prove various facts about the nature of the world, God, and time.35 Although
their intended conclusions are consistent with his own views, Ramanuja

34

draviradideua-vikhyata-parama-bhagavatana\ te1am eva bahulyena tatra
vai1wavatvena prasiddhatvat urc-bhagavata eva kvacit kvacin maharaja dravire1u
ca bheri1as. ity anena prathita-mahimna\ sak1ac-chrc-prabh[titas prav[ttasampradayana\ urc-vai1wavabhidhana\ urc-ramanuja-bhagavatpada-viracitaurcbha1yadi-d[1va-mata-pramawyena mela-grantha-svarasyena ca.
(Tattva-sandarbha 27)

35

For details, see my translation of Jcva Gosvamc’s commentary on Brahma-sEtra 1.1.3, along
with the accompanying footnotes.
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nevertheless systematically dismantles the inferences, just to show the futility
of logic for knowing Brahman. Jcva reiterates these syllogisms, and then
concludes, “Logic has no basis . . . Inferences about the Lord according to
one philosophical system are refuted by another, opposing philosophical
system.” Yet, there is no indication as to why four (apparently) perfectly
reasonable syllogisms should lead one to conclude the futility of logic. Jcva
clearly expects his readers to recall and supply Ramanuja’s detailed discussion of the syllogisms.
Jcva Gosvamc’s quotations from Ramanujacarya’s 4rCbhAUya in the
CatuSsEtrC PCkA can be summarized as shown in Table 3.1. Although Jcva
borrows heavily from Ramanujacarya in his CatuSsEtrC PCkA, he does not
display the same level of commitment as he does with 3rcdhara Svamc. Since
3rcdhara is regarded as the unsurpassable authority on the BhAgavata PurAWa,
Jcva must take into account everything that he says, whether by reiterating,
defending, or (in a few cases) refuting his views. The same imperative, however, does not hold with Ramanuja. Jcva can select what he likes from the
4rCbhAUya, emphasizing some points and ignoring others. A simple example
of this can be given in relation to one of the core tenets of Caitanya
Vai1wavism, namely, that Bhagavan possesses a non-material body. Jcva
brings up this point several times in his pcka, and argues for it using both
the Bhagavata’s first verse and the Catussetrc. Now, at the end of his “UAstrayonitvAt” commentary, Jcva quotes a passage from Ramanuja describing
Bhagavan’s limitless, auspicious qualities that are known from scripture.
Although Ramanuja names many qualities in quick succession—such as the
Lord’s omniscience, limitlessness and abundance—Jcva highlights one in
particular, and applies the other qualities to that one: “In this way, it is
established that he (Bhagavan) has a form which is eternal, unlimited, and
of his own nature.”

3a]kara and Madhva
The clearest way in which Jcva shows his lack of total or exclusive commitment to Ramanuja is, of course, by his use of other Vedantic commentators,
specifically 3a]karacarya and Madhvacarya. For sEtras three to five, Jcva
offers alternate explanations that are based on either of their BrahmasEtra commentaries. In this section of the CatuSsEtrC PCkA, Jcva employs a
remarkably eclectic and innovative approach toward the Vedantic tradition
as a whole. Indeed, his alternate commentaries not only draw from other
teachers, but blend the teachers’ ideas to produce a syncretistic commentary
that is not fully identifiable with any one of them.
The first alternate commentary—on “UAstra-yonitvAt”—draws from
3a]kara’s Brahma-sEtra commentary. While all commentators read “UAstrayoni” as a possessive compound—“he who has scripture as his source
(i.e., he who is knowable through scripture)”—3a]kara also reads it as a
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Table 3.1 The content of Jcva Gosvamc’s quotations from Ramanuja’s 4rCbhA2ya
Location in
RAmAnuja’s
commentary SEtra 1
Near the
beginning

Near the
end

Definition
of
Brahman
PErvamCmA|sA
as
prerequisite
for
Vedanta

SEtra 2

SEtra 3

SEtra 4

SEtra 5

Scope of
“janmAdy
asya”
Auspicious
qualities of
Brahman
The world is
an accidental
characteristic
of Brahman.

Brahman
cannot be
known by
any pramAWa
other than
scripture
(Uabda).

The
function
of “tu” in
the sEtra

Meaning
of
“aUabdam”
The nature
of
pradhAna

An
unqualified
substance is
not the
object of
inquiry;
Brahman is
qualified.
The world is
not a
confusion
(bhrama)
superimposed
on Brahman.

Inference
(anumAna)
provides no
access to
Brahman.

Brahman
is the
supreme
human end
(paramapuru2Artha).

Brahman is
completely
different
from objects
known by
other
pramawas.

genitive-case compound—“he who is the source of scripture.” Although
Madhva argues strongly against this interpretation,36 Jcva finds support for
it in the first verse of the BhAgavata, in the phrase: “tene brahma h{dA ya
Adi-kavaye” (“he extended the Veda to Brahma through the heart”). In
effect, Jcva seems to be saying, “See, even alternate interpretations of other
schools can be found in the BhAgavata PurAWa. This is because the BhAgavata
is the natural and complete commentary on the Brahma-sEtra.”

36

For a summary of Madhva’s views on this and the following sEtras, in contrast to other
commentators, see B.N.K. Sharma, The BrahmasEtras and Their Principal Commentaries,
pp. 80–95.
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For the next two sEtras (“tat tu samanvayAt” and “Ck2ater nAUabdam”),
Jcva turns to Madhva for alternate interpretations.37 Madhva explains
“samanvaya” as “samyag anvaya,” complete and proper knowledge of the
entire range of scriptural texts. Jcva accepts this, but adds a unique twist:
Samanvaya here is the thorough knowledge of the meaning of the
Veda, that is, proficiency in analyzing (the meaning) completely and
in every way. Because of this [yasmAt], one determines that [tat tu]
Brahman is the source of scripture. Perfect knowledge is not present
in the living entity, and the pradhAna (primal, undifferentiated
aggregate of matter) is unconscious. This is the meaning. In the
scriptural passage: “He knows everything. No one knows him.”
Brahman has that complete knowledge.
The sEtra asserts the necessity of complete knowledge of scripture; yet, complete knowledge is present only in Brahman. Since the author must have full
knowledge of his creation, only Brahman can be the source of scripture.
Thus, Jcva turns Madhva’s reading of this sEtra into a justification for the
alternate interpretation of the previous one—an interpretation that Madhva
himself argued against! The word “samanvayAt” is usually understood as
referring to the student of scripture—“by complete knowledge, (the student
realizes) that.” Jcva is unique in applying the word to Brahman himself—
“because of (Brahman’s) complete knowledge, that (is the case, namely,
Brahman is the source of scripture).”
37

In the Tattva-sandarbha (28), Jcva Gosvamc acknowledges Madhva as one of his respected
sources, but mainly for quotations from texts that are unavailable to Jcva:
And here, the authoritative words of 3ruti, the Purawas, etc. will be quoted just as
I have seen them; . . . In some cases, I have been unable to personally see certain
verses, and so have taken them from the Bhagavatatatparya, Bharatatatparya,
and Brahmasetrabha1ya, etc. of the venerable Madhvacarya, the ancient preceptor of the doctrine of Tattvavada, who, even after accepting discipleship with
the revered 3a]karacarya, separated himself from him, and siding with the worshippers of bhagavat, advanced many distinctively “Vai1wava” doctrines, who was
chief among knowers of the Vedas and their meaning, and whose disciples and
grand-disciples include Vijayadhvaja, Brahma Tcrtha, Vyasa Tcrtha, etc., of great
renown in the South and elsewhere. As stated by Madhva in his Bharatatatparya:
“Having mastered the other scriptures by the light of Vedanta, and having seen
different versions of the text (the Mahabharata) in various parts of the country,
I will examine these, and will speak just as Bhagavan Vyasa, the Lord Narayawa
himself, spoke the Mahabharata etc.”
The 3ruti texts which will be quoted from Madhva will be the Caturvedauikha
etc.; the Purawic texts will include those portions of Purawas, such as the Garura
etc., which are no longer available; the Sa\hitas will include the Mahasa\hita etc.;
and the Tantras will include the Tantrabhagavata and Brahmatarka etc.
(Elkman 1986: 121)
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Jcva Gosvamc continues his blending of apparently conflicting viewpoints
in the next sEtra, this time bringing together Madhva and Ramanuja. Nowhere does Madhva differ more starkly from both Ramanuja and 3a]kara
than in his interpretation of “Ck2ater nAUabdam.” Both the latter give the
following basic meaning to the sEtra, “That which is not revealed (solely) by
scripture, namely, the pradhAna, is not (the cause of the universe), because
of the root ‘Ck2.’” The root “Ck2” is used in the Chandogya statement, “He
thought [aik2ata], ‘Let me become many. Let me propagate.’” Since the
material aggregate ( pradhAna) is not conscious, it cannot think, and so it
cannot be the cause of the universe.
Madhva, on the other hand, takes the word “aUabdam” as referring not to
the material aggregate, but to Brahman. Brahman is not aUabdam, beyond
words, because of the root “Ck2” found in such Upani1adic statements as
“puru2am Ck2ate,” “he sees the Supreme Person” (PraUna 5). In other words,
if one were to claim that Brahman is inexpressible, and therefore cannot be
known through the Vedas, then why would the Upani1ads exhort us to see,
know, and understand Brahman? Brahman can be known through words,
although not exhaustively.
Although Madhva and Ramanuja’s interpretations of “Ck2ater nAUabdam”
seem poles apart, Jcva brings them together with considerable ingenuity. He
once again shifts the semantic force of the sEtra from the student of scripture (who must use words to know Brahman) to Brahman himself.
One may ask, “Since the Uruti says ‘[Brahman is] without words
[aUabda], without touch, without form, imperishable,’38 how can
Brahman have scripture [Uabda] as the source of knowledge about
himself ?” This is answered: In this context, Brahman is not without
words. Why? Because of Ck2: “It [Brahman] thought [Ck2], ‘Let me
become many. Let me procreate.’ ” According to the Uruti, the root
Ck2 here consists of words such as “let me become many.”
Jcva here accepts the same Upani1adic statement as the subject of discussion
(vi2ayavAkya) as do Ramanuja and 3a]kara—“tad aik2ata bahu syAm”—but
then derives Madhva’s conclusion from it. If Brahman himself uses words,
as he does in ChAndogya 6.2.3, then how can he be inaccessible by words
(aUabdam)? As always, Jcva finds the seeds of this interpretation in the
BhAgavata: “This very fact is stated by “abhijña” (in the first verse). He is
skillful (abhijña) in deliberation that consists of words like ‘let me become
many.’”

38

Kavha 3.15.
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This kind of innovative synthesis is not unusual for Jcva Gosvamc. His
Sarva-sa|vAdinC (which literally means “conversing with everyone”) brings
the three major Vedantists—3a]kara, Ramanuja, and Madhva—into dialogue with each other on selected issues. The work was written as a supplement to the first four Sandarbhas, and a systematic study of it would comprise
a natural sequel to the present endeavor.39

39

I am aware of three printed editions of the Sarva-sa|vAdinC, two in Bengali script (one with
a Bengali translation) and two in Devanagari. Also, Haridas 3astri includes the Sarvasa|vAdinC in his edition of the first four Sandarbhas, although he does not supply a translation.
For further details, see the bibliography.
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4
VEDf N TA IN TH E
BHFGAVATA PURFNA
The overall purport of the BhAgavata
The overarching structure of ParamAtma-sandarbha’s 105th section, which
includes Jcva Gosvamc’s CatuSsEtrC PCkA, is quite simple. Jcva sets out to
determine the overall purport of the BhAgavata PurAWa by examining the six
indicators of meaning (tAtparya-li}ga):
This mahApurAWa has the name 3rc BhAgavata because it teaches
about him (Bhagavan). As it is said, “This Purawa, called BhAgavata,
is equal to the Veda.” The chief meaning of the BhAgavata will be
considered from different angles according to the six indicators of
meaning [tAtparya-li}ga]: “The opening and concluding statements
[upakrama-upasa|hAra], repetition [abhyAsa], novelty [apErvatA],
result [phala], subordinate statements of commendation or praise
[arthavAda], and reasoning [upapatti ] are the indicators which are
used to determine the purport.”1
These six criteria for determining the purport of a text are one of the features of Mcma\sa exegesis almost universally adopted by Vedantists. Advaitin
writers employ the technique for everything from determining the meaning
of a particular Upani1adic passage to showing the purport of the entire
Veda. 3a]kara, for example, uses the technique to show that “tat tvam asi”
is the purport of ChAndogya chapter 6, that the identity of the jCva and
Brahman is the theme of all the Upani1ads, and that Brahman is the subject
matter of the entire Veda (Murty 1959: 83–84). Madhva asserts that the
technique must be used in order to reach the harmonious concordance of all
scriptures that is described in the sEtra “tat tu samanvayAt.”

1

Here Jcva Gosvamc is quoting a well-known verse which lists the six tAtparya-li}gas:
upakramopasa\harav abhyaso ‘pervata phalam
arthavadopapattc ca li]ga\ tatparya-nirwaye
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In order to get a feel for how this exegetical method is used in Vedanta,
and to better understand what Jcva Gosvamc has in mind when he employs
the method, let us take a closer look at 3a]kara’s ChAndogya commentary,2
a work which would have been quite familiar to Jcva Gosvamc, though
not very agreeable because of its nondualist conclusions. The sixth chapter
begins thus:
There was one 3vetaketu, the son of fruwi. One day his father told
him: “3vetaketu, take up the celibate life of a student, for there is
no one in our family, my son, who has not studied and is the kind
of Brahmin who is so only because of birth.”
So he went away to become a student at the age of 12 and, after
learning all the Vedas, returned when he was 24, swell-headed, thinking himself to be learned, and arrogant. His father then said to him:
“3vetaketu, here you are, my son, swell-headed, thinking yourself
to be learned, and arrogant; so you must have surely asked about
that rule of substitution by which one hears what has not been
heard of before, thinks of what has not been thought of before, and
perceives what has not been perceived before?”
“How indeed does that rule of substitution work, sir?”
“It is like this, son. By means of just one lump of clay one would
perceive everything made of clay—the transformation is a verbal
handle, a name—while the reality is just this: ‘It’s clay.’ ”
(Olivelle 1996: 148)
3a]kara takes the phrase “yena avijñAta| vijñAtam,” “that by which one
perceives (knows) what is unperceived (unknown)” as the opening statement
(upakrama). We can immediately make the following observation: the passages that fill the six categories are as much a matter of interpretive choice
as are the meanings of those passages. The opening statement chosen by
3a]kara is not the first sentence of Chapter 6 (it occurs in verse number
three), nor is it the only phrase in the first part of Chapter 6 that is meaningful enough to serve as the opening statement. The selection of the statement
can be questioned as much as the sense ascribed to it. The same can be said
of the other indicators as well. This arbitrariness, however, is not in itself a
drawback, for the task of the exegete is to show that a particular reading will
harmonize the entire text in question. If a particular application of the six
indicator method leads to a consistent and coherent understanding of the
text, that in itself is sufficient reason to accept the selection of verses as valid.
2

I am grateful to Dr. Jacqueline Hirst for pointing out to me this usage of the method by
3a]kara. Much of what is said here is derived and developed from correspondence with her.
For further discussion of 3a]kara’s usage of the six criteria, see her book, A Way of Teaching:
Studying 4a}kara’s Advaita VedAnta.
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3a]kara’s chosen concluding phrase, however, is indeed the very last statement of Chapter 6: “that constitutes the self of this whole world; that is the
truth; that is the self (atman). And that’s how you are, 3vetaketu” (Olivelle
1996: 156). The key phrase here, of course, is “tat tvam asi,” often translated
as “you are that.” Since the opening and concluding statements must be
harmonious in meaning, the opening phrase “that by which one perceives”
should be understood as referring to the same thing as “tat tvam asi.” In other
words, you are that by which one perceives.
Once the concordance (ekavAkyatA) of the opening and concluding statements has been established, the other categories come without much difficulty.
Repetition (abhyAsa) is quite obvious; the phrase “you are that” is repeated
nine times. The subject matter is novel (apErvatA), 3a]kara argues, because
it cannot be known by any of the other means of knowledge, such as perception or inference. The opening paragraph (quoted above) also makes it clear
that the knowledge being presented here is different from any other learned
by 3vetaketu. The fruit of this knowledge is given by way of a story in 6.14:
Take, for example, son, a man who is brought here blindfolded
from the land of Gandhara and then left in a deserted region. As he
was brought blindfolded and left there blindfolded, he would drift
about there towards the east, or the north, or the south. Now, if
someone were to free him from his blindfold and tell him, “Go that
way; the land of Gandhara is in that direction”, being a learned and
wise man, he would go from village to village asking for directions
and finally arrive in the land of Gandhara. In exactly the same way
in this world when a man has a teacher, he knows: “There is a delay
for me here only until I am freed; but then I will arrive!”
(ibid.: 155)
Here, relief from ignorance or bondage and a return to freedom are identified as the results ( phala) of knowing the self. The entire enterprise of selfrealization is praised (arthavAda) by the very context in which the knowledge
was delivered. 3vetaketu came home after twelve years of study, a master
of all branches of Vedic learning, taught by “illustrious men” (ibid.: 148).
Yet he knew nothing of the self. His father’s instructions to him about his
own identity (you are that!) thus stand a step above all other knowledge.
Finally, the Upani1ad argues and reasons (upapatti) by way of analogies—
clay, copper, salt, and others. All of the examples point to the same thesis
—the identity of the individual self and Brahman. And since all six indicators of meaning are in agreement, 3a]kara can conclude that “you are that”
is indeed the purport of ChAndogya Upani2ad Chapter 6.3
3

It must be said that 3a]kara does not refer to all six indicators li}gas by name in his
commentary, “but it is clear that he is using them in the course of his exegesis, showing how
the whole of Chandogya Upani1ad chapter six is harmonised by an Advaitin reading” (Hirst).
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Now, the fifth category, arthavAda, merits a closer look here, for its application is not as clear as the others. The term undergoes a considerable
shift in meaning from Mcma\sa to Vedanta, and is thus a useful example
of how Vedanta appropriates exegetical techniques from earlier traditions.
For Mcma\sa, the Vedas are primarily injunctive, that is, they prescribe
the performance of various ritual activities. Injunctions for the performance
of sacrifice are the useful (and therefore meaningful) parts of the Vedas.
Sentences which merely state something or deliver information are called
arthavAdas, and they are useful
in so far as they form a unitary passage with command-sentences.
For example, the arthavada ‘Vayu is a swift deity’ forms a unitary
passage with the injunction, “One who wants prosperity should touch
a goat relating to Vayu,” because taken independently the arthavada
has no use, while taken as a corroborative statement of the injunction, it praises the god Vayu and suggests that a rite in connection
with that god is highly praiseworthy.
(Murty 1959: 69)4
ArthavAdas are supplementary statements that explain or praise sacrificial
activity, and thus provide encouragement for its performance. Clooney explains:
Just as subordinate actions are indirectly related to a larger sacrificial purpose through preparing things used in the main actions, commendatory statements [arthavada] participate in the larger purpose
by supporting injunctive statements. . . . [S]entences and the Veda
itself are analyzed into components to be classified hierarchically
according to connection to action.
(1990a: 119, 122)
Vedanta turns this hierarchy on its head. Whereas Mcma\sa regards anything not directly related to action as secondary in significance, Vedanta
regards action itself as secondary to knowledge, and statements not conveying spiritual truth as lesser in importance. For 3a]kara, this includes injunctions related to the knowledge being taught, genealogies of teachers, factual
statements about the world, and genesis stories. In the case of ChAndogya
Chapter 6, for example, we saw that 3a]kara regards the story of 3vetaketu
as the arthavAda, since it provides the context for the delivery of knowledge
and highlights the teaching’s rarity.
4

K. Satchidananda Murty lists three kinds of arthavAdas: guWavAda (a sentence that contradicts what is known from other pramAWas), anuvAda (a sentence that states something already
known through other pramAWas), and bhEtArthavAda (a sentence which neither contradicts
nor confirms what is known by other pramAWas). See Revelation and Reason in Advaita
VedAnta (1959: Chapter 5), for further discussion of the varieties and significance of arthavAdas.
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Let us now turn to Jcva Gosvamc’s application of the six indicators in the
105th anuccheda of the ParamAtma-sandarbha. His choice of verses from the
BhAgavata PurAWa for each of the six categories is as follows:
Opening and concluding statements
For the opening statement, Jcva simply quotes the very first verse of the
Bhagavata:
Let us meditate on the Supreme Truth, from whom there is the
creation, etc. of this (universe)—inferred by positive and negative
concomitance in things—who is the all-knower, self-luminous, who
revealed the Vedas through the heart to the first sage, about whom
the gods are confused, in whom the threefold evolution is not false—
like the exchange of fire, water, and earth—and who, by his own
power, is always free from deception.5
For the concluding statement, he selects verse nineteen in Chapter 13 of the
twelfth book:
Let us meditate upon the pure, spotless, sorrowless, immortal,
Supreme Truth, who out of compassion illuminated this unparalleled lamp of knowledge to Ka (Brahma) long ago. Through that
form (Brahma), he gave it to Narada, and through him to K[1wamuni
(Vyasa), and through him to Yogcndra (3uka), and through him to
Bhagavadrata (Parck1it).6
Here, we have a situation that is in some ways opposite to what we had with
3a]kara’s ChAndogya commentary. There, 3a]kara accepted the last sentence of ChAndogya Chapter 6 as the concluding statement, but selected an
opener that conformed in meaning but was not the very first sentence of the
chapter. Here, Jcva Gosvamc does accept the first statement of the BhAgavata
as the opening statement, but identifies the closing statement as a verse that
occurs four verses before the end. The very last verse of the BhAgavata goes
5

janmady asya yato ’nvayad itaratau carthe1v abhijñas svarav
tene brahma h[da ya adi-kavaye muhyanti yat serayas
tejo-vari-m[da\ yatha vinimayo yatra trisargo ‘m[1a
dhamna svena sada nirasta-kuhaka\ satya\ para\ dhcmahi
(Translation based on Sheridan 1994: 51–52)

6

kasmai yena vibhasito ’yam atulo jñana-pradcpas pura
tad-repewa ca naradaya munaye k[1waya tad-repiwa
yogcndraya tad-atmanatha bhagavad-rataya karuwyatas
tac chuddha\ vimala\ viuokam am[ta\ satya\ para\ dhcmahi
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like this: “The singing of whose names destroys all sins, and obeisance to
whom subdues all misery—to that Supreme Hari, I bow down.”7 This verse,
or any of the three before it, could just as well have served as concluding
statements. Indeed, Jcva Gosvamc’s chosen conclusion would probably have
been regarded as a commendatory statement (arthavAda) by 3a]kara, since
it gives a genealogy of teachers. Still, the reason for Jcva’s selection is clear:
the verse ends with the phrase “satya| para| dhCmahi,” which matches the
first verse exactly. This fact in itself validates the selection, for the initial
assumption is that there is harmony between the opening and concluding
statements; the expert exegete must simply find it. The three words, “satya|
para| dhCmahi,” are crucial to Jcva’s commentary on the opening verse.
Through them, he comments upon the first sEtra of the Brahma-sEtra, and
establishes Bhagavan as the object of meditation or inquiry.
Sometimes, however, it becomes impossible to find harmony between the
opening and concluding statements, and in such instances the question arises
as to which holds precedence in determining the meaning of the text. This
has sparked considerable debate among Vedantins of different traditions,
with the Advaitins arguing for the supremacy of the opening statement
(upakrama), while the Madhvas favor the concluding statement (upasamhAra).
In his work Upakrama-parAkrama, the sixteenth-century Advaitin writer,
Appaya Dck1ita, argues that if the introduction and conclusion deal with
the same subject matter but conflict in their viewpoint, the introduction
should be given priority, and the conclusion interpreted in conformity with
it. The Brahma-sEtra itself provides a good example of this principle at work.
The text begins by asserting the necessity of inquiry into Brahman (brahmajijñAsA), thereby privileging jñAna as the means of realizing Brahman:
Now it is found that the last chapter of the Brahma Setras deals in
general with the successive stages by which a man who has worshipped the Saguwa Brahman [Brahman with attributes] reaches the
world of Brahma (the four-faced deity). Such a state is, according
to the Advaita theory, not a lasting one, since it is the result of
worship. But after describing the state of one who reaches the world
of Brahma and how he has come to reach it, the very last setra
says: “There is no return for those who have gone to Brahmaloka,
for scripture says so.” While this setra apparently asserts that the
souls who have reached the world of Brahma through worship have
attained final liberation, 3ankara interprets it to mean that this
state also is not the lasting one, but that it is called “lasting”, because

7

nam-asa]kcrtana\ yasya sarva-papa-prawauanam
prawamo duskha-uamanas ta\ namami hari\ param
(12.13.23)
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the souls who have gone to the world of Brahma can there undertake
an inquiry [vicara] about Brahman, obtain Brahman-knowledge
and thereby attain final liberation. This is justified thus: While in
the earlier chapters and the earlier portion of the very last section,
jñana alone is said to be the means of attaining liberation, the very
last setra says that Upasana leads to liberation. Applying the principle of Upakrama parakrama, this apparent meaning should be
rejected, and a meaning in conformity with preliminary chapters
taken. By doing that alone the purport is obtained.
(Murty 1959: 85)
Vai1wava Vedantists, of course, have no issue with worship leading to liberation and, indeed, would be quite happy to accord it a privileged position
over jñAna. Madhva, for example, interprets the last sEtra not as a description of Brahma’s world, but of the state of final liberation: one who has
reached Brahman must never return.8 In general, Madhva holds that the
six indicators are listed in ascending order of strength, from the opening
statement (upakrama) to the argument (upapatti). In response to the
Upakrama-parAkrama, Vijaycndra Tirtha, a disciple of the famous Madhva
exponent Vyasaraja, composed the Upasa|hAra-vijaya, “Victory of the
Conclusion.”
Jcva Gosvamc follows the Madhvas in giving precedence to the conclusion, although his commentary on the opening verse far exceeds his
commentary on the conclusion in both detail and sophistication. Jcva points
out that even 3a]kara gives priority to the concluding statement in his
commentary on Brahma-sEtra 3.3.16, where he uses a later passage (from
the ChAndogya) to reinterpret an earlier passage (from the B{hadAraWyaka).
Jcva uses this technique to argue on the basis of the BhAgavata PurAWa’s
conclusion that Bhagavan is both the speaker of the four-verse BhAgavata
and the object of Vyasa’s trance.9 Thus, while Jcva sides with the Vai1wava
stance on the issue of priority, he is quite aware of the opposing viewpoint
and even eager to find a point of mutual agreement.

8

The final sEtra consists of two words, repeated twice: anAv{ttiU UabdAd anAv{ttiU UabdAt.
Jagannatha Tcrtha, an eighteenth-century Madhva commentator, explains it thus:
Muktas [liberated souls] enjoying their Bhogas [pleasures] never return, never
return. They eternally continue to enjoy their Bhogas. This is how the 3rutis state.
Repetition of the words is meant to emphatically bring out the thesis that Mukti
[liberation] is a state from where there is no return to the Sa|sAra. Mukti is a state
of unending Bliss and Pleasure.
(Panchamukhi 241)

9

For an analysis of Jcva’s use of 3a]kara’s commentary on Brahma-sEtra 3.3.16, see the notes
for my translation of Jcva’s commentary on the concluding statement of the BhAgavata.
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Repetition and novelty
Jcva Gosvamc selects the following verse to serve as evidence of both repetition and novelty:
Bhagavan Hari, the Lord of all, who drives away Kali’s multitude
of impurities, and who possesses a perfect form, is not repeatedly
praised elsewhere, but here he is described in detail in every line by
the use of narratives.10
It is worth noting that here, unlike in the ChAndogya case, Jcva does not
give an example of repetition in the BhAgavata, but only a statement that it
does occur: “Bhagavan is described in every line.” This kind of repetition
cannot be substantiated by a simple count; it is more a question of evaluation: Is every line of the BhAgavata somehow related to Bhagavan? Does
Bhagavan permeate every narrative of the PurAWa? Jcva Gosvamc agrees that
the BhAgavata sometimes describes divinities other than Bhagavan, but it
does so by putting them in proper relation to him, instead of uncritically
equating them:
Narayawa and others are described here, but they are described as
perfect forms [aUe2a-mErti] or descents [avatAra] of him. Bhagavan,
who has such characteristics, is sung here, not—as in other places—
without making distinctions. By the use of different narratives,
Bhagavan is pointed to in every line [anupadam] and is described
[paVhita] from all perspectives [pari], or in other words, he is stated
clearly.
This clear focus on Bhagavan is the unique characteristic of the BhAgavata.
In other words, the repetition (abhyAsa) itself becomes the novelty (apErvatA).
The BhAgavata is not the only place where Bhagavan is praised; rather, it is
the only place where he is praised so relentlessly. If we put the repetition and
novelty together, we get a very strong claim: only Bhagavan is described in
the BhAgavata and only the BhAgavata clearly describes Bhagavan.

10

kali-mala-sa\hati-kalano ‘khileuo
harir itaratra na gcyate hy abhck1wam
iha tu punar bhagavan aue1a-mertis
paripavhito ‘nupada\ katha-prasa]gais.
(BhAgavata 12.12.66)
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Result
The fruit of reading the BhAgavata PurAWa is described in the second book:
“Those who drink the nectar of the stories of Bhagavan, the soul of good
people, and whose earholes are filled with that nectar, purify the mind,
which is polluted by sense-objects, and go near his lotus feet.”11
Normally, the statement of result ( phala-Uruti) occurs at the end of a text,
to inform readers (or listeners) of what rewards they can expect from their
pious act. The BhAgavata PurAWa also has such a statement at the end of the
twelfth book. Still, Jcva selects a verse from much earlier in the PurAWa,
namely, the second chapter of the second book. Why does he not use the
standard statement of the result at the end?
The context in which this verse appears may provide one reason for its
selection. The conversation between 3ukadeva and Parck1it, which lies at
the core of the PurAWa, begins in the second book. King Parck1it, who is
awaiting death on the bank of the Ganges, asks 3ukadeva Gosvamc to tell
him about the duty of one who is about to die. The sage’s initial and
essential answer comprises the first two chapters of the second book. Jcva’s
chosen result-verse occurs at the end of the second chapter, after which
3ukadeva pauses and says, “Thus I have answered your question regarding
the duty of a dying man” (2.3.1). In once sense, the BhAgavata is complete at
this point. 3ukadeva has answered Parck1it’s desperate question, and, with
the result-verse quoted above, assured him that his instructions will have the
desired effect. Jcva’s chosen verse can thus also be seen as a statement of the
result at the end of a text. The difference is that, in contrast to the twelfth
book, the result-verse here carries more weight, for the proof of its efficacy
can be seen in its surrounding narrative. The context of the verse adds
power and reliability to its promises.
Statement of praise
The following verse serves as the commendatory statement:
He whom Brahma, Varuwa, Indra, Rudra and the Maruts praise
with divine prayers; whom the Sama-singers sing using Vedic hymns
along with the subordinate divisions, progressive recitations, and
11

pibanti ye bhagavata atmanas sata\
katham[ta\ uravawa-puve1u sa\bh[tam
punanti te vide1itauaya\
vrajanti tac-carawa-saroruhantikam
(BhAgavata 2.2.37)
3ridhara Svamc also identifies this verse as a description of the UravaWAdi-phalam, the fruit of
hearing the BhAgavata.
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Upani1ads; whom the yogcs see with a mind that is fixed in meditation upon him; whose limits the hosts of gods and demons do not
know; to that Lord I bow down.12
Jcva Gosvamc has very little to say on this verse. Its role as a commendatory
statement is clear: Bhagavan (or the “deva”) is praised by all types of advanced beings, using various methods (prayer, hymn-recitation, meditation,
and intellectual endeavor). The speaker, Seta Gosvamc, also glorifies the
Lord by offering his obeisance. This verse appears in the final chapter of the
BhAgavata, as a pious invocation to the chapter and an auspicious conclusion to the PurAWa.
Reasoning
The reasoning or argument (upapatti) is provided by the following verse:
By physical objects [d{UyaiS] such as the intelligence, by his own self
[svAtmanA], by characteristics [lak2aWaiS], and by arguments that
lead one to make inferences [anumApakaiS], Bhagavan Hari is perceived in all beings as the seer.13
This verse appears in the same context as the result-verse quoted above—
3ukadeva Gosvamc is concluding his answer to Parck1it’s query about the
duty of a man about to die. 3ukadeva’s final recommendation, given in the
next verse, is that Bhagavan Hari (K[1wa) should be heard about, glorified
and remembered by all people, everywhere, all the time. In order to do this,
one must first of all understand the existence and nature of Bhagavan. This
can be done by the methods listed in the verse quoted above. The creator
Brahma used these methods at the beginning of creation to study the Veda
(verse 34) and came to the same conclusion, namely, that Bhagavan should
be worshiped by bhakti-yoga (verse 33).
Jcva Gosvamc gives a relatively lengthy and involved explanation of this
verse, as one would expect for a verse that is regarded as the source of
reasoning or argument (upapatti). The grammatical structure of the text

12

ya\ brahma varuwendra-rudra-marutas stunvanti divyais stavair
vedais sa]ga-pada-kramopani1adair gayanti ya\ samagas
dhyanavasthita-tad-gatena manasa pauyanti ya\ yogino
yasyanta\ na vidus surasura-gawa devaya tasmai namas
(BhAgavata 12.13.1)

13

bhagavan sarvabhete1u lak1itas svatmana haris
d[uyair buddhyadibhir dra1va lak1awair anumapakais
(BhAgavata 2.2.35)
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itself is quite simple. The subject (Bhagavan who is Hari who is the seer)
is understood (lak2itaS) by a number of means (d{UyaiS, buddhyAdibhiS,
svAtmanA, lak2aWaiS, and anumApakaiS). The challenge lies in determining
how all these different items point to Bhagavan, and how they all relate
to each other. Jcva divides the items into two groups: the entities whose
existence leads us to conclude the existence and nature of Bhagavan, and
the methods of reasoning by which we arrive at that conclusion. In the first
group are three entities: physical objects (d{UyaiS)—such as the intelligence
(buddhyAdibhiS)—the individual living entity (svAtmanA), and Bhagavan’s
own portion, the inner controller (also svAtmanA). In the second group are
the two logical categories of lak2aWa (characteristics) and anumApaka (that
which leads one to make inferences).
Jcva interprets the word “lak2aWaiS” (by characteristics) as referring to
the use of anupapattis, or untenables—the opposite of upapatti, or proper
reasoning. Anupapatti is a tool for argument by contradiction; if one can
show that a particular viewpoint leads to a logically untenable position,
then that viewpoint must be rejected.14 The untenability can often be
elicited by using the characteristics (lak2aWas) of the entities concerned. For
example, Jcva attempts to show that the characteristics of the entities mentioned in the verse (physical objects, living entities, and the inner controller)
lead to untenables that cannot be resolved without positing the existence
of another entity, namely, Bhagavan. Jcva’s specific untenables will be given
below.
As for the second logical category mentioned in the verse—anumApakaiS—
Jcva understands it as a reference to the use of vyApti, or invariable concomitance. Here is why: The word “anumApaka” literally means “that which
causes an inference (anumAna).” Most schools of Indian logic agree that
vyApti—the fact that the thing to be proved (sAdhya) and the reason for its
presence (hetu) are always found together—is one of the most important
components of a successful inference (Kuppuswami 1961: 228). Take, for
example, the following standard example: “This mountain has smoke;
wherever there is smoke there is fire; therefore, the mountain has fire.”
The second part of the inference, namely, the invariable concomitance
(vyApti) of fire (the sAdhya) and smoke (the hetu), is clearly the driving force
here.
For his inferences, Jcva Gosvamc uses a three-part syllogism structure:
(1) the thesis to be proven ( pratijñA); (2) the reason (hetu); and (3) the exemplification (udAharaWa), which includes the invariable concomitance
(vyApti). Using the mountain example, we can structure a syllogism as follows:
(1) The mountain has fire; (2) because it has smoke; and (3) whatever has

14

The most famous instance of argumentation using anupapattis is found in Ramanuja’s
3rcbha1ya 1.1.1. See John Grimes, The Seven Great Untenables (1990).
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smoke also has fire, as in a hearth.15 Ironically, Jcva Gosvamc does not
explicitly state the vyApti (in the third part)—it is so essential that it is
obvious. For example, the first inference given below reads in Sanskrit,
“buddhyAdCni kart{prayojyAni, karaWatvAd, vAsyAdivat.” Here, the thesis is
“the intelligence, etc., are dependent upon an agent,” the reason is “because
they are instruments,” and the example is “just like an axe, etc.” The unstated
concomitance is “an instrument is always dependent upon an agent.” The
thesis is typically in the nominative case, the reason is in the ablative, and
the exemplification is a word ending in the suffix “vat” (“like”).
In order to arrive at the existence and status of Bhagavan, Jcva builds a
hierarchy of entities mentioned in the verse—physical objects, living entities
( j Cva), the inner controller (antaryAmC ), and Bhagavan—and then moves from
one to the next using both untenability and inference. First, by examining
the nature of the physical elements, he attempts to show the existence of the
jCva as the actual seer and controller in the body. From the existence of the
jCva, he deduces the presence of the antaryAmC as the instigator of activity,
and from the antaryAmC, he arrives at Bhagavan. Here are the pairs of
untenables and inferences which he uses to progress from one level to the
next:
1

Physical objects reveal the jCva as seer:
(a)

Untenable: Without the self-luminous seer, it is not possible for
the inert physical objects such as the intelligence to see.
(b) Inference: The intelligence, etc., are dependent upon an agent,
because they are instruments, just like an axe, etc.
2

The jCva reveals the existence of an inner controller (antaryAmC):
(a)

Untenable: Because one can see that the jCvas are not independent
agents or enjoyers, and because karma, or activity, is also inert,
therefore the jCvas’ inclination for being the agent or enjoyer cannot take place without a particular, inner instigator.16
(b) Inference: The jCvas are inspired by the instigating agent because
they are not independent, just like woodcutters and other laborers.

15

16

Jcva Gosvamc is using a shortened version of the classical parArtha-anumAna, “inference for
another,” which has two additional parts after the three given above. These are (4) the
subsumptive correlation (upanaya) and (5) conclusion (nigamana). The former is the assertion that we indeed have a particular instance of the general rule here, e.g., “this mountain
has smoke.” The latter states the specific result: “Therefore, this mountain has fire.” Some
schools of logic, such as the Mcma\sakas, regard these two parts as superfluous. For a full
discussion of the parArtha-anumAna and the debates surrounding it, see S. Kuppuswami
Sastri’s A Primer of Indian Logic (1961: 215–231).
In other words, the impetus for activity cannot be located in the jCva, nor in the activity itself.
Therefore, it must be found in the antaryAmC.
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3

The antaryAmC reveals the existence of a yet superior being, Bhagavan:
(a)

Untenable: If someone superior enters the jCvas with all his portions, then he would not be the Lord (CUvara), because of the absence
of completeness.17
(b) Inference: The not-very-influential jCva’s inner controller is the Lord
(CUvara), and he is dependent upon his own source (Bhagavan).
This is also due to completeness, just like the lordship of one who
employs woodcutters and other laborers is (ultimately) dependent
on the lordship of the king.

Thus, by dividing the contents of the argument-verse into two groups, and
then pairing each entity in the first group with each item in the second
group, we can get a total of six arguments establishing Bhagavan.
Before concluding his discussion of the sixth category, Jcva Gosvamc pauses
to make a slightly broader point. Not only do the entities and techniques
mentioned in the BhAgavata verse prove Bhagavan, but also any scripturally
based method of reasoning will ultimately lead to Bhagavan. To illustrate
his point, Jcva quotes another verse from the BhAgavata (3.32.33): “Just as a
single object, possessing many qualities, is perceived in different ways by the
senses, so also is Bhagavan perceived by the different paths described in the
scriptures.” Jcva takes this as a statement of gati-sAmAnyam, “sameness of
destination” or “consistency of import.” This principle of scriptural harmony
is drawn from Brahma-sEtra 1.1.11, “gati-sAmAnyAt,” which argues that Brahman (and not the living entities or the inert material aggregate) is the cause
of the universe “because all the scriptures consistently state this to be the
case.” Demonstrating scriptural harmony is, of course, one of the primary
tasks of the Vedantic exegete, and each commentator has used his own
unifying principle or theme to bring this about, whether it is the great statements (mahA-vAkyas) of the Upani1ads or the analogy of body and soul. Jcva
Gosvamc here makes Bhagavan the central axle of his theological system.

Satya| Para| DhCmahi: Vedanta in the first verse
Jcva Gosvamc’s commentary on the first few sEtras of the Brahma-sEtra occurs
within his explanation of the opening verse of the BhAgavata PurAWa. This is
because, as we have seen, Caitanya Vai1wavas regard the BhAgavata PurAWa
as the perfect and natural commentary on the Brahma-sEtra. In the final
section of the ParamAtma-sandarbha, Jcva shows us what a BhAgavata-based

17

If the antaryAmC were the complete Bhagavan himself, it would mean that the Lord had
exhausted all of himself in the creation. The antaryAmC is therefore only a secondary controller,
a partial manifestation of Bhagavan for executing the functions of the creation.
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commentary on the Brahma-sEtra would look like by commenting on the
first few sEtras using the first verse of the BhAgavata.
Commenting on the beginning portion of a text in lieu of a full commentary is a fairly common shortcut method. In any Brahma-sEtra commentary,
the explanation of the first four sEtras, called the catuSsEtrC VCkA, is considered the most crucial part of the commentary. Such explanations are
usually lengthy, detailed and indispensable. So also with commentaries on
the BhAgavata PurAWa, the explanation of the first few verses are by far the
most extensive and involved. For example, the sixteenth-century Advaitin,
Madhusedana Sarasvatc, wrote a commentary on only the first verse called
4rCmad-bhAgavata-prathama-Uloka-vyAkhyA.
Jcva Gosvamc is certainly not the first commentator to notice connections
between the first verse of the BhAgavata and the Brahma-sEtra. As early as
the thirteenth century, Madhvacarya quotes a verse from the GaruRa PurAWa
ascribing the meaning of the Brahma-sEtra to the BhAgavata:
This [BhAgavata PurAWa] is the meaning of the Brahma-sEtras and
determines the meaning of the (MahA)BhArata. It is a commentary
on the GAyatrC and it is reinforced by the meaning of the Veda. It is
the essence of the Purawas, and it is directly spoken by Bhagavan. It
has twelve books, one hundred chapters, eighteen thousand verses,
and the name “4rCmad-bhAgavatam.”18
Jcva quotes these same verses in the Tattva-sandarbha and mentions the
phrase “artho “ya| brahma-sEtrAWAm” at the beginning of his CatuSsEtrC
PCkA, in order to highlight the reasonableness of his endeavor.19 Next, in the
fourteenth century, 3rcdhara Svamc quotes Brahma-sEtra 1.1.5 in his explanation of the word “abhijñaS” in the first verse:
So then, is the material aggregate [pradhAna] intended as the object
of meditation (in this verse), since it is the cause of the world? That
is ruled out. Abhijña (the knowing one)—on him (we meditate).
Because of the scriptural passage, “He thought, ‘Let me now create

18

19

artho ‘ya\ brahma-setrawa\ bharatartha-vinirwayas
gayatrc-bha1ya-repo ‘sau vedartha-parib[\hitas
purawana\ sara-repas sak1ad bhagavatoditas
dvadaua-skandha-yukto ‘ya\ uata-viccheda-sa\yutas
grantho1vadaua-sahasras urcmad-bhagavatabhidas
(BhAgavata-tAtparya-nirWaya 1.1.1, p. 4)
Jcva, however, reads “sAma-rEpaS” instead of “sAra-rEpaS,” giving the meaning, “It is the
SAma-veda among Purawas.”
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the worlds.’ He created these worlds.” And also because of the rule,
“Ck2ater nAUabdam.”20
There are other ways of explaining “abhijñA”—as simply “skillful” or “clever,”
for example. But here, 3rcdhara understands the word “abhijña” as fulfilling
the same purpose in the first verse as “Ck2ater nAUabdam” does in the BrahmasEtra: it denies the possibility of an insentient creator. This is a distinctly
Vedantic concern, and to ascribe such intentionality to the BhAgavata PurAWa
is nothing short of regarding it as a self-consciously Vedantic text.21
Indeed, one can hardly avoid making connections with the Brahma-sEtra,
given the language of the first verse. Phrases such as “janmAdy asya yataS,”
“anvayAd itarataU ca,” “trisargo “m{2A,” and “satya| param,” have obvious
Vedantic connotations and provide a mine of possibilities for any commentator.22 It seems, however, that Jcva Gosvamc was the first to fully capitalize on
these interpretive opportunities in his ParamAtma-sandarbha and, to a lesser
degree, the Krama-sandarbha (his running commentary on the BhAgavata
PurAWa). Jcva draws a word-for-word correlation between the first verse and
the first five sEtras of the Brahma-sEtra, sparing no pains to substantiate his
theses with profuse quotations from the Upani1ads.
Let us now take a quick look at Jcva’s system of connections with the
Brahma-sEtra, in order to gain an overall understanding of the structure of
his commentary. In Table 4.1, the right-hand column lists words or phrases
from the first verse of the BhAgavata, while the left-hand column gives the
words from the Brahma-sEtras which are explained by them.
A similar table can be made for the theological concepts and debates that
Jcva finds embedded in the first verse (see Table 4.2).
As one would expect from a Vedantic commentator, Jcva supports his arguments mainly with quotations from the Upani1ads, which are in fact the
vedAnta, or conclusion of the Vedas. Here, we can also chart the Upani1adic
passages that Jcva correlates with the first verse (Table 4.3). Several of these
passages are the vi2aya-vAkyas (statements under consideration) for the
sEtras listed above.

20

tarhi ki\ pradhana\ jagat-karawatvad dhyeyam abhipreta\ netyaha. abhijño
yas tam. “sa ck1ata lokan nu s[ja iti. sa ima\l lokan as[jata” iti urutes. “cksater
nauabdam” iti nyayac ca.
(BhAvArtha-dCpikA 1.1.1)

21

Madhusedana Sarasvatc makes extensive use of the Brahma-sEtra in his commentary on the
first verse. He was probably a junior contemporary of Jcva, however, and so his influence on
him is unlikely.
It is, of course, not necessary that one makes connections with Vedanta, despite the ample
opportunity. See, for example, the Caitanya-mata-mañju2A, a commentary on the Bhagavata
by 3rcnatha Cakravartc, the guru of Kavikarwapera. Cakravartc reads the first verse solely in
terms of K[1wa’s qualities and activities, with no mention of any Vedantic issues.

22
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Table 4.1 Correlation between the first five sEtras of the Brahma-sEtra and the
first verse of the BhAgavata PurAWa
Brahma-sEtra

First verse of the BhAgavata

athAtaS
brahma
• Brahman’s svarEpa-lak2aWa
• Brahman’s taVastha-lak2aWa

satyam
param
• dhAmnA svena sadA
nirasta-kuhakam
• janmAdy asya yataS
dhCmahi
janmAdy asya yataS
anvayAd itarataU cArthe2u
tene brahma h{dA ya Adi-kavaye
anvayAd itarataU cArthe2u
muhyanti yat sErayaS
abhijñaS svarAV
abhijñaS svarAV

jijñAsA
janmAdy asya yataS
UAstra-yonitvAt
UAstrayonitvAt (3a]kara’s 2nd interpretation)
tat tu samanvayAt
tat tu samanvayAt (Madhva’s interpretation)
Cksater nAUabdam
Ck2ater nAUabdam (Madhva’s interpretation)

Table 4.2 Vedantic discussions from the first verse of the BhAgavata PurAWa
VedAntic discussions

First verse of the BhAgavata

Refutation of Advaita—theory
of superimposition (adhyAsa or Aropa)
and the falsity of the creation
Refutation of Advaita—doctrine
of one soul (eka-jCva-vAda) and the
doctrine of illusion (vivarta-vAda)
karma-jñAna-samuccaya, or the
necessity of proficiency in karma for
knowledge of Brahman
Brahman possesses essential Uaktis
• Bhagavan’s personal or internal
energy (svarEpa or antara}gA Uakti)
• the external or deluding energy
(bahira}gA or mAyA Uakti)
• the living entities (taVasthA or jCva Uakti)
Brahman’s Uaktis and qualities are non-material
tri-partition of the elements (triv{t-karaWa)

tejo-vAri-m{dA| yathA
vinimayo yatra trisargo
“m{2A and janmAdy asya
yataSdhCmahi

Brahman has a non-material form
Bhagavan is the highest human goal
( parama-pu2Artha)
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satyam
dhAmnA svena and svarAV
• dhAmnA svena

•

kuhakam

• dhCmahi
sadA nirasta-kuhakam
tejo-vAri-m{dA| yathA
vinimayaS
svarAV and janmAdy
asya yataS
dhCmahi
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Table 4.3 Correlation between various Upani1adic passages and the first verse of
the BhAgavata PurAWa
Upani2adic texts
(in order of appearance)

First verse of the BhAgavata

ChAndogya 8.1.6: tad yatheha karma-jito
lokaS k2Cyate . . . (on the temporariness
of the fruits of karma)
3vetAUvatara 5.9: sa cAnantyAya
kalpate (on the permanence
of knowledge of Brahman)
MuWRaka 3.1.3: nirañjanaS
parama| sAmyam upaiti
TaittirCya 2.1.2: satya| jñAnam
ananta| brahma
B{hadAraWyaka 3.9.28: vijñAnam
Ananda| brahma
TaittirCya 3.1.1: yato vA imAni
bhEtAni jAyante . . .
ChAndogya 6.3.4 and 6.4.1 (tripartition):
imAs tisro devatAs ekaikA bhavati . . .
B{hadAraWyaka 2.1.20: satyasya satyam iti . . .
ChAndogya 6.2.3: tat tejos{jata
MuWRaka 1.1.9: yaS sarvajñaS sarvavid . . .
B{hadAraWyaka 4.4.22: sarvasya vaUC
4vetAUvatara 6.8: na tasya kArya|
karaWa| ca . . .
4vetAUvatara 9.9: sa kAraWa| . . .
TaittirCya 2.1.2, 3.6.1, and 2.1.3; ChAndogya
6.2.1, 6.8.7, and 6.2.3; B{hadAra}yaka
1.4.10, and 1.4.1—all catophatic statements
describing Brahman in positive ways
ChAndogya 6.2.2 and TaittirCya
2.7.1—apophatic statements
ChAndogya 6.2.1–3: tad aik2ata
bahu syAm prajAyeya . . .
Aitareya 1.1.1–2: sa aik1ata . . .
B{hadAraWyaka 2.4.10: eva| vA aresya
mahato bhEtasya niUvasitam . . .
(The Vedas and other scriptures are the
breath of the Great Being)
4vetAUvatara 6.1.8: yo brahmAWa|
vidadhAti pErva| . . .
4vetAUvatara 3.19: sa vetti viUva|
nahi tasya vetti
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satyam
satyam
satyam
satyam and dhAmnA svena sadA
nirasta-kuhakam
dhAmnA svena sadA
nirasta-kuhakam
janmAdy asya yataS and trisargo
“m{2A
tejo-vAri-m{dA| yathA vinimayaS
trisargo “m{2A
janmAdy asya yataS
janmady asya yataS
janmAdy asya yataS
janmAdy asya yataS and svarAV
janmAdy asya yataS
anvayAt

itarataS (vyatirekAt)
abhijñaS
abhijñaS
tene brahma h{dA ya Adikavaye

tene brahma h{dA ya Adikavaye
muhyanti yat sErayaS
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Besides the Vedantic connections, another correlation that proves irresistible to commentators is with the GAyatrC mantra.23 The word “dhCmahi” at
the very end of the first verse is a clear indication to most writers that the
BhAgavata PurAWa intends to explicate the meaning of the GAyatrC. After
all, is not the proper classical form for the first person plural optative
“dhyAyema?” Furthermore, the PurAWa also ends with “dhCmahi,” signifying
that the entire text was expounding on the GayatrC.
As we saw above, the verses quoted by Madhva from the GaruRa PurAWa
include the GAyatrC as one of the texts elucidated by the BhAgavata. 3rcdhara
Svamc quotes verses from two other Purawas in this regard:
“DhCmahi”—by beginning with the GAyatrC, it is shown that this
Purawa consists of that Brahman-knowledge called GAyatrC. As it is
said in the Matsya PurAWa, during the discussion of donating a
Purawa, “That text which is based on the GAyatrC, which describes
all the details of dharma, and which has (the story of) the killing of
V[trasura is called the BhAgavata.”24 . . . And in another Purawa,
“That book which has eighteenth thousand verses and twelve books,
where the Brahman-knowledge of Hayagrcva and the killing of V[tra
are described, and which begins with the GAyatrC—the wise know it
as the BhAgavata.”25
3rcdhara also says that the line “tene brahma h{dA ya Adi-kavaye,” (“he
revealed the Veda to the first sage through the heart”) elucidates the meaning of the GAyatrC.26 The GAyatrC is a prayer asking the Lord to inspire the
intelligence, and the first being to be thus inspired was Brahma. Since he
received the four-verse BhAgavata at the beginning of creation, the BhAgavata
can be considered a form of the GAyatrC.

23
24

25

The GAyatrC mantra is hymn 3.62.10 of the Mg Veda.
The phrase “yatrAdhik{tya gAyatrCm” is also found in the Agni PuraWa (272.6), to which Jcva
credits the verse when he quotes it in the ParamAtma-sandarbha (105).
dhcmahcti gayatrya prarambhewa ca gayatry-akhya-brahma-vidya-repam etat
purawam iti daruitam. yathokta\ matsya-purawe purawa-dana-prastave
‘yatradhik[tya gayatrc\ varwyate dharma-vistaras. v[trasura-vadhopeta\ tad
bhagavatam i1yate. . . . purawantare ca ‘grantho1vadaua-sahasro dvadaua-skandhasa\mitas. hayagrcva-brahma-vidya yatra v[tra-vadhas tatha. gayatrya ca
samarambhas tad vai bhagavata\ vidus.
(BhavArtha-dCpikA 1.1.1)
Jcva reads “vadhotsiktam” (drenched with the killing of V[tra) in place of “vadhopetam.”

26

tat tu h[da manasaiva tene vist[tavan. anena buddhi-v[tti-pravartakatvena gayatryartho daruitas.
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Jcva Gosvamc follows 3rcdhara closely in this discussion, repeating all
of his quotations from other Purawas. In particular, Jcva seizes the phrase
“yatrAdhik{tya gAyatrCm” (“that text which is based on the GAyatrC”), and
attempts to show that both the GAyatrC and the BhAgavata have Bhagavan
as their primary subject matter. The GAyatrC is the root-text, he argues, from
which the BhAgavata arises and upon which it comments. Jcva explains the
meaning of the GAyatrC twice in the BhAgavata-sandarbha, first in the Tattvasandarbha, and then in our passage at the end of the ParamAtma-sandarbha.
In both places, he quotes a series of verses from the Agni PurAWa that explains
the GAyatrC word-by-word. Only in the ParamAtma-sandarbha, however, does
he make an explicit correlation with the first verse of the BhAgavata. We can
present his scheme as shown in Table 4.4.27
Finally, at the very end of his explanation of the first verse, Jcva connects
the verse with all four chapters of the Brahma-sEtra (Table 4.5) and the ten
topics addressed by a major Purawa (Table 4.6).28
The point of these far-reaching correlations is not so much that the first
verse explains them in full, but that the “seeds” or hints of them are present
here. Jcva does not spend much time justifying these correlations; by this
point he expects the reader to be able to see his reasoning and ponder its full
implications.

Table 4.4 Correlation between the GAyatrC mantra and the first verse of the
BhAgavata PurAWa
GAyatrC

First verse of the BhAgavata

o|
bhEr bhuvaS svaS tat
savit{
vareWyam bhargaS
dhCmahi
dhiyo yo naS pracodayAt

janmAdy asya yataS
yatra trisargo “m{2A
svarAV
param
dhCmahi
tene brahma h{dA yaS

27

28

Radhamohana Tarkavacaspati, a Gaurcya commentator from the eighteenth century,
gives a different schema in his commentary on the first verse. The correlations are as
follows: savituS—janmAdy asya yataS; vareWyam—param; bhargaS—satyam; devasya—svarAV;
dhCmahi—dhCmahi; and dhiyo yo naS pracodayAt—tene brahma h{dA ya Adi-kavaye (Joshi
1964: 387).
These are listed in the second book of the BhAgavata PurAWa For a discussion of the ten
topics or characteristics (in contrast to the five usually described), see the notes to my
translation of the relevant section in Jcva Gosvamc’s CatuSsEtrC PCkA. For a thorough study
of the five characteristics as they are found in the major Purawas, see Das PurAWa Pañcalak2aWa
by Willibald Kirfel (1927).
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Table 4.5 Correlation between the chapters of the Brahma-sEtra and the first verse
of the BhAgavata PurAWa
Chapters of the Brahma-sEtra

First Verse of the BhAgavata

SamanvayAdhyAya
AvirodhAdhyAya
SAdhanAdhyAya
PhalAdhyAya

anvayAd itarataU ca
muhyanti yat sErayaS
dhCmahi
satya| param

Table 4.6 Characteristics of a Purawa embedded in the first verse of the BhAgavata
PurAWa
Ten characteristics of a PurAWa

First verse of the BhAgavata

creation, secondary creation,
maintenance, and destruction
(sarga, visarga, sthAna, and nirodha).
The reigns of the Manus (manvantara)
and the activities of the Lord
(CsAnukathA) are included in maintenance
nourishment (po2aWa)
impetus (Eti)
liberation (mukti)

janmAdy asya yataS

shelter (AUraya)

tene brahma h{dA ya Adi-kavaye
muhyanti yat sErayaS
dhAmnA svena sadA
nirasta-kuhakam
satya| param

Conclusion
As we can see from the preceding pages, Jcva Gosvamc takes great delight in
drawing a world of meaning from a single verse, and then arranging those
meanings into a systematic theology of Caitanya Vai1wavism. Such delight
and fearless exegesis arise from a deep conviction in the inherent value and
profundity of his text, the BhAgavata PurAWa. Indeed, such conviction is the
defining characteristic of a religious reader and commentator. Paul Griffiths
describes this well in Religious Reading:
The first and most basic element in these relations [between religious
readers and their works] is that the work read is understood as a
stable and vastly rich resource, one that yields meaning, suggestions
(or imperatives) for action, matter for aesthetic wonder, and much
else. It is a treasure house, an ocean, a mine: the deeper religious
readers dig, the more ardently they fish, the more single-mindedly
they seek gold, the greater will be their reward . . . There can,
according to these metaphors, be no final act of reading in which
everything is uncovered, in which the mine of gold has yielded all
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its treasure or the fish pool has been emptied of fish. Reading, for
religious readers, ends only with death, and perhaps not then: it is a
continuous, ever-repeated act.
(1999: 41)
For religious readers, the variety and depth of meaning in a sacred text are
limited only by the limitations of the human intellect. Thus, we find 3rcdhara
Svamc reflecting before beginning his commentary on the BhAgavata PurAWa:
“Where am I, so slow-witted? And where is this task of churning the ocean
of milk? Indeed, what will an atom do where even Mount Mandara sinks?”29
Nevertheless, 3rcdhara dives into the ocean, confident that the Lord will
support his endeavor, even as he supported the Mandara Mountain.
Just as it is the nature of religious readers to continuously draw fresh
insights from what they read, so it is the job of the commentator to make
this possible. The act of commentary is one kind of religious reading, wherein
the commentator aids other readers in extending and deepening their
involvement with the text. We may recall Jonathan Z. Smith’s oft-quoted
statement: “Where there is a canon we can predict the necessary occurrence
of a hermeneute, of an interpreter whose task it is to continually extend the
domain of the closed canon over everything that is known or everything
that is” (1978: 23). We have already seen this at work in our situation. The
BhAgavata PurAWa is the most important member of the Caitanya Vai1wava
canon, and the first verse is one of its essentials components. Thus, we find
that Jcva Gosvamc, the chief interpreter of his tradition, extends the domain
of the first verse over the entire range of sacred Sanskrit literature—the
Brahma-sEtra, Upani1ads, GAyatrC, Purawas, MahAbhArata and, ultimately,
the Vedas. Each word of the first verse becomes the repository for a whole
body of texts, concepts, discussions, and debates. Indeed, the conviction
that one’s canon is “comprehensive and all-encompassing, that it contains
all significant learning and truth,” is, according to John Henderson, “the
most universal and widely expressed commentarial assumption regarding
the character of almost any canon” (1991: 89).30

29

30

kvaha\ manda-matis kveda\ manthana\ kscra-vari-dhes
ki\ tatra paramawur vai yatra majjati mandaras
(BhAvArtha-dCpikA 1.1.1)
3rcdhara is referring to the churning of the ocean of milk carried out cooperatively by the
gods and demons for the purpose of extracting the elixir of immortality. The Mandara
Mountain was to serve as a churning rod, but it kept sinking into the ocean’s unfathomable
depths. Vi1wu then descended as the tortoise (Kerma) and held up the mountain on his back.
Henderson identifies two other widely held commentarial assumptions regarding the character
of canons, namely, that they are well ordered and coherent (1991: 106), and they are selfconsistent (ibid.: 115). Both of these are, of course, extremely important assumptions, or
rather theses requiring demonstration, for Vedantic commentators.
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Furthermore, this “vision of cosmic comprehensiveness, or of totality and
wholeness,” says Henderson,
[is not] simply an illusion that strikes only the eye of the committed or
faithful beholder or the confirmed exegete. For, as a general rule, the
works that are selected for canonization in various traditions do have
a wide scope and, in some cases, an almost encyclopedic character.
(ibid.: 89–90)
The Brahma-sEtras, for example, in their terse and obscure style, cover—or
at least make room to discuss—the entire range of Upani1adic teachings, a
wide variety of Vedantic doctrines, and numerous opposing viewpoints. In the
same vein, the first verse of the BhAgavata covers as much ground as is possible for a single verse. The meter is the nineteen-syllabled UArdEla-vik{CRitam,
the individual phrases in each line are terse and difficult like sEtras, and the
overall meaning ranges from creation to revelation to meditation.
Still, what is interesting in the case of commentaries on both the BrahmasEtra and the first verse of the BhAgavata, and what Henderson fails to note,
is the attempt to find comprehensiveness and all-inclusiveness in as small a
space as possible. The desire to boil everything down to its most concentrated form, to distill the very essence, is a typically Indian commentarial
drive. Thus, we find innumerable “four-verse” groups that are purported to
contain and convey the meaning of the entire text: the four-verse BhAgavata,
the four-verse Bhagavad-gCtA, the four-sEtra Brahma-sEtra, and so on. Furthermore, as a general principle of exegesis, it is often said that one should
be able to find the meaning of the entire work in its first verse.31 Jcva Gosvamc
follows this principle in correlating the ten characteristics of the BhAgavata
PurAWa with its first verse. Similarly, he finds all four chapters of the BrahmasEtra present in the first verse, even though he has already used it to comment upon the first five sEtras.
This attempt to correlate the large and small, the macro and the micro, is
not so much about explaining the text as it is about showing its universal
applicability. As we noted above, Jcva offers very little explanation of his
choice of connections with the GAyatrC, the ten topics of a Purawa, or the
chapters of the Brahma-sEtra. He is happy simply to note that all of these
are somehow latent in the BhAgavata’s first verse. Nor do these connections
further elucidate the meaning of the verse itself; that was done exhaustively
earlier in the passage, when Jcva commented upon the five sEtras. The purpose of their presence, rather, is to show that the BhAgavata is applicable
31

For example, Govindaraja, in his commentary on the Valmcki RAmAyaWa, elicits the entire
story of the RAmAyaWa from Valmcki’s curse on the hunter who killed one of a pair of cranes.
This curse took the form of a single verse in anu2Vubh meter, and provided Valmcki with the
poetical inspiration to compose the RAmAyaWa in the same meter.
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beyond the range of its immediate meaning, to all areas of scriptural learning. Indeed, Griffiths identifies application as one of the most common
purposes of commentary, wherein the commentator is interested “to offer
suggestions or recommendations as to how the work commented upon might
be used, applied, or deployed” (1999: 90).32
Even here, however, things are not as simple as they seem. By the time
one reaches the end of section 105 in the ParamAtma-sandarbha, one wonders what is being applied to what—whether the BhAgavata’s first verse is
commenting upon the Brahma-sEtras, Upani1ads, and GAyatrC, or the other
way around. Although we know from Caitanyite theology that the BhAgavata
PurAWa is considered a commentary on the Brahma-sEtra, we also know that
the entire section 105, including Jcva’s CatuSsEtrC PCkA, is meant to explain
the meaning of the BhAgavata (using the six indicators). So is the BhAgavata
elucidating the meaning of the Brahma-sEtra, or is the Brahma-sEtra explaining the BhAgavata? Which is the commentary, and which is the root
text (mEla)?
Indeed, at this point in the history of Sanskrit literature, the answer is not
so clear. Beyond the BhAgavata, the RAmAyaWa, MahAbhArata, and Purawas
in general have been regarded as clarifying, expanding, and supporting the
meaning of the earlier literature—Vedas, Upani1ads, and Vedanta. Indeed,
the sm{ti literature sees itself in that role.33 We saw the phrase “vedArthaparib{|hita|,” “reinforced by (or furnished with) the meaning of the Veda,”
in the verses from the GaruRa PurAWa cited by Madhva. There is also the
traditional half-verse found in the MahAbhArata: “itihAsa-purAWAbhyA|
veda| samupab{|hayet,” “One should reinforce the Veda with the Purawa
and Itihasa [RAmAyaWa and MahAbhArata].” Govindaraja, a 3rcvai1wava
commentator on the Valmcki RAmAyaWa, states at the beginning of his
commentary,
This work reinforces the Veda (vedopab{|haWa-rEpaS) and reinforces
the meaning of the Vedanta (vedAntArtham upab{|hayati), for there
is the statement, “As a general rule, the Dharma-uastra relates the
meaning of the previous part (i.e., the Perva-mcma\sa), and the
Itihasa and Purawa reveal the meaning of the Vedanta.”34
32

33

34

However, Griffiths describes application only in terms of exhortation or recommendation—
applying the text to human activity. He does not account for instances such as ours, where
the text is applied to areas of learning rather than activity.
The term “sm{ti” (“remembered”) refers to the corpus of sacred literature other than the
Vedas and Upani1ads, which are known collectively as Uruti (“heard”).
aya\ ca prabandho vedopab[\hawa-repo vedantartham upab[\hayati. “prayewa
perva-bhagartho dharma-uastrewa kathyate. itihasa-purawabhya\ vedantarthas
prakauyate” iti vacanat.
(BhE2aWa commentary on RAmAyaWa 1.5.1, p. 84)
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By the late medieval period, however, the balance of power in the Uruti–
sm{ti relationship had begun to shift, so that the Purawas were now “reinforcing” or “supporting” the Vedas in the sense of holding them up or
bearing their weight. Christopher Minkowski, in his study of Nclakawvha’s
works, has called this phenomenon “an inversion of the principle of
up-ab[\hawa” (2002b: 18). Nclakawvha, the seventeenth-century author of
the famous BhArata-bhAva-dCpa commentary on the MahAbhArata, wrote
several works in the genre called Mantra-rahasya-prakAUa, in which he attempted to show how the storyline of a particular Purawa could be found in
the verses of the Mgveda. Examples include the Mantra-kAUi-khaWda (eliciting the Skanda PurAWa’s glorification of Kauc from the Mgveda), the MantrabhAgavata (eliciting the story of K[1wa from the Mgveda), and the
Mantra-rAmAyaWa. Although at first glance it seems as though Nclakawvha is
simply strengthening the authority of Purawic narratives by grounding them
in the Veda, in reality, Minkowski argues, the exact opposite is taking place.35
The reversal is especially true in the case of the BhAgavata PurAWa:
We have come far afield from using a Purawic story to explain an
elliptical mgvedic one. It rather appears to be the reverse—the
mgvedic verse explains a Purawic story . . . Purawic episode y becomes
the foundation for Vedic verse x, its bolster and the justification for
its reading. This is not amplification of the Vedas, but support
of them in a different sense. In the historically changed context,
it is the Bhagavata Purawa, which had grown so influential in
Nclakawvha’s era, that can bolster the Vedas, and not the other way
around.
(ibid.: 18–19)
In fact, the BhAgavata had achieved precedence much before Nclakawvha’s
time, owing to the influence of Caitanya’s and Vallabha’s movements.
Indeed, Jcva Gosvamc is a pace-setter and early protagonist of this Uruti–
sm{ti reversal process. By establishing the BhAgavata PurAWa as the scripture
par excellence in the Tattva-sandarbha, and using the PurAWa as the sole
basis of his entire system, Jcva effectively subordinates all scriptural knowledge to the BhAgavata. Thus, by the time we reach the end of the ParamAtmasandarbha we are in the interesting situation mentioned above: the
Brahma-sEtra is being used to explain the first verse of the BhAgavata, which

35

Minkowski reaches this conclusion after a careful analysis of Nclakawvha’s commentary on
the Hariva|Ua and his various Mantra-rahasya texts. For details, see “Nclakawvha’s Vedic
Readings in the Hariva\ua Commentary” (2002b) and “Nclakawvha Caturdhara and the
Genre of Mantrarahasyaprakauika” (1999). I am grateful to Minkowski for providing me
access to these as yet unpublished articles.
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is itself meant to be a commentary on the Brahma-sEtra. Or, to put it
another way, we have a BhAgavata-based commentary on the Brahma-sEtra
in the middle of a passage that is meant to be explaining the BhAgavata.
This close dialogue between the Vedantic and Purawic traditions is one
of the outstanding achievements of Jcva Gosvamc. As Minkowski writes in
regard to the Mantra-rahasya texts, “Nclakawvha’s innovation lies not in
newness of technique or of knowledge, but in the way existing techniques
and knowledges are taken together, across what we would today call ‘disciplinary boundaries,’ in the service of a new purpose” (1999: 25). Much the
same can be said of Jcva Gosvamc and his BhAgavata-sandarbha. As a theologian writing even earlier than Nclakawvha, Jcva was situated on the cusp
between a solid and time-tested heritage of Sanskrit Vedantic exegesis and a
fresh yet powerful tide of devotion to K[1wa, much of which was being
expressed in vernacular languages. With training in, and commitments to,
both traditions, Jcva was able to tie them together by employing yet a third
stream of theological writing—the Purawic commentarial tradition, or more
specifically, commentary on the BhAgavata PurAWa. In the process, Jcva was
able to bring into dialogue such diverse thinkers as Ramanuja, Madhva,
3a]kara, and 3rcdhara, and still produce a distinctly Caitanya Vai1wava
system of theology.
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5
HISTORY OF TH E
WRI TTEN TEXT
The manuscript tradition
The passage selected here for editing comprises the final one-seventh of the
ParamAtma-sandarbha. This section of the text has no independent manuscript tradition apart from the ParamAtma-sandarbha, or for that matter,
from the OaV-sandarbha as a whole, nor has it ever been published on its
own. It does, however, form a cohesive and potentially self-standing section
within the ParamAtma-sandarbha. The scope of the passage is delimited by
Jcva Gosvamc’s application of the six indicators of meaning (tAtparya-li}ga)
to the BhAgavata PurAWa in order to determine its ultimate import. Thus, the
passage begins with the opening verse of the BhAgavata and ends with the
verse Jcva has selected as the argument (upapatti). Beyond the explanation
of the sixth indicator, there is only one sentence which concludes the entire
Sandarbha: “pratyavasthApitam vadantCty Adi padyam,” “The verse beginning
with ‘vadanti’ has been firmly established.”
Manuscripts of Caitanya Vai1wava texts are found in highest concentration in three geographical regions: West Bengal, Vraja (the region around
V[ndavana), and Eastern Rajasthan (Figure 5).1 All three locations have
been centers of influence for the movement—the first two during Caitanya’s
lifetime and the third during the rule of the Kacchwaha Rajput kings in the
eighteenth century.2 The oldest manuscripts of the Gosvamcs’ works are
1

2

Purc, Orissa, would also likely be a high-density area for Caitanya Vai1wava manuscripts,
given Caitanya’s continuous residence there during the last eighteen years of his life, and the
royal patronage bestowed by the Gajapati king, Prataparudra. Very little fieldwork has been
done in that region, however, and I do not have access to any catalogues of manuscripts from
Purc temples. During Jcva’s lifetime, the Gosvamcs’ works were sent first to the devotees in
Bengal, care of 3rcnivasa fcarya, from where they found their way to the rest of the Caitanya
Vai1wava world.
During Aurangzeb’s rampages through the Vraja region in the late seventeenth centuries,
many of the images of K[1wa being worshiped there were moved to Rajasthan for refuge.
With the Deities came their priests, providers and scholars. Most of the Kacchwaha kings
had Vai1wava tendencies, and Maharaja Jaisingh, in particular, established the image of
Govindadeva as the presiding Deity of Jaipur and bestowed royal patronage upon
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Figure 5 The temple of Radha-Damodara in Jaipur, Rajasthan, which houses the
original image of K[1wa worshiped by Jcva Gosvamc.
Source: Photograph by Shyamal Krishna

generally found in V[ndavana, due, in large part, to the preservation efforts of
temple libraries. Many of these are housed today in the Vrindaban Research
Institute (VRI). According to Dr. Tarapada Mukherjee, who catalogued
many of the Institute’s manuscripts, the bulk of significant manuscripts
Govindadeva’s Caitanyite priests. For an account of the royal involvement with the worship
of Govindadeva, see Burton, “Temples, Texts and Taxes” (2000); Case, Govindadeva: A
Dialogue in Stone (1996); and Horstmann, In Favour of GovinddevjC (1999).
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came from the collection of the Radha-Damodara temple. This was Jcva’s
personal library, and it may have housed the collections of the other Gosvamis
as well. Jan Brzezinski writes:
Repa stayed at Radha Damodara in his last days. His bhajan kutir
[place of worship] was there. One would naturally expect that he
should give his collection of manuscripts to his successor, Jcva. From
several dalils (testimonials) of the period, it is clear that the official
library (pustak Vhaur) of the school was there.
(1991: 473)
There is evidence that Raghunatha Dasa Gosvami, a resident of Radha
Kuwra, also bequeathed his library to Jcva.3
The oldest known Sandarbha manuscript—a copy of the Bhagavatsandarbha dated to sa|vat 1746 (1689 ), eighty years after Jcva’s lifetime—
is housed in the Vrindaban Research Institute. Many of the VRI manuscripts
however, date only from the 1800s, when there was a mass recopying of
texts in the Radha-Damodara library in an effort to preserve them from
decay.
By far the best-preserved Sandarbha manuscripts are found in Rajasthan,
due in large part to the arid desert climate and the preservation efforts of
the government-run Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute. Unsurprisingly,
most of these texts are dated to the eighteenth century, when the Caitanya
movement exerted most influence in the region.4 Bengali manuscripts of the
Sandarbhas, or more specifically, manuscripts found in Kolkata, are less
carefully preserved (often due to neglect or unfavorable climate conditions).
They are found in both Devanagari and Bengali scripts, with the Bengali
ones usually of more recent provenance.5
The BhAgavata-sandarbha manuscript tradition is relatively stable; large
omissions or variations are not common.6 In his edition of the Sandarbhas,

3

4

5

6

The information given here on the provenance of the VRI manuscripts comes from personal
correspondence with Dr. Jan Brzezinski, a student of the late Tarapada Mukherjee.
One of my Jodhpur manuscripts (J1 ) is dated sa|vat 1820 (1763 ), which would place it
near the end of Maharaja Jaisingh’s reign. The colophon says that it was written in the
temple of 3rc Vijaigopalajc in Jaipur by Vyasa Harilala. “Vijayagopala” was the name given
to Govindadeva after the Caitanya Vai1wavas’ victory in the debate with the Ramanandcs at
Jaisingh’s court (Wright and Wright 1993).
This assessment is based on my own visits to various manuscript collections in Rajasthan and
Kolkata. Although my research was focused primarily on manuscripts of the Sandarbhas,
I believe my observations could be applied to the larger body of Caitanya Vai1wava texts.
The exception to this is the K{2Wa-sandarbha. Chinmayi Chatterjee’s Jadavpur University
Press edition notes that the text “is full of doubts and discrepancies. Manuscripts are not
always complete. Difference of readings is major in certain cases” (ii). Brzezinski concurs,
and suggests that Jcva Gosvamc himself may have revised the work (1990: 26).
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Purcdasa Mahauaya identifies twenty-five locations in the BhAgavatasandarbha and twelve in the ParamAtma-sandarbha where manuscripts differ
in a significant way, that is, by variant readings or omissions of more than
two lines of Jcva’s own words (and not simply substantiating quotations).
In the passage I have selected for editing, Purcdasa does not identify any
significant differences, although my own work has uncovered a couple of
such locations.
The relatively recent composition of the Sandarbhas and their exclusive
use within sectarian circles are probably reasons for the texts’ stability in the
manuscript tradition. “[W]ithin limited geographical regions, and language
groups with their own script, textual transmission tends ( . . . this is a tendency
and not a necessity) to be comparatively protected from serious contamination” (Vasudeva 2000: xix). Although in our case, the main scripts in use
were Devanagari and Bengali, both widely employed in North India, the area
of distribution was contained within the geographical limits of the Caitanya
movement. The most frequent type of meaningful variation involves the
inclusion or omission of quotations that Jcva uses to substantiate his line of
argument. The Asiatic Society manuscript (K1), stands out in this regard,
often omitting or paraphrasing Upani1adic quotations. While K1 is closely
related to the first Jodhpur manuscript (J1), it is nevertheless unique in its
tendency to avoid “extra” proof texts.
As the critical apparatus shows, the available witnesses naturally fall
into two groups—the Alwar (A1), V[ndavana (V1), and second Jodhpur (J2)
manuscript in one group, and the Asiatic Society (K1) and first Jodhpur
(J1) manuscripts in another. The Dhaka manuscript (D) seems to alternate
between the two sets of readings. A1 is in fact directly copied from V1; it shares
all of V1’s errors, and adds many of its own, often resulting from an obvious
misreading of V1. The lines of V1 are wavy, leading the scribe of A1 to return
to the beginning of a line he has already copied. In every instance of this, the
beginning of the repetition in A1 matches the start of a line in V1. In other
places, A1 inserts V1’s marginalia corrections in the wrong place, leading to
meaningless phrases. Example: The word hetutA on the first line of folio 35
of V1 has the correction “ha 2” directly above it, indicating that the letter
“ha” should be inserted at the appropriate place on line two. A1 misses the
“2” and instead inserts “ha” in the first line, giving the impossible reading
“hetuhata.” A1 shows no evidence of having had access to any other witness.
I have collated A1 for half of the passage, which should be sufficient to
demonstrate its redundancy.
There are basically three types of readings: (1) superior readings; (2) competing readings that are equally plausible; and (3) obvious scribal errors.
The differences between the two groups (J1K1 and V1J2) are mostly of the
second type, and are abundant in number. This is not sufficient in itself,
however, to establish a common ancestor for each pair of manuscripts, since
horizontal transmission can lead to variants being imported from a foreign
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line of transmission. That is, in addition to his primary witness, a scribe may
have access to another manuscript from a different line of descent. When
he considers the second manuscript’s readings better, he may import those
readings into his own text, thus “contaminating” the first manuscript’s
tradition. In this case, transmission occurs horizontally, across the family
tree, rather than simply down it. Thus, a pair of manuscripts may share
resemblances not because they have the same archetype, but because one of
them has imported readings from the other’s line.
A scribe will only import those readings, however, which he believes to be
superior to the ones he already has. Therefore, shared variants of the third
type, namely, obvious scribal errors, provide the surest evidence of a shared
archetype. A scribe would not import such errors from a foreign line,
nor would he create them by his own volition. Each of our pairs also shares
such scribal errors: for example, “sarepa” (J1K1) for “svarepa” (V1J2),
“vidhanacarawau” (J1K1) for “vidhanacawau” (V1J2), and “sarvau” (V1J2) for
“uarvau” (J1K1). Still, every witness also has unique errors not possessed by
the others, ensuring that none is a direct copy of another.
The Dhaka manuscript is a recent witness, probably from the late nineteenth or early twentieth century, and has likely suffered from contamination. It generally selects the best possible reading, fluctuating between the
two groups in the process. It shows a slight nearness toward K1, as one
would expect from geographical proximity. Based on this information, we
can produce the following tentative stemma (Figure 6).7
Another source of variant readings is Purcdasa’s printed edition of the
OaV-sandarbha, published in Gaurabda 464 (1950 ). For the ParamAtmasandarbha, Purcdasa utilizes seven manuscripts and three printed editions
in selecting his readings. Of his manuscripts, only the one from Dhaka
(P]a or D) is available to me. I know of the existence and location of two
Ω
α
J1

β
K1 V1

J2

A1
D

Figure 6 Pragmatic stemma.

7

My stemma here has turned out to be bipartite. For a discussion of the problem of the unnatural
prevalence of stemmatic bipartism, see Vasudeva (2000: xxvi).
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others (Pka and Pca), but have as yet been unable to access them. The rest
are untraceable.8
Purcdasa’s work is by far the most useful printed text of the Sandarbhas,
as it is based upon a broad range of sources from both V[ndavana and
Bengal. Although his readings are quite dependable, they are selected for
comprehensiveness and comprehensibility. Thus, if a passage is not found
in some manuscripts, his tendency is to still accept the reading, as long as the
passage complements or “fills out” the argument of the text. If my own range
of manuscript sources is any indication of the tradition in general, then
it seems that Purcdasa fails to note quite a few omissions in his sources, at
least in regard to missing quotations from scriptural texts. Furthermore,
based on my work with the Dhaka manuscript, it appears that Purcdasa
does not list all meaningful variants in his apparatus, but only those which
are significantly different in meaning and which he considers to be as plausible as his own reading.
This makes it impossible to determine relationships between his manuscripts sources. Since we cannot assume that all of Purcdasa’s manuscripts
agree with his reading (even when no differences are listed in his apparatus),
I have not included his manuscripts in my positive apparatus, nor have I
given them any weight in selecting readings. I have, however, for the sake of
completeness, included all the variants provided by Purcdasa in my apparatus.
Supporting evidence for the stemma provided above can be gleaned by
examining the manuscript tradition of the other Sandarbhas. Manuscripts
of the six Sandarbhas are almost always found together, as a set copied by
the same scribe. Thus, it is likely that similar relationships would hold for
the other Sandarbhas as they do for the ParamAtma-sandarbha. In order to
test this conjecture, I made a spot comparison of Bhagavat-sandarbha manuscripts, of which I had six at my disposal: two from V[ndavana, two from
Jodhpur, one from Alwar, and one from Kolkata. As mentioned above,
Purcdasa notes twenty-five locations where there are significant additions,
omissions, or alternate readings found in his sources. I visited these locations in each of my manuscripts of Bhagavat-sandarbha and found a pattern
largely in agreement with the Paramatma-sandarbha tradition. The Alwar
manuscript always follows one of the V[ndavana manuscripts, which in turn
usually agrees with the other V[ndavana manuscript and one of the Jodhpur
manuscripts. The second Jodhpur manuscript agrees often with Kolkata
(although this correspondence was weaker than the others).
Purcdasa’s own register of variants supports a similar split. He uses three
manuscripts from West Bengal, two from Puri, two from V[ndavana, and
one from Dhaka. In almost all cases, the Bengali manuscripts agree on their

8

Purcdasa’s Purc manuscript (Pgha ) has been moved from the Ga]gamata Mavha and its present
location is unknown.
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reading. In all cases but two, the V[ndavana manuscript of Vanamalclala
Gosvamc disagrees with the Bengali sources, but Purcdasa’s second V[ndavana
manuscript (of V[ndavanacarawa Dasa) almost always agrees with them.
The following is a description of the ParamAtma-sandarbha manuscripts
I have used in producing the edited text of Jcva Gosvamc’s CatuSsEtrC
PCkA:
A1: This manuscript is held in the Alwar branch of the Rajasthan Oriental
Research Institute (R.O.R.I.), catalogued as ms. number 1799 in vol. XXI
of the Catalogue of Sanskrit and Prakrit Manuscripts (Alwar Collection).
It was originally listed as ms. number 834 in the Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Library of His Highness the MahArAja of Ulwar,
by Peter Peterson, M.A., D.Sc., Professor of Sanskrit in the Elphinstone
College, published in Bombay, 1892, at the “Times of India” Steam
Press. The manuscript is written in clear, evenly spaced Devanagarc on
paper measuring 20 × 38 cm., with 43 folios, and approximately 13 lines
of text per side. Scribal errors abound and there are no marginalia. The
first twenty folios are missing. My chosen passage begins on folio 35.
The colophon states, “And may 3rc Radha-K[1wa be pleased by this.
The number of ulokas: 1758. May there be auspiciousness. Completed
in Margaucr1a(?) 12, Tuesday, sa\vat 1913 [1856].”
D: The manuscript is part of the University of Dhaka Sanskrit manuscript
collection, catalogued as ms. number 2396-C. It is written in modern
Bengali script on paper measuring 30 × 11 cm., with 59 folios and
approximately 14 lines per side. The text is carefully written with few
scribal errors or marginalia. AnusvAra is not used in place of every
nasal, and sandhi is not applied before “iti.” The avagraha is used. The
manuscript begins “urc-k[1wa-cainya-devo jayati.” The selected passage
begins on folio 49. The colophon provides no information regarding
date or location of composition. D is identical to Puridasa’s fifth source
(P]a below).
J1: This manuscript is held at the Jodhpur branch of the R.O.R.I., catalogued as ms. number 7068 in vol. II-B of the Catalogue of Sanskrit and
Prakrit Manuscripts (Jodhpur Collection). It is written in Devanagarc
on paper measuring 30.5 × 12.5 cm., with 27 folios and approximately
19 lines per side. The text is copied carefully. There is little marginalia
and no punctuation, although the scribe leaves extra space and refrains
from applying sandhi at places where there might be a daWRa. The
manuscript opens with “urc-radha-ballabho jayati | atha paramatmasandarbhas 3 ||”. The selected passage begins on folio 23. The colophon
states, “May 3rc Radha-K[1wa be pleased with this labor. It was written
for the sake of my own study by Vyasa Harilala, a resident of Jenc
and a resident of 3rc V[ndavana in mind. Completed on sa\vat 1820
[1763 ], Phalguna, k[1wa-pak1a 8, Friday in Jainagara (Jaipur), in the
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temple of 3rc Vijai Gopala.9 3rc Radha-ballabha is victorious. After this,
there will be 3rc-k[1wa-sandarbha.”
J2: This Jodhpur manuscript is held at the Jodhpur branch of the R.O.R.I.,
catalogued as ms. number 9993 in vol. II-B of the Catalogue of Sanskrit
and Prakrit Manuscripts (Jodhpur Collection). It is written in rounded
Devanagarc script on paper measuring 28.5 × 12 cms, with 66 folios and
approximately 11 lines per side. Marginalia consist mostly of minor
corrections to the text. The selected passage begins on folio 55. The
colophon provides no information about the date or location of writing,
although the catalogue tells us that it dates from the nineteenth century.
K1: This manuscript is held at the Asiatic Society in Kolkata, W. Bengal,
catalogued as ms. number 679 (III) in The Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Collections of the Asiatic Society (Government Collection).
It is written in Devanagarc on paper measuring 14 × 31 cm., with 74
folios and approximately 10 lines per side. There is a significant amount
of marginalia, all of which is written in thin, modern Bengali script. The
manuscript opens with “namo gaweuaya. namas urc-k[1waya.” The selected
passage begins on folio 63. The last two folios are written in a different
hand, marked by the absence of daWRas and avagrahas (which are use in
the rest of the manuscript). The colophon provides no information about
the date or location of writing, although the 3rc-k[1wa-sandarbha (number
679 IV) is dated sa\vat 1929 (1872 ). K1 may be older than this,
however, since the six Sandarbhas in the Asiatic Society collection do
not seem to form a homogenous set. Both the Bhagavat-sandarbha and
K{2Wa-sandarbha undergo a change of hand and paper-type in the middle of the text. The Bhagavat-sandarbha was copied (in Devanagarc) by
a Vai1wava-seva Dasa of V[ndavana, while the Bhakti-sandarbha is written in Bengali script. All six are badly eaten by worms, and some folios
have been covered in plastic to prevent further damage. This plastic has
turned yellow and hazy, however, obscuring the text in many places.
V1: This V[ndavana manuscript is held at the Vrindaban Research Institute,
catalogued as ms. number 753 in the Catalogue of Manuscripts Microfilmed. It is also held at the Indian Institute Library, Oxford, as part of
the Vai1wava Literature Microfilm Collection of the Adyar Library, the
Institute for Vai1wava Studies, and the American University, listed in
the collection’s catalogue as “Bhagavata Sandarbha III—Paramatma
Sandarbha.” According to the fact sheet placed at the beginning of the
microfilm, the manuscript is from the Sumra Kuñja library of Hari
3a]kara dasa in V[ndavana. V1 is written in Devanagari script on paper
measuring 35 × 18 cm., with 39 folios and approximately 15 lines per
side. The marginalia often provide helpful glosses and specify referents

9

This last phrase is in Hindi: urc-vijai-gopalajc ke mandira-vi1a.
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of pronouns. The manuscript begins “urc-radha-k[1wabhya\ namas.” The
selected passage begins on folio 32. The colophon simply says, “May 3rc
Radha-K[1wa be pleased with this. The number of verses: 1758.”
Ped: This edition of the BhAgavata Sandarbha was edited by Akiñcana 3rcmat
Purcdasa Mahauaya, published by 3rc Haridasa 3arma, a resident of
V[ndavana, and printed in Calcutta by I1valyant Printers. The first four
Sandarbhas are bound together in one volume, and the last three in
another. All the title pages are stamped “vikreya nahc\ hai,” “not to be
sold.” The text is given in Bengali script, with BhAgavata verses in a
slightly larger font. No translation is provided. All verse quotations are
numbered consecutively. The central verse of each anuccheda is identified
by the anuccheda number written before it. Sources of quotations, along
with verse numbers in most cases, are provided before the quotations,
within the text itself. There is a register of footnotes supplying variant
readings. Purcdasa uses the following manuscript and printed sources
for his text of the ParamAtma-sandarbha (the subscripts are the letters
he assigns to each source):
Pka
Pkha
Pga

Pgha
P]a
Pca
Pcha
Pja
Pjha
Pña

Manuscript no. 1216 from the Varahanagara Gaura]ga Grantha
Mandira in Kolkata.
Manuscript preserved in the library of 3rcmad Vanamalilala
Gosvamc Mahodaya, a resident of V[ndavana.
Manuscript dated 1716 3aka (1794), obtained from 3rcmad
Vai1wavacarawa Dasa Mahauaya, a resident of Ke1ighava (phora),
V[ndavana.
Manuscript number 123 from the 3rc Ga]gamata Mavha in Purc,
Orissa.
Manuscript number 2396-C from University of Dhaka Library.
(See manuscript D above.)
Manuscript no. 1443 from Vangiya Sahitya Parishat in Kolkata.
Manuscript obtained from Gauramawrala (Navadvcpa, W. Bengal).
Text published in Va]gabda 1299 (1893 ) by 3rc Ramanarayawa
Vidyaratna in Muruidabad-Baharampur.
Text published by 3rc 3yamalala Gosvamc in Va]gabda 1307
(1901 ).
Text published in Va]gabda 1348 (1942 ) by 3rc Radharamawa
Gosvamc Vedantabhe1awa, as part of the 3rc Bharatc Granthamala
series of the Indian Research Institute.

I have not made use of the following manuscripts:
A2: This manuscript is held in the Alwar branch of the Rajasthan Oriental
Research Institute (R.O.R.I.), catalogued as ms. number 4618 in vol. XXI
of the Catalogue of Sanskrit and Prakrit Manuscripts (Alwar Collection).
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According to the catalogue, the manuscript is written in Devanagarc on
paper measuring 19 × 36 cm. and dates from the nineteenth century.
The manuscript is incomplete in 23 folios, and lacks the final section
with Jcva Gosvamc’s CatuSsEtrC PCkA (anuccheda 105).
B: This manuscript is held at the Central Library of the University of
Burdwan (W. Bengal), catalogued as “Bhagavata-sandarbha,” ms. no.
290. According to the catalogue, the manuscript is complete in 8 folios,
with 8 lines per page and 55 letters per line. Obviously, this cannot
be the case. The text is dated to 3aka 1745 (1823 ). The Burdwan
catalogue lists two more BhAgavata-sandarbha manuscripts, both of
which are incomplete and damaged. A further two manuscripts are listed
as “Bhagavata-vcka,” but judging from the opening verse provided
(tau santo1ayata santau . . . ), they seem to be Sandarbha manuscripts.
Both are incomplete, although one (ms. number 242) has 100 folios, and
so might contain my relevant section. I have been unable to visit Burdwan
to check on this manuscript.
C: This Chennai manuscript is listed as “Bhagavata Sandarbha” in the
Purawa section of the Catalogue of the Samskrit Manuscripts in the Adyar
Library, Part I. It is in Bengali script and is incomplete. The manuscript
keeper of the Adyar Library was unable to locate the manuscript.
K2: This Kolkata manuscript of the BhAgavata-sandarbha is held at the
Va]gcya Sahitya Parishat, catalogued as ms. number 1443 in A Descriptive Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Vangiya Sahitya Parishat.
According to the catalogue, all six Sandarbhas are written in Bengali
script, dated to Va]gabda 1283 (1877 ), and are complete. The Parishat
librarian was unable to access the manuscripts due to renovation work
in the library building. This manuscript is identical to Puridasa’s Pca.
L: This manuscript of the Paramatma-sandarbha is held at the India
Office of the British Library in London, catalogued as ms. number 3527
in the Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Library of the India
Office, Part IV. The manuscript is written in modern Bengali script on
paper measuring 161/4 in. × 51/4 in. The text is erroneously identified as
“Paramartha-sandarbha” in the margins of the manuscript. It is incomplete in 26 folios, ending abruptly in the 71st paragraph, and therefore
lacks the relevant final section of the text.
V2: This V[ndavana manuscript is held at the Vrindaban Research Institute,
catalogued as ms. number 11186 in The Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts,
part III. It is written in Devanagari script on paper measuring 34.4 ×
18 cm., and is complete in 46 folios. This manuscript is part of a set of
Sandarbhas manuscripts donated by the library of Raghunatha Dasa
Gosvamc at Radha Kuwra, and so should be utilized in the editing
process. I hope to examine the manuscript during a future visit to India.
V3, V4, V5, V6: These manuscripts are held at the Vrindaban Research Institute, catalogued in The Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts, parts I–III, as
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numbers 713-B, 5025, 6040, and 8247, respectively. All four are incomplete to varying degrees, and lack the relevant section with Jcva Gosvamc’s
CatuSsEtrC PCkA. As in the case of manuscript L, V3 is erroneously named
“Paramartha-sandarbha.”

Printed editions
As we can see from Purcdasa’s sources, the publication history of the
ParamAtma-sandarbha dates back to the latter part of the nineteenth
century. From my search through the National Library and Asiatic Society
Library in Kolkata, it seems that ParamAtma-sandarbha was first published
by Ramanarayawa Vidyaratna in 1893 with an accompanying Bengali translation. After that, there was 3yamalala Gosvamc’s Kolkata edition in 1901,
Satyananda Gosvamc’s in 1927, and Radharamawa Gosvamc’s in 1942.
Several other publishers who produced editions of the Tattva-sandarbha
(as early as 1919 in the case of Nityasvarepa Brahmacarc’s edition) did not
continue on to the later Sandarbhas, or else skipped straight to the Bhakti
and PrCti Sandarbhas.
The text has been published several times in recent years. Ramanarayawa
Vidyaratna’s edition was reprinted in 1999 by the Sanskrit Pustak Bhandar
in Kolkata. Both Haridasa 3astri and 3yamdas (3yamlal Hakcm) have published the six Sandarbhas with Hindi translation and commentary, using
Purcdasa’s text as their source. 3yamdas places his commentary after large
sections of the text, elucidating concepts and defining key terms. His work
was invaluable to me as a point of entrance into the Sandarbhas and as an
aid in clarifying difficult passages. Haridasa 3astri tends to blend his commentary into the translation, along with excerpts from Jcva Gosvamc’s Sarvasa|vAdinC. The Jadavpur University edition of ParamAtma-sandarbha, with
introduction by Chinmayi Chatterjee, is basically a reprint of the Sanskrit
text as found in 3yamalala Gosvamc’s edition.

Major variants
As mentioned above, there are two locations in the CatuSsEtrC PCkA that
show significant differences in reading between the two manuscript families.
The first occurs within the explanation of the phrase “athAtaS” in the first
sEtra. Both K1 and J1 insert an extra paragraph discussing the relationship
between study of the ritual section of the Vedas (karma-kAWRa) and the
knowledge section ( jñAna-kAWda). The paragraph mostly repeats what has
been, or will be, stated, and does not provide any new reasoning. It occurs
in different locations in both manuscripts. In J1, a few lines of text that
occur before the passage are repeated after the passage. All this suggests
the paragraph’s foreign origin, and so I have chosen to omit it from the
edited text.
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The second variant passage consists of a long quotation from the Agni
PurAWa explaining the meaning of the GAyatrC. This quote, along with a
brief comment after it, is not found in either J1 or K1. In this case, I have
chosen to include the passage, for the following reasons. Most of the Agni
PurAWa verses, along with some commentary, are found in the Tattvasandarbha. Even there, however, some manuscripts include the passage, while
others do not (Elkman 1986: 99–100; Purcdas 1951: 7–8). All manuscripts of
the Tattva-sandarbha, however, contain this statement: “A similar explanation [of the GAyatrC] will also be given in this regard in the commentary on
Bh.P. 1/1/1” (Elkman 1986: 100). The only commentary on the BhAgavata’s
first verse that includes an explanation of the GAyatrC occurs at the end of
the ParamAtma-sandarbha—that is, in the CatuSsEtrC PCkA being studied
here. This statement, therefore, provides internal evidence that the PCkA
constitutes an integral part of the Sandarbhas. It also tells us that Jcva
Gosvamc had planned a more detailed explanation of the Gayatrc in this
section of the ParamAtma-sandarbha.
Now, all manuscripts of the CatuSsEtrC PCkA contain a basic explanation
of the GAyatrC in terms of the BhAgavata’s first verse, regardless of whether
or not they include the Agni PurAWa quotation. However, this basic explanation explicitly refers to the Agni PurAWa, and includes a one-line quotation
from it. Thus, even if the full-length quotations found in the Tattva-sandarbha
and CatuSsEtrC PCka were both interpolated, we would still know with certainty that Jcva was aware of, and approved, the Agni PurAWa’s explanation
of the GAyatrC. It therefore seems prudent to include the full quotation, at
least in the interest of completeness. In order to reach a more secure decision, however, we would need to know more about the Sandarbha manuscripts as complete sets—whether the Sandarbha manuscripts that exclude the
Agni PurAWa quotation in the Tattva-sandarbha include it in the ParamAtmasandarbha, and vice versa, or whether the quotation is completely absent
from some Sandarbha sets.
Finally, manuscript K1 omits quotations from the Upani1ads and other
texts with some regularity. Since scriptural quotations are at the heart
of any Vedantic commentary, and since K1 is alone in its omissions (even
J1 often does not follow), I have chosen to include the quotations.

Editorial conventions followed in the critical edition
The critical apparatus has three registers. The first register notes any significant differences in reading that are not amenable to inclusion in the main
list of variants, which comprises the second register. The third register provides
references for passages quoted in the text. When there are only two registers
on a page, however, they are the last two.
The main register of variants is a positive one. In other words, the phrase in
the text upon which variants are to be reported is repeated in the apparatus,
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followed by a lemma sign ( ] ) and a list of manuscripts that contain the
accepted text. This is followed by the variant readings found in other manuscripts. All entries are listed according to the number of the line (given in
bold script) upon which they appear. Multiple entries on the same line are
separated by a bullet point and different manuscript readings within the
same entry by a comma. All explanatory words and comments in the apparatus are italicized. In noting variants, sandhi before “iti,” the doubling of a
consonant in a conjunct with “r” as the first member, the exchange of “va”
and “ba,” and the substitution of the anusvAra for a nasal consonant are all
ignored. When listing a word in the positive apparatus, the left-hand sandhi
will often be resolved for ease of identification, in which case the sandhi
should be ignored as irrelevant to the difference in reading. Furthermore, a
variant reading will sometimes introduce a new possibility of sandhi (e.g.,
the variant “atra” for “tatra”), in which case the reader should apply the
appropriate sandhi. Finally, spacing between words is provided only for ease
of reading, since none of the manuscripts space words (other than what is
noted by an underscore _).
I make use of the following conventions in the critical apparatus:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Words within angle brackets < > were found in the margin, along
with some indication of their intended location in the main text of the
manuscript.
The abbreviation om. (omitted) precedes the name of the manuscript in
which the positive reading was not found.
The abbreviation unm. indicates that the variant reading would make
the verse unmetrical.
A question mark is placed in place of a letter that I have been unable to
identify.
Strikethrough (e.g. do1a) indicates that the words have been deleted in
the manuscript, while a dash (–) is placed in place of a deleted letter that
is unrecognizable.
An underscore (_) denotes a space in the manuscript text.

The register of variants retains readings that are negligible or impossible.
Since the manuscript examination process is not yet complete (V2 and
K2 still need to be examined), a reduction of the apparatus would be
premature.
In the third register, I have looked up Jcva Gosvamc’s quotations in current
editions of texts and given either the verse or page number. The following
printed editions were used: Ollivele’s edition of the Upani1ads; Motilal
Banarsidass’s Upani2at-sa|graha (for the Vai1wava Upani1ads); the Poona
critical edition of the MahAbhArata; the Baroda critical edition of Vi2Wu
PurAWa; Dutt and Joshi’s Agni PurAWa; the Poona Oriental Series AmarakoUa;
the Melkote critical edition of the 4rCbhA2ya, and the Sarva-Mela-Grantha
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edition of Madhva’s BhAgavata-tAtparya-nirWaya.10 Full references for these
texts can be found in the bibliography at the end of this book. When I have
been unable able to locate a particular quotation, I have indicated this with
a question mark in parentheses following the name of the text to which it is
attributed.
A final note: in the following chapter, there are 15 lines of Sanskrit text
on each page, and every fourth line has been numbered for the reader’s convenience. Due to formatting constaints, however, each line of Sanskrit text
often does not fit on a single line of the printed page and so the remaining
words are indented and continued on another line. This does not, however,
affect the overall numbering of 15 lines per page and the additional words
should still be considered part of the preceding line for purposes of the critical
apparatus.

Editorial conventions followed in the translation
In the translation, English words in parentheses were added by me for the
sake of clarity. When a Sanskrit phrase is enclosed in parentheses, I am
providing the original terminology used by Jcva. Words from the BhAgavata
PurAWa verses upon which Jcva is commenting are italicized for ease of
identification. No other Sanskrit words are italicized. All section headings
and sub-headings are my own.
In the notes to the translation, I have attempted to clarify difficult passages, fill out steps in the argument, give background information that Jcva
Gosvamc assumes of his readers, and point out correlations in language
and reasoning with other authors. I have also provided the Sanskrit text
of BhAgavata verses, since Jcva’s comments correspond directly to particular
words in the text.
10

An interesting observation can be made regarding Jcva Gosvamc’s use of his sources. In the
Tattva-sandarbha and at the beginning of the CatuSsEtrC PCkA, Jcva quotes a couple of verses
from the GaruRa PurAWa that describe the BhAgavata as the purport of the Brahma-sEtra. In
the early nineteenth century, Rammohan Roy wrote in his GosvAmir Sahita VicAra:
In our country there is practically no reliable tradition regarding the transmission
of Purawa-s, and one could easily compose Purawic verses in simple Sanskrit.
Taking advantage of this fact, the Vai1wavas of this region [i.e., Bengal] have
composed verses, attributing them to the GuruRa PurAWa, in order to have an
authority for calling the BhAgavata a commentary (on the BrahmasEtra).
(49–50, quoted in Elkman 1987: 149)
As it turns out, I have been able to locate these same verses in Madhva’s commentary on
the BhAgavata PurAWa, the BhAgavata-tAtparya-nirWaya. Since Jcva mentions this work in the
Tattva-sandarbha as one of his sources, it is likely that he drew the verses from there. Thus,
the accusation, if it is to be made, must be shifted farther up the tradition. Even there, however,
it is difficult to think of a motivation for fabricating these verses, since the BhAgavata does
not hold the same preeminent position in the Madhva tradition as it does in the Gaurcya.
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1,2

atha pervarctya caturvyehatvadyavisa\vaditaya yad atra
trivyehatva\ daruita\ tatra
prathamavyehasya urcbhagavata eva mukhyatva\
yatpratipadakatvenaivasya
mahapurawasya urcbhagavatam ity akhya | yathoktam ida\
bhagavata\ nama purawa\
4 brahmasammitam iti | tasya hi pradhanye 1arvidhena li]gena
tatparyam api paryalocyate |
upakramopasa\harav abhyasopervata phalam |
arthavadopapattc ca li]ga\ tatparyanirwaye ||
ity uktaprakarewa | tatha hi tavad upakramopasa\harayor aikyena
8
janmady asya yatonvayad itaratau carthe1v abhijñas svarav
tene brahma h[da ya adikavaye muhyanti yat serayas |
tejovarim[da\ yatha vinimayo yatra trisargom[1a
dhamna svena sada nirastakuhaka\ satya\ para\
dhcmahi ||
12
kasmai yena vibhasitoyam atulo jñanapradcpas pura
tadrepewa ca naradaya munaye k[1waya tadrepiwa |
yogcndraya tadatmanatha bhagavadrataya karuwyatas

1

2

1 avisa\vaditaya] A1DJ1J2Ped, avisa\vaditaya<avirodhitaya> V1 • trivyehatva\ daruita\]
DJ1J2K1V1, trivyehasya A1, trivyehatva\ Ped • tatra prathamavyehasya] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, om.
A1 2 mukhyatva\] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, mukhyatva\ A1 • pratipadakatvena] A1DJ2K1V1Ped,
pratipadatvena J1 4 pradhanye] A1DJ1J2V1Pjha, pradhanyena K1Ped • li]gena] A1DJ1J2K1Ped,
<li]gena> V1 5 paryalocyate] A1J1J2K1V1Ped, paryayewocyate DPja 6 After upasa\hara°, A1
repeats °Wasya UrCbhAgavatam (line 3) . . . UaRvi°. 13 vibhasitoyam] A1J1J2K1V1, vibha1itoyam
D 15 yogcndraya] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, yogindraya A1
3 ida\ . . . brahmasammitam, Bhagavata 1.3.40 6 upakramo . . . nirwaye, (?) 9
janmady . . . dhcmahi, Bhagavata 1.1.1 kasmai . . . dhcmahi (next page), Bhagavata 12.13.19
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tac chuddha\ vimala\ viuokam am[ta\ satya\ para\
dhcmahi || 105 ||
atra purvasyarthas arthoya\ brahmasetrawam iti garurokter
asya mahapurawasya
brahmasetrak[trimabha1yatmakatvat prathama\ tad
upadayaivavataras | tatra pervam
4 athato brahma jijñaseti vyaca1ve tejovarim[dam ityadyardhena |
yojanaya\
prathamikatvad asya pervatva\ | tatra brahmajijñaseti vyaca1ve
para\ dhcmahcti | para\
urcbhagavanta\ dhcmahi dhyayema | tad eva\ muktapragrahaya
yogav[ttya b[hatvad
brahma yat sarvatmaka\ tadbahiu ca bhavati tat tu
nijaraumyadibhyas serya iva
8 sarvebhyas param eva svato bhavatcti
melarepabhagavatpradaruanaya parapadena
brahmapada\ vyakhyayate | tac catra bhagavan evety abhimatam
| puru1asya tada\uatvan
nirviue1abrahmawo guwadihcnatvat | ukta\ ca
urcramanujacarawais sarvatra
b[hatvaguwayogena hi brahmauabdas | b[hatva\ ca svarepewa
guwaiu ca
12 yatranavadhikatiuayas sosya mukhyarthas | sa ca sarveuvara eveti
| ukta\ ca pracetobhis
nahyanto yad vibhetcna\ sonanta iti gcyase iti | ataeva
vividhamanoharanantakaratvepi
tattadakaraurayaparamadbhutamukhyakaratvam api tasya
vyañjitam | tad eva\ mertatve
siddhe tenaiva paratvena tasya
1

2

1 dhcmahi || 105 || ] A1J2V1, dhcmahi || 10 || 5 || D, dhcmahi 105 J1K1, dhcmahi Ped 2 atra]
A1DJ1V1Ped, tatra J2K1 • arthoya\] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, arthaya A1 3 prathama\] A1J1J2K1V1,
prathama\ <setra\> D • upadayaiva] A1DJ1J2K1Ped, upadayaiva <avatarawika> V1 4
yojanaya\] A1J1J2K1V1Ped, yojancya\ DPja 6 tad eva\ mukta] A1J1J2Ped, tad eva|mukta D,
tad evamukta K1V1PgaPja • pragrahaya] DJ1J2K1Ped, prag[haya A1, pragra<ha>ya V1 •
yogav[ttya] A1DJ1J2V1Ped, v[ttya K1 8 param eva svato] A1J1J2V1Ped, parameuvarato D,
param eva K1 • melarepabhagavatpradaruanaya] A1DJ2P]aPchaPja, uuddhatvapradaruanaya
J1,
<???pradaruanaya>
K1,
<uuddhasattva>melarepabhagavatpradaruanaya
V1,
melarepatvapradaruanaya Ped 9 tac] A1DJ2V1Ped, sa J1K1 • bhagavan evety] A1DJ1J2K1V1Ped,
bhagavan ivety Pja 10 nirviue1abrahmawo] A1DJ1J2K1V1Ped, nirguwasya brahmawo Pjha 12
sosya mukhyarthas] DJ1K1, sosyamuk1artho A1, sosya mukhyorthas J2, sosya
<brahmapadasya> muk1arthas V1, sosya brahmauabdasya mukhyorthas Ped • sa]
A1DJ1J2K1Ped, sa <bhagavan> V1 13 gcyase] DJ1K1V1Ped, gcyateti (unm.) A1, gcyate J2 14
tattadakara] DJ1J2K1Ped, tattayakara A1, tatta<da>kara (<dA> could be read <yA>) V1
2 arthoya\ brahmasetrawam, Garura (?), quoted in Madhva’s Bhagavatatatparyanirwaya
1.1.1, (p. 4) 4 athato brahma jijñasa, Brahmasetra 1.1.1 10 sarvatra . . . sarveuvara eva,
3rcbha1ya 1.1.1, p. 3 13 nahyanto . . . gcyase, Bhagavata 4.30.31
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1,2

vi1wvadirepakabhagavattvam eva siddham tasyaiva
brahmauivadiparatvena daruitatvat |
atra jijñasety asya vyakhya dhcmahcti | yatas tajjijñasayas
tatparya\ taddhyana eva | tad
uktam ekadaue svaya\ bhagavata
4
uabdabrahmawi ni1wato na ni1wayat pare yadi |
uramas tasya uramaphalo hy adhenum iva rak1ata || iti |
tato dhcmahcty anena urcramanujamata\ jijñasapada\
nididhyasanaparam eveti |
svcyatvena]gckaroti urcbhagavatanama sarvavedadisararepoya\
grantha ity ayatam |
8 dhcmahcti bahuvacana\ kaladeuaparamparasthitasya sarvasyapi
tatkartavyatabhiprayewa
anantakovibrahmawrantaryamina\ puru1awam a\uibhete
bhagavaty eva
dhyanasyabhidhanat | anenaikajcvavadajcvanabheto vivartavadopi
nirastas | dhyayatir api
bhagavato mertatvam eva bodhayati dhyanasya merta
evaka1varthatvat | sati ca susadhe
12 pumarthopaye dussadhasya puru1aprav[ttya svata evapakar1at
tadupasakasyaiva
yuktatamatvanirwayac ca | tatha ca gctopani1adas
mayy aveuya mano ye ma\ nityayukta upasate |
uraddhaya parayopetas te me yuktatama matas ||

1

2

1 repaka] A1J1K1V1Ped, repa DJ2 • brahmauivadi] A1DJ1J2K1Ped, <brahma>uivadi V1 3 uktam
ekadaue] A1DJ1J2V1Ped, ukta\ 11| 11 tad ukta\ K1 4 na] DJ2K1Ped, na A1V1, nia J1 6 tato]
A1DJ1J2V1Ped, ato K1 • urcramanujamatam . . . sarvavedadisara om. J2. There is a carat sign
at the point of ommission, but the top margin of the folio is torn, making the supplied
text unknown. • ramanujamata\] J1K1V1Ped, ramanujamanta\ A1, ramanujamata D, om.
J2 7 svcyatvena] A1DJ1K1Ped, om. J2, svcyatvena <sadhanatvena> V1 • bhagavatanama] DV1Ped,
bhagavatenama A1, bhagavatam J1K1, om. J2 • sarva . . . grantha om. J1K1 • vedadi] DPed,
dehadi A1, om. J1J2K1, ?edadi V1 • grantha] DPed, gratha A1V1, om. J1J2K1 9 ananta]
A1DJ1J2K1Ped, anan<ta> V1 10 dhyayatir] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, dhyayantir A1 11 eva]
A1DJ1J2K1V1, api Ped • ca] A1DJ1J2V1Ped, om. K1 • susadhe] A1J2V1K1, susadhye DJ1Ped,
su<khalapratyayas>sadhye V1 12 dussadhasya] DJ1J2V1, dussadhyasya A1Ped, dussadhya
K1 • <tadupasaka . . . nirwayac ca> K1 13 yuktatamatva] A1J1J2K1V1Ped, yuktamatatva D •
gcta] A1DJ2V1Ped, urcgcta J1K1
4 uabda . . . rak1ata, Bhagavata 11.11.18 14 mayy . . . matas, Gcta 12.2
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ye tv ak1aram anirdeuyam avyakta\ paryupasate |
te prapnuvanti mam eva sarvabhetahite ratas ||
kleuodhikataras te1am avyaktasaktacetasam
4
avyakta hi gatir duskha\ dehavadbhir avapyate ||
idam eva ca viv[ta\ brahmawa
ureyass[ti\ bhaktim udasya te vibho
kliuyanti ye kevelabodhalabdhaye |
8
te1am asau kleuala eva ui1yate
nanyad yatha sthelatu1avaghatinam || iti |
ata evasya dhyeyasya svaya\ bhagavattvam eva sadhitam |
uivadayau ca vyav[ttas | tatha
dhcmahcti li]a dyotita p[thaganusandhanarahita prarthana
dhyanopalak1ita\
12 bhagavadbhajanam eva paramapuru1arthatvena vyanakti | tato
bhagavatas tu tathatva\
svayam eva vyaktam | tatau ca
yathoktaparamamanoharamertitvam eva lak1yate | tatha ca
vedana\ samavedosmcti | tatra ca b[hatsama tatha samnam ity
uktamahimni b[hatsamni
b[had dhama\ b[hat parthiva\ b[had antarik1a\ b[had diva\
1,2

1

2

3 avyaktasakta] A1J1J2K1V1Ped, avyakta<sakta> D 6 s[ti\] DJ1J2K1Ped, sm[ti\ A1V1 10 ca]
A1DJ2K1V1Ped, catra J1 11 anusandhana] J1J2K1Ped, anusadhana A1, anusandha?a D,
anusaandhana V1 12 dhyanopalak1ita\] A1DJ1J2K1V1, dhyanopalak1ita Ped • parama]
A1J1J2K1V1Ped, om. D 13 tathatva\] A1DJ1J2K1Ped, tathatva\ <paramapuru1arthatva\>
V1 • yathokta] DJ1J2K1Ped, yathokta\ A1V1 14 lak1yate] J1J2K1V1Ped, lak1ate A1D •
<tatha . . . vamam iti ( first line, next page)> K1 • vedana\ . . . mahimni b[hat] A1J1, om.
DJ2, in the margin in K1V1 15 samni] A1J1J2V1, samni D, <samni> K1 • antarik1a\] A1J1J2V1,
antarck1a\ DPed, <antarck1a\> K1
1 ye . . . paryupasate, Gcta 12.3 2 te . . . ratas, Gcta 12.4 3 kleuo . . . avapyate, Gcta 12.5
6 ureyas . . . avaghatinam, Bhagavata 10.14.4 14 vedana\ . . . asmi, Gcta 10.22 •
b[hat . . . samnam, Gcta 10.35 15 b[had dhama\ . . . vamebhyo vamam (next page),
B[hatsama (?)
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b[had dhama\ b[hadbhyo vama\ vamebhyo vamam iti | tad
eva\ brahmajijñaseti
vyakhyatam | athata ity asya vyakhyam aha satyam iti | yatas
tatrathauabda anantarye
atasuabdo v[ttasya hetubhave vartate tasmad atheti
svadhyayakramatas prak
4 praptakarmakawre pervamcma\saya samyak karmajñanad
anantaram ity arthas | ata iti
tatkramatas samanantara\ praptabrahmakawre
tettaramcma\saya
nirweyasamyagarthedhctacarad yatkiñcidanusa\hitarthat kutas
kutaucid vakyad dhetor ity
arthas | pervamcma\sayas
pervapak1atvenottaramcma\sanirwayottarapak1esminn
8 avauyapek1atvad aviruddha\ue sahayatvat karmawas
uantyadilak1awasattvauuddhihetutvac
ca tadanantaram ity eva labhyam | vakyani caitani tad yatheha
karmajito lokas k1cyate
evam evamutra puwyajito lokas k1cyate | atha ya ihatmanam
anuvidya vrajanty eta\u ca
satyakama\s te1a\ sarve1u loke1u kamacaro bhavatcti na sa
punar avartata iti sa
12 canantyaya kalpata iti nirañjanas parama\ samyam upaitcti |
ida\ jñanam upauritya mama sadharmyam agatas |
sargepi nopajayante pralaye na vyathanti ca || iti ca
1,2,3

1
2

3

K1 omits tasmAd (line 3) to vyathanti ca (line 15).
2 uabda] A1DJ1J2V1Ped, om. K1 3 v[ttasya] A1DJ1K1Ped, v[ttasya <ni1pannasya> J2, v[ttasya
<gatasya ni1pannasya> V1 • hetubhave] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, hetabhave A1 5 tatkramatas]
A1DJ1V1Ped, tat<svadhyaya>kramatas J2 • samanantara\] J2Ped, samanantara A1DJ1V1 •
praptabrahmakawde tettaramcma\saya nirweya] A1DJ2V1Ped, praptabrahmakawdottara\
mcma\sanirweya J1 6 samyagarthe] DJ1J2Ped, samyagarthe A1V1 • dhctacarad] A1J2V1Ped,
dhctacara J1 • yat] A1J1J2V1, —<yat> D • anusa\hitarthat kutas kutaucid] J2, anusa\hitarthat
kutaucid DPed, anusa\dhitarthat kutas kutaucid A1V1, anusa\hitarthan kutas kutaucid J1
7 nirwaya] DJ1J2Ped, nirweya A1V1 8 avauyapek1atvad] J2, avauyapek1yatvad DPed,
avauyapik1atvad A1, atasyapek1atvad J1, aavauyapek1atvad V1 • sahayatvat] DJ1J2V1Ped,
sayahayatvat A1 9 uantyadi] DJ1Ped, uantadi A1, uant<y>adi J2, uantiyadi V1 • lak1awa]
A1J1J2V1Ped, lak1awa\ D • ity eva labhyam] DJ2V1Ped, ity eva labhya A1, i<tye>va labhyam
J1 10 k1cyate evam] A1DJ2V1Ped, k1c eva J1 11 vrajanty] A1DJ2V1Ped, vrajant J1 • te1a\]
DJ1J2Ped, te1u A1V1 12 parama\] DJ1J2V1Ped, para\ A1 13 iti] A1J1J2V1Ped, om. D 14
jñanam upauritya] J1J2Ped, jñana\ mapauritya A1, jñanam apauritya DV1 • mama] A1J1J2V1Ped,
mana D 15 iti ca] A1DJ2V1, iti J1Ped
2 atha . . . hetubhave, 3rcbha1ya 1.1.1 p. 2 10 tad . . . bhavati, Chandogya 8.1.6 12
na . . . avartate, (?) • sa canantyaya kalpate, 3vetauvatara 5.9 • nirañjanas . . . upaiti, Muwraka
3.1.3 14 ida\ . . . ca, Gcta 14.2
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1,2,3

tad etad ubhaya\ viv[ta\ urcramanujauarcrake
mcma\sapervabhagajñatasya
karmawolpasthiraphalatvat taduparitanabhagavaseyasya
brahmajñanasya
anantak1ayaphalatvac ca | pervav[ttat karmajñanad anantara\
tata eva hetor brahma
4 jñatavyam ity ukta\ bhavati | tad aha sarvadiv[ttikaro bhagavan
baudhayanas v[ttat
karmadhigamad anantara\ brahma vividi1etcti | etad eva
purañjanopakhyane ca
dak1iwavamakarwayos pit[hedevaheuabdaniruktau vyaktam asti |
tad eva\ samyak
karmakawrajñananantara\ brahmakawragate1u ke1ucid vakye1u
svargadyanandasya
8 vastuvicarewa duskharepatvavyabhicarisattakatvajñanapervaka\
brahmawas tv
avyabhicariparamanandatvena satyatvajñanam eva
brahmajijñasaya\ hetur iti | athata ity
asyarthe labdhe tannirgalitartham evaha satyam iti |
sarvasattadatra vyabhicarisattakam ity
arthas | param ity anenanvayat satya\ jñanam ananta\
brahmety atra urutau ca brahmety
12 anena | tad evam anyasya tadicchadhcnasattakatvena
vyabhicarisattakatvam ayati | tad
evam atra tad etad avadhi vyabhicarisattakam eva dhyatavanto
vayam idanc\ tv
avyabhicarisattaka\ dhyayemeti bhavas | atha paratvam eva
vyanakti dhamneti |
dhamauabdenatra prabhava ucyate prakauo va |
g[hadehatvivprabhava dhamancty
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1

After “vyaktam asti” on line 6, K1 inserts the following:
tad eva\ <sa\>pratisa\kalpyamanam yad upasana\ tat phalabhetasya
bhagavatas
paramarthatvat
mukhyav[ttasatyapadarthatvena
k[tacarakarmatmopasanaphalabhetasya svargader vyavaharikasatyatvabhivyaktya
nauvaratva\ vyañjayan karmawas pervav[ttatvam alpasthiraphalatvadilak1awata
(end of folio).

2

3

The next folio is missing. For a likely continuation of this passage, see similar passage found
in J1 (next page, footnote 1). K1 resumes three pages later.
1 urcramanuja] DJ1J2K1, ramanuja A1V1Ped • mcma\sa] A1J1J2K1V1, mcmasa D • bhagajñatasya]
DJ1K1V1Ped, bhavagajñatasya A1, bhagajñatasya <karmajñana\> J2 2 phalatvat] J1K1
phalatva\ A1DJ2V1Ped, • jñanasya] J1K1, jñanasya tu A1DJ2V1Ped 3 anantak1ayaphalatvac
ca] J1K1, anantak1ayaphalatva\ ureyate DJ2Ped, anantaphalatva\ ureyate A1V1, • pervav[ttat]
J1K1, atas pervav[ttantat A1V1Ped, atas perva\ v[ttat J2, tatas pervav[ttat D • jñanad
anantara\ tata eva hetor] J1, jñanad ana<ntara>ntata eva hetor K1, jñanad anantara\
DJ2Ped, jñananantara\ A1V1 4 bhavati] A1DJ1J2K1V1Ped, bhavatcti Pga • sarvadiv[tti]
DJ1J2K1Ped, sarvav[tti A1V1 • v[ttat] A1DK1V1Ped, v[ttat <pervoktat> J1, v[ttat <???> J2 5
vividi1eti] DJ1J2K1Ped, vividi1ati A1V1 • iti] A1J1J2K1V1, om. D 6 dak1iwavama] A1DJ2K1V1Ped,
dak1iwavamayos J1 • uabdaniruktau] DJ1J2K1Ped, niruktau A1V1 7 ke1ucid vakye1u] J1J2V1Ped,
cid vakye1u A1, ke1u D 8 sattakatva] A1J1J2K1V1Ped, sattatva D 9 parama] J1, paramatama
A1DJ2V1, paramatvam Pja, paratama Ped • eva] A1DJ1V1Ped, e J2 10 asyarthe labdhe] J1J2V1Ped,
asyorthe ladhve A1, asyarthalabdhe D • sarvasattadatra vyabhicari] A1J1J2K1V1Ped,
sarvasattvadaatra<hya>vyabhicari D, sarvasattadav avyabhicari Ped, sarvasattvad
atravyabhicari Pga, sarvatravyabhicari Pgha 11 ity anena] DJ1J2V1Ped, ityameva A1 12 anyasya]
A1DJ1Ped, anyasya <karmawas> J2V1 • iccha] DPed, icha A1J1J2V1 • ayati] DJ1J2V1Ped, ayatc A1
• tad evam atra] A1DJ2V1Ped, om. J1 13 dhyatavanto] A1DJ2V1Ped, dhyayanto J1 • vayam]
DJ1J2V1Ped, vayam A1 15 dhamauabdenatra] J1, atha dhamauabdena A1V1, atra dhamauabdena
DJ2Ped • g[ha] A1DJ2V1Ped, geha J1
1 mcma\sa . . . vividi1eti (line 5), 3rcbha1ya 1.1.1 p. 4 6 pit[he and devahe, Bhagavata
4.25.50–51 11 satya\ . . . brahma, Taittircya 2.1.2 15 g[ha . . . dhamani, Amarakoua 3.3.124
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amaradinanarthavargat | na tu svarepam | tatha
kuhakauabdenatra pratarawak[d ucyate |
tac ca jcvasvarepavarawavik1epakaritvadina mayavaibhavam eva |
tatau ca svena dhamna
svaprabhavarepaya svaprakauarepaya va uaktya sada nityam eva
nirasta\ kuhaka\
4 mayavaibhava\ yasmat tam | tad ukta\ maya\ vyudasya
cicchaktyeti | tasya api uakter
agantukatvena svenety asya vaiyarthya\ syat | svasvarepewety
eva vyakhyane tu svenety
anenaiva caritarthata syat | yatha kathañcit tatha vyakhyanepi
kuhakanirasanalak1awa
uaktir evapadyate | sa ca sadhakatamata repaya t[tcyaya vyakteti |
etena
8 mayatatkaryavilak1awa\ yad vastu tat tasya svarepam iti
svarepalak1awam api gamyam |
tac ca satya\ jñanam ananta\ brahmeti vijñanam ananda\
brahmeti | urutiprasiddham
eva | etac chrutilak1akam eva ca satyam iti vinyastam | tad eva\
svarepauaktiu ca sak1ad
evopakranta atas sutaram evasya bhagavattva\ spa1vam | atha
mukhye satyatve yukti\
12 daruayati yatreti | brahmatvat sarvatra sthite vasudeve bhagavati
yasmin sthitas trayawa\
guwana\ bhetendriyadevatatmako yasyaiveuitus sargopy ayam
am[1a uuktyadau
rajatadikam ivaropito na bhavati | kintu yato va imancti
urutiprasiddhe brahmawi yatra
sarvada sthitatvat sa\jñamertikxptis tu triv[tkurvata upadeuad iti
nyayena yad
1,2,3
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1

J1 has the following reading, starting line 2.
. . . mayavaibhavam eva | tad ukta\ maya\ vyudasya cicchaktyeti (tasya
api . . . gamyam) tad eva\ sa\pratisa\kalpyamanam yan nididhyasana\ tat
phalabhetasya bhagavatas paramarthatvan mukhyav[ttasatyapadarthatvena
k[tacarakarmatmopasanaphalabhetasya svargader vyavaharikasatyatvabhivyaktya
nauvaratva\ vyañjayan karmawas pervav[ttatvam alpasthiraphalatvadilak1awatadyatharthyajñanasya ca hetutva\ krorckaroti mukhya\ satyatvam eva vyanakti
svena dhamna svarepauaktya sada nityam eva nirasta\ kuhaka\ mayavaibhava\
yasmat ta\ | It then continues with tasyA api (for a second time), with a few
differences from the first instance.

2

3

In summary, J1 omits the text from eva tataU (line 2) to yasmAt ta| (line 4), and repeats the
text from tasyA api (line 4) to api gamyam (line 8), placing the ﬁrst instance within parentheses. Between the repetitions, it inserts the paragraph given above.
In order to distinguish the readings of the two instances in the apparatus below, (J1) will
signify the reading of the ﬁrst instance.
1 nanarthavargat] DJ1J2V1Ped, nanarthavargat A1 2 vik1epakaritvadina] A1DJ1V1Ped,
vik1epakaditvadina J1 • svena] DJ1J2V1Ped, uvena A1 3 nirasta\] A1DV1Ped, nirasta J2 4 tam]
A1DV1Ped, om. J2 5 agantukatvena] A1DJ1J2V1Ped, agantukatve (J1) • eva] A1D(J1)J2V1Pja,
eveti J1, eva\ Ped 6 caritarthata] D(J1)J1J2Ped, caritarthata A1, caritarthata V1 ( post corr.) •
nirasana] A1D(J1 )J2V1Ped, nirasanatva J1 • lak1awa] A1D(J1)J1V1Ped, lak1awa J2 7 sa . . . vyakteti
om. J1 • sadhakatamata] A1D(J1)J2V1P]aPja, om. J1, sadhakatama Ped • repaya] A1J2V1Ped, repa
D(J1 )P]aPja, om. J1 • t[tcyaya] D(J1)J2V1Ped, t[tiyaya A1, om. J1 8 vijñanam . . . uruti om. J1 9
ananda\] DJ2Ped, ananda A1V1 11 upakranta atas] DJ1J2V1, upakranto atas A1, upakranta
tatas Ped • mukhye] J1Ped, om. A1DJ2, <mukhye> V1 12 brahmatvat . . . bhagavati om. J1 •
sthitas] J2Ped, sthita A1DV1, sthita\ J1 13 atmako yasyaiveuitus sargopy ayam] A1DJ2V1Ped,
atmakajagat sargoyam J1 14 kintu . . . satya eva (next page, line 1) om. J1 • brahmawi]
DJ2V1Ped, brawi A1
4 maya\ . . . chaktya, Bhagavata 1.7.23 9 satya\ . . . brahma, Taittircya 2.1.2 • vijñanam
ananda\ brahma, B[hadarawyaka 3.9.28 14 yato va imani, Taittircya 3.1.1 15 sa\jña
. . . upadeuat, Brahmasetra 2.4.20
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ekakart[katvac ca satya eva | tatra d[1vantenapy am[1atva\
sadhayati teja-adcna\
vinimayas paraspara\uavyatyayas parasparasminn
a\uenavasthitir ity arthas | sa yatha
m[1a na bhavati kintu yathaiveuvaranirmawa\ tathety arthas |
imas tisro devatas triv[d
4 ekaika bhavati | yad agne rohita\ repa\ tejasas tadrepa\ yac
chukla\ tad apa\ yat
k[1wa\ tad annasyeti urutes | tad evam arthasyasya urutimelatvat
kalpanamelas tv
anyarthas svata eva parastas | tatra ca samanyataya nirdi1vana\
teja-adcna\ viue1atve
sa]kramawa\ na uabdikana\ h[dayamadhyarohati | yadi ca tad
evama\syata tada
8 varyadcni marccikadi1u yathety evavak1yata | ki\ ca tanmate
brahmatas trisargasya
mukhya\ janma nasti kintvaropa eva janmety ucyate | sa punar
bhramad eva bhavati |
bhramau ca sad[uyavalambc | sad[uya\ tu kalabhedenobhayam
evadhi1vhana\ karoti |
rajatepi uuktibhramasambhavat | na caikatmaka\
bhramadhi1vhana\ bahvatmaka\ tu
12 bhramakalpitam ity asti niyamo mitho milite1u
videravartidhemaparvatav[k1e1v
akhawrameghabhramasambhavat | tad eva\ prak[tepy anadita
eva trisargas pratyak1a\
pratcyate | brahma ca cinmatrataya svata eva sphurad asti |
tasmad anadyajñanakrantasya
jcvasya yatha sadrepatasad[uyena brahmawi
1,2,3

1

2

3

J1 skips from bhavati (line 4) to ayam abhiprAyaS (next page, line 4). It cites the passage yad
agne . . . annasya before imAs tisro . . .
1 ekakart[katvac] A1J2V1Ped, ekakart[tvac D • d[1vantenapy am[1atva\ sadhayati] DJ2Ped,
am[1atre d[1vantenapy am[1yatva\ sadhayati A1, <am[1atre> d[1vantenapy am[1atva\
sadhayati V1, am[1atve d[1vantas J1 • adcna\] DJ1V1Ped, adina\ A1 2 paraspara] DJ1J2Ped,
parasparaspara A1V1 • ity arthas] DJ1Ped, om. A1V1, iti <arthas> J2 3 kintu
yathaiveuvaranirmawa\ tathety arthas] A1DJ2V1Ped, tatha ca ?atis J1 • imas] A1J1V1Ped,
hantemas DJ2 • tisro] DJ1J2V1 ( post corr.) Ped, triyo A1V1 (ante corr.) 4 bhavati] A1J1J2V1Ped,
bhavati <agner ity asya sarvarepewa sahanvayas> D • agne] A1J1J2V1Ped, agre<gne> D • yac]
A1DJ2V1Ped, yatas J1 5 tad annasya] A1DJ1J2V1, tat p[thivyas tad annasya Ped • iti] A1J1V1Ped,
ity adi D, i<tya>di J2 6 anyarthas] A1J2V1, anyorthas DPed • nirdi1vana\] DJ2V1Ped,
nirdi1vana\ A1 8 avak1yata] A1J2V1Ped, avak1yate D • ki\ ca] A1J2V1Ped, kintu D 11
sambhavat] A1J2V1Ped, <sa>mbhavat D 13 eva\] DV1Ped, eva A1, eva\ <mayaprakarawe>
J2 14 trisargas] DJ2Ped, trisarga A1, trisargas trisarga V1 • cinmatrataya] DJ2V1Ped, cinmatraya
A1 • sphurad asti] DA1J2V1Ped, sphurati Pgha
3 imas . . . bhavati, Chandogya 6.3.4 4 yad agne . . . annasya, Chandogya 6.4.1
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trisargabhramas syat tatha trisargepi brahmabhramas katha\ na
kadacit syat | tatau ca
brahmawa evadhi1vhanatvam ity anirwaye sarvanauaprasa]gas |
aropakatva\ tu jarasyeva
cinmatrasyapi na sambhavati | brahma ca cinmatram eva tanmatam iti |
tatau ca urutimela
4 eva vyakhyane siddhe soyam abhiprayas | yatra hi yan nasti kintv
anyatraiva d[uyate
tatraiva tadaropas siddhas | tatau ca vastutas tadayogat tatra tatsattaya
tatsatta kartu\ na
uakyata eva | trisargasya tu tacchaktiviui1vad bhagavato mukhyav[ttyaiva
jatatvena
urutatvat tadvyatirekewa vyatirekat tatraiva sarvatmake sosti | tatas
tasmin na caropitau ca |
8 aropas tu tathapi dhamnety adirctyaivacintyauaktitvat tena
liptatvabhavepi taccha]karepa
eva | tatha ca ekadeuasthitasyagner jyotsna vistariwc yathety anusarewa
tatsattaya tatsatta
bhavati | tato bhagavato mukhya\ satyatva\ trisargasya na m[1atvam
iti | tatha ca urutis
satyasya satyam iti tatha prawa vai satya\ te1am e1a satyam iti |
prawauabdoditana\
12 sthelasek1mabhetana\ vyavaharatas satyatvenadhigatana\
melakarawabheta\
paramasatya\ bhagavanta\ daruayati | atha tam eva tavasthalak1awena
ca tatha vyañjayan
viuadarthataya brahmasetrawam eva viv[tir iya\ sa\hiteti bibodhayi1aya
ca tadanantara\
setram eva prathamam anuvadati janmady asya yata iti |

1

2

3

J1
has
the
following
reading
for
tacchakti
(line
6) . . . tatraiva
(line
7):
tacchaktiviUi2VabhagavadvyatirekeWAtyantAbhAvAt tatraiva . . .
K1 resumes with vyatirekeWAtyantAbhAvAt tatraiva, which seems to be the same alternative reading found
in J1 for tacchakti (line 6) . . . tatraiva (line 7).
4 abhiprayas] A1DJ2V1Ped, bhavas J1 • yan] DJ1J2Ped, om. A1V1 5 aropas] J1J2V1Ped, aropa A1 • tad ayogat]
A1DJ1Ped, tad ayogat <rajatatvayogat> V1, tu tad ayogat Pga • tatra] A1DJ1J2Ped, tatra <uuktau> V1 •
tatsattaya] A1DJ1J2Ped, tatsattaya <uuktisattaya> V1 • tatsatta] A1DJ1J2Ped, tatsatta <rajatasatta> V1 6
tacchakti] A1DJ1J2Ped, tacchakti <trisargaka?c> V1 7 na] A1DJ2V1Ped, nasav J1K1 8 tathapi] A1DJ2V1Ped,
tena parameuvarasya J1K1 • rctyaiva] DJ1J2K1Ped, rctyeva A1V1 • tena] A1DPed, tena <trisargewa> V1, tena
<tena trisargewa> J2, om. J1K1 • taccha]karepa] A1DV1Ped, tatpratyayarepa J1K1, taccha]karepa
<liptatvaua]karepa> J2 9 ekadeuasthitasyagner jyotsna vistariwc yathety anusarewa] A1DJ2V1Ped,
dcpatajjyotsnavistaravat J1K1 10 bhagavato] A1DJ2V1Ped, parameuvarasya J1K1 • trisargasya] A1J1J2K1V1,
trisargasya ca DPed • m[1atva\] A1DJ1K1V1 ( post corr.), mithyatvam J2V1 (ante corr.) Ped 11 tatha]
A1J1J2K1V1Ped, om. D • e1a] J1J2K1, eva A1DV1Ped 12 sthelasek1mabhetana\] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, om. A1 •
vyavaharatas] A1DJ1J2V1Ped, vyavaharatau ca K1 • bheta\] A1DJ1K1V1Ped, bheta J2 13 bhagavanta\]
A1DJ2V1Ped, parameuvara\ J1K1 • daruayati] J1K1, daruayatcti A1DJ2V1Ped • ca tatha] A1J2V1Ped, tatha D,
om. J1K1 • vyañjayan] A1J2V1, vyañjayan prathama\ DJ1K1Ped 14 viv[tir] DJ1J2K1V1 ( post corr.) Ped,
vivirtir A1V1 (ante corr.) 15 prathamam] A1DJ2V1Ped, om. J1K1
9 ekadeua . . . yatha, Vi1wu 1.22.54 11 satyasya . . . eva satyam, B[hadarawyaka 2.1.20 15 janmady asya
yatas, Brasmasetra 1.1.2
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janmadcti s[1visthitipralayam | tadguwasa\vijñano bahuvrchis |
asya viuvasya
brahmadistambaparyantanekakart[bhokt[sa\yuktasya
pratiniyatadeuakalanimittakriyaphalaurayasya manasapy
4 acintyavividhavicitraracanarepasya yato yasmad acintyauaktya
svayam upadanarepat
kartradirepac ca janmadi ta\ para\ dhcmahcty anvayas | atra
vi1ayavakya\ ca bh[gur vai
varuwir varuwa\ pitaram upasasara adhchi bhagavo brahmety
arabhya yato va imani
bhetani jayante yena jatani jcvanti yat prayanty abhisa\viuanti
tad vijijñasasva tad
8 brahmeti tat tejos[jatety adi ca | janmadikam ihopalak1awa\ na
tu viue1awam | tatas
taddhyane tan na praviuati | kintu uuddha eva sa dhyeya iti | ki\
catra prag
uktaviue1awaviui1vaviuvajanmades tad[uahetutvena sarvauaktitva\
satyasa]kalpatva\
sarvajñatva\ sarveuvaratva\ ca tasya secitam | yas sarvajñas
sarvavid yasya jñanamaya\
12 tapas sarvasya vaucty adi urutes | tatha paratvena
nirastakhilaheyapratyanckasvarepatva\
jñanadyanantakalyawaguwatva\ ca secitam | na tasya karya\
karawa\ ca vidyata ity adi
urutes | ye tu nirviue1a\ vastu jijñasyam iti vadanti tanmate
brahmajijñasaya\
janmadyasya yata ity asa]gata\ syat | niratiuayab[had b[\hawa\
ceti nirvacanat | tac ca
1,2

1

2

1 janmadcti] DJ1J2K1Ped, janmad iti A1V1 2 paryantaneka] A1J1J2K1V1Ped, paryantam eka
DP]aPja 4 acintyauaktya svayam upadanarepat kartradirepac ca] A1J1J2V1Ped, acintya
. . . katradirepac ca D, om. K1 6 adhchi] A1J2V1, adhchi bho J1K1Ped, adhcmahi D • ity
arabhya] DJ1J2K1Ped, iti arabhya A1V1 7 jcvanti] DJ1J2K1Ped, om. A1V1 • abhisa\viuanti]
A1DJ2V1Ped, abhiviuanti J1K1 • tad vijijñasasva] A1J1J2K1V1Ped, tad vijijñasasva <tad vijñatum
icchasva> D 8 tat tejos[jatety adi ca] DJ1J2V1Ped, tat tejos[jatoty adi ca A1, <tat tejos[jatety
adi ca> K1 • viue1awa\] A1DJ1K1Ped, viue1awa\ <viue1awa\ cet svarepabheta\ bhavati> V1 9
uuddha eva sa dhyeya iti] A1J2V1, uuddham eva taddhyeyam iti DJ1Ped, uuddham eva dhyeyam
ity ayati K1, uuddha eva dhyeya iti Pjha • catra] DJ2K1V1, catre A1, ca atra J1Ped 10 janmades
tad[ua] A1J1J2V1Ped, janmaditad[ua D, janmadi K1 11 After sarvajñas, A1 repeats prag . . .
hetutvena (line 10). • <yas . . . urutes> K1 12 tapas] A1DJ2V1Ped, tapas yas J1 13 guwatva\
ca] DJ1J2K1V1, guwatva ca A1, guwatva\ Ped • <na . . . urutes> K1 14 jijñasyam] A1DJ1J2V1Ped,
jijñasyam K1 15 yata] DJ1J2K1Ped, yatonvayad A1V1 • b[had] J1K1Ped, b[hat A1DJ2V1
1 janmadi . . . asya, 3rcbha1ya 1.1.2 p. 272 4 acintyavividharacana, 3rcbha1ya 1.1.2 p. 272 6
bh[gur . . . tad brahma, Taittircya 3.1.1 8 tat tejos[jata, Chandogya 6.2.3 11 yas . . . tapas,
Muwraka 1.1.9 12 sarvasya vauc, B[hadarawyaka 4.4.22 • akhila . . . guwa, 3rcbha1ya 1.1.2
p. 272–73 13 na . . . vidyate, 3vetauvatara 6.8 14 ye tu . . . tucchataiva syat (next page, line 8),
3rcbha1ya 1.1.2 p. 283–84
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brahma jagajjanmadikarawam iti vacanac ca | evam uttare1v api
setre1u
setrodah[taurutigawe cek1awadyanvayadaruanat setrawi
setrodah[taurutayau ca na tatra
pramawam | tarkau ca
sadhyadharmavyabhicarisadhanadharmanvitavastuvi1ayatvan na
4 nirviue1avastuni pramawam | jagajjanmadibhramo yatas tad
brahmeti svotprek1apak1e ca
na nirviue1avastusiddhis | bhramamelam ajñanam ajñanasak1i
brahmety upagamat |
sak1itva\ hi prakauaikarasatayocyate | prakauatva\ tu jarad
vyavartaka\ svasya parasya
ca vyavaharayogyatapadanasvabhavena bhavati | tatha sati
saviue1atva\ tadabhave
8 prakauataiva na syat | tucchataiva syat | ki\ ca tejovarim[dam ity
anenaiva te1a\
vivak1ita\ setsyatcti janmadyasya yata ity aprayojaka\ syat | atas
tadviue1avattve labdhe sa
ca viue1as uaktirepa eva | uaktiu cantara]ga bahira]ga tavastha
ceti tridha daruita | tatra
vikaratmake1u jagajjanmadi1u sak1addhetuta bahira]gaya eva
syad iti sa mayakhya
12 copakranta | tavastha ca vaya\ dhcmahcty anena | atha yadyapi
bhagavato\uat
tadupadanabhetaprak[tyakhyauaktiviui1vat puru1ad evasya
janmadi tathapi bhagavaty eva
taddhetuta paryavasyati | samudraikadeue yasya janmadi tasya
samudra eva janmadcti |
tathoktam
1,2

1

2

2 setrodah[ta] A1J1J2K1V1Ped, setrodaharawa D • cek1awa] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, cak1awa A1 • tatra]
DJ1J2K1Ped, atra A1, atra <nirviue1e> V1 4 bhramo] D ( post. corr.) A1V1Ped, bhrama D (ante
corr.) J1J2K1 • svotprek1apak1e] J1J2K1Ped, sotprok1apak1e A1, sotprek1apak1e DV1 5 ajñanam
ajñanasak1i] A1J2V1Ped, ajñana\ sak1i J1, ajñanasak1i DK1 • brahmety upagamat]
A1DJ1K1V1Ped, brahmeti upagamat J2 6 prakauatva\] A1DJ1J2K1V1Ped, prakaua<ka>tva\
J2 • jarad] A1J1J2K1V1Ped, jaradi D 7 ca] J1J2Ped, om. A1DK1V1 • yogyatapadana] DJ1J2K1,
yogyatapadana A1V1Ped • svabhavena] A1DJ1K1V1Ped, sva<repewa> J2 • tadabhave] A1J1J2K1Ped,
tad<tasya viue1asya>abhave D, tadabhave <saviue1atvave> V1 8 na] A1J1J2K1V1Ped, <na>
D • tucchataiva syat] J1J2K1V1Ped, om. A1, <tucchataiva syat> D • <ki\ ca . . . syat (line 9)>
K1 • te1a\] A1J1J2V1Ped, te1a\ <viue1awa\> D 9 tad] A1DV1Ped, tattad J1J2K1 13 akhya]
A1J1J2K1V1Ped, akhya D • 14 hetuta] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, hetuhata* A1 15 tathoktam] A1DJ1K1V1,
yathoktam J2Ped
8 tucchataiva syat (end of quote which begins on previous page, line 14), 3rcbha1ya 1.1.2
p. 283–84
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prak[tir hy asyopadanam adharas puru1as paras |
satobhivyañjakas kalo brahma tat tritaya\ tv aham || iti |
tasya ca bhagavato janmadyasya yata ity anenapi mertatvam eva
lak1yate | yato mertasya
4 jagato mertiuakter nidhanarepatad[uanantaparauaktcna\
nidhanareposav ity ak1ipyate |
tasya paramakarawatva]gckarat | na ca tasya mertatve saty
anyato janmapatet
anavasthapatter ekasyaivaditvena]gckarat sa]khyanam
avyaktasyeva |
sa karawa\ karawadhipadhipo
8
na casya kaucijjanita na cadhipas |
iti urutini1edhat | anadisiddhaprak[tasvabhavikamertitvena tasya
tatprasiddheu ca | tad
eva\ mertatve siddhe sa ca merto
vi1wunarayawadisak1adrepakas urcbhagavan eva
nanyas | tatha ca danadharme
12
yatas sarvawi bhetani bhavanty adiyugagame |
yasmi\u ca pralaya\ yanti punar eva yugak1aye ||
ity adika\ tatpratipadakasahasranamadau tatraiva tu yathoktam
anirdeuyavapus urcman
iti | eva\ ca skande
1,2

1

2

1 hy asyo] J1Ped, ya_syo A1V1, yasyo DJ2K1 • upadanam adharas] A1J1J2K1V1Ped, upadana<m
a>dh<a>ras D 2 tv aham] A1DK1Ped, tv aha\ J1, tv a<ha>am J2V1 3 yata] DJ1J2K1Ped,
yatonvayad A1V1 • lak1yate] A1DJ1J2K1V1Ped, labhyate Pjha • yato] A1DJ1J2V1Ped, om. K1 4
mertiuakter] A1DJ1J2Ped, merte<uakte>r K1, mertiuakter <mertyupadakauaktes> V1 •
<repatad[ua . . . nidhana> J1 (eyeskip) 5 karawatva]gckarat] DJ1J2K1Ped, karawatva]gckarat
A1V1 • saty anyato] A1DJ2V1Ped, sati anyato J1, saty a<nya>to K2 6 evaditvena] A1DJ1J2K1Ped,
eva<na>ditvena V1 • <sa]khyanam avyaktasyeva> K1 • sa]khyanam] A1J1J2K1Ped,
sa]khyanam D 7 karawa] DJ1K1Ped, karawa A1V1, kaarawa J2 8 casya] J1J2K1Ped, vasya
A1V1 9 ni1edhat] A1DJ1J2K1Ped, ni1edhat <anyato janmabhavas> V1 • tatprasiddheu]
A1DJ1J2K1Ped, tat <urutau> prasiddheu V1 10 vi1wu] DJ1J2K1Ped, vi1wur A1V1 11 tatha ca]
A1DJ1J2V1, tatha ca mahabharate K1, tatha ca danadharme Ped 14 <tatraiva . . . urcman>
K1 15 iti] A1DJ2V1Ped, ity adi J1, <iti> K1 • eva\ ca] A1DJ1J2K1V1Ped, ata eva Pgha
prak[tir . . . tv aham, Bhagavata 11.24.19 7 sa . . . cadhipas, 3vetauvatara 9.9 12
yatas . . . yugak1aye, Mahabharata (Anuuasanaparva) 13.135.11, quoted in Bhavarthadcpika
1.1.1 (4rCdhara SvAmC attributes it simply to the sm{ti.) 14 anirdeuyavapus urcman,
Vi1wusahasranamastotra 19
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sra1va pata ca sa\harta sa eko harir cuvaras |
sra1v[tvadikam anye1a\ daruyo1avad ucyate ||
ekadeuakriyavattvan na tu sarvatmaneritam |
4
s[1vyadika\ samasta\ tu vi1wor eva para\ bhavet || iti |
mahopani1adi ca sa brahmawa s[jati sa rudrewa vilapayatcty
adikam | ata eva viv[ta\
nimittamatram cuasya viuvasarganirodhayos |
hirawyagarbhas uarvau ca kalasyarepiwas tava || iti |
8 tava yo reparahitas kalas kalauaktis tasya nimittamatram iti
vyadhikarawa eva 1a1vhc |
tathadyovataras puru1as parasyety adi | yada\uatosya
sthitijanmanaua ity adi ca | tad
evam atrapi tathavidhamertir bhagavan evopakrantas | atha
tavasthalak1awena para\
nirdharya tad eva lak1awa\ brahmasetre uastrayonitvat tat tu
samanvayad ity
12 etatsetradvayena sthapitam asti | tatra pervasetrasyarthas | kuto
brahmawo
jagajjanmadihetutva\ tatraha uastra\ yonir jñanakarawa\ yasya
tattvat | yato va imancty
adiuastrapramawakatvad iti | natra daruanantaravat
tarkapramawakatvam |
tarkaprati1vhanad atyantatcndriyatvena
pratyak1adipramawavi1ayatvad brahmawau ceti
1,2

1

2

1 eko] DJ1J2K1Ped, eka A1, ekas V1 2 sra1v[tvadikam] J1J1K1V1Ped, sra1v[tvadikam A1,
s[1v[tvadikam D 3 eka] A1DJ2K1V1Ped, eka <bahira]gakarya\> J1 4 tu] A1J1J2K1V1Ped,
<hi> D 5 vilapayatcty] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, vilapayatity A1 6 nimittamatram] J1K1Ped, nimita\
param A1, nimitta\ <matra\> para\ V1, nimitta\ param DJ2Pjha 7 uarvau] K1Ped, sarvau
A1V1, sarvau (with some mark of correction over the “sa”) D, <uarva>u J1, ?arvau J2 8 tava]
A1J2K1V1Ped, tatra J1 • matram] A1DJ2K1V1Ped, matratvam J1 • 1a1vhc] DJ1K1Ped, 1a1vhyau
A1J2V1 9 a\uato] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, a\sato A1 • After sthitija°, A1 repeats °va yo reparahitas
(line 8) . . . matram iti. • naua] DJ2Ped, naua A1J1K1, nauaa V1 10 tathavidha] A1DJ1K1V1Ped,
tatha tathavidha J2 • eva] A1DJ1J2K1Ped, om. K1 • upakrantas] A1DJ1J2K1Ped, upakrantas
<vi1wunarayawadisak1adrepas> V1 • atha] A1V1, tad eva\ DJ1J2K1Ped 11 nirdharya]
DJ1J2K1Ped, nidharya A1V1 • lak1awa\] A1DJ1J2K1Ped, <tavastha>lak1awa\ V1 • After
samanvayad i°, A1 repeats ca tad (line 9) . . . tathavidha. 13 tatraha] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, tatra A1
• uastra\] DJ2K1V1, ua?stra A1, uastra J1 • imani] A1DJ1J2K1V1, imani bhetani Ped 15
indriyatvena] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, indrayatvena A1 • pramawa] DK1, pramawa A1V1Ped, pramawad J1
1 sra1ta . . . bhavet (line 4 ), Skanda (?) 5 sa brahmawa . . . vilapayati, Mahopani1ad (?)
6 nimitta . . . arepiwas tava, Bhagavata 10.71.8 9 adyo . . . parasya, Bhagavata 2.6.42 •
yad . . . naua, Bhagavata 6.9.12 11 uastrayonitvat, Brahmasetra 1.1.3 • tat tu samanvayad,
Brahmasetra 1.1.4 13 yato . . . bhetani, Taittircya 3.1.1 15 tarkaprati1vhanat, Brahmasetra
2.1.11 • atyanta . . . brahmawas, 3rcbha1ya 1.1.3 p. 286
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bhavas | vainauikas tv avirodhadhyaye tarkewaiva
nirakari1yante | atra tarkaprati1vhana\
caivam cuvaras karta na bhavati prayojanauenyatvan
muktatmavat | tanubhuvanadika\
jcvakart[ka\ karyatvat ghavavat | vimativi1ayas kalo na
lokauenyas kalatvat
4 vartamanakalavad ity adi | tad eva\
daruananuguwyeneuvaranumana\
daruanantarapratikelyaparahatam iti uastraikapramawakas
parabrahmabhetas sarveuvaras
puru1ottamas | uastra\ tu
sakaletarapramawaparid[1vasamastavastuvijatcyasarvajñyasatya]kalpatvadimiuranavadhikatiuayaparimitodaravicitraguwasagara\
8 nikhilaheyapratyanckasvarepa\ pratipadayatcti na
pramawantaravasitavastusadharmyaprayuktado1agandhas | ataeva
svabhavikanantanityamertimattvam api tasya sidhyati |
athottarasetrasyarthas |
brahmawas katha\ uastrapramawakatva\ tatraha tat tv iti | tu
uabdas
12 prasaktaua]kaniv[ttyarthas | tacchastrapramawakatva\
brahmawas sambhavaty eva |
kutas samanvayat | anvayavyatirekabhyam upapadana\
samanvayas tasmat | tatranvayas
satya\ jñanam ananta\ brahmeti | anando brahmeti ekam
evadvitcya\ brahmeti | tat
satya\ sa atmeti | sad eva somyedam agra ascd iti | brahma va
idam ekam evagra ascd iti |
1,2

1

2

1 vainauikas] J2Ped, vainauikas <nastikas> D, vainauikas <baudhadayas> J1, vainauikas
<bodhadayas> V1 • <vainauikas <baudhadayas> . . . nirakari1yante> K1 2 tanu] D (ante
corr.) J2K1V1, nanu D (post corr.) Ped, na tu J1 • bhuvana] DJ1J2K1Ped, bhuvana V1 3 vi1ayas]
DJ1KPed, vi1aya\ J2, vi1ayas <vicaraspadas> V1 4 anumana\] DJ1J2K1V1, anumana\ tu
Ped 5 pratikelya] DJ1J2V1Ped, pratiguwya K1 • pramawakas DJ1J2K1V1Ped, pramawikas Pjha •
parid[1va] J1J2K1V1Ped, pari<ui>1va D 6 sarvajñya] J2Ped, sarvajña D, sarvajña\ J1, sarvajña
K1V1 • satya] DJ2K1V1Ped, <satya> J1 10 sidhyati] DJ1J2K1V1, sidhyatcti Ped 13 samanvayas]
J2Ped, samanvayanva D, samanvayas J1K1V1 • K1 and D provide the following quotations after
tatranvayas, in this order: yato va . . . , sad eva . . . , ekam eva . . . , tad aik1ata . . . , tat tejo . . . ,
brahma va . . . , atma va . . . , tasmad va . . . , eko ha . . . , satya\ jñana\ . . . , anando brahma
. . . 14 J1, K1, and D omit all the “iti”s in lines 14 and 15. 15 ekam] DJ1J2K1Ped, om. V1
2 cuvaras . . . vartamanakalavad iti, 3rcbha1ya 1.1.3 p. 302 5 daruananuguwyena . . . gandhas
(line 9), 3rcbha1ya 1.1.3 p. 304–05 11 tu uabdas . . . samanvayat, 3rcbha1ya 1.1.4 p. 307–
08 14 satya\ jñana\ ananta\ brahma, Taittircya 2.1.2 • anando brahma, Taittircya 3.6.1 •
ekam . . . brahma, Chandogya 6.2.1 • tat . . . atma, Chandogya 6.8.7 15 sad eva somyedam
agra asct, Chandogya 6.2.1 • brahma . . . asct, B[hadarawyaka 1.4.10
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atma va idam eka evagra asct puru1avidha iti | puru1o ha vai
narayawa iti | eko ha vai
narayawa ascd iti | tad aik1ata bahu sya\ prajayeyeti | tasmad va
etasmad atmana akauas
sambheta iti | tat tejos[jateti | yato va imani bhetani jayanta iti |
puru1o ha vai
4 narayawokamayata atha narayawad ajojayata yatas prajas sarvawi
bhetani |
narayawas para\ brahma tattva\ narayawas param |
[ta\ satya\ para\ brahma puru1a\ k[1wapi]galam | ity
adi1u |
atha vyatirekas | katham asatas saj jayeteti | ko hy evanyat kas
prawyad yad e1a akaua
8 anando na syad iti | eko ha vai narayawa ascn na brahma na ca
ua]kara ity adi1u | anye1a\
ca vakyana\ samanvayas tatraiva vak1yate | anandamayobhyasad
ity adina | sa caiva\
paramanandarepatvenaiva samanvito bhavatcti tadupalabdhyaiva
paramapuru1arthasiddher na prayojanauenyatvam api | tad eva\
setradvayarthe sthite tad
12 etad vyaca1ve anvayaditaratau carthe1v iti | arthe1u nanavidhe1u
vedavakyarthe1u satsu
anvayad anvayamukhena yato yasmad ekasmad asya janmadi
pratcyate tathetarato
vyatirekamukhena ca yasmad evasya tat pratcyata ity arthas |
ataeva tasya
urutyanvayavyatirekadaruitena paramasukharepatvena
paramapuru1arthatva\
1,2

1

2

1 See previous page for the order of quotations given by K1 and D. • atma va idam eka eva]
K1Ped, atmaivedam D, atmaivedam idam J1, atma va idam eka evagra ascd iti atmaivedam
J2V1 • J1, K1, and D omit all the “iti”s in lines 1–3. • puru1o ha vai narayawa iti] J2V1Ped, om.
DJ1K1 2 prajayeyeti] DJ1J2K1V1, prajayeyetcti Ped 3 puru1o . . . pi]galam (line 6 )] J2V1Ped,
om. DJ1K1 6 ity adi1u] DJ2V1, ity adis J1K1, ity adi1u ca Ped 7 saj jayeta] DJ2K1V1Ped,
sañjayeta J1 8 syad iti] J2V1, syad ity adi D, syad J1K1 • eko . . . ua]kara] J2V1Ped, eko
narayawa ascn na brahm<a> na ca ua]kara D, om. J1K1 • ity adi1u] DJ2V1Ped, ityi adis J1 ity
adis K1 • <anye1a\ . . . ity adina> K1 9 ca] J1J2V1Ped, om. D • caiva\] DJ1K1V1Ped, ceva\
para\ J2 10 upalabdhyaiva] DJ1K1Ped, upalabhyaiva J2V1 11 puru1artha] DJ1K1V1PchaPja,
puru1arthatva J2, puru1arthatva Ped 12 iti] J1J2K1V1Ped, om. D • arthe1u] J1J2K1V1Ped,
<arthe1u> D • nanavidhe1u] J2V1, nanavidhe1v api DJ1K1Ped 13 tathetaro] J2Ped, tatha itarau
ca D, tatha itaratas J1K1, tatha itarato V1 14 evasya] J2K1V1Ped, evasya <janmadi> D,
evasya ca J1 • ity arthas] DJ2V1Ped, iti yojana J1K1 15 repatvena] J1J2K1V1Ped, repatve D •
puru1arthatva\] V1, puru1arthatva\ ca DJ1K1Ped, puru1artha<tva\ ca> J2
1 atma . . . puru1avidha, B[hadarawyaka 1.4.1 • puru1o ha vai narayawa, Narayawopani1ad
1 • eko . . . asct, Mahopani1ad 1.1 2 tad . . . prajayeyeti, Chandogya 6.2.3 •
tasmad . . . sambhetas, Taittircya 2.1.3 3 tat tejos[jata, Chandogya 6.2.3 • yato . . . jayante,
Taittircya 3.1.1 • puru1o . . . bhetani, Mahanarayawopani1ad (?) 5 narayawas . . . narayawas
param, Mahanarayawopani1ad 11.4 6 [ta\ . . . pi]galam, Mahanarayawopani1ad 12.1 7
katham . . . jayeta, Chandogya 6.2.2 • ko hy . . . na syat, Taittircya 2.7.1 8 eko . . . ua]kara,
Mahopani1ad 1.1 9 anandamayobhyasat, Brahmasetra 1.1.12
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dhvanitam | eko ha vai narayawa ascd ity adiuastrapramawatvena
prak sthapitarepatva\
ceti | athek1ater nauabdam iti vyaca1ve abhijña iti | atra setrasyarthas
idam amnayate
chandogye sad eva somyedam agra ascd ekam evadvitcya\ brahma
tad aik1ata bahu sya\
4 prajayeyeti | tat tejos[jatety adi | tatra parokta\ pradhanam api
jagatkarawatvenayati | tac
ca nety aha ck1ater iti | yasmin uabda eva pramawa\ na bhavati tad
auabdam anumanika\
pradhanam ity arthas | na tad iha pratipadyam | kutouabdatva\
tasyety aua]kyaha ck1ates
| sacchabdavacyasambandhivyaparaviue1abhidhayina ck1ater dhatos
uravawat | tad aik1ateti
8 ck1awa\ cacetane pradhane na sambhavet | anyatra cek1apervikaiva
s[1vis | sa aik1ata
lokann u s[jeti sa iman lokan as[jatety adau | ck1awa\ catra
tadaue1as[jyavicaratmakatvat
sarvajñatvam eva krorckaroti | tad etad aha abhijña iti | nanu
tadancm ekam evadvitcyam
ity uktes tasyek1awasadhana\ na sambhavati tatraha svarar iti |
svasvarepewaiva tatha
12 tatha rajata iti | na tasya karya\ karawa\ ca vidyata ity adau
svabhavikc jñanabalakriya
ceti urutes | etenek1awavanmertimattvam api svabhavikam ity ayatam
| niuvasitasyapy agre
daruayi1yamawatvat | tac ca yathoktam eveti ca | atha uastrayonitvad
ity asyarthantara\
vyaca1ve tena iti | tac carthantara\ yatha
1,2

1

2

1 dhvanitam] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, niucitam Pgha • pramawatvena] J1J2K1V1Ped, pramawatve D •
repatva\] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, repa\ Pjha 2 atra] DJ2V1Ped, tatra J1K1 • setrasyarthas] DJ1J2K1V1,
setrarthas Ped 3 chandogye] J1J2V1Ped, cchaandogye D, chandopyeva\ K1 • somya] J1J2Ped,
saumya DK1V1 • brahma] DJ1J2K1V1, brahmeti Ped 4 tatra DJ1J2K1V1, atra Ped • parokta\]
DJ2K1V1Ped, parokta\ <sa]khyokta\> J1 5 bhavati] J1J2K1V1Ped, bhavatcti D 7 sacchabda]
DJ1J2K1V1Ped, tacchabda Pga • aik1ateti ck1awa\] DJ1K1V1, aik1atetck1awa\ J2Ped 8 cacetane]
DJ1J2K1Ped, va cetame V1 • anyatra] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, atra Pgha • cek1a] DJ2K1V1Ped, ce1va J1 •
aik1ata] DJ2V1Ped, ck1ata J1K1 9 lokann u] J1K1Ped, lokann u? D, lokan u J2, lokan na V1 • iti
sa iman lokan as[jata] J1J2V1Ped, om. DK1 • ck1awa\ catra] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, ck1awapratctis
Pgha 10 tadancm ekam] J1J2K1V1Ped, tadanc<m eka>m D 11 uktes] J2Ped, uktes J1K1, ukte
DV1 • tatraha] DJ1J2K1Ped, tatraha V1 12 tatha] DJ2K1V1Ped, om. J1 • tasya] J1J2K1V1Ped,
yasya D 13 ceti] DJ1J2K1V1, cety adi Ped • api] DJ1J2K1V1, api tasya Ped • <niuvasitasyapy
agre daruayi1yamawatvat> K1 • niuvasitasya] DJ1J2V1, nisuvasitasya Ped 14 tac ca . . .
canyasyeti (next page, line 2) om. K1
1 eko . . . asct, Mahopani1ad 1.1 2 ck1ater nauabdam, Brahmasetra 1.1.5 3 sad . . . brahma,
Chandogya 6.2.1 • tad aik1ata . . . tejos[jata, Chandogya 6.2.3 5 yasmin . . . pratipadyam
kutas, 3rcbha1ya 1.1.5, vol. 2, p. 5–6 6 ck1ates . . . sambhavet, 3rcbha1ya 1.1.5, vol. 2,
p. 6 8 ck1apervikaiva . . . as[jata, 3rcbha1ya 1.1.5, vol. 2, p. 6–7 • sa . . . as[jata, Aitareya
1.1.1–2 12 na . . . kriya ca, 3vetauvatara 6.8
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1,2

katha\ tasya jagajjanmadikart[tva\ katha\ va
nanyatantroktasya pradhanasya na
canyasyeti tatraha | uastrasya vedalak1awasya yonis karawa\
tadrepatvat | eva\ va aresya
mahato bhetasya niuvasitam etad yad[gvedo yajurvedas
samavedotharva]girasa itihasas
4 purawa\ vidya upani1adas ulokas setrawy anuvyakhyanani
vyakhyanancti urutes | uastra\
hi sarvapramawagocaravividhanantajñanamaya\ tasya ca
karawa\ brahmaiva ureyata iti |
tad eva mukhya\ sarvajña\ tad[ua\ sarvajñatva\ vina ca
sarvau[1vyadikam anyasya
nopapadyata iti proktalak1awa\ brahmaiva jagatkarawa\ na
pradhana\ na ca jcvantaram
8 iti | tad eva viv[tyaha tene brahma h[da ya adikavaya iti | brahma
vedam adikavaye
brahmawe brahmawa\ prati h[da antaskarawadvaraiva na tu
vagdvara tene avirbhavitavan
| atra b[hadvacakena brahmapadena sarvajñanamayatva\ tasya
jñapitam | h[dety
anenantaryamitva\ sarvauaktimayatva\ ca jñapitam | adikavaya
ity anena tasyapi
12 uik1anidanatvat uastrayonitva\ ceti | urutiu catra
yo brahmawa\ vidadhati perva\
yo vai veda\u ca prahiwoti tasmai |
ta\ ha devam atmabuddhiprakaua\

1

2

2 ca] DJ2V1Ped, va J1 • anyasya] DJ1J2Ped, anyasya <jcvasya> V1 • va] DJ1J2K1Ped, om. V1 •
aresya] K1V1Ped, are asya DJ1J2 4 itihasas] DJ1J2K1, itihasa V1Ped • purawa\] DJ1J2V1Ped,
purawas K1 • vidya upani1adas ulokas] DJ1J2Ped, om. K1, vidya upani1ada ulokas V1 •
anuvyakhyanani] J1V1, upasetrawi DK1Ped, upasetra]i J2 • vyakhyanani] J1J2V1Ped, khilany
upakhilani ca K1P]aPja, khilany upakhilani ca vyakhyanani D 6 eva] DJ1J2K1V1, eva\ Ped •
anyasya] DJ2K1V1Ped, asya J1 • nopapadyata] J1J2K1V1Ped, nopa<pa>dyata D • ca] DJ1J2K1Ped,
om. V1 8 tad] DJ1J2V1Ped, etad K1 9 h[da antaskarawa] DJ1K1V1, h[dantaskarawa J2Ped 10
sarva] DJ2K1V1Ped, brahma J1 11 sarvauaktimayatva\ ca] DJ1J2V1Ped, sarvauaktitva\ ca
bhagavato K1 12 nidanatvat uastra] DJ1K1V1, nidanatvac chastra J2Ped 15 buddhi]
DJ1J2V1Ped, <buddhi> K1
2 eva\ . . . vyakhyancni, B[hadarawyaka 2.4.10 13 yo . . . prapadye (next page), 3vetauvatara
6.18
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mumuk1ur vai uarawam aha\ prapadye || iti |
muktajcva api tatkarawa\ nety aha muhyantcti | yatra brahmawi
vedakhye serayas
ue1adayopi anena ca uayanalclavyañjitaniuvasitamayavedo
brahmadividhanacawau ca yas
4 padmanabhas tadadimertikas urcbhagavan evabhihitas | viv[ta\
caitat pracodita yena
pura sarasvatcty adina | atha tat tu samanvayad ity
asyarthantara\ yatha uastrayonitve
hetuu ca d[uyata ity aha tat tv iti | samanvayotra samyak
sarvatomukhonvayo vyutpattir
vedarthaparijñana\ tasmat tat tu uastranidanatva\ niuccyata iti
jcve samyag jñanam eva
8 nasti pradhana\ tv acetanam eveti bhavas | sa vetti viuva\ na hi
tasya vettcti urutes | tad
etad asya tadcyasamyagjñana\ vyatirekamukhena bodhayitu\
jcvana\ sarve1am api
tadcyasamyagjñanabhavam aha muhyantcti | serayas ue1adayopi
yat yatra uabdabrahmawi
muhyanti | tad etad viv[ta\ svaya\ bhagavata
12
ki\ vidhatte kim aca1ve kim anedya vikalpayet |
ity asya h[daya\ loke nanyo mad veda kaucana || iti |
anena ca sak1adbhagavan evabhihitas | athek1ater nauabdam ity
asyarthantaram abhiijña
ity atraiva vyañjitam asti| tatra setrarthas nanv auabdam
asparuam arepam avyayam ity adi
1,2

1

2

2 tatkarawa\] DJ1K1V1Ped, tat <tasyas uik1ayas> karawa\ J2 • muhyantcti] DJ1J2K1Ped,
muhyanti V1 • yatra brahmawi vedakhye] V1Ped, om. DJ1K1, yatra brahmawi vedakhye J2 3
vidhanacawau], vidhanacaniau (post. corr.) D, vidhanacarawau J1, vidhanacawau <?aturas> J2,
vidhanacarawau K1, vidhanaca_wau V1, vidhanakhyatau P]a, vividhananalocanau Pjha,
vidhanacanau Ped 4 evabhihitas] DJ1J2Ped, eva<bhi>hitas K1, evabhihita\ V1 6 atra]
DJ1K1Ped, atra <atra bhagavati> J2, atra <bhagavati> V1 7 tasmat] DJ1J2V1, <ta>smat
K1, yasmat Ped • uastra] DJ1J2K1V1, uastrayoni Ped • samyag] J1J2K1Ped, samyak DV1 • jñanam
eva] DJ1K1Ped, jñana\ J2V1 8 vettcti] J1J2K1V1Ped, vettetyadi D 9 etad asya] DPed, etasya
J1Pkha, etasya <asya bhagavatas> J2, etadasya <bhagavatas> K1, etad asya <bhagavatas>
(in a very different hand from the usual marginalia) V1 • tadcyasamyagjñana\] J1Ped,
tadcyasamyak
jñana\
D,
tadcyasamyagjñana\
<vedasambandhijñana\>
J2,
<vedasambandhi>tadcyasamyagjñana\ K1, tadcya<vedcya>samyagjñana\ (“vedCya” in a very
different hand from the usual marginalia) V1 10 samyag] J1K1V1Ped, samyak DJ2 • serayas]
DJ1J2V1Ped, uerayas K1 • yat] DJ1J2K1V1, yad Ped 11 muhyanti tad etad] J1J2V1Ped, tad etad
D, mu<hyanti tadeta>d K1 13 ity asya] DJ1J2Ped, ityatya K1, ity asya V1 14 anena]
DJ1J2K1Ped, ane V1 • ca] DJ1J2V1Ped, om. K1 • evabhihitas] DJ1V1Ped, eva abhihitas J2,
eva<bhi>hitas K1 15 tatra] DJ1J2K1V1, atra Ped • nanv] DJ2K1V1Ped, nanu J1
4 pracodita . . . sarasvatc, Bhagavata 2.4.22 8 sa vetti . . . vetti, 3vetauvatara 3.19 12 ki\
vidhatte . . . kaucana, Bhagavata 11.21.42 15 auabdam . . . avyayam, Kavha 3.15
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urutes | katha\ tasya uabdayonitva\ tatraha prak[ta\ brahma
uabdahcna\ na bhavati |
kuta ck1ates tad aik1ata bahu sya\ prajayeyety atra bahu syam
iti uabdatmakek1adhatos
uravawat | tad etad aha abhijñas bahu syam ity
adiuabdatmakavicaravidagdhas | sa ca
4 uabdadiuaktisamudayas tasya na prak[tas prak[tik1obhat
pervatrapi sadbhavat | tatas
svarepabheta evety aha svarar iti | atra pervavat tad[ua\
sadharmatva\ mertimattvam api
siddham | yathahus setrakaras antas taddharmopadeuad iti |
atouabdatvadika\
prak[tauabdahcnatvadikam eveti jñeyam |
atrottaramcma\sadhyayacatu1vayasyapy artho
8 daruitas | tatranvayad itaratau ceti samanvayadhyayasya muhyanti
yat seraya ity
avirodhadhyayasya dhcmahcti sadhanadhyayasya satya\ param iti
phaladhyayasyeti | tatha
gayatryarthopi spa1vas | tatra janmadyasya yata iti prawavarthas
s[1vyadiuaktimattvavacitvat | tad evam evagnipurawe
gayatrcvyakhyane proktam tajjyotir
12 bhagavan vi1wur jagajjanmadikarawam iti | yatra trisargom[1eti
vyah[titrayarthas |
ubhayatrapi lokatrayasya tadananyatvena vivak1itatvat | svarar iti
savit[prakauakaparamatejovaci | tene brahma h[deti
buddhiv[ttiprerawaprarthana secita |
tad eva k[paya svadhyanayasmaka\ buddhiv[ttcs prerayatad iti
bhavas | evam evokta\
1,2

1

2

1 urutes] J2K1V1Ped, urute J1 • prak[ta\] J1J2Ped, prak[ta\ <prakarawalabdha\> DK1V1 •
uabdahcna\] DJ2K1V1Ped, uarcrahcna\ J1 2 kuta] J1J2V1, kutas DK1Ped 3 uabda] DJ1J2K1Ped,
sabda V1 5 tatas] J1J2K1V1, tat DPed • atra] DJ1J2K1Ped, atra ca V1 • tad[ua\ sadharmatva\
mertimattvam] DJ2V1Ped, tad[uamertitvadikam J1K1, tad[ua\ sadharmakatva\ mertimattvam
Pjha 6
yathahus . . . upadeuad
iti]
DJ2Ped,
om.
J 1K 1,
yathahus . . . upadeuad
<seryamawralamadhye sthitadharmopadeuat> iti V1 7 atrottaramcma\sadhyaya] DJ1J2Ped,
atro<ttaramcma\sa>dhyaya K1, <uloke> atrotta<ra>mcma\sadhyaya V1 • api] DJ1J2V1Ped,
om. K1 8 tatranvayad] DJ1J2V1Ped, tatra anvayad K1 • ca] DJ1J2V1Ped, om. K1 9
phaladhyayasyeti] J1J2K1V1Ped, phaladhyayasyati D • tatha] DJ1J2K1Ped, yatha V1 11
uaktimattva] DV1Ped, uaktimattattva J1K1, uaktimatta<??> J2 • tad evam . . . karawam iti (line
12)] DJ2V1Ped, om. J1K1 • proktam] J1J2K1V1Ped, cokta\ D 13 ubhayatra] J1J2K1V1Ped,
ubhayatra <arthadvaye prawavarthe vyah[titrayarthe ca> D 14 prakauaka] DJ2K1V1Ped,
prakaua J1 15 tad eva] DJ1J2V1Ped, tad eva\ K1 • svadhyana] DJ1J2K1Ped, svadhyana V1 •
asmaka\] DJ1J2V1Ped, om. K1 • v[ttcs] DJ1J2K1Ped, v[tti V1 • iti] DJ1J2V1Ped, iti hi K1
2 tad . . . prajayeya, Chandogya 6.2.3 6 antas taddharmopadeuat, Brahmasetra 1.1.20
11 taj jyotir . . . karawam, Agni 216.7
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gayatrya ca samarambha iti | tac ca tejas tatra antas
taddharmopadeuad ity adi
sampratipanna\ yanmerta\ tadadyanantamertimad eva
dhyeyam iti | tatha
cagnipurawasya kramasthavacanani
4
eva\ sandhyavidhi\ k[tva gayatrc\ ca japet smaret |
gayaty ukthani uastrawi bharga\ prawa\s tathaiva ca ||
tatas sm[teya\ gayatrc savitrc yata eva ca |
prakauinc sa savitur vagrepatvat sarasvatc ||
8
tajjyotis parama\ brahma bhargas tejo yatas sm[tas |
bhargas syat bhrajata iti bahula\ chandascritam ||
varewya\ sarvatejobhyas ure1vha\ vai parama\ padam |
svargapavargakamair va varawcya\ sadaiva hi ||
12
v[woter varawarthatvaj jagratsvapnadivarjitam |
nitya\ uuddha\ buddham eka\ nitya\ bhargam
adhcuvaram ||
aha\ brahma para\ jyotir dhyayema hi vimuktaye |
tajjyotir bhagavan vi1wur jagajjanmadikarawam ||
1,2,3

1

2

3

J1 and K1 skip from dhyeyam iti (line 2) to tathA daUalak2aWArthaS (two pages below), omitting the entire quote from the Agni Purawa and the brief note on aha\grahopasana. There
are no markers or marginalia indicating that text is missing
1 dharmopadeuad ity] DJ2Ped, dharmamnayad ity J1, dharmad ity K1, dharmopadeuadi V1 •
adi] DJ1J2, atra K1, om. V1, adina Ped 2 dhyeyam] DJ1J2V1Ped, jñeyam K1 • tatha] DJ2V1Ped,
tatra Pjha 3 cagnipurawasya kramasthavacanani] DJ2Ped, ca agnipurawasya kramasthavacanani
V1, cagnipurawakramavacanani Pjha 5 bharga\ prawa\s] DV1Ped, bhargapranas J2 7 J2
skips from prakaua° to syat (line 9). There is a carat mark indicating that some text is to be
inserted, but the top margin of the manuscript page is torn. 8 tajjyotis] DPed, jaga<ta>jjyotis
V1 • bhargas] V1, bhargadhas D 11 svarga] D (post. corr.) J2Ped, sarga V1 12 v[woter] J2Ped,
v[wuter D, v[wote V1 14 jyotir] J2V1Ped, jyoti D
1 gayatrya ca samarambhas, quoted in Bhavarthadcpika 1.1.1, p. 13 (4rCdhara SvAmC simply
says “purAWAntare ca.”) • antas taddharmopadeuat, Brahmasetra 1.1.20 4 eva\ . . . yas sada
(two pages below, line 1), Agni 216.1–18
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uiva\ kecit pavhanti sma uaktirepa\ pavhanti ca |
kecit serya\ kecid agni\ daivatany agnihotriwas ||
agnyadirepc vi1wur hi vedadau brahma gcyate |
tat pada\ parama\ vi1wor devasya savitus sm[tam ||
dadhater va dhcmahcti manasa dharayemahi |
nosmaka\ yac ca bhargas tat sarve1a\ prawina\ dhiyas ||
codayat prerayad buddhi\ bhokt9wa\ sarvakarmasu |
d[1vad[1vavipake1u vi1wus seryagnirepabhak ||
cuvaraprerito gacchet svarga\ va uvabhram eva va |
cuavasyam ida\ sarva\ mahadadijagad dharis ||
svargadyais krcrate devo yo ha\sas puru1as prabhus |
dhyanena puru1oya\ ca dra1vavyas seryamawrale ||
satya\ sadauiva\ brahma vi1wor yat parama\ padam |
devasya savitur devo varewya\ hi turcyakam ||
yosav adityapuru1as sosav aham anuttamam |
1,2

4

8

12

1

2

5 dadhater] DJ2Ped, dadhate V1 9 cuvara] J2Ped, cuvaras DV1 • uvabhram] J2Ped, svabhram
DV1 14 devo] DJ2V1Ped, bhargo Pgha
1 uiva\ . . . (quotation continued from Agni 216.1–18)
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janana\ uubhakarmadcn pravartayati yas sada || ity etani |
yatradhik[tya gayatrc\ varwyate dharmavistaras |
v[trasuravadhotsikta\ tad bhagavatam ucyate || ity adcni
ca |
4 tasmad bhargabrahmaparavi1wubhagavacchabdabhinnavarwataya
tatra tatra nirdi1va api
bhagavatpratipadaka eva jñeyas | madhye madhye tv
aha\grahopasananirdeuas tatsamya
iva labdhe hi tadupasanayogyata bhavatcti | tatha
daualak1awarthopy atraiva d[uyas | tatra
sargavisargasthananirodha jandmady asya yata ity atra |
manvantareuanukathe ca
8 sthanantargate po1awa\ tena ity adau | etir muhyantcty adau |
muktir jcvanam api
tatsannidhye sati kuhakanirasanavyañjake dhamnety adau |
aurayas satya\ param ity atra3
| sa ca svaya\bhagavattvena nirwctatvat urck[1wa eveti
pervoktaprakara eva vyakta iti | tad
evam asminn upakramavakye sarve1u padavakyatatparye1u tasya
dhyeyasya saviue1atva\
12 mertimatva\ bhagavadakaratva\ ca vyaktam | tac ca yuktam |
svarepavakyantaravyaktatvat |
yosyotprek1aka adimadhyanidhane yovyaktajcveuvaro
yas s[1vvedam anupraviuya [1iwa cakre puras uasti tas |
1,2

1

2

3

1 etani] DJ2V1, adi Ped 2 gayatrc\] DJ2Ped, gayatrc V1 • varwyate] J2Ped, kcrtyate DV1PgaPja 7
sargavisarga] DJ2K1V1Ped, trisargavisarga J1 • ca] J1J2K1V1Ped, om. D 8 sthanantargate]
DJ1K1Ped, sthanantargate <palanantargate> J2, sthanantargate <palanasyantarbhete> V1 •
etir muhyantcty adau] J2V1Ped, etir muhyantcty adyau D, etcr muhyantcty adau J1, <etir
muhyantcty adau> K1 • jcvanam api . . . vyañjake] DJ2V1Ped, om. J1K1 9 atra] DJ1K1, adau
J2V1Ped 10 nirwctatvat] DJ1J2K1Ped, om. V1 11 evam asminn] DJ1J2V1, eva yasminn K1Ped •
vakye] DJ1J2K1Ped, vakye1u V1 • tatparye1u] DJ1J2K1Ped, tatparye V1 12 mertimattva\]
J1J2K1Ped, mertitva\ D, om. V1 • bhagavad] J2V1Ped, urcbhagavad DJ1K1 • akaratva\] DJ1K1Ped,
akara\ J2V1 13 svarepa] DJ2V1Ped, sarepa J1K1
1 yas sada, (end of quotation from Agni 216.1–18) 2 yatradhik[tya . . . ucyate, Agni 272.6
and quoted in Bhavarthadcpika 1.1.1 (4rCdhara SvAmC credits the verse to to the
PurAWadAnaprastAva of the Matsya PurAWa) 7 sargavisargasthananirodhas, manvantareuanukathe, po1awam, Bhagavata 2.10.1 8 po1awam, etis, muktis, Bhagavata 2.10.1 9 aurayas,
Bhagavata 2.10.1 14 yosyotprek1aka . . . harim (next page, line 2), Bhagavata 10.87.50
See Tattva-sandarbha 55–56. BhP 2.10.1–7
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ya\ sampadya jahaty ajam anuuayc suptas kulaya\
yatha
ta\ kaivalyanirastayonim abhaya\ dhyayed ajasra
harim || iti |
ato dharmas projjhitety adav anantaravakyepi ki\ va parair ity
adina tatraiva tatparya\
4 daruitam | tathopasa\haravakyadhcnarthatvad
upakramavakyasya natikramawcyam eva |
kasmai yena vibhasitoyam ity adidaruitam tasya
tad[uaviue1avattvadikam |
yathaivatmag[hctir itaravad uttarad ity atra
ua]karauarcrakasyaparasya\ yojanayam
upakramoktasya sacchabdavacyasyatmatvam upasa\harasthad
atmauabdal labhyate
8 tadvad ihapi catusulokcvaktur bhagavattva\ daruita\ ca
urcvyasasamadhav api tasyaiva
dhyeyatvam | tad etad eva ca svasukhanibh[tetyadi
urcuukah[dayanugatam iti || 1 || 1 ||
urcvyasas || athopasa\haravakyasyapy ayam arthas | kasmai
garbhodakauayipuru1anabhikamalasthaya brahmawe tatraiva yena
mahavaikuwvha\
12 daruayata dvitcyaskandhavarwitatad[uaurcmertyadina bhagavata
vibhasitas prakauitas na tu
tadapi racitas | aya\ urcbhagavatarepas pura pervaparardhadau
tadrepewa brahmarepewa
tadrepiwa urcnaradarepiwa yogcndraya urcuukaya tadatmana
urck[1wadvaipayanarepewa |
tadatmanety asyottarewanvayas | tatra tadatmana urcuukarepeweti
jñeyam |
1

2

1 sampadya jahaty] DJ1J2K1Ped, samyag vyajahaty V1 3 projjhitety adav] DJ2K1V1Ped,
projjhitakaitvaotra parama ity adau J1 • anantara] DJ1K1V1Ped, antara J2 4 daruitam]
DJ1J2V1Ped, om. K1 • tatha] J1J2K1V1Ped, yatha D 5 vibhasitoyam] J2Ped, vibhasitoyam atula
J1, vibha1itoyam DK1V1 7 upakrama] J2V1Ped, upakranta DJ1K1P]aPja • atmatvam
upasa\harasthad atmauabdal] J1J2V1Ped, atmatva<m upasa\harasthatma>uabdal D, atmatvam
upasa\harasthad atmauabdal K1 • labhyate] J1J2K1V1Ped, lak1yate Pgha 8 vaktur] DJ2Ped,
vakt[ J1K1V1 • urcvyasa] DJ1J2K1Ped, <urc>vyasa V1 9 etad] DJ1K1V1Ped, om. J2 • adi]
DJ1J2V1Ped, adi daruita K1 • uuka] J1J2K1V1, uukadeva DPed • anugatam iti | 1 | 1 | ] DJ2K1V1,
anugatam iti 1 1 J1, anugatam iti Ped 10 api] DJ1J2K1Ped, om. V1 11 garbhodaka] DJ2K1V1Ped,
garbhoda J1 12 varwita] J1J2K1V1Ped, varwita D • vibhasitas] J1J2K1V1Ped, vibha?itas D • na
tu tadapi racitas] DJ1J2V1Ped, <na tu tada racitas> K1 15 uttarewanvayas] J2V1, uttarewapy
anvayas DK1Ped, uttarewa<pya>nvayas J1 • urcuukarepeweti] DJ1K1V1Ped, urcuukarepeweti
<nena bhagavata> J2, urcuukarepewa urck[1warepeweti Pga
2 ajasra\ harim (end of quotation from BhAgavata 10.87.50) 3 dharmas projjhita, ki\ va
parais, Bhagavata 1.1.2 5 kasmai . . . ayam, Bhagavata 12.13.19 6 atmag[hctir itaravad
uttarat, Brahmasetra 3.3.16 9 svasukhanibh[ta, Bhagavata 12.12.69
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1,2,3

tadrepewety adibhis tribhis padair na kevala\ catusuloky eva
tena prakauita ki\ tarhi
tatra tatravi1venakhawram eva purawam iti dyotitam | atra
madrepewa ca yu1mabhyam iti
sa]kocenanuktopi urcsetavakyaue1o gamyas | eva\ sarvasyapi
urcbhagavataguror mahima
4 daruitas | sa]kar1awasampradayaprav[ttis tu
urck[1wadvaipayanakart[kaprakauanantargataiveti p[thag nocyate |
tat para\ satya\
urcbhagavadakhya\ tattva\ dhcmahi | yat tat param anuttamam
iti sahasranamastotrat
parauabdena ca urcbhagavan evocyate | adyovataras puru1as
parasyeti dvitcyat |
8 brahmadcna\ buddhiv[ttiprerakatvenabhidhanad
gayatryarthopalak1itena dhcmahcti
gayatrcpadenaiva yathopakramam upasa\haran gayatrya apy
arthoya\ grantha iti
daruayati | tad ukta\ gayatrcbha1yareposau bharatarthavinirwaya
iti || 12 || 13 || urcsetas ||
12 athabhyasena
kalimalasa\hatikalanokhileuo
harir itaratra na gcyate hy abhck1wam |
iha tu punar bhagavan aue1amertis
16
paripavhitonupada\ kathaprasa]gais || 106 ||

1

2

3

J2 has one folio (65) missing. Folio 64 ends with ki| tarhi (line 1) and folio 66 begins with
tatra tatra prav{ttir (page x, line y). This may otherwise be the result an eyeskip from from
tatra tatra (line 2) to the same on page x, with folio numbering having been given later to
account for the absent text.
Starting brahmAdCnA| (line 8) to the end of the manuscript, K1 is written in a different
hand. The script is less rounded, the letters are shorter and more angular, dawras are not
used, and there are more lines on a page
1 catus] J1J2K1V1Ped, catu D 2 iti dyotitam] DJ1Ped, eva dyotitam K1, iti dyo<ti>tam V1 •
yu1mabhyam iti] DK1V1Ped, yu1mabhyam iti ca J1 3 vakya] DK1V1Ped, om. J1 4 prav[ttis
tu] J1V1Ped, prav[ttis—K1 5 urck[1wa] J1Ped,—k[1wa K1, k[1wa DV1 • p[thag] J1K1V1, pratha]
D, p[tha] Ped 6 param] DV1Ped, padam J1, pa?(r or d)am K1 7 ca] J1K1V1Ped, om. D 8
gayatryartho] J1V1Ped, gayatrya artho D, gayatryatho K1 10 iti || 12 || 13 || ] DV1, iti 12 13
J1K1, iti Ped 12 athabhyasena] DV1Ped, athabhyasena2 J1, ?tha2bhyasena K1 16 paripavhito]
J1K1V1Ped, parivhito D • prasa]gais || 106 || ] DV1, prasa]gais 106 J1K1, prasa]gais Ped
6 yat tat param anuttamam, Vi1wusahasranamastotra 78 7 adyas . . . parasya, Bhagavata
2.6.42 10 gayatrc . . . vinirwayas, Garura (?), quoted in Madhva’s Bhagavatatatparyanirwaya
1.1.1, p. 4 13 kali . . . prasa]gais, Bhagavata 12.12.66
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kalano nauanas | itaratra karmabrahmadipratipadakauastrantare
| akhileuo
virarantaryamc narayawopi tatpalako vi1wur vapi na gcyate kvacid
gcyate va tatra tv
abhck1wa\ naiva gcyate tuuabdovadharawe sak1ac chrcbhagavan
punar iha urcbhagavata
4 evabhck1wa\ gcyate | narayawadayo va yetra varwitas tepy aue1a
eva mertayovatara yasya
sas | tathabheta eva gcyate na tv itaratreva tadavivekenety arthas
| ataeva tat tat
kathaprasa]gair apy anupada\ pada\ padam api lak1ck[tya
bhagavan eva pari
sarvatobhavena pavhito vyaktam evokta iti | anenapervatapi
vyakhyata
8 anyatranadhigatatvat || 12 || 12 || urcsetas ||
1,2

atha phalena
pibanti ye bhagavata atmanas sata\
12
katham[ta\ uravawapuve1u sambh[tam |
punanti te vi1ayavide1itauaya\
vrajanti taccarawasaroruhantikam || 107 ||
satam atmanas praweuvarasya yad va vyadhikarawe 1a1vhyas
satam svasya yo bhagavan
16 tasyety arthas | te1a\ bhagavati svamitvena mamataspadatvat |
atra katham[ta\
prakramyamawa\ urcbhagavatakhyam eva mukhyam yasya\ vai

1

2

1 nauanas] J1V1Ped, nauana DK1 • virar] DJ1K1V1Ped, jcvady Pgha 2 kvacid gcyate va] J1K1V1Ped,
om. D 3 bhagavata] DJ1K1V1, bhagavate Ped • gcyate] DV1Ped, gcyata iti J1K1 4 varwitas]
DJ1K1Ped, varwita V1 5 avivekenety] J1K1V1Ped, avivekena ity D 6 pada\] J1K1V1Ped, om.
D • lak1ck[tya] DK1V1Ped, lak1yck[tya J1 7 vyakhyata] DK1V1Ped, vyakhyata 3 J1 •
anadhigatatvat || 12 || 12 || ] V1, anadhigatatvat || 12 || D, anadhigatatvat 12 12 J1, anadhigatatvat
12 | 12 K1, anadhigatatvat Ped 9 phalena], phalenapi DPed, phalena4 J1, phalena_ K1V1 10
bhagavata] DJ1Ped, bhagavatia K1, bhagavata (unm.) V1 13 antikam || 107 || ] DV1, antikam
107 J1K1, antikam Ped 14 1a1vhyas] J1K1V1, 1a1vhc DPed • svasya] DJ1K1V1, atmanas svasya
Ped • bhagavan tasya] DJ1K1V1, bhagava\s tasya Ped 16 prakramyamawa\] DJ1K1Ped,
prakauyamana\ V1, prakathyamana\ Pgha
11 pibanti . . . antikam, Bhagavata 2.2.37 16 yasya\ vai ureyamawaya\ (next page),
Bhagavata 1.7.7
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ureyamawayam ity adika\ ca tathaivoktam iti || 2 || 2 ||
urcuukas ||

1,2

atharthavadena
ya\ brahma varuwendrarudramarutas stunvanti divyais
stavair
vedais sa]gapadakramopani1adair gayanti ya\ samagas |
dhyanavasthitatadgatena manasa pauyanti ya\ yogino
yasyanta\ na vidus surasuragawa devaya tasmai namas ||
108 ||
8 stavair vedaiu ca stunvanti stuvanti | dhyanenavasthita\ niucala\
tadgata\ yanmanas tena || 12 || 13 || urcsetas ||

4

athopapattya
bhagavan sarvabhete1u lak1itas svatmana haris |
d[uyair buddhyadibhir dra1va lak1awair anumapakais || 109 ||
prathama\ dra1va jcvo lak1itas | kais d[uyair buddhyadibhis | tad
eva dvedha daruayati
d[uyana\ jarana\ buddhyadcna\ daruana\ svaprakaua\
dra1vara\ vina na ghavata ity
16 anupapattidvara lak1awais svaprakauadra1v[lak1akais | tatha
buddhyadcni kart[prayojyani
karawatvat vasyadivad iti vyaptidvaranumapakair iti | atha
bhagavan api lak1itas | kena
12

1

2

1 uktam iti || 2 || 2 || ] V1, uktam iti || 1 || 2 || D, uktam ity arthas 2 2 J1K1, uktam iti Ped 3
arthavadena] DK1V1Ped, arthavadena5 J1 4 marutas] K1Ped, maruta DJ1V1 • divyais] DV1Ped,
divyai J1K1 5 upani1adair] DJ1V1Ped, upani1adaisr K1 7 namas || 108 || ] DV1, namas 108
J1K1, namas Ped 8 tena || 12 || 13 || ] V1, tena || 2 || D, tena 12 13 J1K1, tena Ped 11 upapattya]
DK1Ped, upapattya6 J1, upapattya <tarkewa> V1 12 bhagavan] J1K1V1Ped, bhagavana D 13
d[uyair] DK1V1Ped, d[uyai J1 • dra1va] DJ1K1Ped, dra1vra V1 • anumapakais || 109 || ]
DV1, anumapakais 109 J1K1, anumapakais Ped 14 kais] J1K1Ped, kai? D, kair V1 • tad]
DJ1K1Ped, tad <lak1awa\> V1 15 <buddhyadcna\ . . . tatha> V1 (eyeskip) 17 karawatvat]
DJ1K1V1, karawatvad Ped • vasyadivad] DK1V1Ped, vasyadivad <basol??> J1
4 ya\ . . . namas (line 7), Bhagavata 12.13.1 12 bhagavan . . . anumapakais, Bhagavata
2.2.35
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sarvabhete1u sarve1u te1u dra1v[1u pravi1vena svatmana
sva\uarepewantaryamiwa | adau
sarvair dra1v[bhir antaryamc lak1itas | tatas tena bhagavan api
lak1ita ity arthas | sa ca sa
ca pervavat dvedhaiva lak1yate | tatha hi kart[tvabhokt[tvayor
asvatantryadaruanat
4 karmawopi jaratvat sarve1am api jcvana\ tatra tatra prav[ttir
antasprayojakaviue1a\ vina
na ghavata ity anupapattidvarantaryamc lak1yate | e1a hy
anenatmana cak1u1a daruayati
urotrewa uravayati manasa manayati buddhya bodhayati tasmad
etav ahus s[tir as[tir iti
bhallaveyaurutiu ca | atha tasmai cantaryamitvaiuvaryaya te1u yadi
sarva\uenaiva praviuati
8 kopi paras tada svatas perwatvabhavad ancuvaratvam eva syad ity
anupapattidvarantaryamirepewa tasya\uena bhagavan api
lak1itas | ataeva gctopani1atsu
athava bahunaitena ki\ jñatena tavarjuna |
vi1vabhyaham ida\ k[tsnam eka\uena sthito jagat || iti |
12 vi1wupurawe ca svauaktileuav[tabhetasarga iti | tatha jcvas
prayojakakart[preritavyaparas |
asvatantryat | tak1adikarmakarajanavad ity evam antaryamiwi
tattve vyaptidvara siddhe
punas tenaiva bhagavan api sadhyate |
tucchavaibhavajcvantaryamisvarepam cuvaratattva\
nija\uitattvauraya\ tathaiva paryaptes |

1

2

1 sarve1u te1u] DJ1K1V1, sarve1u bhete1u Ped • repewa] DV1Ped, repa J1K1 2 tena] DK1V1Ped,
tena <antaryamiwa paramatmana> J1 3 dvedhaiva] DK1, dvedhai<va> J1, dvaidhaiva V1,
dvidhaiva Ped 4 tatra tatra] DJ1K1Ped, tatra <?? . . . > tatra J2, tatra tatra <kart[tvabhokt[?e>
V1 5 dvarantaryamc] J1J2K1Ped, dvara antaryamc DV1 6 iti] DJ1J2K1Ped, i V1 7 etav]
DJ2K1V1Ped, etav <jcvatmaparamamanau> J1 8 te1u] DJ1K1V1Ped, te1u <???j?v?1u> J2 10
gctopani1atsu] DJ2K1V1, urcgctopani1atsu J1Ped
6 s[tir as[tis, Bhallaveyauruti quoted in Madhva (?) 10 athava . . . jagat, Gcta 10.42 12
svauaktileuav[tabhetasargas, Vi1wu (?)
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1,2,3

4

8

1

2

3

rajaprabhutvauritatak1adikarmakaraprayojakaprabhutvavad iti
| athavatra
yathendriyais p[thagdvarair artho bahuguwaurayas |
eko naneyate tadvad bhagavan uastravartmabhis ||
ity evodaharawcyam | anenaiva gatisamanya\ ca sidhyatcti || 2 || 2
|| urcuukas ||
pratyavasthapita\ vadantcty adipadyam ||
iti kali-yuga-pavana-sva-bhajana-vibhajana-prayojanavatara-urcurc-bhagavat-k[1wacaitanya-deva-carawanucara-viuva-vai1wava-raja-sabha-sabhajanabhajana-urc-repasanatananuuasana-bharatc-garbhe urcbhagavatasandarbhe
paramatmasandarbho nama
t[tcyas sandarbhas ||

1 prabhutvaurita] DJ1J2K1V1Ped, bh[tyaurita Pgha • prabhutvavad] DJ1J2K1V1, prabhutvadivad
Ped • atra] J1J2K1Ped, atraa D, atra <upapattau> V1 3 tadvad] J1J2K1V1Ped, tadvat D •
uastravartmabhis] J1J2K1Ped, uastraryormibhis V1 4 anenaiva] DJ2K1V1Ped, anayaiva J1 •
sidhyatcti || 2 | 2 || ] DJ2K1V1, sidhyatcti 22 J1, sidhyatcti Ped 8 sabhajana-bhajana] J1K1V1Ped,
jana-bhajana D, sabhajana J2 9 garbhe] DJ1J2K1V1, garbhe 1avsandarbhatmake Ped •
urcbhagavatasandarbhe] DJ1J2V1, om. K1, urcurcbhagavatasandarbhe Ped • paramatma]
DJ1J2K1V1, urcurcparamatma Ped 10 t[tcyas sandarbhas] DK1V1Ped, t[tcyas sandarbhas 3 J1,
t[tcyas sandarbhas || 3 || J2
Colophons:
A1: anena ca urcradhak[1wau prcyata\ uloka]kas 17 || 58 || || uubha\ bheyat || || miti
margasirasudc || 12 || ma]galavara || samvat 190 13 || ||
J1: anena uramewa urcradhak[1nau prcyeta\ || likhitam atmapavhanartha\
vyasaharilalena jenya\(?) vasina urcv[ndavanabasina manasa || sa\ 1820 miti
phalguna k[1wa 8 uukravasare jainagare urcvijaigopalajc ke mandiravi1a(?)
urcradhaballabhojayati | atas para\ urck[1wasandarbho bhavi1yati
J2: urc urcs || urcs || urcs || ||
K1: ur???ava??? (worm-eaten)
V1: anena ca urcradhak[1wau prcwcyata\ || uloka]kas || 1758 ||
D: || uloka 2250 || mokamaurcrava\ ?at ||
Pcha: sanatanasamo yasya jyayan urcman sanatanas | urcvallabhonujas sosau urepo
jcvasadgatis ||
Ped: urcbhagavatasandarbhe sarvasandarbhagarbhage | paramatmabhidheyosau
sandarbhobhet t[tcyakas || samaptoya\ urcurcparamatmasandarbhas || melam—109;
lekhyas 2758 ulokas ||
2 yatha . . . vartmabhis, Bhagavata 3.32.33 5 vadanti, Bhagavata 1.2.11
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7
TRANSLATION AND N OTES

Establishing the meaning of the Bhagavata
Now, by the previous method, the three-fold manifestation1 will be shown
here, without being contradictory to the four-fold manifestation,2 etc. In the
three-fold manifestation, the first manifestation, 3rc Bhagavan has superiority. This Maha-purawa has the name 3rc Bhagavata because it teaches about
him. As it is said, “This Purawa, called Bhagavata, is equal to the Veda.”3
The chief purport of the Bhagavata will be considered from different angles
according to the six indicators (li]ga). “Opening and concluding statements
(upakrama-upasa\hara), repetition (abhyasa), novelty (apervata), result
(phala), subordinate statements of commendation or praise (arthavada), and
reasoning (upapatti) are the indicators to determine the purport.”4

The opening and concluding statements: the first indicator
So by this method, to begin with, (the meaning is seen) by the unity of the
opening and concluding statements (upakrama and upasa\hara):

1

2

3

The three-fold manifestation (tri-vyeha) is Brahman, Paramatma, and Bhagavan, as mentioned
in Bhagavata 1.2.11.
The four-fold manifestation (catur-vyeha) consists of Vasudeva, 3a]kar1awa, Pradyumna,
and Aniruddha. See Caitanya-caritam[ta, Madhya-lcla Chapter 20 for a detailed discussion
of catur-vyeha theology.
ida\ bhagavata\ nama purawa\ brahma-sammitam
(Bhagavata 1.3.40)
The compound brahma-sammitam can also be translated as “consists of Brahman,” thus
establishing the divinity of the Bhagavata.

4

upakramopasa\harav abhyaso ‘pervata phalam
arthavadopapattc ca li]ga\ tatparya-nirwaye
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Let us meditate on the Supreme Truth, from whom there is the
creation, etc. of this (universe)—inferred by positive and negative
concomitance in things—who is the all-knower, self-luminous, who
revealed the Vedas through the heart to the first sage, about whom
the gods are confused, in whom the threefold evolution is not false—
like the exchange of fire, water, and earth—and who, by his own
strength, is always free from deception.5
Let us meditate upon the pure, spotless, sorrowless, immortal,
Supreme Truth, which out of compassion illuminated this unparalleled lamp of knowledge to Ka (Brahma) long ago. Through that
form (Brahma), he gave it to Narada, and through him to K[1wamuni
(Vyasa), and through him to Yogcndra (3uka), and through him to
Bhagavadrata (Parck1it).6
Here is the meaning of the first verse: “This Bhagavata is the meaning of the
Brahma-setra.”7 Because of the Garura’s statement that this Maha-purawa
is the natural commentary on the Brahma-setra, we will first introduce only
that aspect (namely, its being a commentary on the Brahma-setra).

Explanation of Brahma-setra 1.1.1: Satya| Para| DhCmahi
The meaning of “Brahma-jijñAsA”: Para| DhCmahi
The first setra in the Brahma-setra, “athato brahma-jijñasa,” is explained
by the half-verse beginning tejo-vAri-m{dAm. This (the second half of the
verse) is first because it comes first when construing the meaning.8 Thus,
5

Bhagavata 1.1.1, the upakrama:
janmady asya yato ’nvayad itaratau carthe1v abhijñas svarav
tene brahma h[da ya adikavaye muhyanti yat serayas
tejovarim[da\ yatha vinimayo yatra trisargo ‘m[1a
dhamna svena sada nirastakuhaka\ satya\ para\ dhcmahi.
(Translation based on Sheridan 1994: 51–52)

6

Bhagavata 12.13.19, the upasa\hara:
kasmai yena vibhasito ’yam atulo jñana-pradcpas pura
tad-repewa ca naradaya munaye k[1waya tad-repiwa
yogcndraya tad-atmanatha bhagavad-rataya karuwyatas
tac chuddha\ vimala\ viuokam am[ta\ satya\ para\ dhcmahi.

7

8

artho ‘ya\ brahma-setrawam, Garura Purawa (?), quoted in Madhva’s Bhagavata-tatparyanirwaya 1.1.1.
In other words, when the verse is semantically analyzed, the second half has priority because it contains the verb and the main object. Therefore, it explains the first setra of the
Brahma-setra.
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“brahma-jijñasa” is explained by para| dhCmahi. Param, the Supreme, is 3rc
Bhagavan.9 DhCmahi is dhyayema.10
By yoga-v[tti that is free from the restraints (of rerhi), param refers to
Brahman.11 Due to greatness, Brahman is within everything as the soul and
also outside it. Therefore, it is by nature superior ( param) to everything,
just like the sun is to rays, etc. Thus, to indicate his original form,12 the word
“brahman” is explained by the word “param.” And this is intended here to
be Bhagavan alone, because the puru1a is only a portion of Bhagavan,13 and
the undifferentiated Brahman is devoid of qualities and the like (and therefore neither of them can be the referent of param).
And the revered 3rc Ramanuja said, “The word ‘brahman’ is always associated with the quality of greatness. Its primary meaning (mukhyartha) is
‘he in whom there is an unlimited abundance of greatness, both in essential
form (svarepa) and qualities (guwa).’ He is indeed the controller of all.”14
And the Pracetas say, “There is indeed no limit to your opulence. Thus you
are praised as unlimited.”15 Thus, it has been suggested that although he has
varieties of captivating, eternal forms, he still has a chief form which is
supremely wonderful, and which is the basis of all those forms. Then, once
it is established that he possesses such a form, by that very supremacy it is
established that he is also Bhagavan, who has the forms of Vi1wu and
others, because it has been shown that he is superior to Brahma, 3iva,
and others.

9
10
11

12

13

3rcdhara glosses param as parameuvaram.
DhCmahi is the Vedic form of dhyayema (optative, first person, plural).
“Yoga-v[tti” refers to the meaning of a word based on its etymology, whereas rerhi is its
conventional meaning. Here, Jcva Gosvamc is using the etymological meaning of “Brahman”
(from “b[\h,” “to be great”) to connect it with param in the Bhagavata’s first verse.
The original form (mela-repa) is Bhagavan. So the word “param” explains “brahman”
because it refers to Brahman’s original form beyond everything, namely, Bhagavan. In this
way, Jcva is tying together the words “param,” “brahman” and “bhagavan.”
There are three puru1as who oversee the working of the material cosmos, namely,
Karawodakauayc, Garbhodakauayc, and K1crodakauayc. The first puru1a glances over the
material energy (prak[ti) and begins the process of creation, producing all the universes from
his pores. The second puru1a then enters each universe, and from his navel sprouts the lotus
of Brahma. The third puru1a accompanies each jcva as the overseer. All three are partial
manifestations of Bhagavan.

14

sarvatra b[hattva-guwa-yogena hi brahma-uabdas. b[hattva\ ca svarepewa guwaiu
ca yatranavadhikatiuaya\ so ‘sya mukhyo ‘rthas. sa ca sarveuvara eva.
(3rcbha1ya 1.1.1, p. 3)

15

na hy anto tvadvibhetcna\ so ‘nanta iti gcyase
(Bhagavata 4.30.31)
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Now, the explanation of “jijñasa” is dhCmahi, because enquiry ( jijñasa)
about him is verily meditation (dhyana) on him. Bhagavan himself says this
in the eleventh, “If one is well versed in the Veda but is not deeply absorbed
in the Supreme, then the fruit of his labor is only the labor itself, just like
that (labor) of a man protecting a cow which gives no milk.”16 Thus,17
I agree with Ramanuja’s view on the word dhCmahi, namely, that deep meditation (nididhyasana) is the intended meaning of the word “jijñasa.”18 Thus,
we arrive at the conclusion that the text called 3rc Bhagavata is the embodiment of the essence of all the Vedas, etc.
The plural form, dhCmahi, (is used) in order to convey the necessity of
meditation for everyone situated in a time, place, or parampara. This is
because it speaks of meditation on Bhagavan, who is the source (a\uc)
of the puru1as who dwell within unlimited millions of universes.19 By this
(explanation of dhCmahi), the doctrine of apparent transformation (vivartavada) (of the Advaitins), which is the very life of the doctrine of a “single
jcva” (advocated by a section of the Advaitins), is set aside. The root “dhyai”
(in dhyana) reminds us that Bhagavan also possesses form, because meditation on one who has form is not a difficult thing. When there is an easy
means of obtaining a human goal (pum-artha), a person naturally does not
execute what is difficult. Therefore, meditation on a formless one is by itself
inferior. For this reason, it has been determined that the worshipper of him
with form is the foremost among yogcs. So says the Gctopani1ad:

16
17
18

19

BhAgavata 11.11.18.
3yamdas p. 191.
In his commentary on the first setra, Ramanuja writes, “jñatum iccha jijñasa. icchaya
i1yamawa-pradhanatvad i1yamawa\ jñanam iha vidhcyate.” “Jijñasa is the desire to know.
Because the essential characteristic of a desire is the desired object, and the desired object is
knowledge, therefore knowledge is enjoined here (by the word jijñasa)” (1985: 4). The term
dhyana (or nididhyasana) is central to Ramanuja’s Vedantic exegesis, for he sees it as the
intended referent for many Upani1adic terms such as manana, vedana, daruana, upasana
and bhakti. Ramanuja quotes a series of Upani1adic passages which exhort one to perform
these activities in relation to the Self, and then says, “atra nididhyasitavya ity adina aikarthyat
‘anuvidya vijanati,’ ‘vijñaya prajña\ kurvcta’ ity evam adibhis vakyartha-jñanasya
dhyanopakaratvat ‘anuvidya,’ ‘vijnaya’ ity anedya, ‘prajña\ kurvcta,’ ‘vijanati’ iti dhyana\
vidhcyate.” “Because these passages, such as ‘nididhyasitavyas . . . ,’ all have the same meaning, and because knowledge of their syntactical meaning is helpful for meditation, therefore
after first stating (the need for knowledge), they enjoin meditation” (ibid.: 15–16).
The three puru1as mentioned above are antaryamcs for their respective realms of jurisdiction, namely, the complete aggregate of the material energy, the particular universes, and the
individual jcvas. Jcva Gosvamc discusses the various puru1as in anuccheda 2 of the ParamAtmasandarbha, where he quotes the Naradcya Tantra in support of the threefold classification.
Here, reference is made to the second puru1a, Garbhodakauayc Vi1wu, who appears in
many forms because of the differences in the creation (bahubhedad bahubhedas). Jcva wants
to draw attention to the fact that although Bhagavan is one, the jcvas are many, and all of
them are implied in the word dhCmahi.
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Those who fix the mind on me and always engage in worshipping
me with great faith, I consider the best.20 But those who worship the
imperishable, indescribable, Unmanifest, and who are devoted to
the good of all beings, they too reach me.21 There are great troubles
for those attached to the Unmanifest. The unmanifest state is
achieved with difficulty by those who are embodied.22
This is also clarified by Brahma: “O mighty Lord! Those who reject the path
of bhakti, which is the source of all welfare, and strain to obtain mere
knowledge, suffer. Suffering is all that is left, and nothing else, just as in the
case of those who thresh empty husks.”23
Thus, it has been established that the object of meditation is Bhagavan
himself. 3iva and others have been ruled out. Also, the prayer that is expressed
by the optative form of dhCmahi, which is not associated with any other
object, makes it apparent that the worship of Bhagavan is implied by meditation, because of his being the highest human goal. Therefore, the optative
verb makes it self-evident that Bhagavan is the highest human goal,24 and it
indicates that he has a supremely captivating form, as previously stated.
So also (in the Gcta), “Of Vedas, I am the Sama Veda.”25 Also therein,
“And of Samas, I am the B[hatsama.”26 In the B[hatsama, whose greatness
is thus declared, it is stated, “The abode is great, the earth is great, the sky
is great, heaven is great, the splendor is great, more splendorous than great
things, more beautiful than beautiful things.”27
The meaning of “athAtaS”: satya|
In this way, “brahma-jijñasa” has been explained. The explanation of
“athatas” is satyam. This is because there the word “atha” has the sense of
“coming directly after.” The word “atas” signifies that that which has been
completed is the reason (for the present endeavor).28 Therefore, “atha” means
“according to the sequence of Vedic study, when the ritual section of the
Vedas (karma-kawda) has already been mastered by means of the pervamcma\sa—immediately after acquiring a full knowledge of karma . . .”29
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28

29

Gcta 12.2.
Gcta 12.3–4.
Gcta 12.5.
Bhagavata 10.14.4.
In other words, all living beings would be requested to meditate on Bhagavan only if he were
the worthiest goal to be attained.
Gcta 10.22.
Gcta 10.35.
B[hatsama (?).
This sentence is essentially quoted from Ramanuja’s commentary on Brahma-setra 1.1.1:
atrayam atha uabda anantarye bhavati; atau uabdo v[ttasya hetubhave (1985: 2).
Jcva is following Ramanuja’s interpretation of “athatas.” He quotes the relevant passage below.
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“Atas” means “according to this sequence (of study), immediately after
the brahma-kawra has been arrived at and all its meaning ascertained by
means of the uttara-mcma\sa, and by reason of the specified meaning of a
statement that has already been studied, . . .” It is understood that (the
uttara-mcma\sa should be studied) after the perva-mcma\sa because the
perva-mcma\sa is the prima facie view in relation to the uttara-mcma\sa,
which is the conclusive response.30 And in those sections where it is not
in conflict, the perva-mcma\sa can be helpful to the uttara-mcma\sa.
Another reason (to first study the perva-mcma\sa) is that ritual brings
about purification of the mind, which is characterized by such qualities
as peace.
And we also have these statements,31 “And as here in this world the
possession of a territory won by action comes to an end, so in the hereafter a world won by merit comes to an end. Those here in this world who
depart after discovering the self and these real desires obtain complete
freedom of movement is all the worlds.”32 “He does not return again.”33
“He (the jcva) partakes of infinity.”34 “The pure person attains the highest
equality.”35 “Those who, resorting to this knowledge, have attained my
own nature are not born during creation, nor do they suffer during
destruction.”36
Now, both of these37 are described in 3rc Ramanuja’s commentary:
It is said that the fruits of karma, which is known from the earlier
section of Mcma\sa, are impermanent and paltry, and the fruits
of knowledge of Brahman, which is learnt in the later section, are
imperishable and infinite. Therefore, Brahman should be known
subsequent to the knowledge of karma. This is what is stated
here. The same has been said by the very first commentator (on
the Brahma-setra), the blessed Baudhayana, “Immediately after

30

31

32
33
34
35
36
37

The utility of the perva-mcma\sa (Jaimini’s setras) for the student is that it functions as the
perva-pak1a—the prima facie view to which the argument is directed. By studying that first,
one can understand the uttara-mcma\sa (Badarayawa’s Brahma-setra), which provides the
proper conclusion (uttara-pak1a or siddhanta). This understanding of the relation between
perva-mcma\sa and uttara-mcma\sa is not taken from Ramanuja, who sees the two as
putting forward a single, coherent viewpoint.
These Upani1adic passages are quoted in order to highlight the difference between this
temporary world and the eternal world of Brahman. The contrast between the two is the
main lesson to be learned by studying the pervamcma\sa.
Chandogya 8.1.6. Translation by Olivelle.
Source unknown.
3vetauvatara 5.9.
Muwraka 3.1.3.
Gcta 14.2.
That is, the eternal and the temporary, or the paths of karma and brahma-jñana.
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the study of karma has been completed, there is inquiry into
Brahman.”38
This is also apparent in the story of Purañjana, in the etymology of the
words “pit[he” and “devahe,” (which correspond to) the right and left
ears.39 The reason for inquiry into Brahman (brahma-jijñasa) is the knowledge of the reality (satyatva) of Brahman’s constant, supreme happiness.
This occurs after complete knowledge of the karma-kawra, and after deliberating on the real nature of the happiness found in heaven, etc., which is
described in certain statements found in the brahma-kawra, and thus realizing that it is actually transitory and miserable.
Once this meaning of “athatas” is known, he now gives the meaning
that is ultimately arrived at.40 Satyam is the unchanging (or constant) existence, which gives existence to everything else. We get this meaning because
of the syntactical connection (anvaya) of satyam with param. In the uruti
passage, “satya\ jñana\ ananta\ brahma,”41 satyam is also syntactically
connected with Brahman.42 Then, because the existence of another person
is dependent on his wish, that person’s existence turns out to be transitory.

38

mcma\sapervabhagajñatasya karmawo ‘lpasthiraphalatvat uparitanabhagavaseyasyanantak1aya-phalatvac ca pervav[ttat karmajñanad anantara\ tata eva hetor
brahma jñatavyam ity ukta\ bhavati. tadaha v[ttikaras—v[ttat karmadhigamad
anantara\ brahmavividi1a iti.
(1985: 4)

39

The story of Purañjana is related by Narada to Maharaja Praccnabarhi in the fourth book of
the Bhagavata. The story is an analogy for the life of the King himself, by which Narada
hopes to awaken him to his sinful ways and their consequences. The apertures of the body
are represented by different gates of Purañjana’s city, which he “enters” for different kinds
of sense enjoyment. The southern and northern gates, corresponding to the right and left
ears when facing east, are described as the pit[he-dvar (the gate invoking the Pit[s) and the
devahe-dvar (the gate invoking the devas), respectively. The right ear is used for hearing
karma-kawra, leading to enjoyment in the realm of the Pit[s, whereas the left ear is used for
initiation into brahma-jñana, leading to realm of the gods (or God). The important point
here is the order in which Purañjana visits these gates. 3rcdhara Svamc explains, “uravawakale ca baladhikyad dak1iwa-karwas prathama\ pravartate. uastre ca prathama\ urotavya\
karma-kawram.” “The right ear comes first because it has greater power when hearing. So
also in the matter of scripture, the karma-kawda should be heard first” (commentary on
4.25.50–51).
So far, Jcva has explained the phrase “athatas” in its usual mcma\sa context. Now he proceeds
to explain in terms of the Bhagavata’s first verse, or more specifically, by the word satyam.
“Brahman is existence, knowledge, infinity.” (Taittircya 2.1.2).
Because the words are in apposition, it can be concluded that satyam is param is Brahman,
and that the existence (satyam) of Brahman is supreme ( param). This is the same conclusion
that was reached by the “usual” method of explaining “athatas,” given above. Thus, satyam
is the proper commentary on “athatas.”

40

41
42
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So here, the sense is, “Until now, we have been meditating on the things of
transitory existence. Let us now meditate on the one whose existence is
unchanging.”43
The essential definition: DhAmnA Svena . . .
Now, dhAmnA clearly indicates (the Lord’s) supremacy. Here, the word dhAma
refers to power (prabhava) or splendor (prakaua), since there are various
kinds of meaning given in the Amarakoua and other lexicons.44 “Dhama
means house, body, light, or splendor.”45 It does not, however, mean “one’s
own form (svarepa).”46 Also, the word kuhaka refers to that which deceives,
namely the maya power which covers and tosses the jcva’s svarepa.47 So (the
meaning of the whole phrase is), “(We meditate on) him, by whose uakti—
that is, by whose personal power or splendor (svena dhAmnA)—the power of
maya the deceiver (kuhakam) is always (sadA) destroyed (nirastam). So it is
stated, “Casting away maya by the uakti of knowledge . . .”48 If this uakti
were incidental (to Bhagavan), the word svena would be pointless. But when
svena is explained in the sense of “his own svarepa,” the interpretation is
successful.49 In whatever way we explain (the phrase dhAmnA svena sadA
nirasta-kuhakam), we arrive at the same conclusion: the uakti has the quality
of destroying deceit. That is made clear by the third (instrumental) case,
which has the sense of “the most effective means.”50

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

Jcva Gosvamc has thus given the same sense to satya| para| dhCmahi, as he did to athatas
brahma-jijñasa: “Having done that, let us now do this.”
3rcdhara glosses dhAmnA as mahasa (also “power” or “splendor”).
g[hadehatvivprabhava dhamani
(Amarakoua 3.3.124)
If dhAma did mean svarEpa, it would make the next word in the verse—svena, his
own—redundant.
The maya-uakti of Bhagavan has two functions in relation to the jcva, namely, obscuring his
natural properties of sac-cid-Ananda (AvaraWa), and casting him into various confusing situations (vik1epawa). 3rcdhara explains kuhakam as kapata\ mayalak1awam, deceit that is a
characteristic of maya.
This phrase occurs in a prayer by Queen Kuntc to K[1wa (Bhagavata 1.7.23). “You are the
original puru1a himself, the Lord who is beyond prak[ti. Casting away maya by the cit-uakti,
you are situated in your own beatitude (kaivalya).”
Jcva Gosvamc here introduces the key Caitanyite concept of svarepa-uakti, the internal or
personal energy of Bhagavan. Above, it was said that the word dhAma does not mean
svarepa, but rather the uakti which is his splendor ( prakAUa). Here, the word svena is glossed
as svarepa. Thus, from dhAmnA svena we get svarepa-uakti.
Jcva is referring to Pawini’s rule in the Karaka section of the A1vadhyayc: “sadhakatamam
karawa\,” “the instrument has the sense of ‘most effective means’ ” (1.4.42).
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By this, we can also understand his essential definition as that principle or
entity which is distinct from maya and its effects. Thus, we can understand
the svarepa-lak1awa.51 This is quite well known through uruti statements,
“Brahman is existence, knowledge, and infinity,”52 “Brahman is wisdom and
bliss.”53 The word satyam is used to indicate these uruti passages. The svarEpaUakti has already been directly mentioned (by dhAmnA svena), and so it is
very obvious that this (Supreme Truth) is Bhagavan.
Refutation of Advaita: Tejo-vAri-m{dA| . . .
Now, yatra gives the reason for his being the chief Truth.54 Bhagavan
Vasudeva, being Brahman, is situated everywhere. The creation, consisting
of the living beings, senses, and gods, based on the three guwas, is situated
in him, and he is their master.55 That creation is not false (am{2A). It is not
superimposed upon his energies, etc., like silver (on a shell). Rather, it is
always situated in Brahman, who is referred to in the famous uruti passage
“From which these . . . ,”56 For this reason (it is said in the Brahma-setra),
“But the creation of name and form is from him who made it tripartite, for
this is the teaching.”57 By this rule, the creation is certainly real (satya), for
it has only one creator.
In the verse, the non-falsity (of the creation) is also established by an
example. The exchange of fire, etc., is the mutual transposition of portions
(of each element). This means that a portion of each element is situated in

51

52
53
54

55

56

57

Following 3rcdhara Svamc, Jcva now explains the verse in terms of the categories of svarepalak1awa (essential definition) and tavastha-lak1awa (definition per accidens). According to
3rcdhara, the second half of the verse offers Brahman’s svarepa-lak1awa, whereas the first
half offers the tavastha-lak1awa.
B[hadarawyaka 2.1.2.
B[hadarawyaka 3.9.28.
Here, Jcva Gosvamc begins his explanation of the difficult third line, by which he refutes the
advaita view of the creation as a superimposition (aropa or adhyasa) on Brahman.
This sentence is a paraphrase of 3rcdhara’s gloss: “yatra yasmin brahmawi trayawa\ mayaguwana\ tamo-rajas-sattvana\ sargo bhutendriya-devata-rupo ‘m[1a satyas.” Jcva expands
on 3rcdhara’s gloss of yatra (yasmin brahmawi, “in which Brahman”) by identifying Brahman with Bhagavan: “brahmatvat sarvatra sthite vasudeve bhagavati yasmin,” “in whom, in
Bhagavan Vasudeva, situated everywhere, because of his being Brahman.” Jcva thus makes
the term “brahman” a qualifier of “Bhagavan” that indicates Bhagavan’s all-pervasiveness.
This is in accord with the respective functions assigned to Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan
in Gaurcya theology.
“That from which these beings are born; on which, once born, they live; and into which they
pass upon death—seek to perceive that! That is brahman!” (Taittircya 3.1.1, translation by
Olivelle).
sa\jña-merti-kxptis tu triv[t-kurvata upadeuat
(2.4.20)
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the others.58 This (transposition of elements) is not like a falsity, but only as
the Lord created them.59 “Each of these three deities becomes threefold. The
red appearance of a fire is, in fact, the appearance of heat, the white, that of
water, and the black, that of earth or food.”60
Since the interpretation given here is based on the uruti, other imaginary
interpretations are automatically defeated. In those interpretations, fire and
the other elements, which were indicated in a general way (in the verse), are
explained in a particular way. This does not please the grammarians. If this
was what the Bhagavata meant, it would have said “like water in a mirage”
and similarly for the other elements.61 Moreover, in that view, the threefold
creation (trisarga) is not born from Brahman in the primary sense of the
word “born”. Rather, the word janma is taken in the sense of superimposition (aropa). In other words, that superimposition takes place due to error
(bhrama). Now error depends upon similarity. But similarity can make both
entities the substratum of error, given a difference in time. Therefore, there
is also the possibility of having the erroneous knowledge of a shell in

58

59

60

61

teja-adcna\ vinimayaS paraspara\ua-vyatyayas parasparasminn a\uenavasthitis ity arthas.
Jcva is speaking here of triv[t-karawa, a process of partition by which each of the base
elements—earth, water, and fire—are compounded with parts of the other two. First each
element is divided into equal halves, and one half is further halved. Then, the half part of
each element is combined with a quarter of each of the other two. The resultant three
compounds are named “earth,” “water,” and “fire” depending on the predominant element
in each. In order to account for the other two elements—sky (akaua) and air (vayu)—
3a]kara and Ramanuja expanded triv[t-karawa into pañcc-karawa, a similar process of fivefold partition.
Here, Jcva strongly disagrees with 3rcdhara, who takes vinimaya as the mistaken appearance
of one element in another, like fire reflected in water, or the mirage of water on land. By this
interpretation of tejo-vAri-m{dA| yathA vinimayaS, the phrase becomes an example of the
insubstantial nature of the trisargaS. Jcva, however, takes vinimaya in the sense of triv[tkarawa, which means that the Bhagavata here is giving an example of the method in which
Brahman undertakes the real trisarga.
imas tisro devatas triv[d ekaika bhavati. yad agne rohita\ repa\ tejasas tadrepa\ yac chukla\ tad apa\ yat k[1wa\ tat p[thivyas tad annasya.
(Chandogya 6.3.4, 6.4.1, translation by Olivelle)
The pervapak1in here is 3rcdhara Svamc who writes:
vinimayo vyatyayo ‘nyasminn anyavabhasas. sa yathadhi1vhana-sattaya sadvat
pratcyata ity arthas. tatra tejasi vari-buddhir marcci-toye prasiddha. m[di kacadau
vari-buddhir variwi ca kacadi-buddhir ityadi yatha-yatham ehyam
Vinimaya is transposition—the appearance of one thing in another. That (appearance) passes as reality because of the underlying existence. In this regard, the
perception of water in a mirage, which is the fire element, is well known. There is
also the perception of water in glass, which is the earth element, the perception of
glass in water, and so on with the other elements, substituting them as appropriate.
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silver.62 There is no hard and fast rule that the substratum of error is only
one and that the things created by error are many. For this reason, it is
possible to confuse trees, smoke, and a mountain at a great distance with a
large cloud. So also in this case, the threefold creation (trisarga) is being
directly perceived since time immemorial, and Brahman shines forth on its
own, because it is pure consciousness.63 Then, if the jCva, who has been
oppressed by beginningless ignorance, has the confusion of the trisarga in
Brahman, why is it never the case that he also has the confusion of Brahman
in the trisarga? So one has to conclude that Brahman becomes the substratum (of ignorance). If this is not so, then there will be the contingency
of total chaos.
Besides, agency of superimposition cannot take place for pure consciousness, even as it cannot take place in the case of an insentient entity. But their
(the Advaitins’) view is that Brahman is pure consciousness. Therefore, when
the explanation is established based on uruti, the following viewpoint would
emerge: the superimposition of something occurs in the place where that
thing does not actually exist, but is seen elsewhere. Thus, in actual fact,
because the superimposition is not connected to the actual object, the object’s
existence cannot give rise to the superimposition.64 Rather, because the
threefold creation (trisarga) is born from Bhagavan—in the primary sense
62

63

64

Normally, one mistakes a shell for silver (since silver is the desirable object), but there is also
the possibility of mistaking silver for a shell. This is because both objects are similar, and the
perceiver has had a separate (“given a difference in time”) perception of each item. The
Advaitins claim that Brahman mistakenly appears as the world, due to the superimposition
of the latter on the former. The challenge, then, is whether Brahman and the world are
similar enough to cause such confusion, and whether the world can also mistakenly appear
like Brahman. The answer, of course, will be negative for both. The Advaitin could then
argue: it is impossible to have the mistaken appearance of Brahman in the world, because
there is no one-to-one correspondence—the world is multifarious and Brahman is only one.
To this, Jcva replies that it is in fact possible to have the superimposition of a single object on
a collection of objects, as when a mountain, smoke, and trees are all together mistaken for a
cloud. This argument against the Advaita theory of superimposition is found in Sudaruana
Seri’s 3ruta-prakauika.
In other words, both Brahman and the world are independently knowable entities, like silver
and a shell, and so there is no obvious reason why one should be real and the other a
product of confusion.
The point is this: by definition the actual object is absent from the superimposition; therefore
there is no connection between the superimposition and the object upon which it is superimposed. For example, when silver is superimposed on a shell, the actual silver is absent, and
so there can be no connection between silver and the shell. Therefore, the shell cannot give rise
to the appearance of silver. Similarly, when the world is superimposed on Brahman, there is,
by definition, no world actually present there, and so there is no connection between the world
and Brahman. Therefore the world’s existence cannot be derived from Brahman’s supreme reality.
Jcva Gosvamc is arguing here against the explanation given by 3rcdhara Svamc, who glosses
the words trisargom{2A as “sargo ‘m[1a satyas,” “the creation is real,” but then explains that
reality as follows: “yat-satyataya mithya-sargo ‘pi satyavat pratcyate ta\ para\ satyam ity
arthas.” “The Supreme Reality is he by whose reality even the false world appears to be real.”
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(of “born”)65—and Bhagavan is qualified by the trisarga-uakti, and because
this is taught by negative concomitance (vyatireka), therefore the trisarga
exists in Bhagavan, the all-soul, as distinguished from him. It is not superimposed on him. Nevertheless, there is only a suspicion of superimposition,
since he is untouched by the trisarga, due to the inconceivable uakti, by the
same reasoning as (we used in explaining) dhAmnA, etc.
And so, “just as the light of a fire situated in one place spreads,”66 in the
same way, the creation’s existence arises by Bhagavan’s existence. Therefore,
Bhagavan’s existence is primary, and the threefold creation is not false. And
likewise, the uruti, “ ‘The real behind the real,’ and indeed the prawas are
the real, and behind them, this (self ) is the real.”67 The word “prawa” refers
to the gross and subtle elements, which are known to be real by practical
experience. Thus, the uruti proves that their original cause, the Supreme
Truth (parama-satya), is Bhagavan.

Explanation of Brahma-setra 1.1.2: JanmAdy Asya YataS
The definition per accidens
Now, the verse also reveals that same Bhagavan by definition per accidens
(tavastha-lak1awa). First of all, desiring to inform us that this sa\hita68 is
a commentary on the Brahma-setra, full of brilliant meanings, the verse
begins by restating the second setra: janmAdy asya yataS. JanmAdi is creation,
maintenance, and annihilation.69 It is a tad-guwa-sa\vijñana bahuvrchi

65

66

That is, not in the sense of aropa, or superimposition, which is an indirect meaning of janma.
eka-deua-sthitasyagner jyotsna vistariwc yatha
parasya brahmawas uaktis tathedam akhila\ jagat
Just as the light of a fire situated in one place spreads, so the energy of the
supreme Brahman (pervades) the entire universe.
(Vi1wu Purawa 1.22.54)

67
68

B[hadarawyaka 2.1.20.
The Bhagavata calls itself the “satvata-sa\hita,” perhaps as a reference to its connection
with the Pañcaratrika sa\hita tradition.
anarthopauama\ sak1ad bhakti-yogam adhok1aje
lokasyajanato vidva\u cakre satvata-sa\hitam
The learned (Vyasa) composed the satvata-sa\hita for people who do not know
bhakti-yoga for Adhok1aja (Vi1wu), which directly removes unwanted things.
(1.7.6)

69

The following commentary on janmAdy asya yataS, up to the discussion of Bhagavan’s
uaktis, is basically a summary of Ramanuja’s commentary on that setra.
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compound.70 The syntactical order of the words in the verse (anvaya) is as
follows: Let us meditate (dhCmahi) on him, the Supreme ( param), from whom
( yataS) there is the birth, etc. ( janmAdi ) of this world (asya). The world, which
is full of many agents and enjoyers, from Brahma to the clump of grass,
which includes a variety of wonderful creations that are inconceivable to the
mind, and which is the repository of the results of both fixed duties and those
occasioned by a particular time or place, comes from him.71 Through the
inconceivable uakti, he is himself the material cause as well as the agent, etc.72
And here is the statement under discussion (vi1aya-vakya): “Bh[gu, the
son of Varuwa, once went up to his father Varuwa and said: ‘Sir, teach me
brahman.’ ” Beginning like this, (the passage continues), “That from which
these beings are born; on which, once born, they live; and into which they
pass upon death—seek to perceive that! That is brahman!”73 And also, “It
created fire (tejas) . . .”74
The world, which has birth, etc., is an accidental characteristic (upalak1awa);
it is not a defining characteristic (viue1awa).75 Therefore, the world is not
included during meditation on him. Rather, we should only meditate on
him, the pure. Furthermore, it has already been stated that Brahman is
characterized by qualities.76 Here, the fact that such a Brahman is the cause
of the birth, etc., of the world indicates that he possesses all uaktis, his
purposes are fulfilled, he knows everything, and he is the lord of everything.77 “He knows everything. He is omniscient. His austerity consists of
70

71

72

73
74

75

76

77

JanmAdi is a neuter singular possessive compound—“that which has janma as its first member.” It thus refers to the triad of birth, maintenance, and annihilation. Because janma is
included in this triad, the compound is a tad-guwa-sa\vijñana bahuvrchi, that is, a possessive compound in which the constituent elements are included in the object to which the
compound refers. A standard example of such a compound is lamba-karwa, “the long-eared
man,” where the long ears are included in the man to which the compound refers.
Jcva is using the same language as Ramanuja, who writes: “asya acintya-vividha-vicitraracanasya
niyata-deua-kala-phala-bhoga-brahmadi-stamba-paryanta-k1etrajña-miurasya
jagatas” (1985: 272).
This refers to the two causes of the world recognized in Vedanta, namely, the material cause
(upadana-karawa) and the efficient cause or the agent (nimitta-karawa). Brahman is both,
albeit through his uakti.
Taittircya 3.1.1 (translation by Olivelle).
Chandogya 6.2.3. The passage describes the process of creation from the original single
existence (sat). This sat created fire that created water that created food. The passage thus
fits neatly with the Bhagavata verse.
Ramanuja agrees: “jagat-s[1vi-sthiti-pralayair upalak1awa-bhetair brahma pratipattu\
uakyate” (1985: 278). To say that the world is an upalak1awa of Brahman is another way of
affirming that it is part of his tavastha-lak1awa, and not svarepa-lak1awa.
At various points in the commentary, Jcva has shown that Brahman possesses the qualities
of paratvam (supremacy), mertatvam (form), satyatvam (truth or existence), and so on.
Now, Brahman’s relation to the world indicates further qualities, even though that relation
is only an accidental characteristic of his.
Ramanuja
says:
“jagan-nimittopadanatak1ipta-sarvajñatva-satya-sa]kalpatva-vicitrauaktitvady-akara-b[hatvena pratipanna\ brahmeti” (1985: 279).
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knowledge.”78 “The controller of all,” and so on in the uruti.79 This supremacy indicates that his essential form (svarepa) is opposed to all detestable
things, which are destroyed in him, and that he possesses unlimited auspicious
qualities, such as knowledge.80 “It is known that he does not have a body or
sense organs,” and so on in the uruti.81
The nature of BhagavAn
As for those who claim that an unqualified substance is the object of inquiry,
in their view, janmAdy asya yataS would be inappropriate for the inquiry
into Brahman.82 (Their view is incorrect) because the etymology of “brahman”
is “unsurpassed greatness and growth” and it is stated here that Brahman is
the cause of the birth, etc., of the world. Similarly, in the following setras, as
well is in the groups of uruti passages cited by them, we see that qualities
such as “thinking” (ck1awa) are associated (with Brahman).83 For this reason,
the setras and the urutis cited by them do not prove the above view.
The subject matter of logic is that it is concerned with a thing in which the
properties of what is to be proved are invariably associated with the properties
of the means of proof.84 Therefore, logic also does not prove an unqualified
substance.
78
79

80

81

Muwraka 1.1.9.
B[hadarawyaka 4.4.22. The passage continues, “[This Self is] the lord of all, the ruler of
all. . . . He is the master of all. He is the ruler of beings. He is the protector of beings.”
Ramanuja says: “yatas yasmat sarveuvaran nikhila-heya-pratyancka-svarepat satya-sa]kalpaj
jñananandady-ananta-kalyawa-guwat . . .” (1985: 273–274).
na tasya karya\ karawa\ ca vidyate na tat-samau cabhyadhikau ca d[1yate
parasya uaktir vividhaiva ureyate svabhavikc jñana-bala-kriya ca
(3vetauvatara 6.8)
It is known that he does not have a body or sense organs. It is seen that there is
none equal to, or greater than, him. It is heard that (his) uakti, which is supreme,
manifold, and part of his very nature, is knowledge, strength, and activity.

82

83

84

This verse plays a key role in establishing the doctrine of three uaktis in Caitanya Vai1wavism.
This phrase can also be translated as: “In their view, “janmady asya yatas” would be
unrelated to “brahma-jijñasa” (the first setra).” Since “janmady asya yatas” describes a
qualified entity, this setra could not be describing the same substance as the first setra,
which, according to this view, speaks of the unqualified Brahman. Thus, the second setra
becomes unrelated to the first, and becomes irrelevant for one inquiring about Brahman.
Setra five, ck1ater nauabdam, is associated with Chandogya 6.2.1– 4: “In the beginning, dear
child, there was only this existence (sat), one without a second. . . . It thought (aik1ata), ‘Let
me become many. Let me propagate.’ ”
Jcva is referring here to vyapti, which is the invariable concomitance of the sadhya and
sadhana (or hetu). Vyapti is at the heart of any logical inference (anumana). For a definition
of each term and examples, see the discussion on the Bhagavata’s reasoning-verse (upapatti)
in Chapter 4 of this book.
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“Brahman is that from which there is the error (bhrama) of the birth, etc.,
of the world.” Even accepting this imaginary view of yours, an unqualified
substance is not established, because you must admit that basis of confusion
is ignorance, and the witness of ignorance is Brahman. And Brahman is said
to be a witness because he is essentially luminous.85 But luminosity is what
distinguishes (a conscious entity) from an inert object, because by nature it
makes itself and other things available for ordinary experience. Thus, (Brahman has) the condition of being qualified.86 Without that, there would be no
luminosity. There would be nothing.87 Moreover, (the Mayavadcs think that)
their doctrine will be proven by the phrase tejo-vAri-m{dAm. (But if we accept
their view,) janmAdy asya yataS becomes pointless.88
Therefore, once Brahman is proved to be qualified, that quality turns out
to be uakti. And uakti has been shown to be threefold—internal (antara]ga),
external (bahira]ga), and marginal (tavastha). Among these, the external
uakti alone forms the direct cause in regard to the world’s modifications,
such as birth. Therefore, the external uakti also has the name “maya,” as
previously mentioned. And we are the marginal uakti, referred to by the
word dhCmahi.
Now, the birth, etc., of this world are from the puru1a, who is a portion
of Bhagavan, and who is qualified by the uakti called prak[ti that is the
material cause of the world. Even so, the puru1a’s causality ultimately
culminates in Bhagavan alone. Something that takes birth in a part of the
ocean, takes birth in the ocean itself. As it is said, “Prak[ti is the material
cause of what is existent, the supreme puru1a is the support, and time is
what manifests it. But I, Brahman, am these three (prak[ti, puru1a, and
time).”89
And even janmAdy asya yataS indicates that Bhagavan possesses form. He
is the repository of unlimited supreme uaktis that are the source of the form
energy (merti-uakti) pertaining to the world, which has a tangible form. This
is implied because he is accepted as the supreme cause. But while he possesses

85
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A witness is able to perceive an object only when it is illuminated. Since Brahman is the first
and independent perceiver, he must be self-illuminating. That is, he illuminates himself and
others by his own luminosity.
Earlier in his commentary, Ramanuja defines a quality (viue1a) as a vyavartaka—that which
distinguishes one object from another. Since being luminous is what distinguishes a conscious
entity from an inert one, luminosity is a quality, or viue1a. Since Brahman is essentially
luminous, he must be qualified, or saviue1a.
The last three paragraphs are directly quoted from Ramanuja’s commentary on Brahmasetra 1.1.2 (1985: 283–284).
As described above, the Advaitins interpret tejo-vAri-m{dA| yathA vinimayaS as the false
appearance of one element in another, and then conclude from this analogy that the world is
a superimposition on Brahman. This means that in fact nothing substantial comes from
Brahman, which makes the phrase janmAdy asya yataS pointless.
This verse (Bhagavata 11.24.19) is spoken by K[1wa to Uddhava.
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form, he does not take birth from another being, due to the problem of
infinite regress. So, only one single principle must be accepted as the first,
just like the Unmanifest (avyakta) of the Sa]khya philosophers.90 This is
because of the specific denial by the following scripture: “He is the cause,
the ruler of the ruler of the senses. No one is his parent or ruler.”91 (The
Lord is proved to have form) because of the declaration by this very uruti.
This form is beginningless, perfect, non-material, and natural.
BhagavAn is NArAyaWa
Thus, once it has been established that he has a form, it follows that the
person who possesses form is Bhagavan, and none other. Bhagavan is
directly Vi1wu, Narayawa, etc. As in the Dana-dharma, “From whom all
beings arise at the beginning of the first age, and in whom they are again
destroyed at the end of the age . . .”92 This and similar teaching are found at
the beginning of the Sahasra-nama. As it is said therein, “He has an indescribable form. He is beautiful.”93 So also in the Skanda, “The creator,
protector, and destroyer is Lord Hari alone. Others’ being the creator, etc.,
is said to be like a wooden, female doll. The entire creation, etc., arises in
every way from Vi1wu alone. It is not, however, produced by the complete
Self, but only from the activity of a part.”94 And in the Mahopani1ad, “He
creates through Brahma. He destroys through Rudra. . . .”95 Therefore, it is
described, “For the creation and destruction of the universe, Hirawyagarbha
(Brahma) and 3arva (3cva) are mere instruments of formless time, which is
yours, the Lord’s.”96 (Hirawyagarbha and 3arva are) mere instruments of
your time, that is, the time-uakti, which is formless. “Your” is a vyadhikarawa1a1vhc, a genitive which is separately construed.97 “The first incarnation of
90

91
92
93
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Even the non-theistic Sa]khya system must accept a primeval entity, called the avyakta,
from which everything evolves, but which itself has no cause.
3vetauvatara 9.9.
Mahabharata (Anuuasana-parva) 13.135.11.
Vi1wu-sahasra-nama-stotra verse 19.
Skanda (?).
Mahopani1ad (?).
nimitta-matram cuasya viuva-sarga-nirodhayos
hirawyagarbhas uarvau ca kalasyarepiwas tava
(Bhagavata 10.71.8)
The verse is spoken by Uddhava to K[1wa.
The words tava cuasya (of you, the Lord) are not in agreement with the other genitives in the
verse, namely, kalasya arepiwas (of formless time). The Lord is not being identified with
time. Rather, he possesses time, which is one of his uaktis, and time, in turn, possesses the
instruments Brahma and 3iva. Thus, tava is twice removed from the subject of the sentence,
and so bears a different case-relation (vyadhikarawa) than kalasya.
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the Supreme is the puru1a. . . .”98 And, “From whose portion there is the
maintenance, birth, and destruction of this (world) . . .”99 In this way, it has
been described here that the one who has such a form is Bhagavan alone.

Explanation of Brahma-setra 1.1.3–4: AnvayAd ItarataU CArthe2u
Explanation of “4Astra-yonitvAt”
Now, after ascertaining the Supreme by the definition per accidens, that
feature is now established by the two setras of the Brahma-setra, “uastrayonitvat” and “tat tu samanvayat.”100 So, (here is) the meaning of the first
setra: Why is Brahman the cause of the birth, etc., of the world? That is
stated here: because he is one about whom scripture (uastra) is the source
(yoni) or cause of knowledge. That is to say scriptural passages such as
“from whom these beings . . .”101 are the means to prove him.102 Tarka (logic)
is not a proof in this regard, as is the case with other philosophical systems
as well. “Tarkaprati1vhanat (because logic has no basis).”103 The import is:
since Brahman is not the object of any means of knowledge (pramawa) such
as perception (pratyak1a), because he is completely beyond the ken of the
senses.104
The Buddhists will be refuted by logic itself in the second chapter of the
Brahma-setra (avirodhadhyaya). Here, (we show that) logic has no basis:
“The Lord is not the doer, because he has no purpose to be served, just like
a liberated soul. The body, world, etc., have the jcva as their doer (creator),
because they are effects, like a pot. Time—about which there are differences
of opinion—is never devoid of the world,105 because of its very nature of

98
99

100
101
102

Bhagavata 2.6.42.
Bhagavata 6.9.12. Yamaraja is speaking here of Vi1wu, whom he mentions by name in
subsequent verses.
Brahma-setra 1.1.3–4.
Taittircya 3.1.1.
Ramanuja writes in his commentary on this setra:
uastra\ yasya yonis karawa\ pramawam, tac chastra-yoni. tasya bhavas
uastra-yonitvam. tasmad brahma-jñana-karawatvac chastrasya tad-yonitva\
brahmawas . . . uastraika-pramawakatvad ukta-svarepa\ brahma, ‘yato va imani
bhetanc’ ity adi-vakya\ bodhayaty evety arthas.
(1985: 285–286)

103
104
105

Brahma-setra 2.1.11.
Ramanuja: atyantatcndriyatvena pratyak1adi-pramawavi1ayataya brahmawas (1985: 286).
That is, there was no time when the world did not exist.
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being time, just like the present time,” and so on.106 Thus, inferences about
the Lord according to one philosophical system are refuted by another,
opposing philosophical system.107
For this reason, the Greatest Person, the Lord of all, the supreme Brahman is proved only by scripture. The scriptures establish that he is different
from all things which are known by any other means of knowledge (pramawa);
that he is an ocean of limitless, abundant, immeasurable, noble and wonderful qualities, including knowing everything, having his purposes fulfilled,
and so on; and that his form is opposed to all detestable things. He does not
have even a hint of the defects that result from similarity to objects which
are known by other pramawas.108 In this way, it is established that he has a
form which is eternal, unlimited, and of his own nature.
Explanation of “Tat Tu SamanvayAt”
Now the meaning of the other setra (tat tu samanvayat): How is Brahman
proved by scripture? That is stated by “tat tu.” The word “tu” is for the
purpose of removing the doubt raised earlier.109 “Tat” indicates that Brahman
can be proved by scripture. Why? Because of samanvaya. Establishing

106

The above three sentences are part of an interesting section in the 3rcbha1ya. Although the
point being made in each syllogism is acceptable to Ramanuja, he nevertheless argues against
them, simply to show that inference is not a valid means of gaining certain knowledge.
Ramanuja gives four inferences, but Jcva leaves out the third: “The Lord is not the doer,
because he does not have a body, like them (the liberated souls).” Jcva has already shown
that the Lord has a non-material form, and so he does not bring up the issue again here.
Jcva quotes Ramanuja exactly, excluding the third syllogism:
tanu-bhuvanadi k1etrajña-kart[kam, karyatvat, ghavavat. cuvaras karta na bhavati,
prayojana-uenyatvat, muktatmavat. cuvaras karta na bhavati, auarcratvat, tadvad
eva. na ca k1etrajñana\ sva-uarcradhi1vhane vyabhicaras, tatrapy anades sek1mauarcrasya sad-bhavat. vimati-vi1ayas kalo na loka-uenyas, kalatvat, vartamanakalavat iti.
(1985: 302)

107

108
109

Each statement has the structure of a Nyaya syllogism, containing the assertion (pratijña),
reason (hetu), and example (d[1vanta), in that order.
Ramanuja deduces a slightly different moral from the exercise: “ato daruananuguwyeneuvaranumana\ daruananuguwya-parahatam iti” (1985: 304). “Therefore, inferences
about the Lord according to perception are rejected, in accordance with the very phenomenon of perception.” Prior to this, Ramanuja had shown that our perception could both
establish and contradict inferences about the Lord.
The last three sentences are quoted from Ramanuja (1985: 304–305).
The “doubt raised earlier” in Ramanuja’s commentary is: “yady api pramawantaragocara\
brahma tathapi prav[tti-niv[tti-paratvabhavena siddha-repa\ brahma na uastra\ pratipadayatcti” (1985: 306). “Even though Brahman is not known by other means of proof,
still, he is also not proven by scripture. He is already established, since he is not dependent
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something by positive and negative concomitance (anvaya and vyatireka) is
samanvaya.110
Here (are the statements showing) positive concomitance: “Brahman is
truth, knowledge, infinity.” “Brahman is bliss.”111 “Brahman is one alone,
without a second.”112 “That is the truth. He is the Self.”113 “Son, this existence alone was in the beginning.”114 “Indeed, this Brahman alone was in the
beginning.”115 “Indeed, this Self alone was in the beginning, in the form of
the puru1a.”116 “The puru1a is indeed Narayawa.”117 “Indeed, Narayawa alone
existed.”118 “It thought, ‘Let me become many. Let me propagate.’ ”119 “Space
was produced from this very Self.”120 “It created fire.”121 “From whom these
beings are born . . .” “Narayawa, who is indeed the puru1a, desired. Then,
Aja (Brahma) was born from Narayawa, from whom all living creatures (were
born).”122 “Narayawa is the supreme Brahman. Narayawa is the supreme
reality.”123 “Righteousness, truth, the supreme Brahman is the blackish-brown
puru1a.”124 And so on.
Now, (the statements showing) negative concomitance: “How can the
existent arise from the non-existent?”125 “Who would breathe in, who would

110

111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125

on either activity or inactivity.” According to the Mcma\sakas, scripture should deal with
inducements to action or the cessation of action (to do or not to do a thing). But Brahman
is an already existing entity, who neither has to be started nor ceased, and hence is beyond
the scope of the scriptures.
As non-technical terms, both samanvaya and anvaya can simply mean “logical connection,”
“consequence,” or “purport.” Thus, Ramanuja takes samanvaya as synonymous with anvaya:
“parama-puru1arthatayanvayas samanvayas” (1985: 308). And later: “samanvayas samyaganvayas puru1arthataya ‘nvaya ity arthas” (ibid.: 350), “Brahman is logically connected
with the scriptures as the ultimate human end or the true purport they deal with.”
Jcva, however, defines samanvaya in a technical sense, as the bipartite process of proof
involving positive and negative concomitance (anvaya and vyatireka). Thus, all the Upani1adic
passages that Ramanuja quotes to show that Brahman is the purport (samanvaya) of scripture are cited by Jcva under the category of anvaya. Jcva then gives other statements under
vyatireka. Together, these passages constitute samanvaya, or show that Brahman is the
samanvaya of scripture.
Taittircya 3.6.1.
Chandogya 6.2.1.
Chandogya 6.8.7.
Chandogya 6.2.1.
B[hadarawyaka 1.4.10.
B[hadarawyaka 1.4.1.
Narayawopani1ad 1.
Mahopani1ad 1.1.
Chandogya 6.2.3.
Taittircya 2.1.3.
Chandogya 6.2.3.
Maha-narayawopani1ad (?).
Maha-narayawopani1ad 11.4.
Maha-narayawopani1ad 12.1.
Chandogya 6.2.2.
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breathe out, if that essence were not there in space as bliss?”126 “Indeed,
Narayawa alone existed—not Brahma, and not 3a]kara.”127 And so on.
The samanvaya of other statements is stated later in the Brahma-setra
itself by such aphorisms as “ananda-mayo ‘bhyasat.”128 He (the anandamaya) is established by samanvaya due to having the form of highest bliss.
Having ascertained this, (we also know that) this enquiry is not without
purpose, since it is established that attaining him itself constitutes the supreme
human goal.129
Thus, having settled the meaning of the two setras, we explain it by the
phrase anvayAd itarataU cArthe2u. This is the meaning of the phrase: “By
means of positive concomitance (anvayAt) among the various kinds of meanings (arthe2u) of the Vedic statements, it is known that the birth, etc., of this
world ( janmAdy asya) take place from the One ( yataS). Similarly, it is also
known in another way (itarataS), namely, by means of negative concomitance.” Therefore, it is suggested that he is the highest human goal,130 since
he is revealed by positive and negative concomitance of the uruti, and because
he is the form of supreme bliss. By the evidence of scriptural statements
such as, “Indeed, Narayawa alone existed,” it has already been established
that he has a form.

Explanation of Brahma-setra 1.1.5: AbhijñaS SvarAV
Now, “ck1ater nauabdam”131 is explained by abhijña.132 Here is the meaning of
the setra: This is received in the Chandogya, “Son, this existence alone was
126
127
128

129

130

131

132

Taittircya 2.7.1 (translation by Olivelle).
Mahopani1ad 1.1.
“(Brahman is) ‘ananda-maya’ (full of bliss), because (in the context) there is repetition (of
various grades of bliss)” (Brahma-setra 1.1.12).
Because bliss is the ultimate human goal, and Brahman is full of bliss, therefore Brahman is
the highest human goal. Thus, inquiry into Brahman is not without purpose.
Both Ramanujacarya and Jcva Gosvamc are concerned to establish Brahman (or Bhagavan)
as the highest human goal because the Mcma\sakas allege that inquiry into Brahman is
without purpose, since it does not deal with injunctions. See the discussion towards the end
of Ramanuja’s commentary on this setra (1985: 350–351), or Rangacharya (1988: 247).
Brahma-setra 1.1.5 “That which is not revealed (solely) by scripture is not (the cause of the
world), because of the root ‘ck1’.” Rangacharya and Aiyangar give an expanded translation
of the setra from a Viui1tadvaita perspective, “Because the activity imported by the root Ck2
(to see, i.e., to think) is predicated (in relation to what constitutes the cause of the world),
that which is not revealed solely by the scripture, viz., the pradhAna is not (the Sat or
Existence which is referred to in the scriptural passage relating to the cause of the world)”
(1988: xviii).
3rcdhara also connects abhijña with Brahma-setra 1.1.5: “tarhi ki\ pradhana\ jagatkarawatvad dhyeyam abhipreta\. nety aha. abhijño yas tam. . . . ck1ater nauabdam iti nyayac
ca.” “Then is the pradhana the intended object of meditation, since it is the cause of the
universe? No. The verse said, ‘He (the object of meditation) is the one who is abhijña.’ And
this is because of the rule ‘ck1ater nauabdam.’ ”
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in the beginning, one without a second, Brahman.” “It thought (aik1ata), ‘Let
me become many’. Let me propagate.” “It created fire,” and so on. Here,
the setra says, “It is not the case that the material aggregate (pradhana), which
is spoken of by others,133 becomes the cause of the universe.”134 Auabda, or
the pradhana, is that regarding which scripture (uabda) is not the sole means
of knowledge (pramawa), for it can be known by inference (anumana).135
That pradhana is not the subject here (in the above Chandogya passage
describing the cause of the universe).136
Why is the pradhana not known only by scripture? In answer to this
doubt it is said, “because of the root ck1”—that is, in the Upani1adic passage, “tad aik1ata,” the root ck1 denotes a particular activity in relation to
the referent of the word “sat.” Thinking (ck1awa) is not possible for the
unconscious pradhana. In other Upani1ads also, thinking is referred to
as always preceding creation. “He thought, ‘Let me now create the worlds.’
He created these worlds . . . ”137 Here, thinking includes the quality of omniscience, since thinking consists of deliberation on all that is to be created.
This very fact is stated by the word abhijña.
Objection: According to the statement, “one only, without a second,”
there was no instrument of thinking at the time of creation.138 In answer to
this, it is said, svarAV. One who shines by his essential nature in such ways
is svarAV. In the uruti commencing with the statement, “it is known that he
does not have a body or sense organs,” we hear that “knowledge, strength
and activity belong to his very nature . . .”139 By this, we arrive at the conclusion that like thinking, form also belongs to his very nature. Also, it is
going to be demonstrated later that the act of breathing is also in his nature.
Thus, our interpretation is appropriate.

133

134

135

The intended opponents here are the Sa]khya philosophers, who call the sum-total material
nature “pradhana.” Ramanuja makes this clear by including a reference to Kapila, the main
propounder of Sa]khya: “jagat-karawavadi-vakyena mahar1iwa kapilenokta\ pradhanam
eva pratipadyate.”
Ramanuja puts this as a question: “tatra sandehas – ki\ sac-chabda-vacya\ jagat-karawa\
paroktam anumanika\ pradhanam, utokta-lak1awa\ brahmeti” (1985: 411).
There are three pramawas accepted as valid means of knowledge in Caitanyite theology—
sense perception (pratyak1a), inference (anumana), and scriptural revelation (uabda). See
Jcva Gosvamc’s analysis of the different pramawas in Chapter 1 of the Sarva-sa\vadinc.

136

Ramanuja: yasmin uabda eva pramawa\ na bhavati tad auabdam anumanikam
pradhanam ity arthas. na taj jagat-karawatvadi-vakya-pratipadyam.
(413)

137

Aitareya 1.1.1–2. The above paragraph follows Ramanuja very closely (1985: 414).
Since Brahman was all that existed, there was no mind to think with. This objection seems
to be original to Jcva Gosvamc. Jcva’s answer is that Brahman does require a separate
instrument of thinking. Like all his activities, Brahman’s thinking is essential to him.
3vetauvatara 6.8.
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Another explanation of Brahma-setra 1.1.3: Tene Brahma . . .
Now, we offer an alternate meaning of “uastra-yonitvat” by the word tene
(imparted). The alternate meaning is like this: Why is he (Brahman) the
agent of the birth, etc., of the universe? Why not the material aggregate
(pradhana), which is spoken of by other systems, or why not something
else? In reply, it is said: because he has a form that is the cause or source
(yoni) of the scriptures (uastra) called the Vedas.140 From the uruti: “Thus,
indeed, the mg-veda, Yajur-veda, Sama-veda, Atharva-A]giras,141 the Itihasas
and Purawas, the sciences, Upani1ads, verses, aphorisms, explanations, and
glosses—all this is the breath of this Great Being.”142 Scripture consists of
varieties of unlimited knowledge that is inaccessible to all (other) pramawas,
and its cause is heard to be Brahman alone. Thus, without the chief omniscient being and without such omniscience, the creation of everything by
someone else is not possible. So Brahman alone, who possesses the characteristics we have described, is the cause of the universe—not pradhana, and
not any other jcva.143
This very point is explained by tene brahma h{dA ya Adikavaye. He revealed
(tene) the Veda (brahma) to Brahma, the first sage (Adi-kavaye), through the
mind or heart (h{dA) only, not through speech. Here, the word brahma,
which signifies greatness, reminds us that he (who revealed it) is full of all
knowledge. The word h{dA reminds us that he is the inner controller and he
possesses all uaktis. Fdi-kavaye reminds us that because he is the source of
instruction even to Brahma, he is the source of scripture. And here is the
uruti: “Desiring liberation, I seek refuge in that God who previously created
Brahma, who imparted the Vedas to him, and who is manifest to one who
has knowledge of the self.”144
“The liberated jcvas are also not the cause of creation,” he says by the
word muhyanti. “Even the sEris, such as 3e1a and others are bewildered
regarding the brahma, which is called Veda.”145—this denotes only 3rc
140

141

142
143

144
145

Ramanuja interprets “uastra-yoni” as a bahuvrchi possessive compound—“one who has
scripture as the source (of knowledge about him).” 3a]kara offers a second interpretation
of uastra-yoni as a genitive tat-puru1a—“the source of scripture”—which is how Jcva reads
it here. Madhva, however, argues against this interpretation because it makes the setra
irrelevant to the context. For an overview of the debate surrounding the compound, see
Sharma (1986: 81–83).
According to the Bhagavata (1.4.22), when the original Veda was divided into four, the sage
A]gira became the master of the Atharva-veda tradition.
B[hadarawyaka 2.4.10.
In other words, Brahman’s being the source of scripture entails that he is also the source of
the universe.
3vetauvatara 6.18.
Here, Jcva Gosvamc glosses sEri in accordance with 3rcvai1nava usage, where the word applies
specifically to the ever-liberated souls (mukta-jcvas). In a non-technical sense, sEri can refer
to a god or great sage.
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Bhagavan, who is the original form (adi-merti), who has a navel-lotus, who
is capable of creating Brahma and others, and who possesses the Vedas,
which consist of his breathing, manifested during his pastime of sleep. This
is described by the verse, “He who inspired the Vedic knowledge in the
beginning . . .”146

Another explanation of Brahma-setra 1.1.4: Muhyanti Yat SErayaS
Now the alternate meaning of the setra “tat tu samanvayat.” Even as there
is a reason in stating that the Lord is the source of the scripture, so there is
another reason—it is said, “tat tu samanvayat.” Samanvaya here is the
thorough knowledge of the meaning of the Veda, that is, proficiency in
analyzing (the meaning) completely and in every way. Because of this
(yasmat), one determines that (tat tu) Brahman is the source of scripture.147
Perfect knowledge is not present in the jcva, and the pradhana is unconscious.148 This is the meaning. In the Uruti: “He knows everything. No one
knows him.”149 Brahman has that complete knowledge—in order to drive
home this point by the negative method (vyatireka), the Bhagavata speaks
of the absence of that complete knowledge in all the jcvas: muhyanti. Even
the sEris, such as 3e1a and others, are bewildered (muhyanti) regarding that
(yat), namely, Brahman who is the Veda. This very point is explained by
Bhagavan himself, “What does it enjoin? What does it indicate? What options
does it prescribe, after discussing it in different ways? No one in the world
other than I knows the secret of these (Vedic texts).”150 This verse directly
refers to Bhagavan alone.

146

pracodita yena pura sarasvatc
vitanvatajasya satc\ sm[ti\ h[di
sva-lak1awa pradurabhet kilasyatas
sa me [1cwam [1abhas prascdatam
May the best of sages be pleased with me. In the beginning, he inspired Vedic
knowledge about himself in Brahma’s heart. This knowledge filled Brahma’s
faithful memory, and appeared, indeed, from his mouth.
(Bhagavata 2.4.22)
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3rcdhara Svamc takes this verse as indicating that the Gayatrc was conveyed to Brahma
through the heart. Therefore, the phrase tene h{dA in the Bhagavata is seen as a reference to
the Gayatrc.
This alternate interpretation of tat tu samanvayat is drawn from Madhva, who glosses
samanvaya as samyag-anvaya—comprehensive knowledge of the entire range of scriptural
texts.
Therefore, only Brahman can know the complete meaning of the Veda.
3vetauvatara 3.19.
Bhagavata 11.21.42.
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Another explanation of Brahma-setra 1.1.5: AbhijñaS SvarAV
Now, the alternate meaning of “ck1ater nauabdam” has been clearly revealed
by the word abhijña itself. Here is the meaning of the setra: One may ask,
“Since the uruti says ‘(Brahman is) without words (auabda), without touch,
without form, imperishable,’151 how can Brahman have scripture (uabda)
as the source of knowledge about himself?” This is answered: In this context, Brahman is not without words (nauabdam). Why? Because of ck1:
“It thought, ‘Let me become many. Let me procreate.’” According to the
uruti, the root ck1 here consists of words such as “let me become many”152
This very fact is stated by abhijña.153 He is skillful in deliberation that consists of words like “let me become many.” And his collection of energies,
including words, is not material, because it existed even before the agitation
of material nature (prak[ti). Indeed, it is of his own nature. This is stated
by svarAV.
It is established here that he possesses a form and qualities like those we
described before. So states the respected author of the setras, “antas taddharmopadeuat.”154 Therefore, Brahman’s being without words, etc., should
be understood to mean that he is without material words, etc.

The meaning of the entire Brahma-setra
Even the meanings of the four chapters of the Uttara-mcma\sa (Brahmasetra) are revealed here (in the first verse of the Bhagavata). AnvayAd itarataU
ca here gives the meaning of the Samanvaya chapter,155 muhyanti yat sErayaS

151
152

153

154

155

Kavha 3.15.
This interpretation of ck1ater nauabdam is based upon Madhva, who reads the setra as,
“Brahman is not beyond words (auabdam), because of the root ck1.” Madhva does not,
however, accept “tad aik1ata bahu syam” as the Upani1adic passage being discussed (vi1ayavakya). Rather, he glosses ck1ates as ck1ancyatvat, “because Brahman is an object of knowledge,” as in the Upani1adic statement, “puru1am ck1ate” (Prauna 5).
Earlier, abhijña was taken in the sense of sarvajña, “all-knowing.” Here, it is glossed as
vidagdha, “skillful, clever.”
Brahma-setra 1.1.20. “The one within (the sun and the eye is Brahman), because his qualities
are taught.” This setra makes reference to the Chandogya passages 1.6.6–8 and 1.7.1–5,
wherein the puru1a is described as residing within the sun and within the eyes. He is
completely golden, from his hair to his toenails, he has lotus-like eyes, and he is above
all sin.
The connection here is clear: The first chapter of the Brahma-setra shows that the consistent
purport of the Vedantic texts is Brahman. The phrase anvayAd itarataU ca names anvaya and
vyatireka as the means of reaching this harmonious conclusion.
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of the Avirodha chapter,156 dhCmahi of the Sadhana chapter,157 and satya|
param of the Phala chapter.158

The meaning of the Gayatrc
In the same way, the meaning of the Gayatrc is also clear. In the verse, the
phrase janmAdy asya yataS is the meaning of the prawava (o\kara), because
it denotes Brahman’s possessing the energies of creation, etc.159 So it is said
in the commentary on the Gayatrc in the Agni Purawa, “That light is
Bhagavan Vi1wu, the cause of the birth, etc., of the universe.”160 Yatra trisargo
“m{2A is the meaning of the three vyah[tis.161 The intention in both places
( janmAdy asya yataS and yatra trisargo “m{2A) is to convey the idea that the
three worlds are non-different from that (tat, Brahman). SvarAV denotes
the supreme splendor that illuminates the sun (savit[). Tene brahma h{dA
indicates a prayer for inspiring the activity of the intelligence. “Out of
compassion, may he inspire the activities of our intelligence toward meditation upon him.”162 Thus, it is said, “Commencement takes place with the
Gayatrc.”163 And that splendor which is mentioned in the Gayatrc, and confirmed by “antas tad-dharmopadeuat,” and which possesses a primeval and
infinite form, should alone be the object of meditation. So also, we have the
statements of the Agni Purawa, in order:
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The second chapter, Avirodha or “non-conflict,” deals with possible objections to Vedanta
metaphysics. The phrase muhyanti yat sErayaS makes it clear that objections arise
simply from the fact that everyone, including the ever-liberated souls, is bewildered about
Brahman.
The third chapter of the Brahma-setra discusses the means of attaining mok1a. The Bhagavata
specifies this as meditation.
Satya| param specifies the goal or result (phala) of meditation, namely, attaining the Supreme
Truth.
The whole world is said to come from Brahman in the form of o\kara, and o\kara
constitutes the world. As the Mawrekya puts it, “O5—this whole world is that syllable!
. . . The past, the present, and the future—all that is simply O5; and whatever else that is
beyond the three times, that also is simply O5—for this brahman is the Whole”
(1–2, translation by Olivelle).
216.7.
The three vyah[tis comprise the invocatory phrase, “bhes bhuvas svas,” which names the
trisarga, or three realms of the universe.
Thus, tene brahma h{dA explains “dhiyo yo nas pracodayat” in the Gayatrc
This is a line from a verse quoted by 3rcdhara Svamc from an unnamed Purawa. It describes
the Bhagavata as the book which contains 18,000 verses and begins with the Gayatrc:
“yatra . . . gayatrya ca samarambhas.”
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Thus, after performing the rites prescribed for the junctures of the
day, one should chant and remember the Gayatrc, which is the
metrical form of the ukthas (a type of recited verse), the scriptures,
splendor (bharga), and the life-airs (prawa).
His Gayatrc is called Savitrc because she illuminates the sun
(savit[). She is called Sarasvatc because she has the form of speech
(vac). The supreme Brahman is called Bhargas because he is that
light or splendor. That which shines is bharga. This is stated by
many Vedic hymns.
Varewyam is what is superior to all splendor, namely, the supreme
abode.
Indeed, it is always desirable, both for those who want heaven
and for those who want liberation.
It is devoid of the waking, sleeping, and other states of consciousness. The root v[ñ has the sense of “choosing” (varawam).
Thinking “I am Brahman,” for liberation we should meditate on
the supreme light, the eternally pure, enlightened, single, eternal
splendor (bharga), the supreme master.
That light is Bhagavan Vi1wu, the cause of the birth, etc., of the
universe.
Some declared it to be 3iva, some the form of 3akti, some Serya,
some Agni, and some—the agnihotrcs—declare it to be the Daivatas.
Indeed, Vi1wu assumes the form of Agni and the others. He is praised
at the beginning of the Vedas as Brahman.
The supreme abode of Vi1wu, who is God (deva) Savit[, is called
“tat.”
“Dhcmahi,” from the root “dha,” means, “Let us carry it with the
mind.”
May that splendor (bhargas)—namely, Vi1wu, who has the form
of Serya and Agni—inspire (codayat) the intelligence (dhc) of us
(nas)—all the living entities, who are experiencing the seen and
unseen results of all our activities. Directed by the Lord, one goes
either to heaven or hell.
This entire universe, beginning with unmanifest matter (mahat),
is possessed by the Lord. Hari, God, the pure puru1a and master,
plays by creating, etc.
Through meditation, this puru1a should be seen in the orb of the
sun.
That supreme abode of God Vi1wu, Savit[, is true, vast, and
always auspicious. Indeed, it is the desirable fourth state.
That puru1a who is fditya (the sun god), who always induces
people’s good actions, etc.—I am he, the most excellent.164
164

Agni Purawa 216.1–18.
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“That text which is based on the Gayatrc, which describes all the details of
dharma, and which is drenched with the killing of V[trasura is called the
Bhagavata.”165 “And so on.
Therefore, because the words “bhargas,” “Brahman,” “para,” Vi1wu,”
and “Bhagavan” are all of the same category, wherever they are used in
these verses, they should be understood to refer to Bhagavan. Here and there,
aha\grahopasana (meditation of the form “I am Brahman”) is enjoined.
This is due to the reason that one becomes qualified to worship the Lord
only when one has attained some similarity to him.166

The meaning of the entire Purawa
Similarly, the meanings of the ten characteristics (of a Purawa) can also be
seen here (in the first verse of the Bhagavata).167 Thus, “creation,” “secondary
165

166

167

Agni Purawa 272.6. In his commentary on the Bhagavata’s first verse, 3rcdhara Svamc
credits this verse to the Matsya Purawa, and cites the subsequent verse as well. He also
quotes verses from the Padma Purawa and “another Purawa” describing the chief characteristics of the Bhagavata, such as its relation to the Gayatrc.
Jcva Gosvamc gives more explanation of the Agni Purawa verses in the Tattva-sandarbha,
anuccheda 22. See also my discussion of this passage in the first section of this chapter.
Usually, a Purawa is said to deal with five topics, which are listed in a verse found in several
Purawas:
sargau ca pratisargau ca va\uo manvantarawi ca
va\uanucarita\ ceti purawa\ pañca-lak1awam
A Purawa has five characteristics: creation, secondary creation, dynasties, the
reigns of the Manus, and the activities of the dynasties.
The Bhagavata, however, gives ten characteristics of a Purawa:
atra sargo visargau ca sthana\ po1awam etayas
manvantareuanukatha nirodho muktir aurayas
Here are the creation, secondary creation, planetary region (or maintenance),
nourishment, impetuses, the reigns of the Manus, systematic narrations of the
Lord (or kings), destruction, liberation, and shelter.
(2.10.1)
The list is repeated in the twelfth book, with slight variations. The Bhagavata there
acknowledges the shorter list of five topics, and suggests that lesser Purawas deal with fewer
topics:
dauabhir lak1awair yukta\ purawa\ tad-vido vidus
kecit pañca-vidha\ brahman mahad-alpa-vyavasthaya
O Brahmawa! Those who are learned in this matter know that a Purawa possesses
ten characteristics. Some say that there are five types, based on a difference of
elaboration or brevity.
(12.7.10)
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creation,” “maintenance (sthana),” and “destruction” can be seen in janmAdy
asya yataS. “Manvantara” and “activities of the Lord” are included in “maintenance.” “Nourishment” can be seen in tene, etc., and “impetus,” in muhyanti,
etc. Since “liberation” is the jcvas’ closeness to the Lord—which suggests
the destruction of illusion—it can be seen in dhAmnA, etc. “Shelter” can
be seen in satya| param, etc. And that shelter is 3rc K[1wa, because it
has been settled that he is directly Bhagavan. This is clear by the method
described earlier.
Thus, it is evident that the object of meditation in all the imports of the
words and sentences in the opening statement (upakrama-vakya) possesses
qualities, form and the configuration of 3rc Bhagavan. This is but appropriate, for it is also evident from another statement about his essential nature
(svarepa): “One should meditate upon the fearless Hari, who watches over
this universe in its beginning, middle, and end, who is the ruler of the jcvas
and the unmanifested material nature, who creates this universe, first enters
it with the intelligent one (the jcva), makes the bodies, and regulates them,
who has banished material birth by his purity, and after attaining whom the
devoted soul gives up beginningless illusion (aja), just as a sleeping person
forgets his the body.”168
Therefore, also in the next statement (of the Bhagavata)—“dharmas
projjhita169 . . .”—the words “what is the use of others?,” etc., show that that
the purport (of the Bhagavata) is the Lord himself.170

The concluding statement
Similarly, the concluding statement (upasa\hara) cannot be ignored, because
the meaning of the opening statement is dependent upon the concluding
168

169

Bhagavata 10.87.50. 3rcdhara Svamc says that “[1i” (sage) here refers to the jcva.
dharmas projjhita-kaitavo ’tra paramo nirmatsarawa\ sata\
vedya\ vastavam atra vastu uivada\ tapa-trayonmelanam
urcmad-bhagavate maha-muni-k[te ki\ va parair cuvaras
sadyo h[dy avarudhyate ’tra k[tibhis uuure1ubhis tat-k1awat
The highest dharma, free from deceit, of good persons who are without envy,
is found here in the 3rcmad-bhagavata, which was composed by the great sage.
The subject matter to be known here is genuine and it grants welfare, destroying
the three miseries. What is the use of other books? Those pious people who desire
to hear this Bhagavata immediately and at once capture the Lord in the heart.
(1.1.2)

170

In this and the previous paragraph, Jcva returns to the larger purpose of his commentary,
namely, to show that Bhagavan is the subject of the entire Bhagavata. He concludes here
his discussion of the opening statement (upakrama), and proceeds to the conclusion
(upasa\hara). Together, the two constitute the first indicator (tatparya-li]ga) for determining the import of a text.
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statement.171 The verse kasmai yena vibhAsito “yam172 shows that the Lord
possesses such distinctions, etc., (as described earlier). In the second interpretation of “atma-g[hctir itaravad uttarat”173 found in 3a]kara’s Brahmasetra commentary, the referent of the word “sat,” mentioned in the opening
statement, is understood to be the atma, because the word “atma” is present
in the concluding statement. In the same way, here also the speaker of the
four-verse Bhagavata174 is understood to be Bhagavan, and he who is revealed
in the trance of 3rc Vyasa is alone understood to be the object of meditation.175 And this same Bhagavan was sought by the heart of 3rc 3uka: “Filled

171

172
173
174

175

Which of the two dominates is a matter of debate among Vedantins. According to Madhva,
the indicators of meaning are listed in ascending order of strength. The concluding
statement should be taken more seriously than the opening statement, which may be reinterpreted in light of the concluding statement. (Sharma, 1986: 85). Advaitins argue, however,
for upakrama-parakrama, namely, the precedence of opening statement over the conclusion.
(Murty 1959: 84–85).
Bhagavata 12.13.19, the concluding verse.
Brahma-setra 3.3.16. For a translation of the setra, see the footnote after the next one.
The four-verse Bhagavata is the essential teaching spoken by Vi1wu to Brahma at the dawn
of creation (2.9.33–36).
Jcva Gosvamc brings up 3a]kara’s commentary here in order to make use of his interpretive
strategy; 3a]kara’s actual thesis is irrelevant to Jcva’s present concern, which is to show that
primary subject matter of the Bhagavata is Bhagavan.
3a]kara offers two distinct interpretations of Brahma-setra 3.3.16, depending on which
Upani1adic passage is chosen as the subject of discussion (vi1aya-vakya) for this setra. In
his second interpretation, 3a]kara takes the Chandogya statement, “sad eva saumyedam
agra ascd” (6.2.1) as the vi1aya-vakya, so that the meaning of the setra becomes “The Self
is to be understood (in the Chandogya Upani1ad) just as in the other (B[hadarawyaka
Upani1ad), because of the subsequent (instruction about identity).” (Gambhirananda 671).
The issue at stake is whether the word “sat” in the Chandogya passage refers to the same
entity as the word “atman” in the B[hadarawyaka Upani1ad (4.4.25), “sa va e1a mahan aja
atma.” 3a]kara argues that it does, because of the identification made later in the Chandogya
(6.8.7): “tat tva\ asi,” “You are that” or, in other words, “the atma is the sat.”
Thus, 3a]kara has used a later statement of the Chandogya to interpret an earlier one, by
allowing the referent of the latter (atma) to determine the referent of the former (sat). Jcva
builds his argument on the same lines: The Bhagavata conludes with the identification,
“kasmai yena vibhasitas aya\ . . . ta\ satya\ para\”—“he who illumined this knowledge
to Brahma is the Supreme Truth.” It is already known (from previous discussion) that
satya\ param refers to Bhagavan. Therefore, it can be concluded that the one who spoke
the four essential verses to Brahma, found earlier in the text, is Bhagavan—the same person
referred to here at the end. Thus, applying the Vedantic exegetical principle, the referent
of a later passage may be taken to determine the referent of the earlier passage, due to a
statement of identity in the later passage.
Similarly, the person who was perceived by Vyasa in trance is the object of meditation,
Bhagavan, because of another identification made here, “yena (narada-repiwa) k[1waya
vibhasitas aya\ . . . ta\ satya\ para\ dhcmahi”—“Let us meditate on the Supreme Truth
who illuminated this knowledge to Vyasa (through the medium of Narada).”
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with his own happiness . . .”176 (Thus ends the explanation of the first verse
of the Bhagavata, written by) 3rc Vyasa.
Now, this is the meaning of the concluding statement:177 Long ago ( purA),
at the beginning of the previous parardha,178 this (ayam) Bhagavata was
illumined or revealed (vibhAsitaS) to Brahma (kasmai), who was situated on
the navel-lotus of the Garbhodakauayc Puru1a, by Bhagavan (yena) who
possesses a beautiful form, etc., like that described in the second book (of
the Bhagavata),179 and who showed Brahma the great Vaikuwvha at the very
place (where he was situated, i.e., on the lotus). Tad-rEpeWa means “through
Brahma.” Tad-rEpiWA means “through 3rc Narada.” YogCndra is 3rc 3uka. TadAtmanA means “through 3rc K[1wa-dvaipayana (Vyasa).” Tad-AtmanA is also
connected with what comes after it. In that case, tadAtmanA should be understood as “through 3rc 3uka.”180 By the three words, tad-rEpeWa, tad-rEpiWA,
176

sva-sukha-nibh[ta-cetas tad-vyudastanya-bhavo
’py ajita-rucira-lclak[1va-saras tadcyam
vyatanuta k[paya yas tattva-dcpa\ purawa\
tam akhila-v[jinaghna\ vyasa-senu\ nato ’smi
3ukadeva’s consciousness was filled with his own happiness, because he had
abandoned feelings for anything else. Still, his heart was attracted by the beautiful pastimes of Ajita, the unconquered. I bow down to Vyasa’s son, the destroyer
of all evil, who mercifully revealed the Purawa that is the lamp of truth about him
(the Lord).
(Bhagavata 12.12.69)

177

We repeat the verse here for reference with the explanation:
kasmai yena vibhasito ’yam atulo jñana-pradcpas pura
tad-repewa ca naradaya munaye k[1waya tadrepiwa
yogcndraya tad-atmanatha bhagavad-rataya karuwyatas
tac chuddha\ vimala\ viuokam am[ta\ satya\ para\ dhcmahi
Let us meditate upon the pure, spotless, sorrowless, immortal, Supreme Truth,
who out of compassion illuminated this unparalleled lamp of knowledge to Ka
long ago. Through that form (Ka), he gave it to Narada, and through him to
K[1wamuni, and through him to Yogcndra, and through him to Bhagavadrata.

178

179

180

A parardha is the number of human years equivalent to fifty years of Brahma’s time. We
are currently living in the second half of Brahma’s life, so the “beginning of the previous
parardha” would mean the very beginning of the creation.
Reference is made here to the ninth chapter of the second book, wherein we find the four
essential verses of the Bhagavata that were spoken to Brahma by Bhagavan. Leading up to
these verses, 3ukadeva describes Brahma’s birth from the lotus that sprouts from the puru1a’s
navel, Brahma’s search for the lotus’s origin, his performance of penance for a thousand
celestial years, and his vision of Bhagavan and his consort 3rc, surrounded by their devotees
in Vaikuwvha. Verse sixteen describes Bhagavan as having a four-handed form, with smiling
face, reddish eyes, yellow garments, and the mark of 3rcvatsa.
Jcva here uses dehalc-dcpa-nyaya, the logic of the lamp on the threshold. Just as a lamp on
the threshold of a room illumines both the inside and outside, so a word may qualify both
what precedes it and what follows it. In the verse here, we are short of one pronominal
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and tad-AtmanA, it is made clear that not only the four verses, but rather the
entire Purawa was revealed by Bhagavan, who entered each one of those
individuals.181 And although out of humility 3rc Seta did not say, “through
me to all of you,” this remaining statement should be understood here. Thus
the glory of all the preceptors of the Bhagavata is shown. The origin of the
3a]karuawa Sampradaya, being included within the revelation of the author
3rc K[1wa-dvaipayana, is not stated separately.182
Let us meditate (dhCmahi) on that supreme truth ( para| satyam), the
reality called Bhagavan.183 The word para denotes only Bhagavan, due to
(the statement of ) the Sahasra-nama-stotra, “That which is supreme (para)
and unsurpassed,”184 and the second book of the Bhagavata, “The first
descent of the Supreme (para) is the puru1a.”185 Because the Gayatrc is
named as the inspirer of the activity of Brahma’s intelligence, the word
dhCmahi includes the meaning of the (entire) Gayatrc. Thus, concluding as it
began—with the Gayatrc word dhCmahi—the Bhagavata shows us that this
book is the meaning of the Gayatrc.186 This is stated, “That (Bhagavata)
forms a commentary on the Gayatrc, and it conclusively settles the meaning
of the Mahabharata.”187 (Thus ends the explanation of the concluding verse
of the Bhagavata, spoken by) 3rc Seta.

181

182

183

184
185

186

187

compound “tad-” and so the word “tad-atmana” is taken in apposition to both “k[1waya”
and “yogcndraya.” 3rcdhara Svamc does not argue for a double meaning, but simply supplies another “tad-repiwa” to stand for Vyasa and glosses “tad-atmana” as just “uukarepewa,” “through 3uka.”
One could argue that since Bhagavan spoke only four nutshell verses to Brahma, the rest of
the Purawa is a creation of the subsequent reciters. Jcva allays this doubt by reminding us
that the only agent in the verse is Bhagavan, who repeatedly recites the Purawa “through the
form of ” Brahma, Narada, et al. These reciters must be considered empowered by Bhagavan
and their words authoritative.
The meaning of this sentence is unclear to me. 3yamdas translates it (into Hindi) thus: “In
the Sa]kar1awa Sampradaya (Ramanuja Sampradaya), there is the view that the Bhagavata
appeared from the mouth of 3rc 3a]kar1awa. But their Bhagavata is included within the
Bhagavata revealed by 3rc K[1wa Dvaipayana. Therefore, there is no need to describe that
separately.” (215). I have not, however, come across any other reference to Ramanuja’s
tradition as the 3a]kar1awa Sampradaya, nor do I know how it is included within Vyasa’s
Bhagavata.
This sentence mirrors 3rcdhara Svamc: “tat para\ satya\ urc-narayawakhya\ tattva\
dhcmahi.” Jcva glosses satya\ para\ as Bhagavan instead of Narayawa.
Vi1wu-sahasra-nama-stotra, verse 78. “Para” is name number 738.
Bhagavata 2.6.42. This statement precludes the possibility that the word “para” may refer to
the Puru1as or any other divinities less than them. “Para” must therefore denote only Bhagavan.
Jcva follows 3rcdhara Svamc: “iti gayatryaiva yathopakramam upasa\haran gayatryakhyabrahma-vidyeyam iti daruayati.” “Thus, concluding as it began—with the Gayatrc—it reveals
this Vedic (or sacred) knowledge called ‘Gayatrc.’ ”
Garura Purawa (?), quoted in Madhva’s Bhagavata-tatparya-nirwaya 1.1.1. In order to
show that the import of the Mahabharata is Bhagavan, Jcva quotes a passage in the Tattvasandarbha (21) from the Mahabharata which describes the text as “narayawa-kathaurayam,”
“the abode of narratives about Narayawa” (Mok1a-dharma 170.14).
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Repetition and novelty—the second and third indicators
Now, by repetition (abhyasa): “Bhagavan Hari, the Lord of all, who drives
away Kali’s multitude of impurities and who possesses a perfect form, is not
repeatedly praised elsewhere, but here he is described in detail in every word
by the use of narratives.”188
One who drives away (kAlanaS) means the destroyer. Elsewhere, in other
scriptures which teach karma and Brahman—the Lord of all, the inner
controller of the aggregate material bodies, Narayawa—or his protector
Vi1wu—is not sung, or he may be sung in some places, but even in those
places he is not sung constantly. The word tu has the sense of specification.189 3rc Bhagavan himself, however, is constantly sung here (iha) in the
3rc Bhagavata. Or Narayawa and others are described here, but they are
described as perfect forms (aUe2a-mErti) or descents (avatara) of him.
Bhagavan, who has such characteristics, is sung here, not—as in other
places—indiscriminately.190 By the use of different narratives, Bhagavan is
pointed to in every word (anupadam) and is described ( paVhita) from all
perspectives ( pari), or in other words, he is stated clearly.
This (verse) also explains novelty (apervata), because it is not obtained
elsewhere.191 (Thus ends the explanation of the repetition and novelty verse
of the Bhagavata, spoken by) 3rc Seta.

Result—the fourth indicator
Now, by the result (phala): “Those who drink the nectar of the stories of
Bhagavan, the soul of good people, and whose earholes are filled with that
nectar, purify the mind, which is polluted by sense-objects, and go near
his lotus feet.”192 “The soul of good people” means “the lord of their lives.”
Or else, it is a vyadhikarawa 1a1vhc—“of that Bhagavan who is the property
188

189

190

191

192

kali-mala-sa\hati-kalano ‘khileuo
harir itaratra na gcyate hy abhck1wam
iha tu punar bhagavan aue1a-mertis
paripavhito ‘nupada\ katha-prasa]gais
(Bhagavata 12.12.66)
By expressing contrast, “tu” points out that this special quality of the Bhagavata, namely
that it constantly describes Bhagavan, is found in the Bhagavata alone.
Even when the Bhagavata Purawa describes divinities other than the original Bhagavan
himself (i.e., K[1wa), it does so by putting them in proper relation to him, instead of
uncritically equating them, as other scriptures may do.
The verse states: “harir itaratra na gcyate hy abhck1wam,” “Hari is not sung constantly
elsewhere.” This tells us the unique or unprecedented quality of the Bhagavata, which is the
same as the abhyasa, that is, constant and comprehensive glorification of Bhagavan.
pibanti ye bhagavata atmanas sata\
katham[ta\ uravawa-puve1u sa\bh[tam
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(Atman) of good people,” because of their feeling of possessiveness in relation
to him, since he is their master.193 The nectarean narration that is being
commenced, namely, the 3rc Bhagavata, is alone of primary importance.194
It is similarly said: “Indeed, when it is heard . . .”195 (Thus ends the explanation of the result-verse of the Bhagavata, spoken by) 3rc 3uka.

The statement of praise—the fifth indicator
Now, by the statement of praise (arthavada): “He whom Brahma, Varuwa,
Indra, Rudra and the Maruts praise with divine prayers; about whom the
Sama-chanters sing using Vedic hymns along with the subordinate divisions,
progressive recitations, and Upani1ads; whom the yogcs see with a mind that
is fixed in meditation upon him; whose limit the hosts of gods and demons
do not know; to that Lord I bow down.”196 They praise with prayers and
Vedic hymns. Stunvanti is the same as “stuvanti.” (The yogcs see him) with a
mind that is fixed (avasthitam) and focussed on him through meditation
(dhyAnena).197 (Thus ends the explanation of the commendatory verse of the
Bhagavata, spoken by) 3rc Seta.
punanti te vide1itauaya\
vrajanti tac-carawa-saroruhantikam
(Bhagavata 2.2.37)
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3ridhara Svamc also identifies this verse as a description of the uravawadi-phalam, the fruit
of hearing the Bhagavata.
3rcdhara glosses atmanas as atmatvena prakauamanasya, “one who shines due to being the
atman.”
The discussion between 3ukadeva and Parck1it, which is the main conversational thread for
the entire Bhagavata Purawa, commences in the second book. This result-verse occurs at the
end of the book’s second chapter, after the preliminary questions have been answered and
before 3ukadeva’s main narration has begun.
yasya\ vai ureyamawaya\ k[1we parama-peru1e
bhaktir utpadyate pu\sas uoka-moha-bhayapaha
Indeed, when one hears the Satvata-sa\hita (Bhagavata Purawa), bhakti for the
Supreme Person K[1wa arises, destroying one’s sorrow, illusion, and fear.
(Bhagavata 1.7.7)
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ya\ brahma varuwendra-rudra-marutas stunvanti divyais stavair
vedais sa]ga-pada-kramopani1adair gayanti ya\ samagas
dhyanavasthita-tad-gatena manasa pauyanti ya\ yogino
yasyanta\ na vidus surasura-gawa devaya tasmai namas
(Bhagavata 12.13.1, the first verse of the final chapter of the Purawa)
“Progressive recitations” (pada-krama) refers to two methods of reciting Vedic hymns—
pada-pavha, a simple sequential reading, and krama-pavha, in which one starts with the first
word and moves to the second, then repeats the second and moves to the third, and so on.
The last two sentences are quoted from 3rcdhara Svamc.
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Reasoning—the sixth indicator
Now by reasoning (upapatti): “By physical objects (d{UyaiS) such as the
intelligence, etc., by his own self (svAtmanA), by characteristics (lak2aWaiS),
and by arguments that lead one to make inferences (anumApakaiS), Bhagavan
Hari is perceived in all beings as the seer.”198 Firstly, the seer is understood
to be the jcva. How? Physical objects such as the intelligence demonstrate
this in two ways: (1) by the characteristics (lak2aWaiS) which point to (the
existence of a) self-luminous seer. This is shown by the untenable (anupapatti):
“without the self-luminous seer, it is not possible for the inert physical
objects such as the intelligence to see.” And (2) by arguments that lead to
inferences (anumApakaiS). This is shown by the invariable concomitance
(vyapti): “the intelligence, etc., are dependent upon an agent, because they
are instruments, just like an axe, etc.”199
Now, Bhagavan is also understood. How? By (the presence of) his own
self (svAtmanA), his own portion, the inner controller (antaryamc), who has
entered into all beings and seers (sarva-bhEte2u). The meaning is this: first,
by (understanding the nature of ) all the (individual) seers, the inner controller is understood; after that, by (understanding the nature of ) the inner
controller, Bhagavan is also understood. Like before, each one is understood
in two ways (by untenability and invariable concomitance).
For instance, the antaryamc is understood by this untenable (anupapatti):
“Because one can see that the jcvas are not independent agents or enjoyers, and
because karma, or activity, is also inert, therefore the jcvas’ inclination for being
the agent or enjoyer cannot take place without a particular, inner instigator.”200 This antaryamc causes the self to see through the eye, hear through ear,
think through the mind, and to understand through the intellect. Therefore,
these two are spoken of in the Bhallaveya-uruti, “moving and not moving.”201
Now, Bhagavan is understood through his portion antaryamc, by this
untenable: “So as to account for his being the inner controller and the
supreme ruler, if someone superior enters the jcvas with all his portions, then
198

199
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bhagavan sarva-bhete1u lak1itas svatmana haris
d[uyair buddhyadibhir dra1va lak1awair anumapakais
(Bhagavata 2.2.35)
The above paragraph is, for the most part, quoted from 3rcdhara Svamc, who also sees the
verse as providing two ways of knowing Bhagavan—by lak1awas and anumapakas. See
Chapter 3 of the present work for a comparison of 3rcdhara and Jcva’s comments on this
verse.
In other words, the impetus for activity cannot be located in the jcva, nor in the activity
itself. Therefore, it must be found in the antaryamc.
This quotation, consisting of only two words, “s[tir as[tis,” is probably taken from Madhva’s
writings. It is difficult to translate, since we lack any context for the phrase. 3yamdas
translates it into Hindi thus: “Therefore, the Bhaluveya 3rutis [sic] call the living entity
knowable (jñeya) and the Paramatma unknowable (ajñeya)” (219).
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he would not be the Lord (cuvara), because of the absence of completeness.”202 Therefore, in the 3rc Gctopani1ad, “Of what use will all this knowledge be to you, O Arjuna? With a single portion, I support this entire
universe.”203 And in the Vi1wu Purawa, “the creation is permeated by a
particle of his own energy.”204
So also, the truth about antaryamc is established by invariable concomitance (vyapti): “The jcvas are inspired by the instigating agent because they
are not independent, just like woodcutters and other laborers.” Once again,
this argument also establishes Bhagavan. “The not-very-influential jcva’s inner
controller is the huvara, and he is dependent upon his own source. This is also
due to completeness, just like the lordship of one who employs woodcutters
and other laborers is (ultimately) dependent on the lordship of the king.”205
Or here (in the Bhagavata), “Just as a single object, possessing many
qualities, is perceived in different ways by the senses, so also is Bhagavan
perceived by the different paths described in the scriptures.”206 Thus the point
may be illustrated. This establishes the sameness of destination.207 (Thus ends
the explanation of the reasoning verse of the Bhagavata, spoken by) 3rc 3uka.
Thus, the verse beginning “vadanti” has been firmly established.208
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If the Lord were to enter the jcva in his completeness, that is, with all his portions and
energies, he would exhaust himself in the creation, and no longer be the transcendent ruler.
Gcta 10.42.
The purpose of quoting these verses is to show that the Lord is not expended in his creation.
In other words, the complete Lord Bhagavan does not himself need to enter the jcvas and
the world; a portion of him (the antaryamc) is sufficient for the task.
The antaryamc is a secondary controller, just like one who employs workers on behalf of the
king. Again, if the antaryamc were the complete Bhagavan himself, it would mean that the
Lord had lost himself in the creation.
yathendriyais p[thag-dvarair artho bahu-guwaurayas
eko naneyate tadvad bhagavan uastra-vartmabhis
(Bhagavata 3.32.33)
This verse appears near the end of Kapila’s instructions to his mother Devaheti, which take
up nearly nine chapters of the third book of the Bhagavata.
Another translation of gati-samanyam is “consistency of import.” Jcva Gosvamc is here
referring to Brahma-setra 1.1.10, “gati-samanyat,” which states that the Lord (and not
pradhana or the jcva) is the cause of the world because there is consistency of import to that
effect in the scriptures. A slightly broader point is being made here by Jcva, namely, that all
the scriptures consistently point toward the same goal, Bhagavan, by employing different
methods of reasoning. In this way, Bhagavan is established as the object of reasoning, or
upapatti. In this regard, Jcva’s understanding of “gati-samanyat” is closer to Madhva, who
does not limit the scope of the setra to just the issue of the Lord’s creatorship.
As we have seen, Jcva Gosvamc began this section of the Paramatma-sandarbha by saying
that he would explicate the three-fold Godhead (trivyeha), especially the primary manifestation, Bhagavan. He ends the section (and the Sandarbha) by saying that he has thoroughly
completed his task.
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APPENDIX
OVERVIEW OF THE
BHFGAVATA-SANDARBHA

The first four Sandarbhas deal primarily with sambandha-jñAna, that is, knowledge of God, the living entities, the world, and the relationships between
them. The Bhakti-sandarbha covers abhidheya, or the means of reviving the
personal relationship between the living entity and Bhagavan, while the final
book, PrCti-sandarbha, describes prayojana, the ultimate perfected state of
pure love for K[1wa.
The first three Sandarbhas address questions of ontology in a relatively
non-sectarian way, using criteria of knowledge and proof-texts that would
be acceptable to an audience much broader than the followers of Caitanya.
Only when major issues regarding the status of the world, the personal
nature of divinity, and the individuality of the jCva have been settled does
Jcva Gosvamc go on (in the K{2Wa-sandarbha) to identify that divinity with
K[1wa and describe his unique characteristics, relying on scriptural sources
that are more internal to the tradition. This is interesting, for it means that
Jcva exhaustively describes Bhagavan without seriously describing K[1wa;
that he explains the concept of lClA without addressing rasa; and that he
establishes the status of the internal energy (antara}gA Uakti) without mentioning 3rc Radha. Of course, in the process of elaborating the qualities and
characteristics of Bhagavan, Jcva broadly identifies him with Vi1wu/K[1wa,
but this is an assumption that many Vedantic writers will make, if only for
the sake of demonstrating the applicability of general principles. Vi1wu/
K[1wa is present throughout the first three Sandarbhas, but not in the way
Caitanya Vai1wavas know him. K[1wa, the son of Nanda Maharaja, the
Lord of the cows, and the beloved of 3rc Radha emerges only in the later
treatises.
This kind of less-sectarian approach is a clear indicator of Jcva’s Vedantic
intentions in the first three Sandarbhas. Engagement in Vedantic discourse
requires awareness of a universe of discourse much broader than one’s own
community. Eric Lott notes, for example, that there is a “striking difference
in style” between Ramanuja’s Vedantic writings and his devotional ones.
“There is a remarkable avoidance of strictly sectarian material when he
writes as a Vedantin, even though his Vedantic formulation remains based
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scrupulously on the theology of his Vai1wava tradition.” While it is true that
“it is in the very nature of a theistic interpretation of Vedanta to remain
closely associated with a particular religious community,” still, a theist such
as Ramanuja or Jcva would not “intend his Vedantic writings solely for his
own sect” (1980: 4). In the case of Caitanya Vai1wavism, such sectarianism
would go against one of the main motivations for Vedantic discourse identified in Chapter 1 of this book, namely, to provide a generally acceptable,
philosophical foundation for the practice of bhakti.

Tattva-sandarbha1
The Tattva-sandarbha is the most widely read and frequently used of the six
Sandarbhas. It is the only one to have been commented upon by Baladeva
Vidyabhe1awa, the eighteenth-century author of the Govinda-bhA2ya, and it
has received more scholarly attention in English than any other Sandarbha.
This could simply be attributed to the fact that the Tattva is the first,
shortest, and simplest of the six Sandarbhas, consisting of only 63 sections
(anucchedas). It could also be attributed, however, to the fundamental nature
of its subject matter. The Tattva lays down the foundation upon which Jcva
Gosvamc builds his philosophical and theological edifice, as well as the
methodology by which he does it.
That Tattva-sandarbha has traditionally been divided into two parts: the
pramAWa-khaWRa, which deals with the standards of knowledge and methodology to be used in the text, and the prameya-khaWRa, which delineates
the theses to be demonstrated by these methods. Jcva’s main concern in the
first part is to demonstrate the preeminence of the BhAgavata PurAWa over
all other forms of scripture, and its exclusive status as the best means of
certain knowledge ( pramAWa). He does this by first discussing the traditionally accepted pramAWas, such as sense perception ( pratyak2a), inference
(anumAna), and analogy (upamAna), and rejecting them because of their
unreliability in ascertaining a transcendental subject matter. The only pramAWa
that is dependable and faultless in this regard is Uabda—the testimony of
perfected souls given through scriptural revelation.
The crucial question then is: what qualifies as Uabda?, and Jcva dedicates
the majority of the first part to answering this question. The unchallenged
repository of scriptural revelation is, of course, the Veda, but what the
category of Veda includes is initially not clear. The four sa|hitAs—Mg,
Yajur, SAma, and Atharva—as well as the Upani1ads are universally accepted,
but Jcva argues further for the inclusion of the Purawas, MahAbhArata, and
RAmAyaWa as the “fifth Veda.” He cites numerous passages in support, mainly
1

A highly detailed summary of the six Sandarbhas can be found in S.K. De’s Early History,
(1986: 255–421). De also provides an exhaustive list of Jcva’s quotations from other sources.
Both proved very useful in preparing this brief outline.
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from the Purawas themselves, but also from the Upani1ads. Not only are
the Purawas included in the Veda, Jcva reasons, but they are in fact better
than the rest of Vedic literature because they are available to all classes of
people. They are more easily understood by the people of this degraded age
(kali-yuga), and they present the intended meaning of the Upani1ads and
four Vedas. Of all the Purawas, however, the BhAgavata is the topmost,
being spotless (amala). Jcva rests this claim on supporting quotations from
various Purawas as well as the BhAgavata itself.
The second part of the Tattva-sandarbha can be seen as a detailed elaboration of verses four to eleven of the first book, seventh chapter of the
BhAgavata PurAWa. These verses describe the trance of Vyasa, the author
of the BhAgavata. While meditating, Vyasa saw the Supreme Person and his
external energy, which deludes the living entities and causes their misery. He
also saw that the masses were ignorant of the fact that devotion to the Lord
could bring an end to their suffering. He therefore composed the BhAgavata
PurAWa for their upliftment, and afterwards taught it to his son 3ukadeva.
At this point, the question is raised, “Why did 3ukadeva study this vast
composition, given that he was already leading a life of perfection?” Seta
Gosvamc answers with the famous verse: “Although these sages rejoice in
the self alone and although they are free of all bonds, they still perform
unmotivated bhakti for Urukrama (Vi1wu). Such are qualities of Hari!”2
Jcva takes this verse (along with those preceding it) as relaying the basic
import of the BhAgavata PurAWa. Drawing various philosophical conclusions
from them, he uses the next dozen or so sections to argue against 3a]kara’s
nondualism. He attempts to show that the living entity is not the supreme
Brahman, but distinct from him; that the doctrines of pratibimba and
pariccheda are fatally flawed; that Vyasa’s experience does not support a
nondualist view; that apparently nondualist statements in the scripture need
to be interpreted in light of Vyasa’s experience; and that love of God is
superior even to the bliss of Brahman.
Jcva goes on to analyze Vyasa’s trance in terms of the categories of
sambandha, abhidheya, and prayojana. He states that the purpose of the
Sandarbhas is to ascertain these three things, and he will do so in accordance
with the understanding of Vyasa.

Bhagavat-sandarbha
As its name implies, the Bhagavat-sandarbha lays out the complete Caitanya
Vai1wava doctrine of Bhagavan—the personal, supremely worshipable, and
blissfully active repository of all powers, 3rc K[1wa. But, unlike the K{2Wasandarbha, which deals specifically with the theology surrounding the person
2

atmaramau ca munayo nirgrantha apy urukrame/kurvanty ahaitukc\ bhaktim ittha\-bhetaguwo haris (BhAgavata 1.7.10).
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of K[1wa, the Bhagavat is interested more in the philosophical justification
for divine personhood. Jcva Gosvamc deals with the problems posed by a
God who is eternally active and yet eternally unchangeable (avikAra), who
is full of unlimited attributes and yet undifferentiated (nirviUe2a), and who
is the creator of the phenomenal world and yet unsullied by its qualities
(nirguWa).
It is in this Sandarbha that Jcva Gosvamc introduces the Caitanya Vai1wava
doctrine of a three-fold Absolute. Although the Absolute Truth is nondual
and indivisible, it has three aspects: Brahman (the undifferentiated, impersonal Reality), Paramatma (the localized form of the Lord present in every
part of the creation), and Bhagavan (the supreme, blissful Person who is the
object of devotion). The Paramatma and Bhagavan aspects are discussed in
the Sandarbhas named after them. There is no need for a separate Sandarbha
to explain Brahman because, Jcva reasons, anyone who understands Bhagavan
automatically knows Brahman. Besides, undifferentiated Brahman has already
been thoroughly described by the nondualist school of Advaita Vedanta.
Fundamental to the Caitanyite understanding of Bhagavan is the idea of
God as the possessor of all energies (Uakti). Jcva dedicates the majority of
the Bhagavat-sandarbha to delineating and justifying the concept of Uakti.
He classifies the Lord’s energies into three types—the mAyA-Uakti (the material energy which constitutes and creates this phenomenal world), jCva-Uakti
(the living entities), and svarEpa-Uakti (the Lord’s personal energy which
consists of his own nature). He further divides the svarEpa-Uakti into three
kinds: sandhinC (the Lord’s power of existence), samvit (the power of knowledge), and hlAdinC (the power of bliss). These correspond approximately to
the Vedantic categories of sat, cit, and Ananda associated with Brahman.
Another concept introduced in the Bhagavat-sandabrha is lClA, divine play.
When faced with the question, “For what reason does Bhagavan display his
Uaktis?,” Jcva answers that it is simply for the purpose of play (lClA). Play is
part of the essential nature of Bhagavan, arising out of his natural blissfulness.

ParamAtma-sandarbha
After discussing the concept of Bhagavan, Jcva Gosvamc turns his attention
to the second aspect of the three-fold Absolute, namely, Paramatma. Whereas
Bhagavan displays all the energies and opulences of the Absolute, Paramatma
manifests them only partially. Specifically, Paramatma is the form of the
Lord meant to deal with the workings of the material world and the living
entities within it.
Because the Paramatma works so closely with the material energy and the
living entities, the majority of this Sandarbha is dedicated to elucidating the
nature of these two and their relation to the Lord. Jcva Gosvamc asserts that
while the Paramatma is only one, the living entities ( jCvas) are many. Each
jCva is eternally an individual, different from every other jCva. Nevertheless,
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the jCvas all possess the same divine nature. They are eternal, conscious,
immutable, pure, and always dependent on the Paramatma.
The material energy (mAyA ) can be the cause of both bondage and emancipation for the jCvas. It has two main functions—to deal with the entangled
living entities and to provide for the creation, maintenance, and dissolution
of the phenomenal world. In its role with the living entities, it can either
liberate them through the power of knowledge (vidyA ) or delude them by the
power of ignorance (avidyA ). Although mAyA is not part of Bhagavan’s
essential nature (svarEpa), and although he is beyond its binding influence, it
nevertheless rests within Bhagavan and arises from him.
Questions concerning the nature of jCva and mAyA are a major locus of
disagreement between Vedantic schools of thought. As such, the ParamAtmasandarbha serves to a large extent as the Caitanya Vai1wava statement against
conflicting philosophies, especially the traditional archrival, Advaita Vedanta.
Jcva Gosvamc uses the concepts already introduced in the Bhagavat-sandarbha
to establish the Caitanyite viewpoint on problems of general concern. The
arguments against the doctrines of pariccheda and pratibimba outlined in the
Tattva-sandarbha are developed in detail here. The nondualist doctrine of
vivarta (the world as apparent transformation) is rejected in favor of UaktiparinAma-vAda (the world as a transformation of the Lord’s energy). The
Sa]khya analysis of the field (k2etra) and the knower of the field (k2etrajña)
is modified to accommodate a more theistic viewpoint. The theory of oneness between living entity and Brahman is replaced by a doctrine of inconceivable difference and non-difference (acintya-bhedAbheda). And the worship
of gods like Brahma and 3iva is presented as inferior to, and subsumed
within, the worship of Vi1wu or K[1wa.

K{2Wa-sandarbha
The primary concern of this work is to establish K[1wa as Bhagavan. A
single phrase is chosen from the previously agreed-upon scriptural authority, namely the BhAgavata PurAWa, and established as the mahA-vAkya—the
defining statement of the entire PurAWa. This phrase comes from a verse
found in chapter 3 of book one. It appears immediately after the BhAgavata’s
description of twenty-two different divine descents (avatAras): “ete ca\ua
kalas pu\sas k{2Was tu bhagavAn svayam,” “These avataras are portions
and sub-portions of the Supreme Person, but K{2Wa is BhagavAn himself.”
(1.3.28). Jcva asserts that because this statement is the mahA-vAkya, all contradictory statements found in the BhAgavata and other scriptures must be
reconciled to this one. He then goes on to demonstrate this hermeneutical
method on several apparently contradictory passages. He also marshals a
host of passages from various texts confirming the mahA-vAkya.
Just as 3rc K[1wa is the highest Deity, so everything and everyone related
to him are also the best of their kind. 3rcmatc Radha, K[1wa’s consort and
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greatest devotee, is the embodiment of his personal energy—specifically his
power of bliss (hlAdinC-Uakti). She is superior even to Lak1mc and the queens
of Dvaraka, who are lesser manifestations of this same Uakti. K[1wa’s residence, Goloka, is the highest abode in the celestial sky, greater than the
abodes of Vi1wu. His youthful, two-handed form is the original, most essential, and sweetest form of the Godhead, more attractive than those forms
with many hands or non-human shapes.
The K{2Wa-sandarbha borrows much of its content from Repa Gosvamc’s
Laghu-bhAgavatAm{ta.3 Both works deal extensively with the theory of divine
descent and provide a detailed classification of their types and relative importance. They accept and delineate the Pancaratra system of catur-vyEhas—
forms of Vi1wu appearing in sets of four to facilitate creation. Both introduce
the categories of manifest ( prakaVa) and unmanifest (aprakaVa) in relation to
K[1wa’s pastimes and affirm that these pastimes are being played out eternally
in one of these states. Similarities are also obvious in the discussion of the
Lord’s abode (dhAma) and associates (parikara). There are a number of quotations from the Purawas and Tantras which are used by both Repa and Jcva.

Bhakti-sandarbha and PrCti-sandarbha
While it is evident that Jcva drew heavily from the works of Repa and
Sanatana in his last three Sandarbhas, this was by no means a simple repetition of their teachings. The special way in which he formulates and presents
their doctrines reveals Jcva’s priorities in composing the Sandarbhas.
In the Bhakti and PrCti Sandarbhas, Jcva Gosvamc borrows from two works
by Repa Gosvamc on the aesthetics of devotion—the Bhakti-rasAm{tasindhu and the Ujjvala-nClamaWi. The former is divided into four parts, each
named after a directional ocean. From a preliminary comparison of the last
two Sandarbhas with Bhakti-rasAm{ta-sindhu, it appears that the Bhaktisandarbha corresponds roughly to the first part (eastern ocean) of Repa’s
work. The PrCti-sandarbha then picks up on the subject matter of the
remaining three oceans as well as the Ujjvala-nClamaWi.
In the Bhakti-sandarbha, Jcva restricts his treatment of bhakti to the stage
of regulated devotional practice (sAdhanA). He discusses its two levels and
the specific practices associated with each. He introduces the nine types of
devotion and the primary rasas. Jcva also provides us with a general description of bhakti in terms of its essential characteristics (svarEpa-lak2aWa) and
accidental characteristics (taVastha-lak2aWa).
While the Bhakti-sandarbha charts the path of devotion (abhidheya),
the PrCti-sandarbha reveals its ultimate destination and reward (prayojana),
3

The Laghu-bhAgavatAm{ta is named as a condensed version of Sanatana Gosvamc’s B{hadbhAgavatAm{ta, although it is in fact concerned more with the theological justification of
ideas found in the B{had-bhAgavatAm{ta.
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namely prCti—unmotivated, unceasing love for K[1wa. This love consists of
a variety of rasas—intensified emotional states of love expressed in various
relationships between the Lord and his devotees. In the PrCti-sandarbha,
Jcva Gosvamc enters more deeply into the intricacies of rasa theology. He
makes a thorough analysis of the five primary rasas, as well as the seven
secondary ones.4 He discusses the successive stages in the appearance and
growth of these sentiments in the devotee. He highlights the amorous sentiment (mAdhurya-rasa) as the perfection of love for K[1wa. Through this
discussion, K[1wa himself emerges as the overflowing reservoir of all rasa
and its chief relisher as well.
Although Jcva follows Repa Gosvamc faithfully in his account of bhakti
and rasa, there are important differences in approach and emphasis. The
relative space Jcva allocates to the exoteric and esoteric aspects of devotion
is especially significant. While Repa devotes only one part (the eastern ocean)
of the Bhakti-rasAm{ta-sindhu to regulated practice, Jcva dedicates an entire
Sandarbha to its exposition. He places sAdhanA at the heart of his largest
Sandarbha and thus firmly grounds bhakti in the exoteric, regulated practice
of the devotee.
Even when Jcva deals with the higher levels of rasa, he prefaces and
intersperses his discussion with philosophical considerations that may have
been of less concern to Repa Gosvamc. Towards the beginning of PrCtisandarbha, for example, Jcva includes a lengthy discussion on mukti, liberation. He classifies their different types, assesses their relative worth, and
identifies their primary characteristics. Only after thoroughly analyzing the
concept of liberation, and rejecting it as the final goal, does he proceed to
the main topic of the Sandarbha. Similarly, Jcva Gosvamc begins Bhaktisandarbha by addressing questions that underlie the devotional quest itself.
What need is there to perform bhakti in the first place? Is bhakti simply the
means to something higher, or is it an end in itself ? Where does bhakti stand
in relation to other recognized paths to liberation such as the cultivation of
knowledge ( jñAna), action (karma) or yoga? And is bhakti capable of standing on its own as a spiritual process, or must it be accompanied by these
others? Jcva is also keen to anticipate and respond to possible objections in
the course of his argument. It is as if he expects his reader to be a person of
mild skepticism who will test the coherence of the system by introducing
evidence from conflicting sources or by questioning the validity of the author’s
sources. One objection, for example, comes from the realm of orthodox poetics,
which regards bhakti as merely bhAva (emotion) rather than full-fledged
rasa. Jcva’s rebuttal is of great theoretical interest, for Caitanya Vai1wava
aesthetics rests on the proposition that bhakti is rasa.
4

The five primary rasas are peaceful devotion (UAnta), servitude (dAsya), friendship (sakhya),
parental affection (vAtsalya), and amorous love (mAdhurya). The seven secondary are humor
(hAsya), wonder (adbhuta), chivalry (vCra), compassion (karuWA), fury (raudra), horror (bCbhatsa),
and dread (bhayAnaka).
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